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ABSTRACT
Tunnel construction is increasing world wide. Although the majority of tunnel
construction projects have been completed safely, there have been several incidents that
have resulted in delays, cost overruns, and sometimes more significant consequences
such as injury and loss of life. To help eliminate these accidents, it is necessary to
systematically assess and manage the risks associated with tunnel construction.
In order to better understand the conditions under which accidents occur, a database of
204 tunnel construction accidents was assembled. This is the most comprehensive
database known to date. The database was analyzed to better understand the causes of
accidents. Influence diagrams were constructed containing the main factors, and the
interactions between them. These served as the basis of the risk assessment methodology
presented in this work.
The risk assessment methodology consists of combining a geologic prediction model that
allows one to predict geology ahead of the tunnel construction, with a decision support
model that allows one to choose amongst different construction strategies the one that
leads to minimum risk. The geologic prediction model is based on Bayesian networks
because of their ability to combine domain knowledge with data, encode dependencies
among variables, and their ability to learn causal relationships.
The combined geologic prediction - decision support model was then applied to the Porto
Metro, in Portugal. The results of the geologic prediction model were in good agreement
with the observed geology, and the results of the decision support model were in good
agreement with the construction methods used. More significant, however, is the ability
of the model to predict changes in geology and consequently changes in construction
strategy. This was shown in two zones of the tunnel were accidents occurred, where the
model predicted an abrupt change in geology, and the construction method should have
been changed but was not. Using the model could have possibly avoiding the accidents.
This risk assessment methodology provides a powerful tool with which planners and
engineers can systematically assess and mitigate the inherent risks associated with tunnel
construction.
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Thesis Supervisor: Daniele Veneziano
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction
1.1 Problem definition
Tunnel construction has been increasing world wide. The majority of tunnel construction
projects have been completed safely. There is, however, an intrinsic risk associated with
tunnel construction, since it involves the subsurface, which is largely unknown. There
have been several incidents in various tunneling projects that have resulted in delays, cost
overruns, and in a few cases more significant consequences such as injury and loss of
life. As is common with problems in construction projects these have been widely
publicized, and pressure has been mounting from the society to eradicate these problems.
There is, therefore, an increasing urgency to assess and manage the risks associated with
tunnel construction.
Tunneling is characterized by high degrees of uncertainty, which arise from two major
factors. The first one involves the geologic conditions, which can never be known
exactly. Problematic geologic conditions include, for example, rock bursts or faults,
squeezing and swelling ground, hard and abrasive rock. The second factor is the
construction process itself. Even if geologic conditions are known, there is still
considerable uncertainty about the construction process, since this depends on the
performance of the equipment as well as the skills of the workers.
Various commercial and research software for risk analysis during tunnel construction
have been developed over the years, the most important of which is the DAT (Decision
Aids for Tunneling), developed at MIT in collaboration with EPFL (Ecole Polytechnique
F6ddrale de Lausanne).The DAT are based on an interactive program that uses
probabilistic modeling of the construction process to analyze the effects of geotechnical
uncertainties and construction uncertainties on construction costs and time. (Dudt et al,
2000; Einstein, 2002b).
The majority of existing risk analysis systems deal only with the effects of random
("common") geological and construction uncertainties on time and cost of construction.
There are, however, other sources of risks, not considered in these systems, which are
related to specific geotechnical scenarios that can have substantial consequences on the
tunnel process, even if their probability of occurrence is low. Good examples of such
situations are the construction of Porto Metro, in Portugal, the Barcelona Metro in Spain
and the Pinheiros Metro Station, in Brazil, where collapses with catastrophic
consequences occurred. Not considering specific geotechnical risk explicitly is an issue
that can have substantial consequences on project delivery.
1.2 Research objectives
This study attempts to address the issue of specific geotechnical risk by first developing a
methodology that allows one to identify major sources of geotechnical risks, even those
with low probability, in the context of a particular project and then performing
quantitative risk analysis to identify the "optimal" construction strategies, where
"optimal" refers to minimum risk. In order to achieve this, a database of accidents that
occurred during tunnel construction was assembled and analyzed. The analyses of the
database led to a better understanding of the main causes and consequences of accidents.
The important parameters, whether ground related, construction related, or monitoring
related were then used to develop the risk assessment methodology that is presented in
this work. Thus the specific objectives of this research are as follow:
- The creation of a database of tunnel construction accidents. This database
contains information regarding the incident(s), the possible causes and failure
mechanisms, consequences and remedial measures. The database will be made
available to designers, contractors, owners and experts in the tunneling domain,
and is considered to be the most comprehensive tunnel accident database
available.
- The development of a decision support framework for determining the "optimal"
(minimum risk) construction method for a given tunnel alignment. The system
should be usable both during the design phase and during the construction phase.
The decision support system consists of two models: a geologic prediction model,
and a construction strategy decision model. Both models are based on the
Bayesian Network technique, and when combined allow one to determine the
'optimal' tunnel construction strategies. The decision model contains an updating
component, by including information from the excavated tunnel sections.
- The implementation of the decision support system in a real case tunnel project,
namely the Porto Metro in Portugal.
1.3 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, a historical overview of tunnel construction is presented. This includes
basic terminology and developments of tunnel construction, focusing on mechanized and
conventional excavation methods.
In Chapter 3, a database of accidents that occurred during tunnel construction worldwide
is presented. The process of data collection and the structure of the database are
explained. Different types of accidents are identified, and their causes and consequences
are presented.. We believe that the creation of the database and its analysis is of great use
to decision makers (owners, designers, contractors), leading to better knowledge on
accidents during tunnel construction, and allowing one to identify different types of
accidents, their causes, the chain of events and their consequences. The database is then
analyzed to identify common and important parameters that are related to ground,
construction, and monitoring. The parameters' importance and interrelationships are
analyzed and general influence diagrams are built for each type of tunnel accident during
construction. The results of this study can be used as starting points for risk assessment
for tunnel projects.
In Chapter 4, several models for data analysis and representation are described, and
common techniques for risk assessment are presented. The fundamentals of Bayesian
Networks and Influence diagrams are introduced, since these will be used in following
chapters. A comparison is made between classic decision analysis, and BN's, and the
advantages, and disadvantages of each are stated.
In Chapter 5, a risk assessment and mitigation methodology is proposed. This is done
based on the results of the database analysis in Chapter 3. The proposed methodology
allows one to determine the "optimal" construction method(s) for a given alignment,
using Bayesian networks and influence diagrams. A simple example is used to illustrate
the methodology.
In Chapter 6, a general description of the Porto Metro project, including geological
conditions, tunnel alignment, and construction methods is provided. Details on the three
accidents that occurred during the first 320 m of construction of the tunnel of Line C are
presented. Emphasis is placed on the circumstances which led to the accidents, and their
possible causes. The risk assessment methodology presented in Chapter 5 is then applied
to the real case of the Porto Metro. The methodology combines two steps, geological
prediction and decision on the construction strategy. The geology prediction is based,
during construction, on the automatically recorded machine performance parameters,
such as penetration, torque and cutting wheel force. It is shown that the geological
predictions of the model are close to reality, that the model is able to predict changes in
geology and, therefore, allows one to adapt the construction strategy to the encountered
ground conditions.
Chapter 7 summarizes the results of the research and provides recommendations for
future work.
CHAPTER 2 Tunnel Construction
2.1 The origin and evolution of tunnel construction
Tunnel construction originated from the need of overcoming major natural barriers, such
as mountains, and bodies of water or from the need of crossing highly built up urban
areas. The principal uses of tunnels are, among others, fresh water supply, road, railroad,
mining, sewage, hydropower schemes.
The historical origin of the tunnel is uncertain; Archeologists believe that the earliest
underwater tunnel was built by the Babylonians under the Euphrates River between 2180
and 2160 B.C. in what is now Iraq. They used what is now called the cut and cover
method. 5000 years ago the Egyptians have constructed tunnels to access tombs. They
developed techniques to cut soft rocks with copper saws and hollow reed drills, both
surrounded by an abrasive (Sandstr6m, 1963)
The ancient Greeks and the Romans built several tunnels for carrying water and for
mining, some of which are still in use. The tunnel of Samos, excavated on the Greek
Island of Samos in the sixth century B.C. is an example of one of the great engineering
achievements of ancient times (Figure 2.1). It was a water tunnel of 1036 m length dug
through solid limestone by two separate teams advancing from both ends (Apostol, 2004)
Tunneling in the Middle Ages was limited and mainly used for mining and military
purposes. The next major advances occurred in Europe due to its growing transportation
needs. The first of several major canal tunnels was on the canal du Midi in France, part of
the first canal linking the Atlantic and the Mediterranean. It was built in 1666-81 with a
length of 515 feet and a cross section of 22 by 27 feet. One of the first tunnels with a
considerable length (about 2 mi) was part of the Grand Trunk Canal in Great Britain and
was completed in 1777 (Stack, 1982).
According to Koviri (2001), the start of tunnel engineering occurred with the
construction of the Tronquoy Tunnel on the canal of St. Quentin in France, 1803-1810.
The tunnel had a really large width, for that time (8 m) and was driven through a sandy
squeezing rock. An arch was constructed from bottom to top, through several individual
adits. The excavation of the core was then done under the protection under the protection
of the arch (Figure 2.2)
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Figure 2.1 a) Illustration of Samos tunnel in Greece; b) picture taken inside the tunnel. In cross
section the floor is more or less horizontal but the roof slopes along the rock strata (Apostol,
2004)
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Figure 2.2 Illustration of the construction process of the Tronquoy tunnel (Sandstr6m, 1963)
Many other canal tunnels were built in Europe and North America during the 18th and
the early 19th centuries. At the beginning of the 19th century these tunnels were built
with temporary supports made of timber and applying different sequential excavation
methods, such as the system used in the Tronquoy tunnel on the St. Quentin Canal by the
French engineers.
Tunnelling under rivers was finally possible when the shield technique was invented by
M. I. Brunel who was the first to use it in 1825 tunneling under the Thames River in
London, with a rectangularly shaped shield. The cylindrical form of the shield was first
patented by Peter Barlow. This method was then improved considerably by the
supervising engineer James Henry Greathead who joined Barlow for the design of the
Tower Hill tunnel under the Thames (Kovari, 2001)
In 1830 with the introduction of railways, tunneling increased immensely. Most of the
developments in this area occurred in England. In the United States the first important
tunnel was the Hoosac railroad tunnel in Massachusetts. It was 4.5miles long with a cross
section of 24 by 22 feet. Although the initial estimation for completion was 3 years it
took 21 years to finish construction in part due the fact that the rock was too hard for the
drilling tools available at the time. It was finally finished in 1876. Despite the time it took
to be completed it contributed to the advances in tunneling technology by being one of
the first times that dynamite was used and the first time electric firing of explosives was
used and power drills were introduced.
Spectacular tunnels were built in Alps, after the introduction of railways. The first was
Mont Cenis, an 8.5mi tunnel that took 14 years to be built and was completed in 1871. It
was followed by the Saint Gotthard (1872-82), about 13 km long (9 mi), the Simplon
tunnel, consisting of two parallel single-track tunnels (both 12.3 mi/19.8 km) and
completed in 1906 and 1919 respectively, which was for many years the longest railway
tunnel in the world, and the Lbtschberg tunnel (1906-11) with a length of 13 km (9 mi),
where a major accident occurred in 1908 when a heading collapsed.
During the second half of the 20th century and early 2 1st century there was an increase in
demand for tunnels and other underground structures, due to the need for constructing
longer and deeper railway tunnels such as those in the Alps (Mt Cenis, Gotthard, etc), for
hydroelectric power stations as well as tunnels for motorways. This provided the right
environment for new inventions, philosophies and associated techniques. The growth of
the mining activities since the 19 th century had also a decisive effect on tunnel
engineering triggering new developments mainly regarding more economical rock
supports. Conventional tunneling world wide was dominated by timber up to the 50's
(Figure 2.3); gradually it was replaced by steel, then shotcrete, anchors and finally a
combination of these supports.
Figure 2.3 Timber support for the south ramp of the L6tschberg tunnel (1908-1913)
(Koviri, 2001)
The use of tunnels for metro systems started in London, England in 1863. Since then
many large and densely populated cities have constructed metro systems. Metro lines are
normally part of larger urban underground projects. During the last four decades, due to
the rapid increase in urbanization in the world, which brought many problems
(congestion, air pollution, loss of surface area for transport infrastructures, etc), there has
been a growing awareness to solve these problems and restitute life quality to the urban
areas by using underground space. In developing countries one of the main obstacles to
underground construction is that its cost is much higher than an alternative on the surface.
However, in developed countries there is increased use of the underground, especially
because of (Longo, 2006): i) public pressure for a better quality of life in the cities; ii)
technological advances and iii) the increasing cost of surface area in the cities and the
impact of construction at the surface.
There are several recent examples of major uses of the underground in Boston, Stuttgart
and Tokyo, which will now be briefly described.
The Central Artery in Boston, the Big Dig, is the most costly highway project ever done
in the US. It was initiated due to the chronic congestion of the Central Artery (1-93), an
elevated six-lane highway passing through the center of downtown Boston, and cutting
off Boston's North End and Waterfront neighborhoods from downtown, making it
difficult for these areas' to participate in the city's economic life. In 2001 the traffic was
of 190000 vehicles per day with stop and go traffic jams of 10 hours per day (McNichol,
2000). The solution to these problems was the so called Central Artery/Tunnel Project
(CA/T), which consisted of two major components (Massachusetts Turnpike Authority,
url: http://www.masspike.com/):
i) The replacement of the six-lane elevated highway with an eight-to-ten-lane
underground expressway directly beneath the existing road (Figure 2.5)
ii) The extension of 1-90 (the Massachusetts Turnpike) from its former terminus
south of downtown Boston through a tunnel beneath South Boston and Boston
Harbor to Logan Airport
The project contains 7.8 miles of highway, 161 lanes miles in all, about half of which are
in tunnels (Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4 Central Artery Project Layout (Massachusetts Turnpike Authority,
url: http://www.masspike.com/)
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Figure 2.5 Construction of the eight-to-ten-lane underground expressway directly beneath the
existing road, 1998 (Sousa, 2006).
The completion of this project brought considerable improvements to the city's traffic
congestion problems, to the air quality of the city and quality of life (Figure 2.6)
BEFORE AFTR
Figure 2.6 Photographs depicting the "before" and "after" of the Central Artery/Tunnel Project
(photo by David Pal).
Another important project is Stuttgart 21, which is one of Deutsche Bahn's largest
projects consisting mainly of a comprehensive redesign of Stuttgart's dead-end central
station, the Feuerbach-Wendlingen south rail connection as part of the Stuttgart-Ulm high
speed line and a new railway station connecting the airport. In the North the center of the
city will also be connected to the high speed line to Mannheim (Stuttgart2l, url:
http://www.stuttgart2l.de).
The total length of the new routes is 56.9 km, of which 32.8 km are tunnels. The
construction is expected to start in 2010 and to be completed in 2020.
In Tokyo the scarceness of surface area, coupled with the better behavior of underground
structures in earthquakes has contributed to the development of new technologies in
tunnel construction. Japan invests strongly in the design of TBMs. A good example of the
use of these new generation TBMs are the ones conceived specially for the construction
of the Nanboku line of the Tokyo underground. In the construction of a station, a TBM
resulting from the union of three TBMs was used (Figure 2.7a and b). In this line a TBM
composed of two concentric TBMs (Figure 2.7c and d) was also used (Assis, 2001)
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Figure 2.7 Two of the TBMs used in the construction of the Nanboku Line. a) TBM used in the
construction the Shiroganedai station; (b) sketch of the station; (c) Double concentric TBM used
in part of the line; d) simplified scheme of the TBM advance (Assis, 2001).
Immersed and floating tunnels are alternatives for crossing water and can be alternatives
to bored tunnels. Immersed tunnels consist of concrete or steel tunnel elements, pre-
fabricated on shipways, in dry docks, or in improvised floodable basins (Saveur &
Grantz, 1993; Schultz & Kochen, 2005). The history of Immersed Tunnels started in
1893 with the construction of three 6 feet diameter sewage lines in the port of Boston, the
Shirley Gut Siphon, the Nut Island Outfall and the Deer Island Outlet (Grantz, 1997). The
first immersed tunnel that was constructed for transportation purposes was a railroad
tunnel under the Detroit river between the US and Canada, in 1910. The most common
solution used in the United States is steel tunnel segments. In the Europe the most
common are concrete elements (Saveur & Grantz, 1993)
The North American experience, especially in the United States, is of great relevance.
The immersed tunnel of the Bart (Bay Area Rapid Transit) in San Francisco is the longest
in the world. The Trans-Bay tube consists of 57 mixed steel-concrete elements with a
total length of approximately 6.1km. This system started to be planned in 1946 and
construction of an immersed rail tunnel near the existing bridge (Figure 2.8a) was
considered. This way the environmental impact on the Bay would be minimized. The
construction of BART started officially in July 19, 1964. The first section was placed in
the Bay in November of 1966 (Figure 2.8b)
The Marmaray Project, in Turkey, comprises 76 km of triple track, 13.6 km of which are
underground. Two of the tracks will be upgraded from existing ones on both sides of the
Bosphorus, connected to each other through a two track railway tunnel under Istanbul and
the Bosphorus. The third track (only on land) will be totally new and will be used for
inter-city and freight. The tunnels comprise 1.4 km of immersed tube tunnel across the
Bosphorus Straits in Istanbul up to 58m deep, 9.8km twin bored tunnel and 2.4km of cut
& cover tunnel. There are three large underground stations and 37 surface stations. All
tunnels and stations are designed to remain operational after an earthquake of 7.5
magnitude. (Ingerslev, 2005; Lykke and Belkaya, 2005). The immersed tube has a cross-
section of 15.3m wide by 8.75m deep within which are two cells for single rail. The first
section of the tube was placed in the summer of 2007 (Horgan and Madsen, 2008.)
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Figure 2.8 a) Location of the trans-bay tube in San Francisco; b) launching of a pre-fabricated
element of the trans-bay tube (ASME International, 1997)
Figure 2.9 a) Layout of the Marmarray Project; b) Schematic of the docking process between
TBM and immersed tube (Horgan and Madsen, 2008).
Submerged floating tunnels (SFT) are immersed tunnels supported within the water
column above the see bed. They can be supported like an underwater bridge on piers, be
hung from pontoons, may span from side to side (no support in the middle), or if buoyant,
could be held down using tension legs similar to oil platforms (Figure 2.1 0a and b).
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SFT's are a viable and useful concept for crossing deep bodies of water, or water bodies
where bridges would be undesirable due to their environmental impact or difficulty of
construction. Although no SFT has yet been built, considerable efforts have been invested
in research and development. Examples of projects that were or are under study are:
Hogsfjord in Norway, which was stopped due to regional changes. A tunnel in the Strait
of Messina connecting Calabria to Sicily, that was first proposed in 1969. Later on in
1984 several extended structural analyses were performed, but it was considered not the
most viable solution due to the risk of being hit by sinking ships. A thirty-kilometer long
link, crossing the Funka Bay at Hokkaido, in Japan. A tunnel crossing Lake Washington
in Seattle USA. (Ingerslev, 2003; Norwegian public road administration, 2006). A
consortium between the Chinese Academy of Sciences and Ponte di Archimede S.p.A.,
financed by the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Chinese Ministry of Science and
Technology and the Institute of Mechanics of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, has
started to build a 100m demonstration floating tunnel in Qiandao Lake in the eastern
Chinese province of Zhejiang. Inside it, two levels of one-way motorways will run
though in the middle, with two railway tracks on the sides. The Qiandao Lake prototype
will serve to help plan for the project of a 3,300-meter submerged floating tunnel in the
Jintang Strait, in the Zhoushan archipelago, also situated in Zhejiang (Ponte di
Archimede International S.p.A. ;People's Daily Online, 2007)
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Figure 2.10 Different concepts for submerged floating tunnels. a) hanging from pontoons
(concept developed by Kvrner Rosenberg); b) held down by tension cables (concept developed
by Aker Norwegian Contractors) (Moe, 1997)
With the advances of high speed trains and associated technologies, such as magnetic
levitation, projects such as the transatlantic tunnel have been proposed. Plans for such a
tunnel have not progressed beyond the conceptual stage, however. The main barriers to
constructing such a tunnel are cost and the limits of current materials science. Figure 2.11
illustrates a proposal for a 3,100-mile (5,000-km) long near-vacuum tunnel with
vactrains, a theoretical type of maglev train that could travel at speeds up to 5,000 mph
(8,000 km/h). SFT was considered the most viable alternative to build the Transatlantic
tunnel Most concepts for this tunnel envision it between the New York City and London.
The travel time at these speeds would be of less of an hour between the two cities.
Figure 2.11 Illustration of the a proposal for transatlantic tunnel (Discovery Channel)
2.2 Construction methods
Since the origin of tunneling many types of construction methods have been developed.
In this section, two main groups will be described: Conventional Excavation methods and
Excavation by machines. In the conventional excavation methods section only NATM or
sequential excavation methods will be described.
2.2.1 NATM / Sequential Excavation Methods
2.2.1.1 Historical Background
The New Austrian Tunneling Method (NATM) was originally developed during the
1950's when shotcrete started to be used systematically. At the time it was called
shotcrete method, the term NATM originated during a lecture by professor Rabcewicz at
the Thirteenth Geomechanics Colloquium in 1962 in Salzburg. NATM expressed the
advantage of allowing the ground to deform before placing the final lining so that the
loads on this are reduced. This concept of dual lining supports (initial and final support)
had been introduced by Rabcewicz in 1948.
The name NATM, however, is still a controversial matter amongst the experts in the
field. Other designations used are Sequential Excavation Method (SEM) and Sprayed
Concrete Lining (SCL). Also when talking about NATM some tunneling engineers and
experts define NATM as a technique and others as a design philosophy (or both).
2.2.1.2 Principal features
The key features of the NATM design philosophy and construction method are as
follows:
- the strength of the ground is mobilized deliberately to its maximum extent, which
is achieved by allowing controlled deformation of the ground
The initial support system must have stress - deformation characteristics suitable
for the ground conditions and its installation must be timed with respect to the
deformations of the ground. Figure 2.12 shows a schematic of ground-support
interaction curves (stress- deformation). If a stiffer support (c) is used it will carry
more load than a more flexible one (d) because the ground won't be able to
deform as much until the equilibrium is reached. As important as the rigidity of
the support is the time when it is applied. If the same support is applied after some
deformation occurs it will reach the equilibrium with a lower load on the support.
Therefore the support should not be too stiff (c) nor too flexible (d) and it should
not be applied too early (a), in order to take advantage of the reduction in load in
the support, nor too late (b) in order not to increase the deformations drastically.
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Figure 2.12 The basic principles of NATM (adapted from Muller and Fecker, 1978)
Observation of the excavation is essential to monitor the performance of the
excavation, i.e. the deformations of the ground and of the initial support, as well
as to verify the initial support design and change it if necessary.
The construction of the tunnel is often done by sequentially excavating and
supporting the tunnel. The sequence depends mainly on the response of the
ground. Typically the tunnel cross section is divided into a number of smaller
faces. Normally the tunnel face is divided into two or three sections (crown-
heading and invert or crown-heading, bench and invert, respectively), but this
number can be increased in case of very large cross sections and/or poor ground
conditions. If the ground conditions and/or geometry of the cross section permit
the tunnel can also be excavated in full. Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.15 show
examples of a tunnel excavated in three partial faces and in six partial faces,
respectively.
- The primary support normally consists of shotcrete reinforced with fiber or steel
mesh in combination with steel sets, rock bolts or forepoling (Figure 2.16)
- The permanent support normally consists of a cast in place concrete.
Figure 2.13 shows a typical cross section for a NATM tunnel proposed by Rabecewicz
(1965)
Figure 2.13 Typical cross section proposed by Rabecewicz (1965)
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Figure 2.14 Tunnel excavated in 3 partial faces (HSE, 1996)
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Figure 2.15 Tunnel excavated in 6 partial faces (HSE, 1996)
Drecion of face advance
1- Forepoles; 2- shotcrete (at the face); 3- Grouted fiberglass dowels (at the face); 4- Steel
sets;
5 - Shotcrete reinforced with fiber or wire mesh; 6 - Rockbolts; 7- invert lining;
Note: the final lining is not represented.
Figure 2.16 Full face excavation of a tunnel under the protection of a forepole umbrella
(Hoek, 2007)
2.2.2 Excavation Machines
2.2.2.1 Historical Background
As previously mentioned the shield was developed in England by Marc Brunel and first
used in 1825 to dig under the Thames River. The development of the TBMs paralleled
the development of the long railroad tunnels of the first half of the 19th century. In Europe
the first big obstacle to overcome in building a railway network was the crossing of the
Alps. The first tunnel through the Alps was the Mont Cenis, also known as the Frejus
tunnel, built between 1857 and 1871. For this tunnel a Belgian engineer named Henry
Maus, built and tried out the first rock-tunneling machine. The machine was never
actually used for the construction of the tunnel (Pelizza, 1999a).
During the period 1846-1930, close to 100 rock or hard-ground tunnelling machines of
various types were designed and patented, but many of those were never actually built.
The Beaumont machine patented in 1875 and the Beaumont/English machine patented in
1880 are examples that were in fact built and used. Considered to be the first successful
soft rock tunneling machine, the Beaumont machine was actually used in the first attempt
to construct the channel tunnel, boring over a mile of tunnel in 1882; construction
stopped in 1883 due to a strong Military opposition in England (Kirkland, 1986). By the
end of the 1920s, after many unsuccessful attempts, the interest in the development of
tunneling machines faded. Finally during the period of 1952-53 the American company,
James S. Robbins and Associates, designed and manufactured the "Mittry Mole" (7.8m
diameter, 149kW), the first mechanical rotary excavator which was the pioneer of
modem rock TBMs (Stack, 1982). Rapid developments in the technology led to broaden
their application range into harder and harder rock.
2.2.2.2 Types of TBMs
Nowadays there are several types of tunnel excavation machines and different
classifications have been adopted. This chapter will follow the classification adopted by
AFTES (2000), "new recommendations on choosing mechanized tunneling techniques",
presented in Figure 2.17.
The machines are classified according to the type of support they provide to the
excavation: None, Peripheral and Peripheral and Frontal.
TYPE OF SUPPORT GROUP CATEGORY TYPE
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Figure 2.17 Classification of Tunnel Excavation Machines (AFTES, 2000)
A. Machines providing no support
These types of machines are used in ground conditions that do not require immediate and
continuous excavation support. They are classified in three groups:
- Boom type tunneling machines. These are machines with an arm with an
excavating tool at the end. In these cases the excavation of the face is partial. A
common example is the roadheader (Figure 2.18)
- Main beam TBM. This is a TBM that has cutterhead that excavates the full face at
once. However the cutterhead does not provide immediate peripheral support for
the excavation. The machine advances by means of grippers that push radially
against the rock. Figure 2.19 shows a scheme of a main beam TBM.
- Tunnel reaming machine. It has the same principles of the main beam TBM.
However the excavation of the face in this case progresses from a pilot bore. The
machine is pulled forward by grippers located at the pilot bore unit (
- Figure 2.20)
Figure 2.18 Photo of a Figure 2.19 Main Beam TBM scheme (AFTES, 2000)
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B. Open Face TBM
Open Face TBM's provide only peripheral support. They can be composed of one shield
or two shields connected by an articulation. The main difference between the different
types of open face tunneling machines is the mechanism they use to advance.
Gripper Shield TBM
It is composed of a cutterhead, thrust cylinders and gripper plates. The advance is
achieved by means of grippers reacting against the rock mass. A gripper TBM is suitable
for tunnels in rock, in which the support needs are minimal or can be achieved by
rockbolts, steel sets and / or shotcrete applied locally to the tunnel. Figure 2.21 shows a
Gripper Shield machine and its main components.
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Figure 2.21 Gripper TBM (Wittke, 2007)
Segmental-shield (or single shield TBM)
Single shield machines are fitted with an open shield for peripheral support (1). They do
not provide counterpressure at the face (Figure 2.22).
They are normally used in ground where the strength is too low to transmit the gripper
reaction forces. These machines move forward by means of thrust cylinders (2) reacting
against the last placed ring of the final lining (3). The cutting wheel (4) is fitted with hard
rock disks. Muck bucket lips (5), which are positioned at some distance behind the disks,
remove the excavated rock behind the cutting wheel. The excavated material is carried
away by conveyers (6).
The cutterhead (or cutting wheel) diameter is normally slightly larger than that of the
shield, in order to avoid the shield getting stuck during the drive. The void between the
shield and the excavated rock is called the steering gap. The void between the lining and
the excavation contour is called the annular gap and is normally grouted through the use
of grouting lines installed in the tail -skin (tail of the shield).
.............. ................................
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Figure 2.22 Single Shield TBM (Herrenknecht, url: www.herrenknecht.com)
Double-shield TBM
A double shield TBM is a combination of the gripper shield TBM and a shielded TBM.
This type of machine can easily adapt to different geologies along a tunnel route. It is
particularly suitable for tunnels in hard rock where fault or weak zones occur. It is
composed of an extendable front shield that can move over the full face cutterhead,
grippers located in the middle section of the TBM and auxiliary thrust cylinders. The rear
part of the machine does not move during the excavation process and forces are
transmitted to the rock through the extended grippers installed in the middle of the
machine. For this reason the lining segments can be installed during the excavation
process. This continuous excavation process can only be carried out in undisturbed zones,
since the grippers require good rock for reaction. When the double shield reaches a fault
zone, the telescopic front shield is pulled back. The machine is then moved forward only
by the auxiliary thrust cylinders, which react on the tunnel lining. This process is similar
to the one of the single shield TBM.
1 - Extendable front
shield
2 - Cutterhead
Figure 2.23 Double Shield TBM
3 - Grippers
4 - Thrust cylinders
5 - Lining segments
(Herrenknecht, url: www.herrenknecht.com)
Figure 2.24 Double Shield TBM used in Guadarrama tunnels in Spain (Herrenknecht, url:
www.herrenknecht.com)
C. Closed Face TBM
Closed Face TBMs, provide simultaneous peripheral and face support. Except for the
mechanical support TBMs, they all have a cutterhead chamber in front of the machine
that is isolated from the rest of the machine by a bulkhead. In this chamber a confinement
pressure is maintained in order to provide an active support on the face. The main
difference between the types of closed face TBMs, is how this support is achieved.
Mechanical-support TBM
A mechanical support TBM is composed of a cutterhead that provides face support by
continuously pushing against the excavated material. The muck is extracted by openings
located in the cutterhead that is equipped with gates controlled in real time. The
difference between these machines and the open face segmental shield is the type of
cutterhead. The mechanical support TBM's contain opening with adjustable gates and a
peripheral seal between the cutterhead and the shield that allow the face support to be
achieved by holding excavated material ahead of the cutterhead. It provides a passive
support, clearly different from the other types of closed face machines.
These types of machines are suitable for soft rock and consolidated ground with little to
no water pressure. Figure 2.25shows a photo of a mechanical support TBM as well as a
schematic showing its principal components.
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Figure 2.25 Mechanical-support TBM (AFTES, 2000)
Compressed air TBM
The compressed air TBM achieves face support through pressurized air inside the cutting
chamber. This type of machine can have a full cutterhead or an excavating arm as shown
in Figure 2.26.
The compressed air method is the oldest one of the active counter pressure methods, but
it is not very common anymore due to the difficult working conditions it imposes.
h e i j k
a Excavating arm
b Shield g Tailskin seal
C Cutting chamber h Airlock to cutting chamber
d Airtight bulkhead i Segment erector
e Thrust ram j Screw conveyor (or conveyor and gate)
f Articulation (option) k Muck transfer conveyor
Figure 2.26 Compressed air TBM (AFTES, 2000)
Slurry shield
In slurry type tunneling machines the cutterhead excavates the ground, and support of the
face is achieved by slurry pressure, such as a suspension of bentonite or a clay and water
mix. The main components are a cutterhead that excavates ground, a slurry mixer, slurry
pumps to feed and discharge, circulate and pressurize the slurry mix and finally a slurry
treatment plant to separate the bentonite from the excavation material allowing it to be
recycled. Figure 2.27 is a schematic of such a machine.
Figure 2.28 shows the face support principles of a slurry tunneling machine. The support
pressure at the face ps has to balance at least the ground horizontal pressure Ph and water
pressure Pw.
This type of machine is used in ground with limited self-supporting capacity, such as
sands and gravels with silts, with the presence of groundwater. Using disc cutters permits
the machine to also excavate in rock (Figure 2.29).
Cutter head Cutter driving motor
Cutter chamber
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Figure 2.27 Slurry Shield Machine
sketch (International Tunnelling
Association, 2000)
Figure 2.28 Slurry Shield Machine principles
(Wittke, 2007)
Figure 2.29 Photograph of the cutterhead of a Slurry type tunneling machine for the underground
metropolitan railway in Miihlheim, Germany (Wittke et al., 2007)
EPB Machine
In an Earth Pressure Balance Machine (EPBM), presented in Figure 2.30, the stability of
the face is achieved by pressurizing the excavated material in the cutterhead chamber (2),
which is separated from the section of the shield under atmospheric pressure by the
pressure bulkhead (3). The excavated material is removed by an auger conveyer (5). The
amount of material removed is controlled by the speed of the auger. The tunnels are
normally lined with steel reinforced concrete lining segments (7), which are positioned
by means of erectors (6) in the area of the shield behind the pressure bulkhead and then
temporarily bolted in place. Grout is continuously forced into the remaining gap between
the segments' outer side and the ground through injection openings in the tailskin or
openings directly in the segments. Figure 2.31 shows a schematic with the EPBM
principles. When operating in closed mode, the supporting pressure p, has to balance at
least the horizontal ground pressure ph and the water pressure pw.
These types of machines are particularly suitable for soils that are likely to have a
consistency capable of transmitting the pressure to the cutterhead (clayey soil, fine clayey
sand, marl, etc). In some cases the classical application could be broadened to tunnels
that cross more cohesive soil conditions and tunnels that cross both rock and soil, i.e.
mixed face conditions, through the use of additives (Herrenknecht and Rehm, 2003). In
hard abrasive ground it is normally necessary to use additives or install hard face wear
plates.
1- Cutterhead 3- pressure 5- Auger conveyer
2- Excavation bulkhead 6- Erector
chamber 4- Thrust cylinders 7- Lining
Figure 2.30 EPB Machine (Herrenknecht, url: www.herrenknecht.com)
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Figure 2.31 EPB Machine principles (Wittke et al., 2007)
The EPB TBM can operate in different modes (Babendererde et a., 2005):
i) Open mode if there no active support of the face, only the passive support
from the cutterhead.
ii) Semi-closed mode if the excavation chamber is not completely filled with
earth. Compressed air in the empty part of the chamber provides moderate
support against face instabilities. This mode is normally used in more stable
ground with sufficient cohesion. It produces a higher rate of advance, less tool
wear and savings in the conditioning additives, when compared with the
closed mode.
iii) Closed mode if the excavation chamber is completely filled with pressurized
earth. In this case the pressure level is controlled by the rotation of the
cutterhead and the rotation of the auger conveyer (or screw conveyor), which
are manually controlled by the machine operator.
Note that only in mode iii) the earth pressure is balanced. Figure 2.32 shows a
summary of the modes described above.
Loads
on face
Requirements on Open Mode Support pressure Psground properties
- sufficient cohesion 
- not required
- low ground 
- without additives
water table for conditioning
Pw PE Ps P
Semi-Closed Mode
- sufficient cohesion - moderate support
pressure by
- moderate ground compressed air
water table
- without additives
for conditioning
PS = P. + P,
Closed Mode
- variable
cohesion - required
- high ground -with additives
water table for conditioning
Pw P PS> PW+ PE+ POT
(OT = Operation Tolerance)
Figure 2.32 EPBM Operation modes (Barbarderede et al., 2005)
Note: PE is the horizontal ground pressure equivalent to Ph in Figure 2.31
Mixed Face shield TBM
Mixed Face shield TBM can work both in closed or open mode and with different
confinement techniques (slurry, earth pressure). The main types of mixed face shields are
(AFTES, 2000):
- Machines that can work in open mode and can change to closed mode with face
support provided by earth pressure;
- Machines that can work in open mode and can change to closed mode with face
support provided by slurry pressure;
- Machines that can work in closed mode capable of providing face support
provided by both earth pressure balance and slurry confinement.
In Germany, in the 1980s, companies Wayss & Freytag and Herrenknecht developed the
MixShield TBM that combines both air pressure and slurry pressure. In this machine the
pressure in the excavation chamber is not controlled directly by the suspension pressure
but by a compressible air cushion, which keeps the suspension at the exact target pressure
value through a compressed-air control system. This way the irregularities in the
bentonite feeding circuit can be compensated much more effectively , and therefore the
risks of settlements in urban areas can be reduced (Herrenknecht and Rehm, 2003b).
Figure 2.33 shows a picture of the 12.40m diameter MixShield TBM used in the Elb 4 th
tube in Hamburg, Germany.
Figure 2.33 Elb 4th tunnel Mixshield TBM, Hamburg < 14.2 m (Toan, 2006)
2.3 Tunnel construction monitoring
Tunneling carries greater risk than most of other civil construction due to its complexity
and the uncertainties associated with the ground. An essential element of managing and
controlling those risks is Monitoring and Observation during all stages of tunnel
construction.
Monitoring allows one to control the stability of the tunnel and of adjacent structures by
registering deformations in the ground and displacements on the surface, and comparing
them with those predicted in the design. This makes it possible to quickly identify
unpredicted behavior and implement countermeasures. This is the basis for adapting the
support to the local ground conditions. Finally the information collected during
monitoring/observation should be used to verify and optimize the design of the supports
through the reduction of the uncertainties associated with the assumed geomechanical
parameters.
Monitoring is especially important when construction is crossing an urban environment.
The excavation of the tunnel causes deformations around the cavity that propagate to the
surface. In these cases the deformations at the surface are the most important and it is
fundamental to make sure that these deformations remain within the allowable limits.
For tunnels in an urban environment monitoring is done in different phases of the project
(Longo, 2006):
- Before construction: to determine a reference point in the area of construction.
- During construction: to measure convergences, states of stress and deformation of
the ground and the water levels. This will allow one to verify the stability of the
excavation as well as admissible deformations at the surface and inside the tunnel.
- After construction: to control the behavior of the tunnel lining with time and
identify phenomena of deterioration. In this stage, monitoring will include
scheduled visual inspections of the tunnels as well as systems of permanent
monitoring that may be installed during the previous stage.
The type of measurements and instrument location should be adapted to the existing
geology, environmental conditions and construction methods. The most commonly
monitored quantities are displacements at the surface, inside the tunnel and inside the
ground; water table levels and pressures and inclination of structures, as shown in Figure
2.34.
structures
water ~Nf
table tunnel ground
Figure 2.34 Most frequently monitored physical quantities (Koviri and Ramoni, 2006)
The main components of geotechnical monitoring and observation during construction
are, among others:
- Face Mapping: geotechnical mapping of the tunnel face which can include
comprehensive information on the ground formation (intact rock, degree of
weathering, discontinuities) and on the ground water. This can only be carried out
when the excavation is stopped, and the details of the information recorded
depends on the time available (Figure 2.35)
- Positional surveying
- Convergence measurements, record the changes in distance of points on the
tunnel contour. Figure 2.36 shows typical cross section with convergence
measurement points.
- Extensometer measurements and inclinometer measurements, both record
displacements and relative displacements in the ground. Figure 2.37 shows a
typical cross with extensometers and inclinometers for shallow tunnels. Figure
2.38 shows a typical measurement cross section for deep tunnels.
- Stress measurements are carried out normally to assess the load in the initial and
final liner. (Figure 2.38 shows the typical arrangement of a stress (pressure) cell
in a shotcrete shell)
- Vibration measurements. Some of the main causes of damages to structures at
the surface are vibrations from for example blasting that are transmitted through
the ground to the surface. In these cases it is necessary to measure vibration
waves.
- Water level and water pressure measurements. Piezometers are used to
measure water levels and water pressures.
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Figure 2.35 Face mapping for Porto Metro Line C (Transmetro, 2001)
Figure 2.36 Typical convergence measurement cross section for crown and heading (Wittke et al.,
2002)
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Figure 2.37 Typical extensometer and inclinometer measurement cross section for crown and
heading (adapted from Wittke et al., 2002)
Figure 2.38 Typical instrumented cross section for crown and heading (Sousa, 2002)
When the construction method used is a shield there are some additional measurements
that should be performed (Japan Society of Civil Engineers, 1996):
i) For a closed-face type shield: Earth pressure in the cutter chamber, slurry
pressure at the face, characteristics of the slurry. Figure 2.39 shows the
pressure cells location for measuring of earth pressure in an EPB Machine.
Legend Measuring objective Instrument
1 Deformation of the Convergence tape
excavated tunnel surface Surveying marks
2 Deformation of the Extensometer
ground surrounding the
tunnel
3 Monitoring of ground Total anchor force
support element 'anchor'
4 Monitoring of ground Pressure cells
support element Embedments
'shotcrete shell' gauge
ii) Hydraulic pressure of the jacks, torque of the cutter, meandering and balance
of the shield machine, control of the volume and pressure of backfill grout,
control of the volume of excavated soil discharge
iii) Deformation of the shield tunnel and deviation of the centerline from then
designed alignment
Advance acks
Screw conveyor
drive
Pressure
cenfs
\Cuqer head drive
Figure 2.39 Measurement devices for face support pressure (Barbendererde et al. 2004)
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CHAPTER 3 Accidents during Tunnel Construction
3.1 Accidents in tunnels
Construction of tunnels has been increasing world-wide. The majority has been
completed safely. However there are a number of events that happened all around the
world that have raised concerns regarding the risk of tunneling.
There are not enough and reliable data regarding the risks that tunnels face during
construction. Efforts have been made by some institutions and researchers to collect data
on problems occurring during construction as will be briefly discussed later. However,
there is no centralized world wide database on tunnel failures.
In 1994, following the collapse of three tunnels of the Heathrow Express in the United
Kingdom, HSE (Health and Safety Executive) collected cases of failures during the
construction of NATM tunnels (39 cases). In 2001 a book by Vlasov, S. was publish
regarding accidents in transportation and subway tunnels, during construction and
operation. The book contains data on several accidents in Russia and around the world
occurring during construction and operation. It also presents preliminary
recommendations on accident forecast and prevention based on the analyzed data. In
2006, HSE issued a research report entitled "the risk to third parties from bored tunneling
in soft ground" that contains a list of NATM events (66 cases) and a list of non-NATM
Emergency events (42 cases) during construction and operation. The list does not provide
many details regarding the actual events (apart from the type of event, reported causes
and references). Stallman (2005) contains a collection of 33 cases of failures during
construction with details on the geological and hydrological conditions of the accident,
the causes, consequences and type of collapse. SeidenfuB (2006) compiled 110 cases of
problems that occurred during construction and operation, categorizing them, describing
there causes and mechanisms.
In addition to these above listed reports and thesis, 71 incidents have been reported in 65
tunnels constructed in Japan between 1978 and 1991 at unspecified locations. These
ground collapses ranged from the "quite small" through volumes of between 50 - 500 m3
of ground (15 Incidents.) to volumes of over 1000 m3 of ground (3 Incidents.) (Inokuma,
1994)
This chapter describes the process of data collection on accidents that occurred during
tunnel construction worldwide. The definition of accidents in this thesis is the one given
by the The Mining Encyclopedia (in Vlasov et al., 2001) that states the following:
"An accident is a sudden complete or partial breakdown of equipment, mining workings,
structures or any kind of devices device that is accompanied by a prolonged interruption
(typically more than one shift of work) of the operational process, the work of an
organization or sector of the construction as a whole. Accidents are always accompanied
by financial losses, in some cases cause injury or death"
The data on accidents were collected from the technical literature, newspapers and
correspondence with experts in the tunneling domain. The data were stored in a database
and analyzed, and the accidents were classified into different categories, their causes and
their consequences were evaluated. The structure of the database will be explained and
the identification of the different types of accidents, their causes, the chain of events and
their consequences will be presented. The main goal of this chapter is to determine the
major undesirable events that may occur during tunnel construction, their causes and
consequences and ultimately present mitigation measures to avoid accidents on tunnels
during construction. Figure 3.1 shows the methodology used in creating the database.
Figure 3.1 Methodology followed during the creation and analysis of the database on accidents
3.2 Accident Database
3.2.1 Data Collection
In order to assess and understand what type of undesirable events may occur during
tunnel construction, data on "major problems" occurring during construction were
collected and stored in the database. This permits one to improve the knowledge on
accidents during tunnel construction, and allows one to identify different types of
accidents, their causes, the chain of events and their consequences.
A type survey was created in order to facilitate the interaction with the experts. The
survey consists of two sections: Project Information and Accident Information.
The Project Information section asks for information related to the project, where the
accident occurred and comprises five subsections:
1.1. General information. Contains general information on the project such as its
location, the client, the contractor, the start and end of construction and the type
of tunnel among others. Figure 3.2 contains an extract of a filled in questionnaire
concerning the Lausanne M2 metro line (case 002).
1.2. Tunnel dimensions. Contains information on the length of the tunnel, as well as
information on the shape and dimensions of the cross section.
1.3. Geological and geotechnical information: Includes a description on the ground
type that the tunnel crosses, the groundwater condition, and maximum, minimum
and predominant overburden.
1.4. Construction method. Reserved for information on the type construction methods
used in the project and its details.
1.5. Other relevant information / Comments. Includes any other information or
comments that one considers relevant to the case.
The Accident Information section is most important and collects information that is
specific to the accident itself. It comprises two subsections:
2.1. General Information. Contains information regarding the date of occurrence, as
well as the geomechanical characterization and construction sequence of the
collapsed zone.
2.2. Description of the occurrence. This is the most relevant sub-section. Here the
accident is described as well as the conditions, in which it occurred. Information
such as the type of occurrence, the location of the occurrence (heading, lining,
etc), the time of occurrence, consequences and possible causes are some of the
information registered in this sub section. An extract of this section is presented in
Figure 3.4.
MIT Tunnel Research Questionnaire
H. Einstein - R. Sousa
1. PROJECT INFORMATION
1.1 General information
Project Name: Lausanne Metro M2
Client Metro Lausanne-Ouchy SA
Designer: Several Designers (table attached)
Contractor Several contractors (table attached)
Location: Lausanne I Switzerland
Start of construction: Spring 2004
End of construction: Fall 2008
Type of environment T": Urban
Type of tunnel Metro tunnel
Maps, Figures:
Saint-Laurent hnners passage under the 19th
Cemnby masorsy bridge
Layout of the Lausare M2 Metro Line Line M2 in censtneuion en the strech of the former Metro-Ouchy
Figure 3.2 Extract of the questionnaire - General Information section (Lausanne M2 metro line)
The completed questionnaire, regarding the accident that occurred in the construction of
the metro in Lausanne, Switzerland, in 2005, is presented in Appendix A.
A total of 113 questionnaires with the type survey were sent out to experts in the field,
resulting in total of 204 cases which were registered into the database. Each record in the
database is based on the interpretation of both the questionnaires filled and private
correspondence with experts and technical and newspaper articles
Appendix B contains a list of the experts who collaborated in this research and were so
kind to provide information on accidents. Each respective case is also listed. For the
remaining cases the respective questionnaires were filled in based on technical literature
and newspapers.
3.2.2 Database Structure
The database is a collection of information from accidents/major problems that have
occurred in different areas of the world and covers almost all types of tunnels: railway,
road, subway, hydraulic and sewage.
The process of data collection and the structuring of the database was iterative. It started
as a simple structure, where data on the project and on the respective accident/problem
were recorded, and as more data were collected it evolved into a more complex data
structure. It now consists of records of different projects in a database created with
Microsoft Access. Each record contains general information about the project. Linked to
each project record there are one or more accident records, which contain detailed
information on the accident/problem(s) that occurred during the construction of the
tunnel. For each case different qualitative and quantitative information was recorded. The
most important variables recorded are presented in Table 3.1. Figure 3.3 shows the
relationship between the Project record and the Accident record. They are linked by the
ProjectID, i.e. if an accident occurred in a certain project then its record will have the
same ProjectID as the project record.
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Figure 3.3 Relationship between the Project and Accident tables
In addition to these variables other information was also registered, such as the Client,
Designer, Contractor, date of start and end of construction, average, maximum and
minimum overburden along the tunnel, general geological and groundwater conditions.
Appendix C shows an example of a project record and its associated accident record from
the database. The example shown is the Hull wastewater flow transfer tunnel (Project ID
26), part of the Hull wastewater treatment directive, located in the United Kingdom. The
tunnel, driven by an Earth Pressure Balance Machine, suffered a collapse on November,
16, 1999. No one was injured but the remedial works took over a year to be complete and
cost several tens of millions of pounds.
The database contains information on 204 cases of major problems that occurred in
tunneling projects during construction. Figure 3.5 shows the distribution of the locations
of these tunnels. Figure 3.6 shows the distribution of the use of these tunnels.
Table 3.1 List of variables for each record
Number Variables
1 Title
2 Location
3 Type of tunnel
4 Length
5 Number of accidents registered
6 Type of environment (1)
7 Cross section shape
8 Cross section dimensions
9 Ground Mass Type
10 Construction Method
11 Type of occurrence
12 Year of occurrence
13 Local of occurrence (2)
14 Time of occurrence (3)
15 Description of occurrence
16 Overburden
17 Geomechanical characterization of the collapsed zone
18 Errors / Possible Causes
19 Consequences
20 Mitigation Measures (4)
21 Source of information
22 Photos
(1) Type of environment where the tunnel was constructed: urban, mountainous, rural or
other
(2) Location of the occurrence: heading, lining, shaft, portal, other...
(3) Time of occurrence: when in the constructive process did the failure occur? : During
excavation of the section heading? During the excavation of section invert? After
excavation?
(4) What measures were taken after the occurrence in order to ensure the successful
completion of the construction? Were they effective?
2.2 Description of the occurrence
Type of the occurrence : Daylight collapse
Location of the occurrence: Heading g Invert
Lining E] Other:
Time of occurrence "I: The cave-in occurred on Tuesday at six o'clock in the
evening. At the time of the incident investigation works were
said to be underway following an earlier inrush.
Description of the occurrence: A tunnel collapse on Lot 1200 consisting of the 306 m-long
Saint-Laurent tunnel between Fon and Riponne stations and
the 272 m-long Viret tunnel between Riponne and Bessieres
stations displaced a huge amount of material - soil + water
(1400m3) into the tunnel and caused extensive damage as it
cratered towards the surface in the busy St. Laurent's
commercial district.
Possible mechanisms (sketches or figures):
Collapsed area at the surface Aspect of the front after collapse(ingress of soid and water)
Drawing of the collapse
Figure 3.4 Extract of section 2.2 of the questionnaire (Lausanne M2 metro line)
The collection of data focused on tunnels excavated by the NATM / sequential
excavation method, standard drill and blast, and TBM or Shields. More than 50% of the
cases collected are from tunnels excavated by conventional means (i.e. NATM /
Sequential Excavation and/or Drill and Blast). There is a small percentage (7%) of the
cases where the information is limited regarding the construction method used. It is
important to relate the construction method and type of ground with the events since
different construction methods will most likely imply different risks during construction.
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Figure 3.5 Geographical distribution of the
tunnel cases
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Figure 3.7 Distribution of the tunnel cases by construction method
3.2.3 Type of Events
It is necessary to identify and classify the types of events that can occur during tunnel
construction. Based on the data collected the main observed accidents are presented in
Table 3.2. Fire and Explosions are probably the most common type of accidents during
the operation of tunnels. They can also occur during construction but are less frequent.
They can cause loss of live, equipment damage and damage to the tunnel structure that
may lead to a collapse. Since they do not occur frequently in tunnel under construction
and although one case was collected will not be considered in detail.
Table 3.2 Undesirable event list
Undesirable events Description
Rock Fall Fall of rock blocks of major dimensions. The different
mechanisms involved are wedge or planar failure..
Collapse Heading collapse / failure of the heading / lining failure .
Daylight Collapse Heading collapse / lining failure of the heading that reaches the
surface creating a crater.
Excessive Deformation Excessive deformations inside the tunnel or at the surface. This
can occur for example due to deficient design, construction
defects and/or due to particular type of terrains such as
swelling and squeezing ground, which had not been predicted.
Flooding Comprises cases where the tunnel was invaded by large
quantities of underground water.
Rock Burst/ Spalling Overstressing of massive or intact brittle rock, i.e. the stresses
developed in the ground exceed the local strength of the
material. It can cause spalling or in the worst cases sudden and
violent failure of the rock mass
Portal failure Particular locations of a tunnel, where there is a lower
Shaft failure resistance of ground mass and/ or concentration of stresses.
Other Other types of collapse that include slope failures, etc
Figure 3.8 shows the distribution undesirable events in the database. The great majority
of events reported are Collapses and Daylight Collapses (36% and 28%). This does not
mean that these are the great majority of events that occur during tunnelling construction.
They are however the most frequently reported in the literature and by the experts
because most likely they are the ones with more severe consequences on the construction
process, the safety of the workers and people and structures at the surface.
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Figure 3.8 Undesirable event distribution
Each event can occur at different places in the tunnel, namely at the face and behind the
face. Figure 3.9 shows the event location for NATM / Convention excavation and for
TBM.
AT THE FACE (F) BEHIND TIE FACE (9) AT THE BEHIND THE FACE (B)
FACE (F)
a) NATM / Conventional excavation method b) TBM
Figure 3.9 Event location
Details on the different types of undisarable events are now provided:
Rock Fall
A rock fall consists of a block that detaches by sliding or falling. The different
mechanisms involved are wedge or planar failure. Unfavorable geology is the principal
cause for the mechanisms of rock fall. This includes discontinuities within the rock mass,
weathered and weak zones in the rock.
An example of a large rock fall (about 2000m3 block) is the accident that occurred during
the construction of one of the surge chambers part of the Cahora-Bassa hydroelectric
system (project ID 50). The rock fall was due to a wedge failure that took place along the
intersection line of the two inclined discontinuity planes belonging to the family of
discontinuities and bounded on top by a lamprophiric dyke (Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11)
lamprophyre
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iding
Figure 3.10 Photo of the collapsed area (Rocha, Figure 3.11 Accident schematic (Sousa, 2006)
1977)
The strength of the intact rock and the shear strength along the discontinuities are of great
importance for the stability of the tunnel. Existing discontinuities may form wedges that
may fall into the tunnel. Figure 3.12 shows a schematic of loosening of rock wedges
during gripper shield excavation.
Figure 3.12 loosening of rock wedges during gripper shield excavation (Wittke, W. et al., 2007)
An example where blocks fell down into the tunnel blocking the TBM is the Covdo
tunnel (Project ID 122) which is the upper reservoir of a hydroelectric power scheme in
Madeira Island, Portugal (Cafofo, 2006). The tunnel, 5244 m long, was designed in a
complex topography region, in the volcanic formation (basalts, breccias and tuffs),
predominantly basaltic. This type of volcanic formation is heterogeneous and prone to
block falls during the excavation process. Figure 3.13 a shows the plan view of the
tunnel. The first 100 m were excavated by drill and blast and the remainder was
excavated by an open TBM with a diameter of 3.016 m (Figure 3.13 b). A rock fall that
occurred during excavation is presented in Figure 3.13 c.
a) Plan view
b) TBM used in the excavation c) rock fall in volcano formations
Figure 3.13 Covio tunnel, Socorridos Hydroelectric scheme, Madeira, Portugal (Cafofo, 2006)
The rock wedges can either fall down in the area of the face or immediately behind the
shield / face. Figure 3.14 shows over excavation due to unstable rock wedges that
occurred during the excavation of the Gotthard base tunnel, Bodio section
(Project ID 98). In this case the wedge has fallen immediately behind the head of the
machine.
r roof
sidewall
Figure 3.14 Overexcavation due to instable rock wedges, Gotthard base tunnel, Bodio section
(Wittke, W. et al., 2007)
Collapse
These are collapses which occur in tunnels under construction but do not reach the
surface. The majority occurs in the heading (face and or roof) area of the tunnel. Others
occur behind the face.
Figure 3.15 is an illustration of an event that occurred, in Evino-Mornos, a 30 km long
hydraulic tunnel in Greece (Project ID 49). The large collapse occurred in front of the
face and stopped the cutter head rotation, creating a cavern more than 10 m high over the
TBM. This was an example of a full collapse of the face.
A collapse can also be partial like the one that occurred on 11 April 2002 in the Fadio
zone, at the Gotthard base tunnel (Project ID 97) in Switzerland, leaving a cavity of about
8m (Figure 3.16). In this case the accident was caused by squeezing ground that led to
excessive deformation that ultimately led to the partial collapse of the lining. This is a
good example that shows that an accident is normal a result of a chain of events and has
at its origin more than one cause or error.
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Figure 3.15 Collapse at the face of the TBM, Evino Mornos, Greece (Grandori et al., 1995)
The most common location of the collapses is the face and roof as shown in Figure 3.15.
Other locations include the side walls (near the face) or in the lining behind the face.
Figure 3.17 shows the progression of significant deformations and water ingresses that
resulted in the collapse of the side wall in the Wienerwald tunnel (Project ID 97) in
Austria. In this case, ground water led to de-compaction and bulking of the sandstone,
which caused the shear strength to decrease. From this it follows that the strength of rock
was very low and ground pressure loaded the temporary shotcrete shell, which was not
designed for that kind of high loading. Therefore the shotcrete shell spalled off and the
lattice girder was deformed.
Figure 3.16 Partial collapse at Gotthard Base tunnel, Faido section (Einstein, 2007)
Figure 3.17 Collapse progression at Wienerwald tunnel (SeidenfuB, T., 2006)
Daylight Collapse
These are collapses that reach the surface creating a crater. They are the most sensational
types of events and frequently the ones that cause the most serious consequences,
specifically if they occur in urban areas. The propagation of the collapse to the surface
can be quick and without warning as happened in the Munich Metro in 1994 (Project ID
121) where a bus passing by was trapped in the sinkhole (Friedrichsen G.,1998) or more
recently in the Pinheiros Station in Sio Paulo, in 2007 (Project ID 93), which dragged
pedestrians and a passing minibus into the crater, causing seven victims (Figure 3.18 and
Figure 3.19).
On December 12, 1996, 6.00 am, a collapse reaching the surface occurred at Olivais
Station (Project ID 10), in Lisbon, Portugal, as a consequence of a previous collapse. The
volume of this collapse was 2500 m3 . Despite the volume involved and although it
occurred in an urban area in Lisbon, there were no deaths and the consequences were not
as severe as other cases in similar circumstances (Figure 3.20).
When a daylight collapse occurs in an urban area it can produce serious consequences
such as the ones in an accident that occurred in the Shanghai metro in 2003 (Project ID
33), shown in Figure 3.21. The accident occurred in a cross passage between the two
parallel tunnel tubes that had already been driven using earth-pressure-balance TBMs.
Shortly before the cross passage broke through, at a depth of about 35 m, massive
inrushes of material and water occurred, which the tunnel crew was not able to bring
under control and which resulted in a large scale subsidence at the surface that seriously
affected neighboring buildings and other structures. A number of high-rise office blocks
suffered serious damage, collapsed, or had to be demolished because the risk of collapse
was too great.
Figure 3.18 Crater caused by a collapse of the subway tunnel in Munich, Germany, 1994
(Wannick, H., 2006)
Figure 3.19 Collapse that occurred in Pinheiros Station, Sao Paulo, Brazil, 2007 (Barton, 2008)
Figure 3.20 Collapse that occurred in Olivais Station, Lisbon, Portugal (Appleton, 1998)
Figure 3.21 Demolition of buildings after the tunnel collapse in Metro Line No. 4 in Shanghai
(Munich Re Group, 2004)
Another example of a failure with considerable consequences at the surface is the
accident that occurred during the construction of an underground line in the South
Korean city of Taegu on 22 January 20001 following the failure of a diaphragm wall. Part
of a station excavation pit caved in, burying a bus under the debris. Three passengers
were killed and the driver of the bus was seriously injured. Neighboring buildings also
suffered considerable damage (Figure 3.22).
1 Not in the database.
Figure 3.22 Collapse of a tunnel in Taegu in South Korea that led to the collapse of whole
sections of the street (Knights, 2006)
In rural areas the consequences of daylight collapses are far less catastrophic. Figure 3.23
shows the crater caused by the collapse of a highway tunnel in Switzerland (Project ID
101), in a rural area.
Figure 3.23 Crater caused by a collapse that occurred in the Aescher tunnel, Switzerland (Kovari,
and Descoeudres, 2001)
As mentioned before the majority of events occur in the heading (face and or roof) area
of the tunnel, but some behind the face. This is the case of the Porto Metro accident
(Project ID 9). On the 12th of January 2001 the foundation underneath a building
collapsed suddenly in just a few minutes, resulting in the death of one person located
inside the building and causing a crater on the surface with a net volume of around 250
m3 (Figure 3.24). The TBM had passed under building between 16 and 18th of December
and it was stopped 50 m ahead since 28th of December 2000. This case will be described
and analyzed in more detail in Chapter 6.
Figure 3.24 Collapse of Porto Metro line C in January 2001 (Forrest, 2006)
Flooding / Large water inflow
There are cases where the tunnel was invaded by large quantities of underground water,
causing flooding. It is during the construction of underwater tunnels that largest scale
floodings have occurred. The ground under rivers, channels and bays is normally weak
and under high water pressure and therefore extreme safety measures and efficient
protection against water inflow are normally required.
The Seikan tunnel is a 53.85 km long railway tunnel in Japan with 23.3 km long
underwater tunnel portion, embedded underneath the Tsugaru strait, with an overburden
of 100 m and 240 m below the water surface. A great majority of the tunnel crosses
heavily fissured rock (9 large shear zones). The sea and underground water penetrate into
these zones and the maximum water pressure is about 25 MPa. In order to minimize the
risk of water inflows and rock failures cementation and chemical stabilization was carried
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out along the main tunnel. Despite these measures 4 large flooding accidents (Project ID
88) occurred between 1969 and 1976, with severe consequences on tunnel construction
and resulting in 34 casualties. The fourth accident, which took place in May 1979 while
driving the service tunnel, was the most severe. The water inflow was of 70 m3/min under
a maximum pressure of 2.8 MPa, causing the flooding of 3015 m of service tunnel and
1493 m of the main tunnel with 120 000 m3 of water, in the first three days.
Groundwater inflow compromises the construction process of the tunnel, its stability. The
consequences of groundwater inflow can vary from delays in the construction process to
actual collapse or daylight collapse.
Many collapses (or daylight collapse) occur with water inflow or may lead to flooding.
An example of a daylight collapse with water inflow is the one that occurred in
Switzerland in the Lausanne metro construction (Project ID 2). A huge amount of soil
and water (1400m 3) displaced into the tunnel and caused extensive damage as it cratered
towards the surface in the busy St. Laurent's commercial district (Figure 3.25).
Figure 3.25 Aspect of the front after collapse (ingress of soil and water), Lausanne, Switzerland
(Stallmann, 2005)
A particular case is water burst which consists of water inflow under pressure in the
tunnel. Figure 3.26 shows water bursts that occurred in a tunnel in China (case 174).
Figure 3.26 Water burst resulting in flooding, China (private correspondence)
Rockburst/ Spalling
This type of event is caused by the overstressing of massive or intact brittle rock, i.e. the
stresses developed in the ground exceed the local strength of the material. It can cause
spalling or in the worst cases sudden and violent failure of the rock mass. Rockbursts are
violent and sudden ruptures of bedrock and can cause serious, and often fatal, injuries.
They are mainly dependent on the stress exerted on the rock, which increases with depth.
Figure 3.27 shows a tunnel crown after a rock a burst (project ID 123).
Figure 127 Rockburst at the crown in a in a waterway tunnel in Korea (Lee et al., 2004)
Norwegian tunneling experience includes a significant number of tunnels with high rock
stresses. The majority of the problems are associated with spalling due to anisotropic
stresses below steep valleys. This is found normally in road tunnels along or between the
fjords under high overburden. An example is the 24.5km Laerdal tunnel (Project ID 61)
where moderately intense spalling and slabbing was encountered most of the time. In
some areas heavy rock bursts caused violent ejection of sharp edged rock plates, crushed
rock 'popped' out or moved steadily into the tunnel from the roof, the walls or the tunnel
face itself. Heavy spalling often occurred near the boundaries between the stiffer and the
softer rock types (T&TI, 1999; Grimstad, E. and Bhasin, R.,1999; T&TI, 2003)
Another example of rock burst is presented in Figure 3.28. It occurred in an exploratory
tunnel for the Ortfjell open pit in Norway (Project ID 124). In the worst parts of the
tunnel, such as shown in the picture, it was necessary to install up to 10 rock bolts per
meter of the tunnel. All together 13.000 rock bolts were used in the 4.000 m long tunnel
(Broch and Nilsen, 1977).
The experiences from deep level mining have contributed significantly to the
understanding of the rock mechanics involved in the phenomenon of rock burst. Methods
for prediction of rock stress problems that cause spalling and rock burst have been
developed based on experience (Vlasov, 2001).
Intensive spalling and rock burst can cause significant delays to tunneling and the latter
represents also a significant threat to the workers. The term rock burst has been often
used to refer to a variety of sudden and violent dislocations of rock slabs, usually from
the wall and roof of tunnels (mines), although potentially they can occur from the floor.
The rocks affected by rock burst are normally hard and brittle
Figure 3.28 Example of rock-bursting in an exploratory tunnel for the Ortfjell open pit (Broch and
Nilsen, 1977)
Excessive Deformation
These are cases where excessive deformations occur inside the tunnel or at the surface
but an actual total collapse does not happen. This can occur for example due to deficient
design, construction defects and/or due to particular type of terrains such as swelling and
squeezing ground, which had not been predicted.
Some minerals exibihit the property of incresing their volume when absorbing water
(swelling). If this volume increase is prevented (for example by a tunnel invert) then a
corresponding pressure is exerted against the element preventing the movement. In tunnel
construction swelling can cause a long-term heave of the tunnel floor, which can impair
the serviceability of the structure, or result in partial failure of the lining (Kolymbas,
2005, Einstein, 2000)
An example of excessive deformation due to swelling is what occurred in a tunnel from
Rotarelle to San Vittore, part of the Naples Aqueduct, in Italy (Project ID 22). After
650m of excavation, enormous ground pressures caused cracking of the shotcrete,
buckling of the steel arches after a few hours, and deformations of 200 mm in 24h and
400 mm after 12 days (Figure 3.29). The deformations were caused by swelling clay
filling of the rock.
Figure 3.29 Picture of deformed primary lining due to swelling clays, Naples, Italy (Wallis, 1991)
Einstein (2000) presents several tunnel case studies of tunnels excavated through
Opalinus Clayshale and gypsum (Keuper) in the Swiss Jura Mountains, which show how
problematic swelling can be during construction and also during operation, if the invert is
not strong enough and if water reaches into the shale.
Another frequent cause for excessive deformation is squeezing. Squeezing is
characterized large time-dependent convergence during tunnel excavation. Many authors
refer to squeezing ground behavior whenever large convergences appear, whether they
happen during construction or with time delay. This occurrence of large pressure may
lead to failure of the lining and / or result in great difficulties for completing underground
works, with major delays in construction schedules and cost overruns. (Barla, 2001;
Kovari, K. and Staus, J. 1996).
An example of a case where squeezing ground led to failures of the lining and subsequent
partial collapse is the Gotthard Base tunnel (Project ID 97) presented in Figure 3.16.
The Bolu (Turkey) two tube tunnels (Project ID 58) were subject to considerable
deformation which resulted in some serious geotechnical problems. The problems
occurred when the tunnel drive reached the Asarsuyu thrust fault, after 700m of tunneling
in good rock conditions. In the Asarsuyu thrust fault area large movements up to 1 m
were measured at the crown that caused construction problems such as twisted steel
supports and breaking of the shotcrete. Due to excessive displacements, tunnel
construction was stopped on 14 December 1994 and new design construction procedures
were applied. After this deformations in both tunnels were 20 cm at the crown. These
lower deformations are believed to be due to the better quality of the rock mass and not
because of the flexible system adopted.
In the area where the Elmalik low-angle thrust zone occurs between the granite and the
flysch contact in the right and left tube of the Bolu tunnel (km 54 + 137 to km 54 + 076,
right tube; km 64 + 170 and km 64 + 210, left tube), deformations significantly increased,
therefore, a section of approximately 60 m in length was back filled with gravel and
grouted in order to prevent tunnel failure in the right tube (km 54 + 137 and km 54 + 076)
(Figure 3.30 and Figure 3.31). Heaving in the invert reached 60-80 cm (Figure 3.32), in
both tubes.
Figure 3.30 Heave in the Bolu tunnel Figure 3.31 Failure of the support in the Bolu
(Elmalik right tube) at km 54 + 135 (Dalgi, tunnel (Elmalik right tube) at km 54 + 135
2002). (Dalgi, 2002).
Figure 3.32 Invert squeezing in the Bolu tunnel (Elmalik left tube) at km 64 + 260 (Dalgig, 2002).
The problems that occurred in the Bolu twin tubes were mainly due to squeezing ground
and inadequate support for such ground conditions.
Collapses in specific locations
These are collapses that occur in particular locations of a tunnel, where there is a lower
resistance of the ground and/ or concentration of stresses, such as portals and connections
to shafts.
Collapses at connection zones between shafts and tunnel are often associated with weak
ground, concentration of stresses and / or water on the outside of the shaft construction.
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A tunnel collapse and flooding of a shaft during Metro construction occurred in Munich
Germany (Project ID 121). The competent rock cover just outside the shaft was not the
predicted 1.5 m but around half that value. A full collapse involving 450 m3 of ground
occurred (Figure 3.33)
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Figure 3.33 Accident in the Munich metro construction (Weber, J., 1987)
During the construction of a the Hull wastewater flow transfer tunnel (Project ID 26),
which is part of the Hull Urban Wastewater Treatment Directive, a collapse of 100 m of
tunnel occurred near to one of the shafts. The TBM had passed through the previously
constructed 7.5 m diameter access shaft T3, two weeks prior to the incident. The center of
the collapse was within a few meters of the shaft, which was at that time about 200 m
behind the face (Figure 3.34) Approximately 2000 m3 of soil and water entered the
tunnel. No one was injured, but the remedial works took over a year to complete, and cost
several tens of millions of dollars.
In the portal area, it is often the more weathered rock, the a lack of confinement (loose
rock or ground) and low overburden that makes it a location prone to accidents. During
the excavation of the Haivan tunnel in Vietnam (Project ID 62), when it had only
progressed approximately 30 m from the southern portal in the soft ground section of the
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main tunnel a major collapse occurred, in September 2001. From the initial breakout at
the portal until the 30 m point was reached, the ground water encountered in the tunnel
face had increased considerably. This led initially to a small loss of ground above the
tunnel face that rapidly progressed upwards, with a large quantity of sand and boulders
filling the excavation, to form a crater in the portal slope (Figure 3.35). The volume
collapsed was 300 n 3 .
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Figure 3.34 Collapse at Hull transfer tunnel project a) cross section at the collapse zone; b) aerial
photo of the collapsed area. (Grose and Benton, 2005).
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Figure 3.35 Cave in of the South portal slope in the Haivan tunnel, Vietnam (Fukushima, H.,
2002).
The lack of temporary invert in a zone of very weathered granite was the main cause for
the collapse.
In Germany in a tunnel part a high speed railway line (Project ID 116), a collapse
occurred after 10 m of driving of top heading, from the portal. At first minor rock falls
occurred. In order to prevent further rock falls shotcrete was applied to the collapse area.
This failed and six hours later about 120 to 150 m3 of rock collapsed. Due to the low
cover of 6 m the collapse reached the surface (Figure 3.36). It was reported that the
clearing out of the collapse site showed that the collapse was caused by the geological
conditions. The collapse zone was at the interface of a known fault and an unexpected
large size fissure where the rock was loosened and fractured to a degree that even the
spilling (grouted steel bars) was not able to prevent breaking of fractured material.
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Figure 3.36 Illustration of the collapse in a high speed train railway line in Germany (Leichnitz,
1990).
3.2.4 Database event classification
In order to better classify the events registered in the database a range of symbols and
abbreviations were adopted in the categorization of the events. The method used to
classify the events stored in the database is presented in Figure 3.37. The classification
consists of three symbols, which represent the construction method, the location where
the event occurred and the type of event.
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Figure 3.37 Classification method used in the database
Note: Methods that do not provide face and peripheral support, such as roadheaders are
considered conventional methods. The reason is that they use similar support systems as
the NATM and drill and blast.
The first symbol, the construction method, represents the type of construction method
used. It is important to distinguish between construction methods since for each different
type there are different risks. The construction methods considered in the database are the
NATM/ sequential excavation (C) and Shield / TBM (S). There were also some cases,
such as cut and cover, which due to their magnitude were also included. The symbol used
for other types of construction methods is (0). When the excavation method is not known
an (X) will appear.
The second symbol, location of the event, describes the location where the accident
occurs. It can be at the face, behind the face, at a particular location such as the portals
and shafts or other locations. In the Conventional Method (NATM/Sequential Excavation
and/ or Drill and Blast) the events at the face (F), correspond to events that occurred in
the area of the tunnel heading between the excavated face and the first completed ring of
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support (definition used by HSE, 1994). In the shield / TBM construction (F) correspond
to events that occurred at the cutterhead. The symbol behind the face (B) corresponds to
events that occur in the area of the tunnel with the completed primary lining (for the
conventional excavation methods). In TBM driven tunnels (B) corresponds to events that
occur behind the cutterhead, either immediately behind it in the shield area or in the
primary lining. The other two locations correspond to specific locations such as shafts
and portals (P), and other (0) such as slopes and retaining walls. Once again when the
information is limited the symbol (X) will be used. The sketches of Figure 3.9 present
the location of the events, at the face (F) and behind the face (B) for the two types of
construction methods considered. .
The types of events are the ones described in previous section, summarized in Table 3.2.
The combination of the type of event (Table 3.2), the construction method used and the
location where the event occurred (Figure 3.37) is the basis for the classification system.
Presented in Table 3.3 are the most common events related with the use of conventional
excavation methods and the ones related with the use of a shield or TBM. Each case
stored in the database was classified according to this system, i.e. according to the
construction method, location and type of event. The list of cases is presented in
Appendix D.
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Table 3.3 Events related to the use of conventional methods
Location of the event Symbols Description of the event
At the face CF1 Heading collapse
CF2 Heading collapse (daylight)
CF3 Water inflow
CF2+3 Heading collapse with water inflow
CF4 Rock fall at the face
Behind the face / Perimeter CB1 Collapse/Failure of the lining
CB6 Excessive deformation
At a particular location CP7 Collapse at a shaft
CP8 Collapse at the portal
3.3 Data Analysis
The analysis of the data shows that:
- More than half (56%) of the accidents occur near the face, while a smaller
percentage occurred behind face and at particular locations (Figure 3.38). This is
expected because the largest perturbation to the ground occurs naturally at the
face, either in terms of deformations or modification of the stress state
- Figure 3.39a and Figure 3.39b show the distribution of the different types of
events, considering the influence of the construction method, divided into
conventional and mechanized methods,. It is interesting to compare the two
methods and it is possible to observe that: daylight collapse normally associated
with larger volumes and larger consequences are greater (reported) in the
conventional type of construction (NATM and Drill and Blast), than in Shield/
TBM cases. Although this collection is not complete and exhaustive this is
already an important conclusion. It is also possible to observe that excessive
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deformations and rock falls have occurred more frequently in the conventional
type of construction (NATM / Drill and Blast). Flooding and water inflow have
occurred more in mechanized methods, which can be explained by the fact that
more catastrophic flooding have occurred in long underwater tunnels or long
mountain tunnels with high overburden and water pressures that are normally
driven by TBMs. For the other events (specific location and rockburst) the
construction method is not so relevant, since it looks that they occur
approximately equally (%) for both methods.
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Figure 3.38 Distribution of the accidents according to their location
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Figure 3.39 Distribution of the event location according to the construction method
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The analysis of each event separately shows that (Figure 3.40):
- The great majority (75%) of collapses and daylight collapses occurred at the face.
Only 10% occurred behind the face and in almost 15% of the cases there is not
enough information regarding the location of the collapse.
- In the case of the rock falls, the majority occurred at the roof or walls (54%), with
no clear indication whether they occurred at or behind the face, and at the face of
the excavation (31%)
- In the excessive deformation 45% of the events occurred after the face had
passed, ranging from days and in some cases reaching up to a year, mainly due to
swelling or squeezing ground. In almost one third (30%) of the cases there is not
enough information regarding the exact location of the event. One fifth (20%) of
the events occurred at the face of the excavation.
- In half of the cases of flooding and water inflow there is not enough information
regarding where the water entered the tunnel. In 35% of the cases the inflow
occurred at the face and in 14% of the cases it occurred from both the face and
behind the face.
- All rockburst and spalling events occurred at different places: roof, walls and
floor, at the face and behind the face.
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Figure 3.40 Distribution of the location for the different types of events
The impact of an event, such as collapses, daylight collapses or rock falls, is related in
some way to the volumes of ground involved and whether or not the tunnel is in urban
environment. Figure 3.41a show the volumes associated with conventional type of
construction (NATM and Drill and Blast) events. Figure 3.41b shows the volumes of
collapses associated with TBM events. Although the number of cases for which there is
information regarding the volume involved in the collapse is about 5 times larger for the
conventional excavation methods than for mechanized methods, it is possible to observe
that the volumes associated with TBM construction are normally in the range 0-250 m3 ,
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while the volumes associated with NATM and, Drill and Blast collapses tend to be larger
in volume and have also a larger range from 10 and 2000 m3 . Some cases involve large
volumes, with one of 14 000m3 .
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Figure 3.41 Volume involved in events (Collapse, Daylight collapse and rock fall) for different
construction methods
Analyzing the different events, taking into account all the construction methods, one can
observe the following:
" The volumes involved on collapses are mainly in the range of 10-250 m3,
although some very large volumes can occur (Figure 3.42). The volume can be
probably associated with the dimensions of the tunnel.
" The volume involved in daylight collapses is normally associated with the crater
that reaches the surface, and therefore with the overburden and characteristic
dimensions of the tunnel. The volumes are more or less uniformly distributed
between 10 and 3000m 3 as can be seen in Figure 3.43.
" Finally the volumes involved in rock falls are generally much smaller, in the
range of 0-250m3. There are however two cases, the Cahora Bassa hydroelectric
scheme (Sousa, 2006) and the Laerdal road tunnel (T&TI, 2003) where a large
volumes of rock fell. In the case of Cahora Bassa this rock slide was associated
with unfavorable low strength surfaces (Figure 3.44)
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Figure 3.45 presents the distribution of volumes corresponding to daylight collapses in
urban areas. They follow the same pattern of Figure 3.43.
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Figure 3.45 Volume involved in daylight
collapses in urban environments for all
construction methods
In the next figures (Figure 3.46 to Figure 3.48) are shown volume of collapse versus H/D,
the relation between overburden (H) and equivalent diameter of the tunnel (D). The
Figures have been divided by ground type (Rock, Soil and Mixed). Within each ground
type a division between construction method (NATM, Drill and Blast or TBM) was also
made. It is possible to observe that daylight collapses occur generally for H/D up to 5
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(normally H/D < 3), i.e. for overburden up to 5 times greater than the diameter of the
excavation. This is an expected observation since for a collapse to reach the surface the
excavation should somewhat close to the surface. Also tunnels in rock present a broader
range of H/D. This is also expected since deeper tunnels are normally in rock.
Unfortunately, based on the available data it is not possible to observe a clear trend
related the volume of the collapse with H/D. This could be a result of not enough data
available as well as a not enough detailed description of the ground type, again due to
lack of information.
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Figure 3.46 Data available on volume of collapse versus H/D
b) NATM
for tunnels in Rock formations
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Figure 3.47 Data available on volume of collapse versus H/D for tunnels in Soil formations
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Figure 3.48 Data available on volume of collapse versus H/D for tunnels in Mixed conditions
3.4 Reported causes and consequences
3.4.1 Most commonly reported causes
The causes for accidents in tunnels under construction do not depend exclusively on the
behavior on the ground but also human errors and environmental external factors, such as
earthquakes or changes in the water level due intense and persistent precipitation.
The causes for accidents in tunnels can be divided in internal and external (Vlasov, 2001;
Longo, 2006). Internal causes are related to the design and planning of the tunnel as well
as basic construction and management errors during tunnel construction. The external
causes are related to hydrological and geological conditions, as well as earthquakes and
fires.
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Figure 3.49 Main causes for accidents during construction
- very low probability but if occurring can have severe consequences
** - very important in the case of tunnels for mines, such as coal mines among others)
Earthquakes and Fires are causes for collapses and damages that are mostly associated
with tunnels during the operation phase, due to the low likelihood that they occur during
the construction of the tunnel. However they may occur and the consequences can be
significant for the construction process.
There is normally more than one cause associated to an accident. Most of the times,
several errors and causes led to a chain of events that result into an event. In the next
section the most commonly reported causes and errors will be detailed.
3.4.1.1 External Causes
Unpredicted geology
The main reported cause of failure in tunnels during construction is attributed to
unpredicted ground conditions.
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The most commonly reported unpredicted features in soils are lenses of water bearing
sand or gravel that cause the reduction of the resistance of the ground. This was the case
of collapse that occurred in the metro of Lausanne (Project ID 2), mentioned previously
in section 3.2.3. It was assumed in the design that the there was a constant gradient of the
molasse layer between boring no. A21 and A22 (50 m apart). Unfortunately there was no
constant gradient between the two boreholes. This can be observed in Figure 3.50 where
the ground conditions assumed by the design are shown and in Figure 3.51 where the
ground actual ground conditions are presented. It is therefore important to continue
ground exploration, especially by probing ahead of the face, during the construction of
the tunnel.
Figure 3.50 Ground conditions in the final design documents (Seidenfuss, 2006)
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Additional probing after the collapse
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Figure 3.51 Actual ground conditions after collapse (Seidenfuss, 2006)
For tunnels in rock one of the most common features are weak zones, fault zones and/or
low strength surfaces. Fault zones are particularly adverse in the cases of tunnels driven
by TBMs where a collapse may burry the TBM causing it to get stuck, which may require
excavation of bypass tunnels in order to rescue it or may even lead to abandon theTBM,
in extremely severe cases (Barton, 2006).
The case of Evinos-Mornos Tunnel (Project ID 49) in Greece (Figure 3.15) is an example
where several (Grandori et al. 1995) problems, ranging from small continuous collapse of
the face, squeezing ground and some larger collapses where caused by faults. In some of
these situations when the TBM cutterhead is pulled back for ground treatment after the
collapse, loosening happens creating a larger collapse dome (Grandori, 1995)
A fault zone can have an adverse effect on the tangential stress arch, and tunnel stability
problems often occur as a result. An example is the Italian Pont Ventoux HEP headrace
tunnel (Project ID 69), which was tangent to numerous faults, resulting in collapses or in
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the cutterhead getting stuck (Figure 3.52). In the Pont Ventoux case, it was the
combination of the tangential fault zones and adverse water problems that were the main
cause for the problems during the construction, causing the TBM to be stuck 6 months in
one case due to continuous collapses with water or water pressure as shown in Figure
3.53 (Barton, 2006)
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Figure 3.52 Two examples of fault-zone problems experienced at the Pont Ventoux HEP project
in N. Italy (Barton, 2004)
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Figure 3.53 Continuous collapses due to the 'fault shaft', assisted by water and/or water pressure.
These sketches are super-imposed on one sheet, from the geologist's daily logs. TBM was stuck
for 6 months in this location (Barton, 2006)
Presence of water
The presence of water and especially high water pressures, can be very adverse to tunnel
stability during construction and may lead to collapse or / and flooding.
The Pont Ventoux continuous collapses presented in Figure 3.53 is a good example
where adverse water pressure was the most important cause with respect to the cutter-
head getting stuck in the various fault zones. In this tunnel, the high (non-vertical) ai
stress, and very high water inflows, were very adverse to stability in fault zones full of
clay, silt , sand and crushed rock.
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Another case where high water pressures caused problems to tunnel construction is the
Dul Hasti REP (Project ID 64). During the construction an extreme water and
pebble/sand blow-out, plus stand-up time problems in inter-bedded phyllites occurred.
The blow-out consisted of about 4,000 m3 of sand and quartzite pebbles, and an initial
60m3/min water inrush which buried the TBM. The blow out originated in the invert and
was therefore not detectable by 'conventional' forward-and-upward probe drilling, which
nevertheless was absent. The overburden in the zone was of about 750 m (Figure 3.54)
Figure 3.54 Simplified geology, and the location (ch. 1,215) of the blow-out of water, sand and
rounded quartzite pebbles
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Unpredicted man made structures
Man made structures, such as wells, old galleries or old boreholes, can affect the stability
of a tunnel while being excavated and may be the cause for a collapse. Some features
when in large number can also alter the hydro-geological characteristics of the ground.
This was the case in the Porto Metro (Project ID 9), in Portugal, where a large number of
old wells and "minas" (old and small handmade water tunnels) were present in the area
and uncharted due to their ancient nature. They modified the hydro-geological
characteristics of the ground, such that the groundwater moved not only in the porous
medium and fractures, but also along the preferential channels represented by the
"minas", which strongly influence the underground water circulation (Grasso et al.,
2003). Figure 3.55 shows a Man-made water mine beneath the city of Porto.
Figure 3.55 Man made water mines in Porto, Portugal (Forrest, 2006)
In September 2001, a tunnel under construction for the Istambul metro (Project ID 14) in
Turkey collapsed due to an unidentified well. At the time of the occurrence the top
heading was being excavated, under a hotel. The collapse occurred when the section was
being expanded to 100 m2 to accommodate a switch tunnel area for the single track
system (Ayaydin, 2001). The cause of the collapse was an unidentified well 1.5 m above
the switch tunnel crown (Figure 3.56). It is assumed from the reconstruction of the
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situation that this well was almost exactly above the place where the liquefied mud had
flowed into the tunnel. It was assumed that there was only about 1.5-2.0 m between the
well bottom and the tunnel crown and that the saturated clay and well water flowed into
the tunnel, causing the well walls and surrounding clay to collapse. This allowed the fine-
grained sand layer to drain into the resulting cavity. This undermining of the foundation
slabs and supporting walls of the buildings above led to their collapse. Three buildings
collapsed at the surface, causing 5 deaths (Figure 3.57).
Figure 3.56 Longitudinal section through the collapse area showing geology and position of
surface structures, Istanbul metro (Ayaydin, 2001)
Figure 3.57 Collapsed zone at surface, Istanbul metro (Ayaydin, 2001)
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Earthquakes
Although Earthquake associated collapses during construction are extremely rare, such a
case occurred in Bolu tunnels in Turkey (Project ID 65). In 12 November 1999 an
earthquake and the following aftershocks caused the failure of both Bolu tunnels, Turkey,
300 m from the Elmalik portal. At the time of the earthquake, a 700 m section had been
excavated from the Elmalik Portal, and a 300 m section of reinforced concrete lining had
been completed. The collapse took place in the clay gouge material in the unlined section
of the tunnel. The investigation indicated that the tunnel collapsed or the primary lining
completely deformed over an approximately 400-m long section, due to strong ground
shaking and not because of fault displacement. The collapse was progressive. Two
sinkholes appeared at the surface. One of them occurred immediately after the major
earthquake of 12 November 1999 and the other one occurred 2 months later (Ghasemi,
2000, Dalgie, 2002).
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Figure 3.58 Approximate location of the tunnel collapses (Ghasemi, 2000)
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a) view looking at the westbound tunnel b) view looking at the eastbound tunnel
(Asarsuyu portal) (Elmalik portal)
Figure 3.59 Collapses at the Bolu tunnel in Turkey (Ghasemi, 2000)
Fires
The great majority of the fires in tunnels during construction are associated with mines.
Nevertheless in the history of tunneling there several cases of fire during excavation,
generally associated with the use of timber for temporary supports, blasting with high
explosives, tunnel driving under compressed air with elevated oxygen content among
others. The main causes are normally faults in electric equipment or short circuits in
power lines.
In June 1994 a TBM fire occurred in the Great Belt (Project ID 125), when oil from the
TBM spilled and ignited during construction. The fire that lasted for several hours
produced temperatures of about 8000 C and damaged up to two-thirds of the concrete
lining (Figure 3.60). The reported costs associated to this accident were of about US$ 33
millions (Vlasov, 2001; Khoury, 2003)
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Figure 3.60 Damaged concrete lining after the 1994 Great Belt fire, Denmark (Khoury, 2003)
Presence of gas
The excessive presence of gas in the air during construction may lead to emergency
situations. Accidents that occur are normally mainly due to an inadequate ventilation
system. The gas can result from several sources, such as construction procedures like
blasting and soil freezing, or as a result of the geological composition of the rock being
excavated. Although normally associated with tunnels for mines, there have been such
cases in the construction of metros in the city of Baku, in 1983 and 1987, Moscow, in
1982 and Nizhny Novgorod, in 1981 (Vlasov, 2001). In all of these cases the source of
elevated concentrations of saturated hydrocarbons in the air was because of petroleum
products that had seeped into the tunnel works from the surrounding ground. In the case
of Baku and Moscow the excavation through these rocks was accompanied by flames.
Most of the tunnels that were affected by this problem were in places where oil storage
and oil pipes were previously situated.
An emergency situation that dealt with presence of gas while performing artificial soil
freezing, occurred also in the Moscow metro in 1989 (case 179). Soil freezing was done
by using liquid nitrogen. A 1.5 m deep trench was made for the purpose. The access to
the trench was prohibit while nitrogen was being discharged and for a period of 40 min
afterwards. The nitrogen that evaporated during the procedure was withdrawn with the
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help of a fan. A worker died and another was rescued alive, because they were inside the
trench carrying out works while the nitrogen was been discharged (Vlasov, 2001).
During the construction of the Los Angeles subway (case 180) through sandstones and
limestones containing hydrocarbons characteristics of the California oil bearing field,
problems related to the presence of gas occurred. Analysis of the data on the gases and
soils and the location of active gas bearing horizons were carried out, in order to specify
the ventilation requirements as well as technical procedures for the detection of
hazardous gas concentrations. Ventilation was the principal means to prevent gas
explosions (ENR, June 1989)
3.4.1.2 Internal Causes
Planning and Design errors
Tunnel collapses have occurred due to errors and mistakes that occurred during planning
or design. Among others they include (HSE, 1996; Vlasov, 2001):
- Lack of surveying and geotechnical studies and/or inadequate evaluation of the
geotechnical information available.
- Inadequate competent ground cover
- Inadequate excavation process and / or support system for the ground
- Inadequate or faulty ground classification system leading to inappropriate support
- Wrong choice of construction method
- Inadequate planning for emergency measures
- Inadequate specification for lining repair procedures
An important case related to insufficient geotechnical studies was the collapse that
occurred in 2005 in the Barcelona Metro line 5 (Project ID 29). According to the
parliamentary investigation conducted after the accident, the lack of geological studies
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prevented the presence of a fault to be known. The original alignment of the tunnel did
not go through the Carmel neighborhood (where the collapse occurred). This decision
was made 9 months before the collapse, and the necessary geological studies were not
made (Figure 3.61).
street level Street level
Fault line Fault line Collapsed rock
Figure 3.61 Barcelona Metro Line 5 collapse illustration
Calculation and numerical errors
Calculation and numerical errors can occur both during the design phase and the
construction phase. Most of the calculation and numerical errors that occur during
construction are related to the monitoring data, whether it is in their collection or in their
processing. The most reported causes are:
- The adoption of incorrect geomechanical design parameters.
- Use of inappropriate models; no considering the effect of water; no considering
the 3D effects such as existing tunnels.
- Errors in the collection of monitoring data
- Errors in the processing and not fast enough delivery of monitoring data.
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Adoption of incorrect geomechanical design parameters and use of inappropriate models
were some of the errors, that occurred in the case of Olivais metro (Project ID 10) in
Lisbon (Figure 3.20), where the geomechanical parameters used in the design numerical
calculations where overestimated (Appleton, 1998).
Construction errors
There are numerous reported construction errors and they are normally related to use of
poor quality materials or not following the design specification requirements. More
specifically some of the reported errors are:
- Lining not constructed with the specified thickness.
- Wrong installation of rock anchors, bolts and (lattice) steel arches.
- Errors in the installation of ground freezing pipes
- Poor profiling of the invert and badly executed lining repairs.
- Faulty dewatering system
In the case of the Heathrow collapse (Project ID 24), in London, an inspection made
during construction revealed construction defects, such as an inadequate thickness of the
shotcrete. Remedial work which consisted on repairing the lining was done.
Unfortunately the repairs were also badly executed. Besides these errors, other
construction errors were later pointed out by an HSE investigation such as the failure to
produce correct wall profiles; defective invert construction, due to shotcrete rebound;
defective joint construction, due to poor design detail (Figure 3.62) and an over-flat
invert. The accumulation of all this errors along with management and design errors led
to a major collapse of the three NATM tunnels in October 1994 (HSE, 2000)
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Figure 3.62 Exhumed sections of invert and joint (HSE, 2000)
Another example where construction errors played an important role in major collapse
were the Montemor tunnels (Project ID 11) in Portugal. The observation data indicates
systematic errors when installing the Swellex bolts used in the primary support. The
correct sequence of installation of each Swellex bolt is: i)Drill the hole in the rock ; ii)
Insert the Swellex bolt in the hole, not expanded; iii) Expand Swellex bolt with the
hydraulic pump (reaching 30MPa); iv) Remove the pump, keeping the bolt pressurized.
However the adopted sequence was (at least in several occasions): i) Drill the hole in the
rock; ii) Expand the Swellex bolt on the floor of the tunnel; iii) Remove the pump,
keeping the bolt pressurized; iv) Insert the Swellex bolt in the hole. This process instead
of reinforcing and strengthen the rock mass as was intended by the design ended up
probably damaging the ground surrounding the crown of the excavation, due to the wrong
installation of the Swellex bolts.
Management errors
In many cases, among other causes, management and control errors are reported as one of
the causes for the accident:
- Failure to act on monitoring data and early signs of danger;
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- Improper management and inadequate emergency response measures;
- Inexperienced site management;
- Poor supervision of construction work
- Allowing the wrong sequence of tunnel construction (especially in multi-tunnel
situations)
The Shangai Metro line 4 collapse (Project ID 33), which occurred in July 2003 was
found to be by an accident investigation due to improper management and inadequate
emergency response measures (Figure 3.63). The parties involved are accused of failing
to take timely emergency measures to deal with danger signs when technical problems
were detected in the equipment used in the tunnel construction. When the cooling
equipment used to freeze the ground before digging under the river broke down on June
28, two days before the collapse, no one reported the early signs of the impending cave-in
to the project's management and engineering supervision officials. The officials were
found to be have been absent from the site in the days before the accident while reporting
everything was "normal" on their daily logs. Instead of halting the excavation and taking
effective emergency measures, digging continued and the water pressure built up,
resulting in the cave in (T&TI July 2003, August 2003).
Figure 3.63 Photo at the surface at the site of the collapse at Shanghai metro line 4 (Wannick,
2006)
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Following the Heathrow collapse (Project ID 24) the Health and Safety Executive (HSE)
published a report identifying the errors that occurred during the tunnel construction and
causes for the accident (Figure 3.64). According to HSE the direct cause for the accident
was a chain of events, from substandard construction in an initial length of the concourse
tunnel, to damage from grout jacking done to correct settlement in a building above,
ending in the fact that this damage was inadequately repaired (T&TI, August 2000).
Among the errors identified by HSE were poor design and planning, lack of quality, a
lack of engineering control and a lack of safety management. The construction
management errors identified by the investigation included (Clayton, 2008):
- Insufficient specialist staffing
- Poor communication between different companies
- Poor sequence of tunnel construction
- Bad timing of invert repairs
- No integration in planning construction activities
- Compensation grouting over tunnel
- Lack of awareness of instrumentation data warning of impending failure
- Allowing the construction of a parallel tunnel
Figure 3.64 Photo at the surface at the site of the collapse of Heathrow (Clayton, 2008)
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Failure of machines
Failures of TBM machines or some of their components such as the earth pressure control
system of an EPBM or the slurry injection system of a slurry machine may contribute to
accidents of tunnels during construction.
3.4.2 Most commonly reported consequences
The consequences of the undesirable events can be:
- In the tunnel (structure, people and equipment)
- At the surface (structures, people) or other structures (utilities etc)
Figure 3.65 contains the list of most commonly reported consequences (apart from costs
and delays) in the tunnel and, on the surface and on other structures.
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Figure 3.65 Most commonly reported consequences of undesirable events during tunnel
construction.
When an event occurs, depending on its magnitude the work will have to stop (stoppage
of works). Before the work re-starts it is necessary to be sure that all measures are taken
to ensure safety. Additional investigation may be required. In some cases deaths (loss of
human life) and injuries occur. The loss of human life is the one consequence that is
extremely difficult to quantify. In the majority of cases when an event occurs there is the
need of reconstruct the affected section of the tunnel (reconstruction of the affected
section), which is reflected in an additional cost to the project. Equipment can be affected
by the incident as well. It can be buried and damaged for example due to face / roof
collapse. It can also be damaged due flooding. In the case of a TBM, the cutterhead
maybe be damaged due to collapse of blocks or unexpected boulders in the ground, or in
the most severe cases, cause the TBM to be stuck in the ground (equipment). Remedial
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and mitigation measures are often needed, the first in order to overcome the accident and
the latter in order to ensure the safe completion of the tunnel excavation. When a collapse
occurs the first step is normally to prevent the damage to extend to the surface. This is
normally accomplished by pouring material into the crater. This mitigation measures are
taken before assessing the causes of the accident. After investigation and determining the
cause the remedial methods are normally decided. These measures are translated in
delays and additional costs.
Other consequences of collapses in some cases were the change of the alignment (Project
ID 80) or abandonment of the tunnel (Project ID 94).
When an event occurs, it often induces movement at the ground around its location. This
movement can be small or large depending on the event itself. Damage to structures on
the surface (buildings, etc) and structures inside the ground (utilities, other tunnels) can
occur (damage to other structures). Daylight collapses when occurring in urban areas
usually result in traffic and urban disruption, such as evacuation of residents from their
homes, power and water supply cuts and traffic detours, and ultimately they can cause
death of people at surface (loss of life).
Since the 1990s there have been a number of great losses involving tunnels in urban
areas. In some cases, repairs costed up to US$ 100m. In the last decade CAR (contractors
all risks) insurers have suffered losses totaling up to more than 750 million dollars in
property damage only (Landrin et al, 2006).Table 3.4 shows some of the major losses, as
well as respective delays, that occurred in tunnel construction since 1994.
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Table 3.4 Major losses since 1994
Year Project Method Loss ($m) Delay (months)
1994 Great Belt Link, Denmark TBM 33 ?
1994 Munich Metro, Germany NATM 4 10
1994 Heathrow Express Link, NATM 141 14
UK
1994 Taipei Metro, Taiwan TBM 12 12
1995 Los Angeles Metro, USA TBM 9 15
1995 Taipei Metro, Taiwan TBM 12 18
1999 Hull Yorkshire, UK TBM 55 26
1999 Anatolian Motorway 115 36
(Bolu), Turkey
2000 Taegu Metro, Korea Cut and Cover 13 9
2002 Taiwan High Speed NATM 11 0
Railway
2003 Shangai Metro Freezing 60 47*
Note: * estimate
Source of data is Landrin et al, 2006 and Munich Re Group, 2004.
Figure 3.66 shows a histogram of delays, in months, caused by accidents during tunnel
construction. This represents the data available in the database (64 cases for which data
on delays is available). It is possible to observe the majority of the delays varied between
0 and 7 months, being the average of delays around 6 months.
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Figure 3.66 Distribution of the delays (in months) caused by accidents during construction
3.5 Remedial and Mitigation Measures
The remedial methods are very specific to each situation. There are however some
methods that are common in many of these situations. The next table shows the most
common mitigation measures per event.
Event Mitigation measures
" Fill tunnel with materials (concrete, rock, sand bags and even
water) for immediate stabilization and prevent further
propagation of the collapse (used I most of the collapse/ daylight
collapse cases)
" Collapse hole bulkheaded and backfilled with concrete or / and
materials (such as collapsed rock) and then remine.
Stabilization of the tunnel face and crown with shotcrete
C Reinforcement of the ground in advance (bolts, forepoling,
fiberglass bolts, pre-stressed anchors, etc). Normally applied in
combination with preceding measure.
Drainage in advance and / or from the surface (when collapse
occurs with or due to water inflow)
Modification of excavation sequence (multiple headings, pilot
tunnel) and support
Grouting (in advance or /and from the surface) for
consolidation.
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* Injection of resins of stabilization
* Ground freezing
* Bypass tunnel (used also in combination with grouting from
inside the bypass tunnel)
e Change of alignment / abandon
e Change of construction method (drastic change of construction
method, such as change from TBM construction to Drill and
Blast)
* Modification of TBM ( for example : cutterhead and cutterwheel
or introduction in a EPBM of an automatic system that pumps
bentonite slurry into the excavation chamber whenever the
pressure drops below a preset level)
* Hand mining of the material accumulated against the cutterhead
together with applying a maximum torque + posterior grouting
All the above and :
* Circular cofferdam isolating the collapse area (for major
collapses - Heathrow case) for posterior excavation from the
Daylight collapse surface.
e Filling in of the cavity at the surface with concrete or other
material.
* Tieback walls used to isolate collapse and allow open
excavation
* Rock bolts
e Shotcrete
Rock fall e Fill the cavity with concrete + wire mesh
* Reinforcement with concrete buttresses supported at the wall by
anchors ( extremely large block fall)
e Drainage (in advance and from the surface; use of pumping
Flooding / Water systems).
inflow 0 Grouting
* By pass tunnel
Rockburst * Special bolts
* Destress blasting
* Remine or reprofile the deformed section
* Use of yielding elements
Excessive * Modification of the shape / dimensions of cross section
deformation * Modification and reinforcement of the invert lining, such as
reinforced invert or a deformable invert (in swelling cases)
* Special rock bolt of yielding type
t i Similar to collapse / heading collapse
locations p Slope protection and support, like tiebacks (portal areas)
* Slope cut back to stable geometry (portal areas)
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Collapse / Daylight collapse
The methods used in collapses and daylight collapses are normally very similar. The
major different is that in the latest the consequences at the surface must be addressed.
Also daylight collapses are normally the largest and most catastrophic, so sometimes
specific measures must be taken to isolate the collapse zone at the surface, such as a
cofferdam or tieback walls, in order to safely access the collapse zone from the surface
and clean the debris.
When a collapse occurs the first step is normally to take measures that will prevent it to
progress further (to the surface for example). For that purpose the tunnel is normally
filled with materials such as rock, sand bags, concrete or even water for immediate
stabilization.
In most of the collapse/ daylight collapse cases that did not involve large volumes the
measures consisted in bulkheading and backfilling the collapse hole with concrete or /
and other materials (such as collapsed rock) and then remine. In some cases remining was
done with the reinforcement of the ground ahead with elements such as forepoling,
fiberglass bolts among others.
When a collapse occurs with or due to water inflow, drainage is normally used, in
combination with the preceding methods, in advance or from the surface.
Figure 3.67 shows the repair strategy used in both daylight collapses of the Montemor
tunnel (Project ID 11) in Portugal. Drainage was used in all sections where seepage was
evident, as well as reinforcing measures were added to the already installed support
measures. At the actual collapse zones the first step was to shotcrete the walls of the
collapse, and arches were placed to reinforce the standing tunnel on each side of the hole
(Wallis, 1995). On the surface a 2 m meter thick concrete slab was cast at the bottom of
the crater, which was then backfilled with soil. An umbrella of Jet grouting columns was
used to protect the excavation through the collapsed area.
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Figure 3.67 Repair strategies for both Montemor tunnels (Wallis, 1995)
Grouting is often used to consolidate and reinforce the collapse zone. This was the
method used in the Lausanne metro collapse (Project ID 2). A curtain of eleven piles was
drilled and concreted ahead of the collapsed face to consolidate the ground and limit the
possible flow of further material into the tunnel, in conjunction with grouting.
The different phases of the remedial measures were as follow (Seidenfuss, T., 2006):
Phase 1 - Drilling of pile curtain and injection of concrete in order to limit collapsed area
and possible flow.
Phase 2 - Partial backfilling of the crater (up the foundation level of the building) with
crushed glass.
Phase 3 - Vertical grouting from the surface to consolidate ground (Figure 3.68)
Phase 4 - Excavation of the collapsed zone under the protection of an umbrella of steel
pipes and steel arches.
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Figure 3.69 is a plan of the area affected by the remedial/ mitigation works. For more
details see case 002 record.
Figure 3.68 Phase 3 of remedial and mitigation measures at Lausanne metro (Seidenfuss, T.,
2006)
Figure 3.69 plan view of the area affected by the remedial/ mitigation works (Seidenfuss, T.,
2006)
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Following the collapse at Saint-Laurent, it was decided to drive the Viret tunnel 3.5m
deeper in the molasse preventing endangerment of the historic buildings of the old part of
town.
Freezing was also used in some cases in order to overcome the collapsed zone. An
example is the Hull wastewater flow transfer tunnel collapse (Project ID 26). The
immediate measure in this daylight collapse (in a shaft) was to stabilize the tunnel using
compressed air. Air-lock doors that had been installed in the tunnel to allow compressed
air access for cutter-head maintenance were used for this purpose. For the reconstruction
of the tunnel, a supporting system by Artificial Ground Freezing (AGF) and NATM
tunneling was considered the best solution considering the local ground conditions,
safety, program, constructability and cost. Liquid Nitrogen (LIN) was chosen as the
freeze medium.
The freeze system used at Hull was an open system, with LIN, which exists at
approximately -196*C, being pumped into a series of freeze tubes. The reconstruction of
the collapsed section of tunnel was conducted in five stages, with two to the west, and
three to the east of Shaft T3. The five construction stages were referred to as West 1
(WI), West 2 (W2), East 1 (El), East 2 (E2), and East 3 (E3), each approximately 20-25
m in length. . The principal reason for this had to do with the capability to drill
horizontally with the required accuracy. The tunnel axis was at a depth of 15m below
ground level. The construction sequence is illustrated on Figure 3.70. Each construction
stage was supported and closed to the surrounding ground and ground water horizontally
with a circular ice wall and vertically with a frozen bulkhead. Each horizontal zone
consisted of a vertical ice bulkhead consisting of typically 23 freeze pipes and a
horizontal 'cone' of typically 33 freeze pipes. Figure 3.71 shows the cross section of the
ice structure.
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Figure 3.70 Construction sequence for the recovery of the collapsed zone (Brown, 2004)
Figure 3.71 Cross section of ice structure with monitoring devices (T & TI, October 2000)
In the cases where severe cave-ins are accompanied with water inflow and this resulted in
the jamming of the TBM, excavation of bypass tunnels from the side walls of the main
tunnel behind the TBM may be necessary in order to rescue the machine and apply
ground treatment measures, such as grouting or freezing. Commonly these by pass
tunnels are excavated to the front of the cutter head and extending the overmining until
working clearances were obtained. A top drift to explore the geological conditions or to
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perform ground improvement ahead can be performed. The determination of the location
of entrance for the bypass tunnel is dependent on many factors (such as the length of
bypass, processing time etc).
During the excavation of the Hsuehshan tunnel (Project ID 30), in Taiwan the three
TBMs were stopped several times (28 major stoppages in total). One of the most serious
was the 10t stoppage due to a collapse at the TBM in the pilot tunnel. It was caused
mainly by a sudden high-pressure groundwater ingression. In order to rescue the TBM, a
detour tunnel parallel to the pilot tunnel was excavated which provided a passage for
further excavation by Drill and Blast in front of the TBM (Figure 3.72). The ground was
improved by grouting.
Boreholes for grouting
Lateral drifts
Figure 3.72 - Example of the ground reinforcing techniques using lateral drifts for the stop at the
Chainage 39k+079 in the Hsuehshan Tunnel (Pelizza and Peila, 2005)
In another case, where the TBM was buried and blocked due to a collapse was the
Frasdanello TBM tunnel in Italy (Project ID 95), which required complex stabilization
measures to be adopted in order to resume the excavation.
Based on preliminary studies and pilot tunnel mapping, in conjunction with drilling of a
number of exploratory holes following the machine blockage, the geological conditions
in the thrust zone could be defined in detail as illustrated in the cross section of Figure
3.73.
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LAM!PTONE LAYERS
Figure 3.73 Geological conditions at the thrust zone (Barla G. and Pelizza S., 2000)
In this case the TBM was stuck by the ground above, making it impossible to continue
with face advance, independent of the many attempts made to free the TBM ahead. It was
decided that ground freezing was the most reliable measure to be carried out from the
pilot tunnel, previously excavated (Figure 3.74)
Thrust zone
Drainage holes
Resin injections
Spiles and frozen ground' -
Working chamber
-Pilot tunnei
Figure 3.74 The stabilization measures adopted to free the TBM head (Barla G. and Pelizza S.,
2000)
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As shown in Figure 3.75, a working access chamber was created, starting from the pilot
tunnel, with the intent to reach the TBM head. The main working stages were:
i) Creation of a consolidated arch around the tunnel perimeter, performed from
the back of the TBM, just behind the shield.
ii) Creation of a working access chamber starting from the pilot tunnel, in order
to allow for the launching of pipe spiles (length 22 m) ahead.
iii) Ground freezing by using liquid nitrogen: a frozen vault was formed having a
minimum thickness of 80 cm at the crown and 100 cm at the footwall;
iv) Excavation of the access chamber to full length, to reach the TBM head
(Figure 3.75 shows the chamber completed)
v) Driving of the TBM through the thrust zone and placement of the precast
reinforced concrete segments, followed by filling the gap with pea-gravel.
Figure 3.75 Access chamber completed with the TBM in the background (Barla and Pelizza.,
2000).
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Rock Fall
The mitigation and remedial measures taken in rock fall events depend of the magnitude
of the rock fall. Most events of smaller dimensions shotcrete and rock bolts is normally
used. In other cases the cavity was filled with concrete and wire mesh.
In the Gotthard Base tunnel in Switzerland (Project ID 98) an unexpected horizontal fault
zone which was penetrated during the start-up phase of the eastern TBM led to
substantial hold ups for both drives (Bodio zone). On Feb 19th 2003 a kakaritic
cataclastic fault was encountered after roughly 200m had been driven in the eastern tube
which varied in thickness from a few decimeters to some meters. The fault zone
accompanied the eastern drive over a distance of about 516m adopting an undulated
form. The TBM moved out of it on August 31st 2003. In the western tube the fault was
penetrated on June 9th 2003, and wandered through the profile for about 68m. Several
overbreaks and a collapse (large overbreak) at tm 2720 occurred (Figure 3.76). For the
overbreaks: shotcreting and shotcreting behind steel sets was used as remedial measure.
For the collapse steel sets were used after hand-enlargement of the tunnel (AlpTransit-
Tagung, 2004).
Figure 3.76 collapse at tm 2720 in the Gotthard Base (AlpTransit-Tagung, 2004).
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In really large events such as the Cahora Bassa case discussed previously (Figure 3.10),
reinforcement with concrete buttresses supported at the wall by anchors was used.
Water inflow / Flooding
In order to seal the tunnel from water surrounding, and prevent major water inflow and
possible flooding, pre-ground treatment with grouting or/ and draining is used in many
situations. There were some cases where ground freezing was also used.
Grouting is not only to control water inflow but since it reinforces the ground, it is also
used to control instability of the face and walls of the tunnel during excavation.
Drainage ahead of the face is used very often in association with grouting in order to
reduce water pressure and cross water bearing zones. This allows lowering the ground
water around the tunnel face and, in combination with grouting, preventing a strong
inflow of water through the tunnel, increasing the performing of the heading face, by
improving its stability (Pelizza, 2005). Drainage deep wells from the surface can be also
used to lower the groundwater level
In Seikan tunnel, in Japan (Project ID 88) four major water inflows occurred. In one case
the tunnel works were restored by draining and performing grouting to stop the seepage
of water (Figure 3.77)
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Figure 3.77 Grouting drilling patterns (Yoshimitsu and Takashi, 1986).
In the last major flooding event (May 1976) grouting was carried out in order to fill the
void left by the collapse, which extended 75 m from the face. It was decided to construct
a bypass tunnel 60m from the original route, on the opposite side of the main tunnel. By
October 15, 1976, the bypass tunnel had reached a point beside the point of the water
inflow; and, on January 31, 1977, the bypass tunnel rejoined the original route of the
service tunnel at a point 148m ahead of the water inrushing point (Hashimoto, and
Tanabe, 1986). Figure 3.78 shows the by-pass tunnel executed around the 4th flooding
accident in the Seikan tunnel.
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Figure 3.78 Bypass tunnel for the 4' flooding accident with execution of grouting around fault
zone (Hashimoto, and Tanabe, 1986)
Rockburst
The most common mitigation measures used in this situation are grouted bolts to
reinforce, frictional or yielding bolts to hold, or rock bolts with plates against spalling and
meshes to retain the rock blocks. In order prevent the triggering of rockburst, destress
explosions may be used. The type of mitigation measure will depend on the severity of
the phenomena (Kaiser, 1999). Figure 3.28 shows rock bolts with plates used as
mitigation measure in the case of the exploratory tunnel for the Ortfjell open pit (Project
ID 124).
Excessive deformation
The most common remedial measures in excessive deformation cases were to remine or
reprofile the deformed section.
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Along with remining or reprofiling of the section, modification of the support system is
common. When the cause was squeezing ground yielding elements and compression slots
can be used, as shown in Figure 3.79. The design consists normally of a slotted shotcrete
membrane and yielding anchors that allow for radial displacements. After the
displacements necessary to allow the formation of an arch in the ground the slots in the
shotcrete will be closed and the anchors will be tied in. The remaining loads can be then
taken by the support without failure.
Rock bolt of the
yielding type
... Compression
slo,-t
Figure 3.79 Cross section of a tunnel with compression slots applied in squeezing ground
conditions (Schubert, 1996)
Swelling is another possible cause for excessive deformation. During the construction of
the Bypass Sissach, N2 Chienberg tunnel (Project ID 71), when construction was stopped
due to a collapse, the invert was left open. After 4 weeks a heave of 1.5m was observed
in the invert near (behind) the zone of the collapse. The fact that the ground consisted of
swelling rock and the lining was not closed and therefore there was not counteraction to
the heave, plus the direct access to surface water that could enter the tunnel through the
crater caused by the collapse, caused the excessive deformation (heave) of the invert
(Figure 3.80). The mitigation measures consisted on the construction of a deformable
invert, shown in Figure 3.81 (SchweizerBauJoumal, 2004; private correspondence).
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Figure 3.80 Invert heave at Chienberg tunnel (Chienbergtunnel, N2 Umfahrung Sissach, private
correspondance)
-- Existing lining
New construct-on
-- Yieding eement
- Rock ancr
Figure 3.81 Deformable invert at Chienberg tunnel (Private correspondence)
Another swelling case is the Naples Aqueduct (Project ID 22), tunnel from Rotarelle to
San Vittore, in Italy, presented in Section 3.2.3 (Figure 3.29). In order to complete the
tunnel safely the the construction method was changed from sequential excavation with
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roadheaders to a non shielded TBM with expanded precast segmental concrete lining. A
Shielded TBM would not be suitable due to the risk of the TBM become trapped by the
swelling ground.
The German firm Bade & Theelen was commissioned to develop the machine. The result
was a 34 m long open face, non-shield TBM with a blade type ripping and loading shovel
erector boom (Figure 3.82). The lining comprises 6 precast concrete segments (50 cm
wide x 50 cm thick). The TBM was launched from the opposite end of the failed
roadheader excavation.
Figure 3.82 Non-shielded TBM with expanded pre-cast concrete ring segments used in the tunnel
from Rotarelle and San Vittore part of the Naples Aqueduct project (Wallis, 1991)
Particular Locations
The mitigation and remedial measures applied in collapses in particular locations are
similar to the ones discussed in the Collapse / Heading collapse section. The case of the
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Hull wastewater flow transfer tunnel collapse (Project ID 26), described previously is in
fact a shaft collapse.
There are however certain cases namely portal collapses that are due to slope failure. In
such circumstances the measures taken consist of slope protection and support, like
tiebacks or to cut back the slope to a stable geometry.
3.6 Important factors in tunneling
The analysis of the Database cases allowed one the compile a list of main factors that
interact and influence the behavior of tunnel construction. The next sections will present
lists of ground parameters, construction parameters as well as variables that are
observable during construction and that can give valuable information on the construction
behavior. Later, influence diagrams relating these variables to each other and to the
different undesirable events are presented.
3.6.1 Ground parameters
Table 3.5 shows a list of the ground parameters that most influence excavation and their
relative relevance for the different type of events. The relation among them as well as
how they influence each type of undesirable event is detailed in Section 3.6.4.
The type of ground is obviously important, since depending if it is soil, rock, mixed or
even a more specific type of ground, such as one with tendency to swell or squeeze
different events should be taken into consideration when designing and constructing a
tunnel.
The existence of groundwater can seriously affect the stability of a tunnel, so it is, of
course, a variable to consider, in the form of pore pressure (including seepage pressures).
Not only the presence of groundwater but also the permeability or fracture conductivity
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are important variables, essential to characterize the hydrology (water flow patters,
preferred channels, etc) of the tunnel construction site.
When tunneling through rock, fracture characterization is essential (spacing, orientation,
persistence as well as their filling) especially when considering the occurrence of
unstable blocks.
Weathering is also extremely relevant. Not only it is necessary to characterize the degree
of weathering, since this will govern parameters such as strength and permeability, but
also its distribution at the face and along the tunnel alignment, will be of great importance
regarding stability, deformability and to characterize the hydrologeology of the site,
especially when driving the tunnel with EPBM machines in mixed conditions.
Crossing Fault zones are one of the major causes for collapses and delays. They are
identified and characterized by their thickness, orientation in relation to the tunnel and
filling material. Many times the fault zones are composed of materials of lower quality
than the surrounding ground, other times of less permeable material, acting as a dam to
ground water, so when the tunnel hits the fault it may be invaded by large quantities of
material and water under pressure, causing flooding or collapse of the tunnel.
The presence of underground man-made structures is another cause of collapses. It is
necessary to try to detect and chart old wells and other man made underground structures
the best possible and proceed to treat the area surrounding them if necessary in order to
avoid running into them and destabilizing the excavation resulting in a possible collapse.
The parameters listed in Table 3.5 and their influence, and role in each of the defined
undesirable events will further detailed in Section 3.6.4.
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Table 3.5 List of ground parameters and their influence
Ground Rock Collapse Daylight Rockburst Flooding / Excessive
parameters Fall collapse Water inflow deformation
Type of ground ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
Water pressure ++ ++ ++ - ++ ?
Overburden or - - ++ ++ - ++
H/D
Permeability / + + + - ++ +
fracture
conductivity
Weathering
Degree - + + - -
Distribution - ++ ++ - -
at face
Fractures
Spacing ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
Orientation ++ + + - -?
Filling type ++ ++ ++ - + ?
Persistence ++ + + + ? ?
Faults
Thickness - + + - + +
Orientation - ++ ++ - + +
Material - ++ ++ - + ++
Compressive - - - ++ -
strength of rock
Presence of - + + - +
underground
man-made
structures
Stress conditions + + + ++ - ++
(due to
geological
structures)
Mineral - - - - + ++
composition
++: high; + some; - low
3.6.2 Construction parameters
Table 3.6 shows the same information as the previous table but now regarding
construction parameters, i.e. variables that are related to the construction process.
Extremely important to understand the type of events that one can be facing during
construction is to know the type of construction that will be used. Different construction
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methods (combined with other ground parameters) will be susceptible to different risks.
When excavating with conventional methods, parameters related to construction
sequence and support system, such as round length, reinforcement measures, existence of
pre-support, must be taken into consideration. Also whether or not drainage, and what
type will be used before and during construction, as well as other methods to deal with
ground water and water pressure such as grouting is important. When excavating with
shield / TBM it is important to know the type of machine, i.e. which type of support does
the machine provide, (none, peripheral or peripheral and face). Finally the dimensions
and geometry of the tunnel, as well as it relation with the overburden, are important
parameters when studying almost all the undesirable events.
Note that it is extremely difficult to enumerate all the parameters that influence the
construction process. However Table 3.6 presents a list of what are considered to be the
most relevant ones. Each project is unique and these listings should be adapted according
to the project specificities.
3.6.3 Observable parameters
Observable parameters are parameters that are often measured or monitored during
construction. They give information on the ground crossed and, most importantly, on the
behavior of the excavation. Table 3.7 shows a list of observable parameters, which are
considered to be the most relevant ones. Each project is unique and these listings should
be adapted according to its specificities.
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Table 3.6 List of construction parameters and their influence
Construction Rock Collapse Daylight Rockburst Flooding / Excessive
parameters Fall collapse Water inflow deformation
For NATM /
Drill and Blast:
* Round - ++ ++ ++ -
length - ++ ++ - -
* Full face
excavation /
partial
excavation
For TBM:
Type of machine ++ ++ ++ + + +
(EPB, slurry,
etc) N/A ++ ++ ? ++ ++
* Operation
mode
For all
Construction
methods:
Pre- support + ++ ++ ++ + ++
measures (such
forepoling, glass
fiber bolts, etc)
Drainage (from + ++ ++ - ++ +
the surface, at
the face, etc)
Support ++ ++ ++ ++ - ++
measures
Geometry and + + + ++ - +
Dimensions
++: high; + some; - low
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Table 3.7 List of observable parameters and their influence
Observable Rock Collapse Daylight Rockburst Flooding / Excessive
parameters Fall collapse Water inflow deformation
TBM:
Earth/ - ++ ++ - ++ +
slurry
pressure
Penetration - + + + - +
rate
Torque - - - - -
Injected - + + - +
grout
Weight of - + + - -
excavated
material
All excavation
methods:
Convergenc - + + - - ++
es
Deformation - + ++ - + +
s at surface
Piezometric - + + - ++
level
Geology ++ ++ ++ ++ + +
(face
mapping)
++: high; + some; - low
3.6.4 Influence diagrams
When designing a tunnel it is essential to consider the different possible undesirable
events that may occur during its construction. For that it is crucial to be aware of the
conditions in which they may occur. The study of the different cases of the database
made it possible to identify different scenarios, in which these events are most likely to
occur. Influence diagrams, containing the parameters listed before, were built as a result
of that.
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Rock Fall
Given the existence of a block there can be three kinematic possibilities: 1) block fall; 2)
block slides and 3) block is stable. The block falls when it detaches from the roof without
sliding due to gravity. Although the database shows no such case, they are in fact not that
uncommon and responsible for fatalities during tunnel construction due to the unexpected
nature of this event. There are two mechanisms for rock slide: 1a) the block slides on a
discontinuity plane, i.e. planar failure. This is what happened during the construction of
Holjebro hydroelectric power plant in Sweden, (Project ID 52), where a planar failure
occurred on the sidewall along 35m length of the tunnel. The area where the failure
occurred had been pre-supported but the support proved not to be sufficient. Ib). The
block slides along a line of intersection, i.e. wedge failure. This is the case of the
extension of the Harsprainget hydroelectric power plant in Norway (Project ID 51) during
1974-1982, through the execution of a new unlined tailrace tunnel, where while
excavating the upper bench a rock slide occurred along 60 m of the tunnel.
Block falls and slides are normally caused by discontinuities in the ground such as
fractures and faults. The orientation (between the discontinuities and the tunnel and
between discontinuities themselves), the spacing, the persistence, as well as the thickness
of the discontinuity and the filling material, and shear strength of the discontinuities, are
extremely important factors in the determination of potential unstable wedges or blocks.
The shape and dimensions of the tunnel itself will have some influence on the dimension
and volume of the potential unstable blocks.
The stress state is also an important factor to consider in the evaluation of potential
unstable rock blocks. The weight of the wedges is one of the main destabilizing forces.
The presence of water and its pressure is normally an instability factor, as well, and it
must be taken into consideration in the calculation of potential unstable blocks. The
dashed arrows in Figure 3.83 show how the factors related to the rock structure
(discontinuities), stress state, water flow and construction method relate to each other.
The presence of the discontinuities influences the local stress field around it (principal
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stresses and magnitude). The discontinuities affect the water flow, since they will dictate
the permeability during construction. Also the presence of water / water flow will affect
the effective stress state. Finally the support system used is extremely important. The
existence of an adequate support system will prevent an unstable wedge to slide and
cause damage to the tunnel and machinery, as well as injuries to the workers. If the
construction method is drill and blasting, it will affect the rock stress around the
excavation and lead fractures to open which may cause water flow to increase.
The combination of all the factors, previously described, will determine whether or not
the rock fall will occur, as well as its volume and location regarding the tunnel. It can
range from 0.5-1m 3 (Cross City tunnel (project ID 5) and M5 East Motorway (project
ID 6), both in Australia) to 2000m 3 in a very extreme case such as the Cahora Bassa
power scheme in Mozambique (project ID 50), where a wedge failure took place along
the intersection line of the two inclined discontinuity planes and an upper boundary
consisting of lamprophiric dyke.
Rock falls are difficult to predict with monitoring instrumentation such as convergence
measurements, inclinometers, among others, since they are normally localized incidents.
The best way to try to predict is in fact, careful mapping of the tunnel roof face and wall
during construction. These comprises mapping of significant structural features in the
roof, walls and face of the tunnel provide valuable information for estimating potential
unstable wedges or blocks, that can form at the roof or walls of the tunnel. Potential
unstable wedges or blocks should be stabilized by means of rockbolts and shotcrete/wire
mesh. At each step of the excavation these evaluations of potential unstable wedges must
be reassessed as new information becomes available. In the case of particularly large
wedges detailed calculations of the factor of safety and support requirements must be
carried out. To assess the risk, the potential unstable wedges, should be mapped out along
with information on their weight, their possible failure mode(s) and factor of safety.
Figure 3.83 shows the influence diagram containing the factors that affect the likelihood
of a rockfall as well as it consequences.
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-Figure 3.83 Influence Diagram for Rock Fall
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Recommendations:
Design: characterization of possible wedges
Construction: Face mapping; exploration ahead of the face.
Monitoring: Difficult to predict with monitoring instrumentation, such as
convergence measuring, inclinometers, extensometers, etc.
............
..... ........ ........ . ..
------------------------------------ 
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Rockburst
Rockbursts are the result of brittle fracturing of the rock. They not only disrupt the
construction process, they are as well a safety hazard to the workers, due mainly to the
violence of the ejection of blocks, as well as their sharp shapes.
There are several mechanisms by which the rock fails, originating the rockburst. The
main source mechanisms are according to Ortlepp and Stacey, 1994: strain bursting,
buckling, face crushing, virgin shear in the rock mass and reactivated shear on existing
faults and/or shear rupture on existing discontinuities. For the first three mechanisms, the
source and damage locations are normally coincident--i.e., where the source occurs is
normally where the damage occurs as well. These mechanisms, strain bursting, buckling
and face crushing, are strongly influenced by stress concentration / stress state and by the
shape of the excavation. The last two mechanisms, virgin shear in the rock mass and
reactivated shear on existing faults and/or shear rupture on existing discontinuities,
correspond to shear failure on a plane and can extend for several meters. They normally
can occur in large scale mining operations. In civil works the most common phenomenon
is strain bursting, although buckling and face crushing may also occur.
The most typical type of rockburst in tunnels is due to strain bursting (Ortlepp, 2001), the
resulting fragments of rock consist usually of thin plates with sharp edges, that are
violently ejected locally from the rock surface.
The location where the rockburst (ejection of fragments of rock) occurs normally depends
on the in-situ stress and the geometry of the tunnel. In some cases (for example in
Norway) the in-situ stress field is essentially related to the topography of the site. This is
for example the case of the Laerdal tunnel in Norway (Project ID 61), where the vertical
stress was high due to overburden reaching a maximum of 1450 m, but where the
horizontal stress was also high, caused by the tectonics of the area. The rockburst can
occur at the face of the tunnel or behind the face (i.e. once the face has passed) on the
side walls and roof. A case of rockbursts occurring at the roof of the tunnel was a water
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tunnel in Korea, project ID 123). A parameter that seems to influence the time delay of
the occurrence is the advance rate of the construction.
The construction method seems to also have an influence on the behavior of the
excavation in regards to rockburst. Not only the existence of a support system that stops
the violent ejection of fragments of rock is essential to guarantee the safety, but also the
type of construction process seems to have an effect on the severity of the rockburst.
According to experience, for the same type of conditions, for the same rock, strain
bursting is more likely to occur in a machine-excavated tunnel than in a drill-and-blast
tunnel (Stacey and Thompson 1991), because in the latter situation, the induced
fracturing in the rock around the tunnel caused by blasting, destresses the rock mass and
creates conditions that are less prone to rockburst by strain bursting
The type of rock is another important factor affecting rockburst and its severity.
Rockburst occurs more likely and with greater severity in brittle rocks.
Rock bursts are not easy to predict. Investigations using acoustic emission monitoring are
sometimes recommended. Acoustic emissions allow one to monitor the accumulation of
cracking and evaluate the tendency for the rock to suffer rockburst.
There are studies where seismic energy release data, geotructural data and in-situ stress
measurements are collected and were then used with the goal of detect and reduce
rockbursts. The goal is to use data to develop a methodology to actively map and forecast
potentially hazardous stress concentrations and thus improve mining and tunneling
operations and safety (INEEL, url: http://www.inl.gov/factsheets/industrial/rockburst-
modeling.pdf).
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Figure 3.84 Influence Diagram for Rockburst
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Recommendations:
Construction: Face mapping; characterization of rock mass; destress blasting and
special bolts.
Monitoring: Acoustic emissions (to establish risk index, map hazardous zones)
Water Inflow / Flooding
The impact of ground water on tunnel construction can be considerable. It will influence
the design, the choice of construction methods and the construction process itself. In
addition to this, excessive water inflow can lead and has led to serious problems during
construction, requiring substantial changes in design and causing considerable delays, as
well as financial loss.
It was during the construction of underwater tunnels that the largest floodings have
occurred (Seikan tunnel, cases 116-119). The ground under rivers, channels and bays is
normally weak and under high water pressure (and constant supply of water) and
therefore extreme safety measures and efficient protection against water inflow are
normally required. Whether or not the tunnel is below a body of water and the magnitude
of the water pressure are an important factor since the accessibility of water, as well as its
pressure on the tunnel face and walls will determine what is the risk that water inflow can
occur during construction.
Gradual inflow of water is detrimental to the construction process, while the sudden
inrush of water is a source of great danger, and many accidents have been caused by it.
The sources of a sudden water inflow into the tunnels are faults, water bearing strata,
caverns in karst formations. Therefore the hydrology and geology along the tunnel
alignment, such as the presence of faults or water bearing strata, as well as the knowledge
of the permeability (soil) and fracture conductivity (rock) are extremely important when
studying the problem of water inflow, in order to design and choose construction and
mitigation measures that are adequate for the encountered conditions.
Water inflow and presence of water during construction can lead to flooding of the
tunnel, can cause instability and eventually collapse or daylight collapse of the tunnel and
/ or have adverse effects on the environment, due to lowering of the water table. An
example where collapses occurred with flooding of the tunnel is the case of the Pinglin
tunnels, in Taiwan (project ID 30). Several incidents occurred due to a combination of
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fracture shear zone and highly pressurized water inflow. The collapses were larger due to
the fact that the water washed the fine grained material into the excavation, burying the
TBM. The 10th stoppage was the worst incident of the pilot tunnel, and caused the TBM
to be totally buried requiring the construction of a bypass tunnel (see Figure 3.72)
Finally, water inflow is difficult to predict based on monitoring instrumentation results.
However, exploration ahead of the face can be of great use in the identification of faults
and water bearing strata. The most common mitigation measure for the problem of water
inflow is to pre-treat the ground with grouting or/ and drainage. There were some cases
where ground freezing was also used (see Section 3.5 for more details on mitigation
measures for water inflow).
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Recommendations:
Construction: exploration ahead of the face; ground treatment with grout
or/and drainage.
Monitoring: Difficult to predict with monitoring
Figure 3.85 Influence Diagram for Excessive water inflow / Flooding
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Excessive Deformation
One of the main causes of excessive deformation is crossing fault zones composed of
squeezing and weak strata. Squeezing ground is characterized by excessive ground
pressure that may lead to support failure and sometimes even cause collapse. It generally
occurs around the whole cross section frequently involving the invert as well. The
development of both rock pressure and rock deformations is time dependent. Empirical
data suggest that low strength, high deformability and the presence of water pressure
facilitate squeezing (Kovari, K. 1996). Figure 3.86 shows the type of rock prone to
develop this type of behavior as well as the range of overburden conditions. As one can
see squeezing behavior occurred mostly in high overburden.
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Figure 3.86 Case studies of tunnels with squeezing sections (Kovari, 1996)
During construction one strategy can be probing ahead of the face. If for example a fault
(composed of squeezing ground) is anticipated and an adequate strategy is developed,
normally the squeezing problems can usually be overcome (Hoek, 2001).
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Depending on the construction method used the consequences of excessive deformation
will be different as well as the mitigation measures that can be used to address this
situation. If the tunnel is excavated by conventional means the excessive excavation will
usually cause failure and damage to the primary support, requiring re-excavation to the
original tunnel profile (due to the reduction in cross-section) and replacement of the
support in the affected section. The support options for tunnel in squeezing ground go
from rock bolts (minor squeezing) to shotcrete with longitudinal slots (severe squeezing).
In the case of mechanized tunneling with a shield or TBM, a possible consequence is for
the machine to get trapped during the drive, which in the worst case can lead to
abandonment of the TBM.
Another possible cause to excessive deformation is swelling. This phenomenon in tunnels
is described as a time dependent volume increase of the ground, leading to inward
movement of the tunnel perimeter. Three types of mechanisms have been identified
(Einstein, 1996):
i) 'Mechanical' swelling, which is what occurs in most clays, silty days, clayey
silts and corresponding rocks, caused by the dissipation of negative excess
pore pressure.
ii) 'Osmotic' swelling which occurs in clays or clayey (argillaceous) rocks. It is
related to the double layer effect.
iii) 'Intra crystalline' swelling/hydration which occurs in occurs in smectite and
mixed layer clays, in anhydrite and in pyrite and marcasite. The mechanisms
involved depend on the type of material. For more details see Einstein, 1996,
Common to all three mechanisms is the important role of pore pressure in the phenomena
of swelling. In order to predict the behavior of a tunnel on swelling or squeezing ground,
it is necessary to know the natural stress state, stress changes, ground water conditions
and material properties. In order to be able to make adequate predictions regarding this
type of behavior, the engineer should perform several tests that will allow him to identify
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and quantify the swelling properties of the ground (see Einstein, 1996; Barla, 2008).
However, due to interaction of different mechanisms, it is not always very easy to predict
the amount of swelling that may occur. Swelling occurs mostly in the tunnel invert, and
can develop more or less rapidly depending on the access of water to the excavation. A
case of swelling that occurred during tunnel construction is the one of the Chienberg
tunnel in Switzerland (project ID 71), where during the time that the tunnel construction
was stopped due to a previous collapse, the invert was left open. After 4 weeks a heave of
1.5m was observed in the invert near (behind) the zone of the collapse.
The support systems available for this type of situation (swelling ground) range from the
use of yielding support (yielding principle) allowing controlled amount of deformation to
reinforced concrete with or anchoring system (resisting principle), designed to resist the
load created by the swelling. In a case in Italy for a tunnel for the Naples Aqueduct (case
024), a non shielded TBM with expanded precast segmental concrete lining was used in
order to deal with the swelling properties of the ground.
Squeezing and Swelling can often occur in combination. The effects of swelling and/ or
squeezing can be monitored by means of leveling and convergence measurements, as
well as other instruments used to measure ground deformation, such as implementers and
extensometers. In order to access the stress or loading in the tunnel lining, load cells or
strain gauges, among others can be used.
Finally a more extreme consequence of excessive deformation in tunnels is the partial or
total collapse of a tunnel, which was the case in the Gotthard base tunnel (Project ID 97)
in Switzerland, where a partial collapse occurred due to squeezing.
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Recommendations:
Construction: yielding support, lining with longitudinal slots to allow excessive
deformation, among others. Also rigid support in some cases
Monitoring: Convergences, Inclinometers, Extensometers, strain gages, load cells
etc.
Figure 3.87 Influence Diagram for Excessive Deformation (inside tunnel)
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Collapse / Daylight Collapse
The main "reported" cause of collapse and daylight collapses is unpredicted geology, i.e.
geology that has not been predicted during the design phase. In most of the cases this
corresponded to weak zones and fault zones, or karstic features. They can also be a
consequence of excessive deformation and excessive water inflow.
The construction method used is of great importance. Different construction methods lead
to different consequences and thus risk. According to the results of the database
collapses/ daylight collapses in tunnels excavated by conventional means tend to involve
on average greater volumes than the ones driven by shield or TBM. Obviously there are
also other factors that will determine the volume of ground involved in collapses, as well
as the shape of the crater at the surface in daylight collapses, such as the type of ground ,
the overburden, the shape and dimensions of the tunnel cross section (although there are
not enough data in the database to confirming this).
The overburden is a very important parameter. The lower the overburden the more likely
is that the collapse reaches the surface. This is extremely important especially when
driving in an urban environment, where the consequences of a daylight collapse can be
extremely severe.
Many cases of collapses were due to crossing of faults or weak zones, as mentioned
before, examples are the collapses that occurred in Kurtkullagi irrigation tunnel in Turkey
(project ID 12) , where 4 collapses (2 of them reaching the surface) occurred when the
tunnel crossed an oversaturated clayey fault zone. Other examples are the Pinglin tunnels
(project ID 30), mentioned previously, the Evino-Morno tunnel in Greece (project ID 49)
where a collapse occurred when the TBM ran into a very disturbed flisch zone or the
Shisanling pumped storage power station in China (project ID 54) where 3 large scale
collapses occurred when the penstock tunnel was crossing a fault zones. Sometimes,
hitting a water bearing layer that was not predicted during the design phase will cause a
collapse, such as what occurred during the construction of the Lausanne metro (project
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ID 2), when the tunnel excavation ran into a pocket in the glacial moraine filled with
water. In the Wienerwald Railway tunnel - Eastern section (project ID 7), deformations
and water pressure behind the lining resulted in the collapse of the side wall. In the
Karawanken tunnel (project ID 28), a combination of running into a fault and water
ingress that destabilized the ground caused a huge collapse of the crown at the face .
The presence of other man made structures is an important factor to take into
consideration in the design phase. In case of old wells and galleries it is important to have
them charted as best as possible, in order to avoid running into them and possible
destabilizing the excavation, causing a collapse. This is what happened in the first
collapse that occurred in the Porto metro (project ID 9) construction when the TBM hit a
old well causing a collapse. Another collapse caused by man made structures is the
Istanbul metro (project ID 14), which involved an uncharted well. (1.5m diameter to
about 12 m deep), located almost exactly above the place where the liquefied mud had
flowed into the tunnel. It can be assumed that there was only about 1.5-2.Om between the
well bottom and the tunnel crown and that the saturated clay and well water flowed into
the tunnel, causing the well walls and surrounding clay to collapse. This allowed a fine-
grained sand layer to drain into the resulting cavity. In the case other structures already
built in the ground, it is necessary to consider their effect on the excavation of the new
structure and vice versa. In the case of the Olivais station of the Lisbon metro (project ID
10), Portugal, a daylight collapse occurred in December 1996; one of the errors during
construction that ultimately contributed to the daylight collapse was that a pre existing
large technical tunnel located near the metro tunnel was not considered.
In some of the cases described (project ID 7, project ID 97) previously, excessive
deformation among other causes led to a total or partial collapse of the tunnel lining.
Excessive deformation of the lining can reach certain values that will result in the failure
of the lining and eventually led to a partial or total collapse.
In order to avoid these incidents it is extremely important to characterize any possible
occurrence of faults, weak zones, water bearing pockets, karst zones, during the design
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phase through careful survey plans. During construction it is crucial to monitor the
behavior of the excavation, compare it with the one predicted in the design phase and
adjust the construction if the behavior of the excavation is different from what was
predicted. Surveying the face, walls and crown should be done in order to anticipate any
adverse geological feature. The encountered geology should be compared with the
predicted one and the support system and construction method should be changed to
adapt to encountered ground conditions.
The most common probing method for TBMs and conventional excavation methods are
presented in Figure 3.88. They can be classified into two main groups: Direct and Indirect
exploration. Direct explorations are normally made by advance borings, which can be
done with or without core recovery to investigate the ground mass quality, the position of
a weak or critical zone, the presence of groundwater, boundaries between formations,
location and extent of fault zones, etc. Advance boring can be combined with geophysical
methods in order to obtain more comprehensive results. Core borings are more expensive
and take considerable more time than borings without core recovery, although they
provide more information. The length of the borings is normally around 100 m, however
this depends on the geological situation. Exploratory adits are a more reliable source of
information than the boreholes however they are more expensive and take considerably
more time. The location of the adit varies with each particular case. It can be located
inside or outside the cross-section of the final tunnel cross section (Figure 3.89 and
Figure 3.90).
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Figure 3.88 Probing methods
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Indirect probing consists on using geophysical methods which, can be divided into three
main groups: Electromagnetic, Seismic and Sonic. The most common electromagnetic
method is the BEAM (Bore-Tunnelling Electrical Ahead Monitoring). This is a system
based on the induced polarization measurements using the TBM head as an electrode.
Currents of a defined frequency are induced that generate a high density current zone
ahead of the TBM. The percentage frequency effect (PFE) and resistivity (R) are the base
for the geological and hydrological of the BEAM predictions. The PFE characterizes the
ability of the ground to store electrical energy and can be correlated to the effective
porosity. The resistivity gives information on fracture and cavity fillings. This method
allows one to explore the ground conditions, about 3 diameters ahead of the face while
the tunnel is being driven (Galera & Pescador, 2005).
Figure 3.89 Exploratory adit located inside the final tunnel cross section
Figure 3.90 Exploratory adit located outside the final tunnel cross section
TSP 203 (Tunnel Seismic Prediction) and TRT (Tunnel Reflection Tomography) are the
most frequently used seismic methods. Similar to the BEAM system the TSP 203 allows
one to detect boundaries between formations, faults and cavities ahead of the tunnel. The
system does not require access to the tunnel face but it requires a period of lh-1h30 to
acquire the data. TRT provides a 3D image of elastic wave velocities which differs
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depending on presence of discontinuities and voids. This method requires the
construction to be stopped for 20 minutes. Both methods require relatively long time for
data processing.
The Sonic Softground Probing (SSP) detects changes in the density of the ground based
on acoustic waves generated by geophones installed on the cutterhead. The velocity of
the wave depends on the density of the medium through which it propagates, and it is
therefore possible to detect variations in density due to faults, cavities, boulders, etc. It
does not interfere with the advance of the TBM.
Table 3.8 Comparison between geophysical methods (adapted from Galera and Pescador, 2005)
Method Principle Penetration Interference with Data Evaluation
ahead of the the construction and
face procedure Interpretation
BEM Electromagnetic 2.5 - 4$ None Medium
TSP-203 Seismic 10-20 $ High Complex
TRT Seismic 5 - 15 $ Medium Complex
SSP Sonic 30 $ None Complex
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* These events are shown here as possible causes for Collapse/ Daylight collapse. For
more details see their own influence diagrams, which are not shown in this figure for
reasons of space.
Figure 3.91 Influence Diagram for Collapse and Daylight collapse
The influence diagrams (Figure 3.83 to Figure 3.91) intended to show which parameters
in general influence the behavior of the excavation and the probability of a certain event.
Note that this is not an exhaustive list of all the parameters and relations, since they are
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mainly based on the information collected in the database. Each new tunnel project
should be considered as a separate case and specific conditions, that were not listed here,
may be present. Also only variables related to the ground and the type of construction
were considered. Other factors such as design, management and construction errors were
not included.
3.7 Lessons learned / Conclusions / Contributions
- Database: Creation of a database of accidents (description of occurrence, possible
causes and mechanisms, consequences and remedial measures) during
construction available for designers, contractors, owners and experts in the
tunneling domain.
Note: the database can be made available on the internet, for example through
international tunneling society (or similar society), for members, with the
possibility of addition of new cases and complementing of already existing. This
should probably be done under the supervision of a moderator, to avoid false and
erroneous entries.
- Events: The majority of events reported in the literature and by experts are
collapses and daylight collapses, not because they are the most likely but because
they are the ones with a greater impact on the construction process, the safety of
the workers and people and structures at the surface. Daylight collapses in NATM
are the events that involved a greater volume.
- Causes: There is not one single probable cause for an accident. They are normally
the result of a chain of events and of multiple causes and errors. It was however
possible to point out "typical" causes common to all events. They were divided
into Internal and External causes. Common to many accidents described in the
previous sections was the fact that the main reported causes were unpredicted
geotechnical conditions (external cause), whether they consisted of faults zones
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(and their extent), weak zones or groundwater presence. Thus, exploration during
construction is important and necessary to explore ahead of the face, and
sometimes also to the sides. Several techniques are available for probing and
advancing exploration. The question is when and where to applied them.
Consequences: Undesirable events have always consequences on the tunneling
process, but many times they can also have consequences on the surface (people,
traffic) and on other structures (other existing tunnels, utilities). These
consequences can be catastrophic, especially in the case of daylight collapses in
urban areas and in the most unfortunate cases can result in deaths.
In the past decade there have been a number of great losses involving tunnels in
urban areas, which in some cases up to US$ 100m. The delays associated with
accidents were in average 6 months. Only in 7 cases the delays reported were over
12 months.
Mitigation and Remedial Measures: The remedial methods used to overcome an
accident and the mitigation measures used to ensure safe completion of tunnel
excavation are very specific to each situation, however one was able to identify
some methods that were commonly used, per event, in many of these situations.
Accidents are still occurring and the losses associated have been in some cases
been catastrophic, examples are the recent cases of the Sao Paulo Metro
(Pinheiros Station) in Brazil and the Barcelona metro in Spain. There is still not a
systematic way of considering these specific risks. This issue will be address in
the next chapter with the introduction of a new methodology.
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3.9 Appendix A - MIT Tunnel Research Questionnaire
MIT Tunnel Research Questionnaire
H. Einstein - R. Sousa
1. PROJECT INFORMATION
1.1 General information
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Project Name: Lausanne Metro M2
Client: Metro Lausanne-Ouchy SA
Designer: Several Designers (table attached)
Contractor: Several contractors (table attached)
Location: Lausanne / Switzerland
Start of construction: Spring 2004
End of construction: Fall 2008
Type of environment : Urban
Type of tunnel Metro tunnel
Maps, Figures:
Saint-Laurent tunnel's passage under the 19th
Century masonry bridge
Layout of the Lausanne M2 Metro Line Line M2 in construction on the stretch of the former Metro-Ouchy
1.2 Tunnel dimensions
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Tunnel Length 6.4 km long (70% runs underground)
Cross section: Profiles vary from 9.994 m wide x 6.74 m high to 11.7 m
- Shape wide x 7.61 m high
- Dimensions
- Subdivision of excavation
.................
1.3 Geological and geotechnical information
Ground type: Loose ground: Molasse, marls and sandstone
Ground Description (2):
For rock mass:
- Rock type
- Discontinuities: pattern,
spacing, persistence,
orientation
- Weathering
- Strength
For soil:
- Soil classification
(USCS)
- Soil density
- Geomechanical properties
Groundwater condition: Ground is generally dry but sometimes saturated with
- water pressure / level water.
- "permeability"
- freezing and thawing
Overburden: 12 m on the area of the collapse.
- maximum
- minimum
- predominant
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1.4 Construction method
Construction method type (3)
NATM / sequential excavation
Drill and Blast
- single heading
- multiple headings
Open face TBM
- with gripper
- with shield (single or
double)
- with shield and segments
Closed face TBM
- EPBS
- Slurry shield
- Compressed air
Excavation with mechanical
assistance
Construction method details (4'
- pre-support
- face reinforcement
- water inflow control
- temporary invert
- ground reinforcement
- other relevant details
The section Flon-Croisettes consists of 2,884 metres of
tunnels driven by underground means and 260 metres of
cut-and-cover tunnels.
The tunnelling method has required a fleet of two small
roadheaders for tunnelling in top heading and bench
sequence and five big roadheaders for full section
tunnelling. Using top heading the crown is excavated
before the bench.
Almost all of the stations have been built with cut-and-
cover method, except the Place de l'Ours and Bessieres
stations, which have been constructed in top heading and
bench sequence. The Fourrni station quite close to the
motorway A9 has been built from a shaft in a cavern
excavated in divided sequence horizontally.
All the spoil is mucked away by loaders and dumpers,
and is reused in La Sallaz for landscaping purpose and
stored at a dump site between Vennes and Croisettes. The
support consists of 15-20 cm of steel fibre-reinforced
shotcrete, HEB steel arches, lattice girders, Swellex and
other bolts.
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1.5 Other relevant information / Comments
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2. ACCIDENT INFORMATION
2.1 General information
Date of the occurrence: 22 February 2005
Geomechanical characterization of the Section consisted of glacial moraine and molasse
collapsed zone:
Construction sequence in the Subdivision of excavation: Top heading/ bench or full
collapsed zone: section.
Primary support: 15-20cm of steel reinforced concrete, HEB
steel arches, lattice girders and Swellex.
2.2 Description of the occurrence
Type of the occurrence : Daylight collapse
Location of the occurrence: Heading Invert
Lining E] Other:
Time of occurrence (5: The cave-in occurred on Tuesday at six o'clock in the
evening. No work was being carried out in the tunnel.
Investigation works were being carried out at the time of this
incident. This work was underway following a previous
inrush of groundwater from a pocket of glacial moraine.
Description of the occurrence: A tunnel collapse on Lot 1200 consisting of the 306 m-long
Saint-Laurent tunnel between Flon and Riponne stations and
the 272 m-long Viret tunnel between Riponne and Bessieres
stations displaced a huge amount of material - soil + water
(1400m3) into the tunnel and caused extensive damage as it
cratered towards the surface in the busy St. Laurent's
commercial district.
Possible mechanisms (sketches or figures):
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Collapsed area at the surface Aspect of the front after collapse
(Ingress of soil and water)
Drawing of the collapse
Possible causes or errors: The collapse was triggered by a pocket in the glacial moraine
filled with water, that had not been predicted and therefore
the support measures were adequate
Consequences: Extensive damage at the surface.
Delays (almost a year - 9 months)
Urban disruption.
Could the occurrence have been
avoided? If yes how?
Mitigation measures (6): A curtain of eleven piles was drilled and concreted ahead of
the collapsed face to consolidate the ground and limit the
possible flow of further material into the tunnel, in
conjunction with grouting. Roughly 800 m3 of glass-sand
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References:
were required to backfill up to the damaged buildings
Private correspondence with Dr. Zhao.
SeidenfuB, T. (2006). "Collapses in Tunnelling". Master
Thesis, 194 pp.
Stallmann, M. (2005), "Verbrfiche im Tunnelbau Ursachen
und Sanierung " Master Thesis, Stuttgart University of
Applied Sciences, 122 pp.
(1) Type of environment where the tunnel was constructed: urban, mountainous, rural or other
(2) Provide information, when possible, on the following items.
(3) Choose the construction method from the list. If the construction method used is not on the list
please describe.
(4) Provide details on the following items, if relevant.
(5) Time of occurrence: when in the constructive process did the failure occur? : During
excavation of the section heading? During the excavation of section invert? After excavation?
(6) What measures were taken after the occurrence in order to ensure the successful completion
of the project? Were they effective?
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3.10 Appendix B - List of Experts
Country
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria
Brazil
Canada
China
Germany
Germany
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Russia
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
The Netherlands
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
Name
M John
R Pdttler
W Schubert
F Starjakob
H Wagner
F Asis
P Kaiser
X T Feng
P Arz
M Stallmann
C Dinis da Gama
A Silva Cardoso
L Ribeiro e Sousa
S Yufin
G. Anagnostou
Nutal Bischoff
Flavio Chiaverio
D.Hartmann
Zhao Jian
Walter Steiner
Robert Hack
Charles W. Daugherty
Allen W. Hatheway
Christopher Laughton
Edward S. Plotkin
Gerhard Sauer
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3.11 Appendix C - Database Records Example
Example of a project record from the Database
(Hull wastewater flow transfer tunnel)
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Example of a project record from the Database (cont')
One accident occurred during the construction of the Hull wastewater flow transfer tunnel
(red circle in the picture above). The Project record stores the number of accidents that
occurred during construction. The button Accident(s) details (in blue) links the user to the
respective accident(s) records. The accident record of the Hull wastewater flow transfer
tunnel is presented below.
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Accident record
runw miavouun uwc swwn jo v a .= =woup unui m anyiriu 4palI 4,
tbout 1145 m to the vest, on t-e oppcsite side at he marina, IU0 msectior of
he new ttnnel collapsed (Figure 1)
hbout :wo weeks eamlier the tumel bar ng machine (1Bv) headng 'WAlt had
sised through t e peiously constructed 7.5m diameter a:cess shalt T3, havingtopped in the shalt for about aweek tor essential maintenance to:he cut:er hee:.
rhe centre of the colapse wa within a teN rrete-s ed the etalt, whioh was at that
me about 203 m behinc the face Figure 21.
xtensive layers ofuniform fine sand under considerable water pressure b neath
he tunnel, and a leak large enough to admit sand particles.
he leak was most likely caused by differential movement between the tunnel and
in access shaft immediately adijacent to the seat of the collapse, a consequence of
elatively compressible p at at the crown of the tunnel that was probably adversely
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The button Photos (circled in green) gives access to the photos related to the accident.
Below is presented one of photos.
COetr of colorse
7 e1 d.
Figue 7 -Cnsbuction sequnce for te recovay of the colaped zon
Record: = s D Of 10 OMered)
Form 0ew
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3.12 Appendix D - List of Accident cases
ProjectlD Project Name
1 Goegglsbuch tunnel
2 Lausanne Metro Line M2
3 Tunnel Schulwald
4 NYC Water tunnel - Stage 1
5 Cross City tunnel
6 M5 East Motorway
Wienerwald Railway Tunnel, section
7 LT26/WT2/TF3 - Eastern Section
New Nuremberg-Ingolstadt Railway Line
8 (Irlahiill tunnel)
9 Porto Metro (Line C)
Lisbon Metro Red Line - Olivais Station
Montemor road tunnel
AccidentlD
1
2
3
4
5
6
Type of Accident
Daylight collapse
Daylight collapse
Daylight collapse
Rock Fall
Rock Fall
Rock Fall
7 Side wall collapse
130
8
9
10
11
19
202
203
12
13
15
14
201
204
125
12 Kurtkulagi irrigation tunnel
High Voltage cabe tunnel
Istambul Metro - Phase 2
Playas Hydroelectric Scheme
Daylight collapse
Excessive
Deformation
Daylight collapse
Collapse
Daylight collapse
Daylight collapse
Daylight collapse
Daylight collapse
Daylight collapse
Collapse
Daylight collapse
Collapse
Daylight collapse
Daylight collapse
Collapse
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Wienerwald Railway Tunnel, section
16 LT26/WT2/TF3 - Western Section
17 Juktan hydro power plant
18 Aalensund Fjord tunnels
19 Galgenberg tunnel
21 Maria Maluf road tunnel
Naples Aqueduct - tunnel from Rotarelle and
22 San Vittore
24 Heathrow Express
Portsmouth and Havant Wastewater Flow
25 Transfer Tunnel
Hull wastewater flow transfer tunnel
Liyama tunnel
Karawanken tunnel
Barcelona line 5
Pinglin (Hsuehshan) tunnels
Athens Metro (Line 2 - tunnel B)
Hokou tunnel - THSRL - contract C215
33 Shanghai Metro Line 4
CTRL (Channel Tunnel Rail Link) - contract
34 240
100
36
190 Flooding
17 Rock Fall
16 Collapse
18 Collapse
20 Large inflow of water
21 Collapse
22 Collapse
25 Daylight collapse
Excessive
Deformation
Daylight collapse
Excessive
Deformation
Daylight collapse
Collapse
Collapse
Daylight collapse
Collapse
Collapse
Collapse
Collapse
Daylight collapse
Excessive
Deformation
Daylight collapse
201
35 Tunnel in urban environment (unknown name)
36 Sdo Paulo Metro Line 2 Jacipord
37 Unknown Railway tunnel in Brazil
38 Unknown roadway tunnel in Brazil
Tribunal de Justica Road Tunnel (Road Tunnel
39 at Avienda Santo Amaro)
40 Sao Paulo Metro 3 - Cristovao Burgos Shaft
Sao Paulo Metro - Line 2 Cardoso Almeida /
41 Sorocaba
42 Sao Paulo Metro Line 3 Itaquera tunnel
43 Sdo Paulo Sewer (SANEGRAN)
44 Frei Caneca Tunnel (or Tunnel Martim de Sa)
45 Sio Paulo Metro Line 1 Extensao Norte Tunnel
North East Line
Kaohsiung Metro
102
41
42
48
99
189
49
50
152
52
51
48 Guangzhou Metro Line 1 and Line 3
49 Evino Mornos Tunnel
Cahora -Bassa hydroelectric system (surge
50 chamber)
Harspranget hydroeletric power plant
51 (extension works)
Daylight collapse
Daylight collapse
Rock Fall
Collapse
Collapse
Daylight collapse
Collapse
Collapse
Collapse
Daylight collapse
Excessive
Deformation
Collapse
Excessive
Deformation
Collapse
Daylight collapse
Daylight collapse
Daylight collapse
Daylight collapse
Collapse
Collapse
Collapse
53 Rock Fall
54 Rock Fall
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Hoijebro hydroelectric
Forsmark power station
Shisanling Pumped Storage Power Station
55 Herzogberg Tunnel second tube
56 Lane Cove tunnel
57 Tuzla tunnel
58 Bolu tunnel
59 Los Angeles Metro (Red Line)
60 Dranaz tunnel
61 Laerdal tunnel
62 Hai Van Pass tunnel
63 Jammu - Udhampur Link (tunnel 8)
64 Dul Hasti HEP (head race tunnel)
55
56
59
58
57
60
61
63
64
205
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
73
23
200
103
72
74
75
76
77
65 Konkan railway
Fuessen tunnel
Calcutta Metropolitan railway
Dodoni tunnel
Rock Fall
Large inflow of water
Collapse
Collapse
Collapse
Rock Fall
Collapse
Daylight collapse
Collapse
Daylight collapse
Excessive
Deformation
Daylight collapse
Collapse
Rockburst
Collapse
Daylight collapse
Collapse
Flooding
Large inflow of water
Collapse
Large inflow of water
Large inflow of water
Collapse
Collapse
Large inflow of water
Collapse
203
78 Daylight collapse
192 Daylight collapse
69 Pont Ventoux Susa Hydropower System
79 Large inflow of water
80 Rock Fall
SSDS (Strategic Sewage Disposal Scheme)
70 tunnel
82 Large inflow of water
71 Bypass Sissach, N2 Chienbergtunnel
83 Daylight collapse
Excessive
95 Deformation
72 Tymfristos
84 Collapse
Excessive
81 Deformation
73 Wilson tunnel
87 Daylight collapse
86 Daylight collapse
85 Daylight collapse
74 Barcelona Metro line 9
91 Collapse
75 Lilla Tunnel
Excessive
92 Deformation
76 Tauern tunnel
Excessive
93 Deformation
77 Grizzly hydroelectric project
94 Slope slide
78 Coyote outlet works
96 Slope slide
79 Forks of the Butte
97 Slope slide
80 Maneri - Uttarkashi
Excessive
170 Deformation
169 Collapse
168 Collapse
81 Munich Metro
109 Blow out
104 Daylight collapse
105 Daylight collapse
106 Daylight collapse
108 Daylight collapse
107 Daylight collapse
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82 Adler tunnel
83 Egnatia Highway (Driskos tunnel)
84 Egnatia Highway (Anthochori tunnel)
Galindo El Parque wastewater and effluent
85 tunnel
Casecnan Multipurpose Project
Landrucken tunnel
Seikan tunnel
Whabang tunnel
Seoul metro Line 5
171 Collapse
158 Daylight collapse
159 Daylight collapse
Excessive
90 Deformation
Excessive
101 Deformation
Excessive
111 Deformation
112
113
114
110
119
116
117
118
115
121
122
123
124
120
126
127
129
132
131
133
134
Buenavista tunnel
Papallacta tunnel
Sao Paulo Metro - estagdo Pinheiros (Pinheiros
Station)
Khimti I hydropower project
Collapse
Collapse
Difficult ground
Collapse
Flooding
Flooding
Flooding
Flooding
Collapse
Daylight collapse
Daylight collapse
Daylight collapse
Daylight collapse
Daylight collapse
Collapse
Collapse
Daylight collapse
Collapse
Collapse
Collapse
Daylight collapse
95 Frasdanello and Antea tunnel
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Highway Al between Sasso Marconi and
96 Barberino del Mugello
Gotthard Base Tunnel - Faido Multifunction
97 section
98 Gotthard Base Tunnel - Bodio section
Gotthard BaseTunnel - Piora Zone (pilot
99 tunnel)
100 Grauholz tunnel
101 Aescher tunnel
102 Meteor Metro Line (Line 14)
103 Montelungo tunnel
104 Pacheco Pumping Chamber and Shafts
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
Kallidromo tunnel
Trojane tunnel
Guadarrama tunnels
Tunnel T08 (THSRC)
Pitan tunnel
135 Collapse
136 Rock Fall
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
88
89
147
148
149
128
150
151
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194
195
Abdalajis Tunnel (tunnel East)
Hurtieres tunnel
112 Trasvase Guadiaro Majaceite Project
Collapse
Collapse
Flooding
Daylight collapse
Daylight collapse
Daylight collapse
Collapse
Excessive
Deformation
Collapse
Daylight collapse
Collapse
Collapse
Collapse
Daylight collapse
Collapse
Collapse
Daylight collapse
Daylight collapse
Collapse
Collapse
Flooding
113 Inter-Island tunnel (Boston harbor Project)
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114 Lotschberg Base tunnel
115 Girokomeion Tunnel Patras by-pass
116 German Federal Railway Lines
117 Umiray - Angat Transbasin Project
118 St Petersburg metro (red Line)
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
154
153
175
155
156
157
162
165
163
161
160
164
166
167
172
173
174
184
185
186
181
187
180
179
178
177
Paramithia tunnels, Egnatia Motorway
Yunnan tunnel
Munich Metro (1994)
Covao Tunnel
Waterway tunnel in Korea
Ortfjell open pit - exploration tunnel
Great Belt Link
126 Baikal - Amur line - No 2 Mysovy tunnel
127
128
Baikal - Amur line -Nol by - pass route for the
Severo-Muysky tunnel
Baikal - Amur line - Kodarsky tunnel
Collapse
Flooding
Excessive
Deformation
Daylight collapse
Daylight collapse
Daylight collapse
Flooding
Excessive
Deformation
Excessive
Deformation
Collapse
Collapse
Excessive
Deformation
Daylight collapse
Collapse
Collapse
Collapse
Daylight collapse
Rock Fall
Rockburst
Rockburst
Flooding
Fire
Rock Fall
Rock Fall
Slope slide
Collapse
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176 Collapse
Sewage tunnel (Bolshaya Dmitrovka street in
129 Moscow)
188 Daylight collapse
130 Walgau headrace tunnel
182 Collapse
191 Difficult ground
196 Collapse
131 Iwate tunnel (Ichinoche Contract section)
Excessive
183 Deformation
132 Yacambu-Quibor
Excessive
197 Deformation
Excessive
198 Deformation
199 Collapse
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CHAPTER 4 Knowledge Representation and Decision
Making
4.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 described a database of accidents in tunnels during construction. Through the
analysis of the data, different events were identified. The circumstances in which each
event could occur, the possible causes, the most important variables and the relationship
among them, were then determined. The database was used to gather information on the
conditions in which the events may occur. This information could then be used to support
decision making during construction, with the aim of trying to avoid these events. For
this it is necessary to identify which tools / models to use to represent this knowledge and
perform a decision analysis.
There are a number of models available for data analysis and representation, including
event trees, rule-based systems, fuzzy-rule based systems, artificial neural networks, and
Bayesian networks. There are also several techniques for data analysis such as
classification, density estimation, regression and clustering.
Knowledge representation systems (or knowledge based systems) and decision analysis
techniques were both developed to facilitate and improve the decision making process.
Knowledge representation systems use various computational techniques of Al (artificial
intelligence) for representation of human knowledge and inference. Decision Analysis
uses decision theory principles supplemented by judgment psychology (Henrion, 1991).
Both emerged from research done in the 1940's regarding development of techniques for
problem solving and decision making. John von Neumann and Oscar Morgensten, who
introduced game theory in "Games and Economic Behavior" (1944), had a tremendous
impact on research in decision theory.
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Although the two fields have common roots, since then they have taken different paths.
More recently there as been a resurgence of interest by many Al researchers in the
application of probability theory, decision theory and analysis to several problems in Al,
resulting in the development of Bayesian Networks and Influence diagrams, an extension
of Bayesian Networks designed to include decision variables and utilities.
There are several advantages that Bayesian Networks have over other methods. In this
chapter some of the most common methods available for knowledge representation and
decision making are briefly presented. Their main advantages and shortcomings are
discussed. Finally the technique that was chosen to model the accident data, Bayesian
Networks, is described in more detail.
4.2 Rule Based Systems
Ruled Based Systems are computer models of experts of a certain domain. The building
blocks for modeling the experts are called production rules. A production rule is of the
form:
If A then B
Where A (premise) is an assertion, and B (conclusion) can be either an action or another
assertion. A rule based system consists of a library of such rules. These rules reflect
essential relationships within the domain, or rather: they reflect ways to reason about the
domain. When specific information about the domain comes in, the rules are used to draw
conclusions and to point out appropriate actions.
A rule based system (or expert system) consists of a knowledge base and an inference
engine. The knowledge base is the set of production rules and the inference engine
combines rules and observations to come up with conclusions on the state of the world
and on what actions to take.
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One of the major problems of rule based systems is how to treat uncertainty. A way to
incorporate uncertainty in rule based systems is to have production rules of this type:
If condition with certainty x
then fact with certainty f (x)
where f is a function.
There are many schemes for treating uncertainty in rule based systems. The most
common are fuzzy logic, certainty factors and (adaptations of) Dempster - Shafer belief
functions. Dempster - Shafer theory is a theory that computes the probability that the
evidence supports the proposition, using a measure of belief often called a belief function
(Dempster, 1968; Russell and Norvig, 2004). However, it is not easy to capture reasoning
under uncertainty with inference rules for production rules. The reason for this is that in
all the schemes for treating uncertainty, mentioned above, the uncertainty is treated
locally. That is, the treatment is connected directly to each rule and the uncertainty of
their elements. Therefore information on one variable does not easily propagate to the
other variables. More specifically, it is difficult to combine (un)certainties from different
rules, as is shown below:
Imagine the following two rules:
If a then b with certainty x
If c then b with certainty y
If a and c happen together, a rule for how to combine certainties is needed in this case,
i.e. a function that combines certainty x and certainty y and returns another certainty. A
similar situation occurs when trying to chain different rules:
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If a then b with certainty x
If b then c with certainty y
When a is known, what is the certainty of c? A function for chaining is therefore also
required.
Besides the problems related to the propagation of uncertainty from one variable to the
others, rule based systems are difficult to debug and to update. When new information
needs to be introduced in the system, the "programmer" needs to review the entire
database of rules.
Despite their shortcomings, Rule Based Systems have been used in many applications in
different domains, such as Medicine, for diagnosis and assisting in the selection of
antibiotics (MYCIN, Stanford University, in 1976 see Shortliffe, 1976 and Melle et
al.,198 1); Banking, to detect fraud in use of credit cards (FRAUDWATCH, Touche Ross,
UK, 1992); Aerospace Engineering for scheduling operations for the recycling Space
Shuttle flights (GPSS, NASA, USA, 1993) and Civil Engineering for recommendation
system in the maintenance and repairing of tunnels (MATUF, Silva, C, 2001) and a
recommendation systems for repairing bridges (Sousa, R. 2000), among others
(Darlington, 2000). More recently, these types of systems have been substituted by other
techniques that allow one to better and more efficiently incorporate uncertainty. An
example in Civil Engineering is the MATUF system that is currently being updated to
Bayesian Networks (Sousa et al., 2007)
4.3 Fuzzy - rule approach
Fuzzy logic is a way of introducing uncertainty into rule based systems. It is a superset of
conventional logic that has been extended to handle the concept of "partial truth", i.e. a
value between (completely) true and (completely) false (Zadeh, 1965 and 1999). Based
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on fuzzy logic, fuzzy rule expert systems were created. They use a collection of fuzzy
membership functions (Figure 4.1) and rules drawn-out from the experts.
0
0 Low
Low limit P* High limit Pressure
Figure 4.1 Fuzzy membership function (for low pressure)
In Figure 4.1, the degree of membership of p* is pp, which represents the degree of truth.
The rules to evaluate the fuzzy "truth" T of a sentence are the following (Russel and
Norvig, 2003):
T(A A B) = min(T(A),T(B))
T(A v B) = max(T(A),T(B))
T(-,A) =- T(A)
Equation 4.1
where T is the fuzzy "truth" and A and B are variables or complex sentences. The AND
(A), OR (v), and NOT (-,) operators of Boolean logic exist in fuzzy logic; usually
define the minimum, maximum, and complement. For example if A represents Low
Pressure of the value p* then T (A) = gp. Imagine that B represents High Temperature, of
the value t* and T(B)= pt. The result of Low Pressure (p*) and High Temperature (t*),
i.e. T(A A B) would be the min(T(A),T(B))=min(fp,,p,). The way this process of
fuzzification and defuzzification works will be demonstrated through an example,
presented next:
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Imagine the rule about deciding whether or not a liquid is potable. The factors to consider
are toxicity, measured in parts per million, and the alcohol content, measured in percent
(Figure 4.2).
Figure 4.2 Factors in deciding whether a liquid is potable or not
The rule is
IF
AND
THEN
Equation 4.2
nontoxic
low alcohol
potable
Imagine that we have a situation in which the toxicity of a liquid Z is equal to 210ppm
and the fuzzy membership function is presented in Figure 4.3. The liquid Z is nontoxic
with membership 0.6.
Figure 4.3 Membership function for Toxicity
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The alcohol content of the liquid is 20%, resulting in low alcohol content with
membership 0.75 (see Figure 4.4)
Figure 4.4 Membership function for Alcohol content
Applying the rule in Equation 4.2, one will obtain that the truth value of the sentence
liquid Z is potable is 0.6 (Equation 4.3):
IF
AND
THEN
nontoxic (Z)
low alcohol (Z)
potable (Z)
(=0.6)
(=0.75)
Min (0.6, 0.75) = 0.6
Equation 4.3
The inference mechanisms of these rules have some weaknesses; they have a weak
theoretical foundation, inconsistency and sometimes oversimplification of the real world.
One inconsistency can be shown through a simple example (from Ruseel and Norvig,
2003). Imagine one would like to evaluate the sentence:
Tall(John) A Heavy(John)
Equation 4.4
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Alcohol Content
Acob(%)
Low Hgh
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0.1 I
0%
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Supposing that:
T(Tall(John)) = 0.6
T(Heavy(John)) = 0.4
Which means that the John is Tall with a membership of 0.6, and John is Heavy with a
membership of 0.4
Then the truth value of Equation 4.4 will be T(Tall(John) A Heavy(John)) = 0.4 which
seems reasonable. However one will get the same result from evaluation the truth value
of the sentence T(Tall(John) A-,Tall(John)) = 0.4, i.e. the fuzzy truth of the sentence:
John is Tall and John is not Tall, is 0.4, which does not make much sense. This is due to
the fact that fuzzy logic approach does not allow one to take into account correlations
between components of the sentences (or propositions).
Fuzzy logic is also controversial in some circles and is rejected by some engineers and by
statisticians who hold that probability is the only rigorous mathematical description of
uncertainty. Finally a way of incorporating the same type of idea of representing vague
statements is to use conditional probabilities. For example, based on the membership for
toxicity represented on Figure 4.3, one could define the event E= parts per million > 200
and the complementary event E = parts per million 200. This way one could say the P
(Non toxic| E) =0.60 and so forth.
Despite their shortcomings, fuzzy logic has been applied to several domains. In
geotechnical engineering an application of fuzzy logic is use of Fuzzy set rules in rock
mass characterization (Sonmez et al., 2003).
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4.4 Artificial Neural Networks
An artificial neural network (ANN) or commonly just neural network (NN) is an
interconnected group of artificial neurons (Figure 4.5), similar to the network of neurons
in the human brain, that uses a mathematical model or computational model for
information processing based on a connectionist approach to computation (Russell and
Norvig, 2003; Mehrotra, K. et al.,1997).
Hidden
Input
Output
Connections and their weights, Wk
Figure 4.5 Neural network with one hidden layer
An ANN consists of multiple layers of single processing elements called neurons and of
their connections. Each Neuron is linked to some of its neighbors with a varying
coefficient of connectivity (weight) that represent the strength of these connections. This
is stored as a weight value on each connection. The ANN learns new knowledge by
adjusting these weights and the connections between neurons. Figure 4.5 shows an
example of a neural network with one hidden layer.
The ANN rely on data to be trained, adjusting their weights and connections to optimize
their behavior as pattern recognizers, decision makers, system controllers, predictors, etc.
The strength of these models is their adaptiveness, without requiring a deep knowledge
about the complex relationships of the domain of application. This adaptiveness allows
the system to perform well even when the system that is being modeled, or controlled,
changes over time.
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The objective of using an ANN is to make predictions in the future. Although, an ANN
network could provide almost perfect answers to the set of data with which it was trained,
it may fail to produce an adequate answer when "new" data surfaces. This is a result of
"overfitting" (Suwansawat, 2002; Suwansawat and Einstein, 2006). In order to perform
adequately and produce good results, these systems require a large number of sample data
in order to be trained. Also, since there is not a complete understanding of the learning
process, the analysis of the results may be difficult. Thus, this is not the right approach in
cases in which one needs to have a complete understanding of the problem domain and
relationship among variables of the domain.
4.5 Classical Decision Analysis
Decision Analysis is a logical procedure for the balancing of the factors that influence a
decision. The procedure incorporates uncertainty, values, and preferences in a structure
that models decision (Howard, 1966 and 1984). A classical tool used to model decisions
and incorporate in a formal manner the relevant components of decision analysis is the
decision tree. Prior to decision analysis, Fault trees and event trees can be used to model
on one hand the different ways an event can occur (fault tree) and on the other hand,
systematically identify the possible sequence of events and their consequences (event
tree).
4.5.1 Fault trees
Fault tree analysis is a technique used to analyze an undesirable event and the different
ways that the undesirable event can be caused. A typical fault tree is composed of several
different symbols, which will be described next.
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1X107
Figure 4.6 Example of a fault tree for evaluation of failure on sub-sea tunnel project (Eskesen, 2004)
Events
The commonly used symbols for events are represented in Figure 4.7
Top Event Basic Event Not developed Trigger Event Note
Figure 4.7 Symbols commonly used for events in fault tree
A top event (or also sometimes called intermediate event) is an event that occurs because
of one or more antecedent causes.
A basic event is an initiating event requiring no further development.
An undeveloped event is an event that is not further developed either because of lack of
information or because it is of little consequence.
A trigger event (also called external event) is an event that is expected to occur but is not
itself a fault of the system, although it could trigger one.
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Gates
There are two basic types of fault tree gates, the OR-gate and the AND-gate. The
symbols are shown in Figure 4.6.
The OR- gate is used to show that the output event occurs only if one or more of the input
events occur. In the example the "Failure of the sub-sea tunnel project" can occur only if
a "technical failure" or an "economical failure", or both occur. Note that the inputs to an
OR-gate are restatements of the output but are more specific as to what causes them, i.e.
in the case of Figure 4.6 Technical failure is a restatement of "failure of the sub-sea
tunnel project", but it is more specific to what is the cause of failure. This is also true for
"economical failure ".
The AND-gate is used when the output event occurs only if all the input events occur.
Unlike the OR-gate, causes can be direct inputs of AND-gates. In the example of Figure
4.6a "total collapse, seawater fills tunnel" occurs only if the "rock cover is too small"
AND "investigations are insufficient".
A fault tree can be evaluated quantitatively and often is, but this is not necessary. Based
on the rules of probability theory the probability of an AND gate is evaluated by
P = JJ p, Equation 4.5
i=1
And an OR-gate by
n
P =1- (1- pi) Equation 4.6
i=1
Where n is the number of ingoing events to the gate. pi are the probabilities of failure of
the ingoing events and it is assumed that the ingoing events are independent.
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In Figure 4.6 the undesirable event being analyzed is the Failure of a sub-sea tunnel.
According to the model failure can occur only if a Technical Failure OR an Economical
Failure (or both) occur. A Technical Failure can occur if a total collapse occurs OR
excavation construction does not work (or both). According to the model a total collapse
can only occur if the rock cover of the tunnel is insufficient AND the geotechnical
investigations are insufficient. On the other hand, the Excavation may not work if both
difficult rock conditions are encountered AND geotechnical investigations are
insufficient.
An Economical Failure occurs if the income is too small OR the cost of the tunnel is too
high. The probability of an economical failure occurring can be evaluated as follows,
(using Equation 4.6, and the numbers shown in Figure 4.6):
Peconomical failure = 1-[(1-1x10-3 )(1-5x10-3 )= 6x10
The probability of "total collapse" occurring is evaluated using Equation 4.5 and the
numbers shown in Figure 4.6, as follow:
Ptotai collapse = (3x10-2 )(5 x10-3 ) = 1.5 x10-4
The Probability of "Failure of the tunnel" can be evaluated as follow, using Equation 4.6
and the numbers shown in Figure 4.6 (assuming that all the other probabilities have
already been evaluated)
ptunnel failure =1-[(1-6.5x10)(1-6 x10-3)]= 6.64 x10-3
It is important to understand that a fault tree is not a representation of all possible
undesirable events, but they are normally developed around an output event (in the
example that event is "Failure of sub-sea tunnel" project), which corresponds to a
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particular mode of failure of the system being analyzed. For further reading see Sturk
(1998) and Ang and Tang (1984).
4.5.2 Event Trees
An event tree is a representation of the logical order of events leading to consequences. In
contrast to the fault tree it starts from a basic initiating event and develops from there in
time until all possible states with consequences (adverse or not) have been reached. A
typical graphical representation of an event tree is shown in Figure 4.8. This is an
example regarding the non-destructive testing of a reinforced concrete structure for
corrosion. The inspection may or not detect the corrosion. The event CI denotes that
corrosion is present, and the event I that the corrosion is found by the inspection. The
bars over the events represent the complementary events. Based on this tree, one can
evaluate the probability that corrosion is in fact present given that the inspection says so.
T P(I|I)
Figure 4.8 Typical event tree (Faber, 2005)
Event trees can become very complex to analyze rather quickly. For a tree with n two-
state components the total number of paths is 2". If each component has m states the total
number of branches is m".
Fault trees and event trees (or decision trees) can be combined. The top event of a fault
tree, in example of Figure 4.6, Failure of the tunnel, can be used as an initiating event for
an event tree to assess the risk associated with that particular event. The combined fault
tree and event tree is illustrated in Figure 4.9, which shows how fault trees can model an
initiating event for the event tree. Note that the same fault tree can be combined with a
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decision where one can assess whether or not it would be worth taking measures to avoid
or mitigate damage.
Event Tree
-----------------
From fault tree,
P (top event)
Evn _ ___ Event Tree (magnified)
Fa ittrer - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - -- -- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
- Damage level 1 0. 200 I
Failure 0
Damage level 2 0.0 M00
Direction of Failure of sub-sea tunnel project
the analysisr
2.390 No Failure 0 3 No damage 0
--- ------------------------------------
Fault Tree
Figure 4.9 Combination of a fault tree and an event tree
4.5.3 Decision Trees
A decision tree is a formal representation of the various components of a decision
problem. It consists of a sequence of decisions, namely a list of possible alternatives; the
possible outcomes associated with each alternative; the corresponding probability
assigments; monetary consequences and utilities (Ang and Tang, 1975) The typical
configuration of a simple decision tree is shown in Figure 4.10. There are three types of
nodes in a decision tree. The decision nodes, which are squared, represent different
decisions or actions. The chance nodes, which are circular, are nodes that identify an
event in a decision tree where a degree of uncertainty exists. The utility nodes, which are
triangular, are nodes that terminate a branch path and represent the utilities associated
with the path.
Figure 4.10 models a case where the decision maker is faced with two decisions / actions,
a, and a2. The consequence of action al is with certainty B. However the consequence of
decision a2 depends on the state of nature. Before the true state of nature is known the
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......................................... 
..... ...
optimal decision depends upon the likelihood of the various states of nature Oi and of the
consequences A, B and C.
Action / Choice State of Nature Consequences
a1- 4 B
02 A
a2
0 C
Figure 4.10 Typical decision tree (Faber, 2005)
The decision maker will choose action a1 over a2 if the expected utility associated with
action ai is greater than that of a2.
E[u(a,)]> E[u(a 2)]
u(B) > pu(A) + (1- p)u(C)
where
u (A), u (B) - utility of consequence A and B, respectively
p - probability of state 02
(1-p) - probability of state 03
The valuation of an outcome, or the utility of an outcome, translates the relative
preference of the decision maker towards different outcomes. The utilities are commonly
based on monetary values, but they can also be based on other dimensions such as time or
environmental effects. Multiattribute theory provides a way to combine all different
measures of preference to come out with one single scalar utility to represent the relative
preference of any outcome. The issue of utilities and utility functions is further detailed in
Chapter 5.
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4.6 Bayesian Networks
4.6.1 Background and Probability Theory
A Bayesian network, also known as belief network, is a graphical representation of
knowledge for reasoning under uncertainty. Over the last decade, Bayesian networks
have become a popular model for encoding uncertain expert knowledge in expert systems
(Heckerman et al., 1995). Bayesian networks can be used at any stage of a risk analysis,
and may substitute both fault trees and event trees in logical tree analysis. While common
cause or more general dependency phenomena pose significant complications in classical
fault tree analysis, this is not the case with Bayesian networks. They are in fact designed
to facilitate the modeling of such dependencies. Because of what has been stated,
Bayesian networks provide a good tool for decision analysis, including prior analysis,
posterior analysis and pre-posterior analysis. Furthermore, they can be extended to
influence diagrams, including decision and utility nodes in order to explicitly model a
decision problem.
The concepts of Bayes' theorem, independence and conditional independence, as well as
the chain rule, essential for Bayesian networks are presented in this section. For the basic
concepts of probability theory (such as event, random variable, probability function,
among others) necessary to understand the methodology of Bayesian networks, please
refer to Ang & Tang, 1975.
Bayes' Theorem
P(AIB)- P(B IA)P(A)
P(B)
Equation 4.7
Where the P(B)= P(A,)P(B I Aj)
Bayes Theorem has a many uses. Many times it is much easier to estimate the
probabilities on the right side of Equation 4.7 than the one on the left side. A good
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example is the case where one want to estimate the probability of the disease given a
certain symptom, P (AIB), being A = disease and B= symptom.
In order to estimate P (Al B) one would have to go through the population and then find
people that had the symptom (B) and from these find out how many of these had the
disease (A). Counting these cases maybe very hard especially if the disease is very rare;
one may have to look at millions and millions of people. However, finding the probability
of the symptom given the disease, P (BIA) is much easier. One just has to check hospital
records and find people that had the disease and count how many of them had the
symptom. Then one will also have to find the probability of the symptom and the
probability of the disease, these also easier to get than P (AIB).
For random variables the Bayes' theorem can be written as follows:
Px(xIY =x)=PY(YIXX)PXW ,where Py(y)= IPy(yI X =x)P(x)Py (y)
Independence
The random variables A and B are independent if:
P(A r B)= P(A)x P(B)
= P(A B)= P(A)
= P(B| A)= P(B)
Equation 4.8
This means that the fact that one know B does not affect the probability of A and vice
versa. For random variables Equation 4.8 is written as:
PX'Y(X, y) X P W(X P, (y)
PX , X) Y .
PY(yIX xX P(y)
Equation 4.9
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Conditional Independence
Random variable A and B are conditionally independent given C if
P(A n BIC)= P(A|C)x P(BIC)
-P(A B,C)= P(A|C)
-P(B A,C)= P(B|C)
Equation 4.10
This is the generalization of independence but subject to a conditioning event, i.e. subject
to knowing C. What these equations state is that once one knows the state of variable C,
any information on the state of variable B won't give new information on variable A state
and vice versa. For random variables Equation 4.10 is written as:
Px ,iz(x,y z)=Pxz(x z)xPylz(yz)
= Prix,z ( y| X, Z ) = Priz ( y\Z )
Equation 4.11
These Independence conditions are those that will be used to simplify the representation
of joint distributions (in the form of Bayesian Networks).
Chain rule
Writing the joint distribution of P(X, = X1,X2,...I Xn) in terms of conditional probability
will give:
P(X, = X, X2 ,..., Xn) = P(xn I X1, X2 ,..., Xn- 1) X P(XI, X2,..., Xn-1)
Repeating the process will yield:
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P(X, =X 1X2,---, 1Xn )=
= P(x I X1,x2,- )XXP(Xn- I X1,X2,...,Xn- 2)x ..... xP(x2 I X1)XP(X1 )
n
=J 7 P(X xi ,.......,xi_,)
Equation 4.12
This is the so-called Chain rule. This rule computes joint probabilities from conditional
probabilities, and it is very useful for Bayesian networks, which describe a joint
probability distribution in terms in term of conditional probabilities.
4.6.2 Definition of Bayesian Network
A Bayesian Network is a concise graphical representation of the joint probability of the
domain that is being represented by the random variables, consisting of (Russell &
Norvig, 1995):
- A set of random variables that make up the nodes of the network.
- A set of directed links between nodes. (These links reflect cause-effect relations
within the domain.)
- Each variable has a finite set of mutually exclusive states.
- The variables together with the directed links form a directed acyclic graph
(DAG).
- Attached to each random variable A with parents B1, ... , Bn there is a conditional
probability table P(A = a B, =bi,.,Bn = ba), except for the variables in the
root nodes. The root nodes have prior probabilities.
Figure 4.11 is an illustration of a simple Bayesian network. The arrows going from one
variable to another reflect the relations between variables. In this example the arrow from
C to B2 means that C has a direct influence on B2.
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Figure 4.11 Bayesian Network example
A Bayesian Network (BN) is a graphical and concise representation of a joint probability
distribution of all the variables, taking into account that some variables are conditionally
independent. The simplest conditional independence relationship encoded in BN is that a
node is independent of any ancestor' nodes given its parents, i.e. that a node only depends
on its direct parents. Thus, the joint probability of a Bayesian network over the variables
U = {A 1,..., An}, can be represented by the chain rule:
P(U) = P(A, = a\ Iparents (Ai))
where "parents (Ai)" is the parent set of Ai.
Equation 4.13
The difference between Equation 4.12 (general chain rule) and Equation 4.13, chain rule
applied to Bayesian networks is that in Bayesian Networks a variable is conditionally
independent of their non-descendents, given the values of their parent variables, e.g. in
the network of Figure 4.11 the variable A is conditionally independant of C given B 1. It
is this property that makes Bayesian Networks a vey powerfull tool for representing
domains under uncertainty.
4.6.3 Inference
Since a Bayesian Network defines a model for variables in a domain and their
relationships, it can be used to answer probabilistic queries about them. This is called
inference.
1 Ancestor nodes of a node are all nodes that come prior to that node in topologic order, e.g. the ancestors
of A are B1 and C.
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The most common types of queries are the following:
- A priori probability distribution of a variable.
P( A = a) = E ... E P(xl,...,xk, A -- a)
Xi Xk
Where A is the query-variable and X1 to Xk are the remaining variables of the
network. This type of query can be used during the design phase of a tunnel for
example to assess its probability of failure for the design conditions (geology,
hydrology, etc).
- Posterior distribution of variables given evidence (observations). This query
consists of updating the state of a variable (or subset of variables) given the
observations (new information).
P(A =ae)= P(A = a, e)
P(X Ak aA =e) =e
X, Xk A
Where e is the vector of all the evidence, and A is the query variable and X1 to Xk are the
remaining variables of the network. This type of query is used to update the knowledge of
the state of a variable (or variables) when other variables (the evidence variables) are
observed. It could be used, for example, to update the probability of failure of a tunnel,
after construction has started and new information regarding the geology crossed
becomes known.
The most straightforward way to make inference in a Bayesian Network, if efficiency
were not an issue, would be to use the equations above to compute the probability of
every combination of values and then marginalize out the ones one needed to get a result.
This is the simplest but the least efficient way to do inference. There are several
algorithms for efficient inference in Bayesian Networks, and they can be grouped as
follows: Exact inference methods and approximate inference methods. The most common
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exact inference method is the Variable Elimination algorithm that consists of eliminating
(by integration or summation) the non-query, non-observed variables one by one by
summing over their product. This approach takes into account and exploits the
independence relationships between variables of the network.
Figure 4.12 illustrates the Variable Elimination algorithm in Bayesian Networks. As
illsutrated instead of computing the product of P(d I c)P(c I b)P(b I a) and then
eliminating A, B and C, to obtain P(D), the Variable Elimination algorithm, eliminates
each variable (marginalized out) one by one taking advantage that some conditional
distributions do not depend on certain variables, minimizing the amount of computations.
In this case A is elminated first. Since P(d I c) and P(c I b) do not depend on A, this
variable only needs to be elimanted from P(b I a). The product of the result of this
elmination and P(c I b) is a so called probability potential2, #(b,c), which only depends
on B and C. Then variable B is eliminated from #(b, c), since P(d I c) does no depend on
it. The product of this elmination and P(d I c) is a probability potential that only depends
on C and D, #(c,d). The final step is to eliminate C from #(c,d) in order to obtain
P(D =d).
P(D = d) = XP(a,b,c,d)
ABC
= XP(d c)P(cIb)P(bIa)
ABC
= Z E P(d | c)P(c Ib)P(b a)
C B A
=X P(d Ic)X P(cIb)E P(b a)
C B A
#(b,c)
f(c,d)
2 Probability potential is a non negative function defined over the product space over the domains of a set
of variables (Finn, 2001). It is transformed into a probability distribution through a process called
normalization.
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Figure 4.12 Variable Elimination illustration
Approximate inference algorithms are used when exact inference may be computationally
expensive, such as in temporal models, where the structure of the network is very
repetitive, or in highly connected networks.
Appendix E provides a detailed description of the BN methodology, illustrated by an
example.
4.6.4 Development of a Bayesian Network
4.6.4.1 Organization of variables
The purpose of the Bayesian model for decision support is to give estimates of certainties
of events, which are not observable (or only observable at an unacceptable cost!). This
can be for example the failure of a tunnel structure. Therefore, when organizing a model
the initial task is to identify these events ("hypothesis" events). After identification,
"hypothesis" events must be organized into a set of variables. A variable contains an
exhaustive set of mutually exclusive events (or states), i.e. for each variable only one of
these events (states) is true. The next task is to identify the types of achievable
information which may reveal something about the "hypothesis" variables' state. This is
also done by establishing variables (information variables) such that a piece of
information corresponds to a statement about the state of the variable, i.e. particular
information will be a statement that the variable is in a certain state.
After identifying all variables, it is necessary to consider the causal structure between
them. It is necessary to asses which variables have a direct impact on other variables. For
example, with two variables, A and B that are correlated, in order to determine the
direction of the arrow, one can imagine that an external agent fixes the state of A. If that
does not change the belief of B then A is not a cause of B, and vice versa, but if one ends
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up with arrows in both directions then one should check for another event which has a
causal impact on both A and B and check whether A and B become independent given
this new event. Sometimes it is necessary to introduce so-called mediating variables.
These variables reflect the independence properties in the domain, and may facilitate the
acquisition of conditional properties or/and may be used to reduce the number of
conditional distributions that need to be acquired. The use of mediating variables is a
common modeling technique used in BN, named Divorcing (see Section 4.6.4.2). Figure
4.13 illustrates a case where a mediating variable is introduced. In the model represented
Figure 4.13a) the variable has four parents ('causes"), Al to A4. In the model
represented in Figure 4.13b) a mediating variable C was introduced. This variable may
reflect the fact that Al and A2 have similar effects on B and therefore can be grouped
together, or it may be simply used in order to facilitate the probability distributions
acquisition. This will be explained in more detail on Section 4.6.4.2.
A1 A2 A3A4 A2 A3A4
C
a) b)
Figure 4.13 Mediating variable example
4.6.4.2 Modeling Techniques
Undirected relationships
It is possible that a BN model must contain dependent relationships among variables, but
it is not possible to determine the direction of the edges3 as presented in Figure 4.14. One
way to overcome this difficulty is by using undirected relationships (conditional
3 Such models are called chain graphs. A chain graph is an "acyclic" graph with both directed and nondirected links,
where acyclic means that all cycles consist of only nondirected links.
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independence). So instead of the graph on Figure 4.14 one can use the model in Figure
4.15.
A
C
Figure 4.14 Chain graph
AC
D yes
Figure 4.15 Undirected relationship method applied to example in Figure 4.14
In Figure 4.15 a new variable D, with states "yes" and "no", is introduced into the
network, as a common "child" of A, B and C. If R (a, b, c) describes the relationship
between variables A, B and C, one should assign to D the deterministic probability table
given as P(D = yj a,b,c) = R (a,b,c) (and P(d = n| ab,c) = 1- R (a,b,c)) and enter the
evidence D=yes. The variable D is called a constraint variable and by setting D=yes one
is forcing the relationship between A, B and C to hold. If A, B and C have no parents,
then R (a,b,c) can represent the joint probability distribution of these three variables.
If one would like to model that A, B and C always have the same state, i.e. they are all
equal to yes or they are all equal to no (and all the other possible combinations are
impossible), the conditional probability P (D=yesl a, b, c) should be the one represented
in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Conditional probability table for P (D=yesl a, b, c)
A B C P (D=d | a,b,c)
Yes Yes Yes 1
Yes Yes No 0
Yes No Yes 0
No Yes Yes 0
Yes No No 0
No Yes No 0
No No Yes 0
No No No 1
Note: In this case R (a, b, c) = P (D=yesl a, b, c) is not a joint distribution. In order to be a joint
distribution the table should add up to one.
Divorcing
A major inconvenience of BNs is the large number of conditional probabilities needed to
define conditional probability tables (CPT). The number of conditional probabilities
grows exponentially with the number of parent variables (the number of variables that
have a causal relationship with another variable) and the number of states of each
variable. In a situation of many parent variables, the "Divorcing" method can reduce the
number of probabilities that one needs to acquire. Figure 4.16 illustrates this technique.
Let Al, A2, A3, A4 be variables, which are "causes" (or influence) of B. One needs to
specify P (B=b| al, a2, a3, a4) to describe the behavior of B. This might result in a large
knowledge acquisition task. It may even be that no expert will be able to determine all
these probabilities easily. To reduce this task one can use the modeling technique called
Divorcing. This consists of introducing mediating variables that will separate B from its
parents Al, A2... An, reducing in this way the number of probabilities needed to define
the BN.
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P (BIA1, A2, A3, A4)
Model A Model B
Figure 4.16 Illustration of the "divorcing" method technique
This technique reduces not only the number of probabilities that one has to acquire but
the number of situations and combinations of variables, making the process of acquiring
the probabilities easier.
Table 4.2 illustrates the probability conditional table of P (B=blal, a2, a3, a4), for Model
A illustrated in Figure 4.16, assuming that possible states for the variables Al A2 A3 A4
are (State 1, State 2, State 3) and the possible states for variable B are (bi, b2, b3). In this
example, for model A, in order to specify P (B=b| al, a2, a3, a4) one needs to acquire 34
= 81 distributions, if 3 is the number of states of each variable and the number of parents
is 4.
Table 4.2 P (B=blal, a2, a3, a4)f.
P (B=b|A1,A2,A3,A4)
A1= A2= A3= A4= B=bl B=b2  B =b3
State 1 State 1 State 1 State 1 .4 .4 .2
State 1 State 1 State 1 State 2 .1 .4 .5
S
Z State 1 State 1 State 2 State 2 .3 .0 .518
State 3 State 3 State 3 State 3 .3 .3 .4
In the case of Model B one only needs to acquire 32+32+32 = 27 distributions, which
correspond to the conditional probability distributions P (B=b c1, c2); P (Cl=cl I al, a2)
and P (C2=c2|a3, a4). Table 4.3 represents P (B=bl c1, c2) for Model B, assuming that
4 All numbers are arbitrary, for illustration purposes.
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possible states for the variables Cl, C2 are (State 1, State 2, State 3) and the possible
states for variable B are (bi, b2, b3). The probability tables for P (Cl=cl al, a2) and for
P (C1=cI a3, a4) are also tables with 9 distributions similar to Table 4.3.
Table 4.3 P (B=blc1, c2) 5
C1 C2 P (B = bi) P (B=b2) P (B =b3 )
State 1 State 1 .4 .4 .2
State 1 State 2 .1 .4 .5
State 1 State 3 .45 0 .55
State 2 State 1 ...
State 2 State 2 .1 .6 .3
State 2 State 3 ... ....
State 3 State 1 .... ... ...
State 3 State 2 .... ... ...
State 3 State 3 .3 .3 .4
One can conclude that not only the number of probabilities needed is smaller in Model B
but also that the task of obtaining them will be easier, since one will be asking experts to
reason about situations where the number of variables is smaller. For example one
(Model A in Figure 4.16) would be asking an expert what is the probability of a failure of
a tunnel when a fault is at a certain inclination to the tunnel, the fault zone consists of a
certain material, water is present, and the construction method is the NATM. It is better
to use Model B (Figure 4.16) with two intermediate variables that represent, for example,
the existence of adverse geotechnical conditions and a different type of construction.
The main problem with the divorcing technique is how to group the parent variables. One
solution is to group the parents that have similar effects on the child variable. For
example in the tunnel construction problem, there are several variables that can have an
impact on a certain type of occurrence (heading failure). They can be geomechanical
properties, existence of faults, hydrological properties, thickness of lining, type of lining,
construction method type, and existence of reinforcement of the face, pre-support, etc. In
this case, one can group the variables regarding the ground into a mediating factor
5 All numbers are arbitrary, for illustration purposes.
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describing the ground conditions. The same can be done for other variables such as
construction method, type of environment etc.
4.6.5 Determination of the Probabilities
The last step of building a Bayesian Network model is to determine probabilities of
events and conditional probabilities. These probabilities can be obtained from available
data, from experts through subjective estimates or by combination of both. In the case of
tunnel construction and failures some of the probabilities will have to be subjective
estimates since there are normally not enough data to determine frequencies. When most
of the probabilities come from subjective estimates and the number of probability
distributions that need to be "known" is large for a reasonable estimation, simplifying
assumptions can reduce this. The following sections will first describe a technique named
"Noisy-or, which is used to reduce the number of distributions one needs to know. Then
it will focus on methods to estimate probability density estimation. This is divided into to
groups: 1) parameter estimation, which consists on estimating conditional probability
tables from data (Parameter estimation); 2) structural learning, which consists on
estimating both conditional probability tables and the structure Bayesian Network for
data.
4.6.5.1 Subjective Estimation (Noisy-Or Technique)
Degree of Belief
Degree of belief is an expression of a person's degree of belief in a proposition or in the
occurrence of an event (Bayesian probability). The degree of belief can be objective, if
there is some prior knowledge or subjective if no prior knowledge exists (Baecher, 1972)
This is in contrast with the frequentist approach in which the probability P (A) is the
relative frequency of occurrence of the event A as observed in an experiment with n
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trials, i.e. the probability of an event A is defined as the number of times that the event A
occurs divided by the number of experiments that is carried out (Venn limit)
The subjectivist generally starts with a prior belief, and will then update (using Bayes'
rule) this belief as data become available. Eventually, the Bayesian probability will
converge to the frequency as the data overwhelms the prior belief. However a key
difference between these two approaches is that a subjectivist is willing to assign
probabilities to non repeatable events such as the probability of a certain geology
occurring in a zone of a tunnel, and the frequentist won't. This distinction is important in
many engineering problems, particularly when data are not available, and expert
knowledge (or opinion) must be used.
Noisy-Or Technique
If the number of probability distributions that one has to assign is very large for
reasonable estimation, then some simplifying assumptions can be made to reduce this
number. A technique commonly used is called Noisy-or, and is defined as (Jensen, 2001):
Let B have parents A1,. , An (all variables binary). Suppose Ai = y causes B=y unless it
is inhibited by an inhibitor Qi which is active with a probability qi. Assume that the
inhibitors are independent. Then
P(B = n a1 . ,a.)= flqj , where j belongs to Y, the set of indices to states y
jE Y
To understand this technique refer to Figure 4.17 that presents a simple model for Cold
(C) or Angina (A). The information variable is S (Sore Throat). The possible states for
Sore Throat (S) are Yes and No, i.e. one either has a Sore Throat or not. The possible
states for Cold (C) are also Yes and No, meaning one may have a cold or not. The
possible states for Angina are No, Mild and Severe. If one knows which are the events
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that can cause a sore throat and their respective probabilities it is possible to estimate the
probability distributions of P (S=s I C=c, A=a).
CA
S
Figure 4.17 Cold or Angina model (Jensen, 2001)
The three events that can cause a sore throat are:
e Cold. Lets assume it causes a Sore Throat with probability 0.4, i.e. P (S=yesl Cold
= Yes) = 0.4
* Angina, which when is mild causes a Sore Throat with probability 0.7, i.e.
P(S=yesl Angina = mild) = 0.7, and when it is severe will certainly cause a Sore
Throat, i.e. (P (S=yes, Angina=severe) = 1.
* Some other unknown event. Let's assume its probability to be 0.05. This event is
implicitly in the model. It portraits the situation where one does not have a cold or
an Angina but that the throat is sore. P (S=yes| Unknown event) = 0.05 or P
(S=yes| Cold = no, Angina = no)
If any of the causes are present (Cold, Mild Angina or Unknown Event), then one will
have a Sore Throat unless certain circumstances prevent it. These circumstances are
called inhibitors.
For example the probability of a Sore Throat not happening given that one has Cold is
0.6, i.e. 1- P (S=sl Cold = yes) = 1-0.4. Similarly if one has a mild Angina, one will have
a Sore Throat unless some inhibitor prevents it. The chances of that to happen are 0.3,
i.e., 1- P (S=s Angina = mild). The unknown event is also prevented with probability of
0.95. Assume that the inhibitor for the unknown event is named qi=0.95, the one for cold
is named q2=0.6, and the one for mild angina q3=0.3
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Assuming these preventing factors are independent, then the probabilities for P (S = yes I
c, a) can be calculated. The probabilities will equal one minus the joint probability of the
respective inhibitors, and because of the assumption of independence, it will equal the
product of the marginal probability of each inhibitor occurring (Table 4.4).
Table 4.4 P (S = yes I c, a) for the Cold and Angina model.
Cold Angina P (Sore Throat = yes)
no no 0.05 (1)
no mild 1- 0.95*0.3 (
no severe 1 (3)
yes no 1 - 0.95*0.6 14)
yes mild 1 - 0.95*0.3*0.6 (5)
yes severe 1 (3)
(1) This is the probability of the unknown event occurring
(2) P (Sore Throat = yes| Cold = no, Angina = mild) = 1- P (Sore Throat = no Cold = no,
Angina=mild) = 1- qixq3 = 1- 0.95*.3 = 0.715
(3) This probability means that whenever one have a severe Angina case one will always have Sore
Throat
(4) P (Sore Throat = yes| Cold = yes, Angina = no) = 1- P (Sore Throat = nol Cold = yes, Angina =
no) = 1 - qi xq2 = 1-0.95*0.6= 0.43
(5) P (Sore Throat = yesl Cold = yes, Angina = yes) =
= 1 - P (Sore Throat = no| Cold = yes, Angina = yes) = 1- qIx q2xq3=1-0.95*0.6*0.3= 0.829
So, using the "Noisy-or" technique there is no need to compute probability values for
combination of causes, which can reduce considerably the number of probabilities that
need to be estimated.
4.6.5.2 Learning Algorithms
Humans are normally better at providing structure than probabilities. Therefore, when
possible, it is good to use data to obtain the conditional probability tables.
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The structure is normally given by experts and the conditional probability tables can be
estimated through available data. When there is a good amount of data available and not
enough domain knowledge it is also possible to learn the network structure from data.
Learning is basically to search over a space of models to find the one that suits best. For
this one has to define:
" The space of models
" Criteria or an objective function on models (i.e. What is the meaning of "a model
that suits one better)
One of the most common problems that one tries to solve in applying learning to BN is:
Density estimation. The idea is that the data were presumably generated according to
some probability distribution Px (x). There is some process out in the world that is
generating these data that are observed, and there is a joint probability distribution (of the
data) Px (x). The goal is to estimate that probability distribution as well as one can,
Px (x), i.e. as close to the reality as possible.
There are different versions of the problem of density estimation, which have to do with
what is given. This can be:
1. Parameter estimation. One is given the variables and the structure of the model.
The only thing left to do is parameter estimation, i.e. what are the probabilities
that go into the probability tables.
2. Structure learning. One is given the variables only. In this case one will have to
search over the space of possible structures as well as estimate the parameters.
The next sections will discuss point 1) parameter estimation and point 2) structure
learning, which are the one that interest for the application in this study. For more
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information on the other subjects see Pearl, J.,1988; Jordan, M., 1998; Jensen, F. V, 2001
and Cowell., R. G. et al., 2003.
A. Parameter estimation
Parameter estimation in a Bayesian Network is the task of estimating the values of the
parameters of the conditional distributions for each node X, given X's parents, from a data
set (Jensen, 2001). The methods of parameter estimation can be grouped into main
groups: maximum likelihood and Bayesian estimation.
A.1 Maximum Likelihood
Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is statistical method used for fitting a statistical
model to data, and provide estimates for the model's parameters. The principle of MLE is
to find parameter values that make the observed data most likely (Kjaerulff, 2008;
Jensen, 2001).
In order to illustrate the method of Maximum Likelihood in Bayesian Networks, consider
the simple experiment of flipping a thumbtack. The outcomes of the experiment are heads
or tails (see Figure 4.18). Let's say that one is ignorant about what one will get when
flipping a thumbtack.
Head Tails
Figure 4.18 Thumbtack
The simplest Bayesian network possible to illustrate this situation corresponds to a
binomial variable, X where the values are either heads or tails, presented in Figure 4.19.
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......... ................. 
Figure 4.19 BN for thumbtack flipping
This BN has a probability table associated to it and it has only one parameter 0, the
P (Heads). What would be a good way to estimate parameter 0 , given some data D and
some assumptions?
Imagine that the outcomes of the experiment are D = {x [1] =H, x [2]=T, x [3]=H,
x [4]=H, x [5]=T}.
Assume that the elements of D are independent, i.e. that x [i] is independent of x [j] given
0, and that 0 does not change over time.
Unscientifically looking at the data one would say that a good estimator for 0 could be as
follows:
=0.6= number of heads
number of tails + number of heads
Equation 4.14
This intuition of what 0 should be is correct and it is possible to prove it mathematically,
as will be shown next.
As mentioned before, the learning process is about defining a space of answers (models)
and then deciding what makes an answer good, i.e. apply a criterion in order to determine
which answer (model) is best. So the hypothesis space in this case is 0, a probability and
therefore is going to be in the range [0, 1]. The criterion is to maximize the likelihood of
the data given 0, i.e. find the model (0) which makes the data as likely as possible.
Hypothesis space: 0 c [0, 1].
Criterion: Maximize likelihood of D. This is called the maximum likelihood criterion.
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The likelihood of the data is the probability of getting the data assuming a value of
0. L(D: 0) = P(D: 0)'
Now applying this to the data D = {H T H H T}, what is the probability of getting that
particular set of data (or the likelihood of the data)? It will be:
P(D: 0)=9 3 (1 -9) 2
More generally if Mh and Mt are the number of heads and the number of tails observed:
P(D :9) = Mh (1-
Now what one needs to do is to find the 0 that maximizes the Likelihood function. It is
easier to take the log of the function before maximizing it:
Log(P(D: 0)) =l(D:9)= Mh log 9+ M, log(1 -9)
The next step is to find the maximizing value of 0, by taking the derivative of
l(D: 9) with respect to 0 and setting it equal to zero.
al(D:0) 0
~30
Mh M' =0
0 1-0
( Mh (1-9)-M,0=0
Mh -Mho-M,1=0
0G Mh
Mh +M,
Equation 4.15
The intuitive result of Equation 4.14 has been mathematically proved to be correct by
Equation 4.15
The example considered is too simple with only one variable. In real problems, however,
one is typically interested in looking for relationships among a large number of variables.
6The reason for having P (D: 0) instead of P (D | 0) is that 0 in this model is not a random variable but a parameter.
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In order to illustrate how this method can be applied to a case of more than one variable,
consider the BN with known structure and 2 nodes presented in Figure 4.20, and assume
the following:
- The existence of a data set D = {< viV, v2>, ...... ................ ,< vk, V2>j
Value of nodes in sample 1 Value of nodes in sample k
- The elements of D are independent given Model (M), i.e. x[i] is independent of
x[j] given 0 and that 0 does not change over time.
The goal is to find the model M (in this case Conditional Probability tables) that
maximizes the P (DIM), i.e. the probability of data occurring given the Model. This is
known as the maximum likelihood model.
0 I YD 0 YP(=1
Figure 4.20 Bayesian Network with two binary nodes
The parameters that one wants to determine are the probabilities in the probability tables
associated with each node (Figure 4.20). The vector of parameters is the following:
9 = < 0 xl, O'o, Oygo, 0 y1IgO, 0 yO1 OykI>
Where,
0 "1= P (X=1)
0 xo= P (X=0)
0 Yogo= P (Y=0 X = 0)
0 ylko= P (Y=1| X = 0)
0 yoki= P (Y=0| X = 1)
0 ylIg= P (Y=1 X = 1)
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The maximum likelihood function for these parameters given data set D is
L(D: 0) = H P(X [m],Y[m] :9) = HP(X [m]: 0) P(Y[m] I X [m]: 0)
m m
Equation 4.16
P (X [i]) only depends on 0, and P(Y [i] I X [i]) only depends on Oyix, Equation 4.16 can
be simplified as follows:
L(D: 0) =171P(X[m]:OX) P(Y[m] I X [m]: Y) =
=JP(X[m]: O) Jl P(Y[m] I X[m]:y)
This way one can choose Ox to maximize H P(X[m]: Ox) and
maximizer P(Y[m] I X[m]: 0yIx) , independently. Note that the latter can be further
m
decomposed as below:
H P(Y[m]|X[m]: yX )= H P(Y[m]|X[m]:Gr|X0) HP(Y[m]|X[m]:09,1)
m m:X[m]=XO m:X[m]=X1
The final expression is:
L(D:9)=n P(X[m]: X ) HP(Y[m]|X[m] :0YXo) H P(Y[m]IX[m]:OyIxI)
m m:X[m]=XO m:X[m]=X1
Equation 4.17
Since it is a product of positive expressions, it can be maximized for each parameter
separately and we do not need to make a joint optimization through all parameters. To
make the maximization easier, normally one maximizes the log of the likelihood
function.
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GYIX
logJ P(X[m]:9, )=log( 9 X, M[Xl] x (1- )M[X0])
M[X1] x log(x 1) + M[X0] x log(1 - 9, ) 0
aJx
=0
A M[X1]
-> Ox1= M[X1
M[X1]+M[XO]
A A M[X0]
-> xo = 1- 9 x1 =
M[X1]+M[XO]
Equation 4.18
Where M [Xi] are the counts of X = i (in this case i = 1 or 0)
The same way other parameters can be calculated:
mlog( ] P(Y[m]|X[M]:X]|X=0))
m:X[m]=X0 A M[XO,Yl]
=0 => GYIIXo 
- M[XO]
Note that this calculation is basically the same done to obtain Equation 4.18. So in a
similar manner one will get the following results:
A M[X1,Yl]
= M[X1]
Equation 4.19
A M[XO,YO]
= M[XO]
Equation 4.20
A M[X1,Yl]
= M[X1]
Equation 4.21
Based on Equation 4.16 to Equation 4.21 it is possible to conclude that the problem of
learning in the case of several variables that are related, i.e. BN can be reduced mainly to
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the problem of learning one single variable. It is also possible to observe that the ML
estimator is no more than the counts of the specific occurrence and dividing it by the
number of all occurrences. Although very simple, this method has some shortcomings
that will be presented in more detail in the next section. The derivation of the ML
estimator for multinomial distributions can be done in a similar manner (Appendix F).
A.2 Maximum Likelihood Shortcomings
This section will present an example of application of the Maximum Likelihood
estimation applied to two different Bayesian Network, in order to illustrate the process of
estimation, and as well as some of its shortcomings.
Consider three binomial variables A, B, C, two different BN (Figure 4.21) and a data set
D, presented in Table 4.5.
AA
B C C
a) b)
Figure 4.21 Two different configurations for BN with variables A, B, C
Table 4.5 Data set
A B C
0 1 1
0 1 1
11 0 101
For BN a) we need to estimate P (A), P (BIA) and P (CIA), i.e. the tables associated with
each node. For BN b) one needs to estimate P (B), P(C) and P (A| B, C). For BN a), the
probability table associated with node (variable) A is presented in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6 Probability of variable A in BN a)
P (A=O) P (A=1)
0 AO 0 Al=1 - 0 A0
To calculate the probability of A = 0, one uses the results of maximum likelihood
described previously, i.e. one counts the samples in the data set where A=O, and divides
this by the total number of samples (A = 0 or A = 1). In this case the number of samples
where A=O is 2. The total number of samples is 3 (applying Equation 4.15):
P(A =0) = = M (A =0) = 2/3
M(A = 0)+ M(A =1)
Equation 4.22
The same way, one can calculate the probability of A = 1:
P(A =1)= A, = M(A =1) =1/3=1- P(A =0)
M(A = 0) +M(A = 1)
Equation 4.23
The conditional probability table (CPT), P (BIA) is presented in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7 Conditional Probability associated with variable B in BN a)
A B=O B=1
0 P(B=O|A=O) =B1oAo P(B=J|A=O)= OB io
1 P(B=OIA=J) =0 BOOi P(B=I|A=) =OBilA1
P(B =1| A =0)= 9 = M[A =0,B=1] =2/2=1
M[A=0]
Equation 4.24
Note: applying Equation 4.18.
This is the probability of B having the value 1 given that A is 0. It will be equal to the
number of samples from the data set that have A=0 and B=l, simultaneously, divided by
the number of samples where A=0. This is a conditional probability and it conditioned to
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the "space" where A=O. So what we are doing here is to count the number of times we
see B=1 in the world where A=0. The rest of the table can be calculated in similar way.
P(B =1| A =1)= M[A =1,B =1] =0/1=0
M[A =1]
Equation 4.25
P(B =0| A =0)= M[A =O,B =0] =0/2=0
M[A=0]
Equation 4.26
P(B =0| A-=1) - M[A =1,B = 0]
M[A =1]
Equation 4.27
If we now look at the BN b) and try to estimate P (Al B, C), we realize that some table
entries cannot be estimated. For example let's look at P (A=J I B=1, C=O) in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8 Conditional Probability associated with variable A in BN b)
B C A=O A=1
0 0 P (A=0| B=0, C=0) = OAo|Boco P (A=1| B=0, C=0) = OA1Boco
o 1 P (A=1| B=0, C=1) = OA1|Bo,C1 P (A=1| B=0, C=1) = OA1|BO,C1
1 0 P (A=1/ B=1, C=0) = 9 A1|B1,co P (A=1| B=1, C=0) = OA1|B1,co
1 1 P (A=1| B=1, C=1) = OAoBi,c1 P (A=1/ B=1, C=1)= OA1|B1,cl
In this case we want count the number of samples where A=1 in
C=0. This is undefined since one does not have cases where this
the space where B=1 and
occurs:
P(A1I=1C=)= 9 lIl~ -M(=B =1, C=0)P(A =1|IB= 1, C = 1) = 6Ailsi,ci = ( , =1C=0 = 0 / 0 = undefined
M (B = 1, C = 0)
Equation 4.28
This is one of the major difficulties of Maximum Likelihood (ML). In some cases there
may be not enough data in order to calculate all the parameters of the BN.
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There are however other problems / shortcomings of ML. Namely, cases where the
probabilities calculated are equal to zero, for example P (B=lIA=1). In those cases we
may have a problem. A probability equal to zero means that an event cannot occur. So
whenever we run the BN for a specific query this event will never be a possibility. Can
we say that an even cannot occur just because we do not have a sample? If the database is
small and the event is rare it can occur that we don't have such example and however the
event may indeed occur. Another issue is that ML does not consider any prior beliefs that
one may have about the "world" that is being modeled. A method that avoids this
problem, that enables one to include prior beliefs, is the Bayesian Estimation.
A.3 Bayesian Estimation
In the Bayesian view, 0 is the unknown value of a random variable 0, not a parameter
like in ML. P (E= 0) is the prior probability distribution. If the parameter 0 can be any
value in the interval [0, 1], then P (0 = 0) must be a continuous distribution between 0
and 1 and must integrate to 1. The beta distribution is a good candidate. This distribution
is defined by two parameters a, P, such that:
P(9) = Beta(I a,) = F(a+ "-) a(1 -)-
F(a) Ff$)
Equation 4.29
where a, P > 0 are parameters of the beta distribution and F(-) is the Gamma function.
Figure 4.22 shows how the beta distribution for different values of a and P.
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Figure 4.22 Beta distribution
The beta distribution is convenient for several reasons. If 0 has a prior Beta(a,#3) then
after a data point is observed the posterior distribution of 0 is also a beta distribution.
Imagine a random variable X that can take values 0 or 1. Suppose a data sample D is
composed of only one observation, X=O. 0 is a random variable that stands for the
probability of X = 0 and its distribution varies between 0 and 1. Now assume that this
prior distribution of 0 is a beta distribution with parameters a and P, Beta(a,i).
The distribution a posteriori of E, after observing X=0, will be equal to (applying Bayes'
rule):
P(O IX =0)= P(X =0|9)P(9)
P(X =0)
Equation 4.30
P (X = 0 1 0), which is equal to 0, stands for the probability of X = 0 given the assumed
model. P (0) is Beta(a,#i) distribution. Substituting P (0) and P (X = 0 | 0), in Equation
4.30:
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P(9 | X = 0) = a O Beta (a,Q)(0) = F(a+I+f#) 60a- (1- ),6-1 =
P(GI X = 0) = "(a+1+8) 9a (1 - 6 ),-1 = Beta (a+1,8)F(a+1)F($8)
Equation 4.31
The resulting probability distribution, i.e the posteriori distribution of P (0) is also a Beta
distribution with parameters (a+1, $). So after observing X=0 we have increased the
parameter a by one. If X=1 had been observed then the parameter P would have been
increased by one (Remember that P (X=1) = 1- 0) .Also the expectation of 0 with respect
to the Beta distribution has a simple form:
fOBeta(O 1 a,Q)dO= a
a+D3
Equation 4.32
The problem one is interested in is to know what is the probability of X=0 and/or X=1
given the available data. To illustrate this problem imagine one is flipping some kind of
biased coin and that one has a certain amount of observations. What one wants to know
now is the probability of getting heads or tails the next time the coin is tossed. This is a
problem of Bayesian updating that can be represented in a Bayesian Network (Figure
4.23).
'e
X [1] X[2] Xm]
Figure 4.23 Bayesian Network model for estimating the parameter 0 given the observed data
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One would like to estimate the probability that the next toss is heads, given what has been
observed (given available data), i.e. P(X[m+1] ID), where D = X[1], X[2].......X[m],
are the available data.
To determine the probability that the next toss of the coin is heads, one averages over the
possible values of 0 (using the expansion rule of probability):
P(X[m+1] |D) = JP(X[m+l]|9,D)P(9|D). dO
0
since the elements of D are independent given 0:
P(X[m+1] |D) = JP(X[m+1] 1) P(OI D).dO
0
since the P(X[m+1] 1) = 9, one will have:
P(X [m+1] |D) = f0 P(OI D).dO = Ep (Od)()
0
Where Ep(,d) (9) is the expectation of Owith respect to the distribution P(9|D).
Applying Equation 4.32 one will get:
P(X[m+1] ID) I (IM O 1 9)M19 d9=P(X[m+1] D) = 0
0 M +M +(a+#)
Equation 4.33
where Mo is the counts of X=O and Mi is the counts of X=1.
This is also called the Bayesian (or Laplace) correction. When using this correction, in
the case Mo and M1 are equal to zero, i.e. if there are no observations the probability of
the next toss given the available data (in this case none) , and given a prior Beta (1,1) will
be:
P(X ID) Mo +1 0+1
MO+MI+2 0+0+2
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A prior of Beta (1, 1), i.e. uniform distribution, is called the "uninformed" prior, meaning
that one believes that all values of 0 between 0 and 1 have the same probability. As seen
before the Beta distribution family provides a great range of priors.
The parameters a and $ in the beta distribution can be seen has virtual counts. According
to this idea, when the prior is equal to the uniform, Peta (1, 1), one is saying that our
initial virtual count is one of each possible values. Basically one does not have strong
beliefs and is saying the probabilities are P(X=0) = P(X=l) = 0.5. However it is possible
that one has strong believes that the probabilities are P(X=0) = P(X=1) = 0.5, for example
the probability that one get heads or tails when tossing a coin. In this case a probability
distribution such as Beta (100, 100) is more adequate. In this case the "virtual counts" are
100 for each state, and what one is saying is that one has a strong belief that P(X=O) =
P(X=1) = 0.5 (because one "virtually" observed 100 tails and 100 heads). For Networks
like the one in Figure 4.20, the Bayesian prior must cover all parameters 01, 02, 03, i.e. P
(X), P (Y|X =0), P (YIX=1), respectively. However P (01, 02, 03) = P (01) x P (02) x
P (02), since we have assumed that the parameters are independent from each other.
Based on this assumption, each parameter can be represented by one random variable.
Applying the Bayesian correction to examples BN a) and BN b), presented in Figure
4.21, assuming a uniform prior one will get:
BN a)
P(A = 0)= M(A =0)+1 = 3/5
M(A =0)+ M(A =1)+2
Equation 4.34
P(A =1)=-- M(A =1)+1 = /5 =1- P(A =0)
M(A = 0)+ M(A =1)+2
Equation 4.35
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(See examples BN a in Figure 4.21 and compare Equation 4.34 and Equation 4.35 with
Equation 4.22 and Equation 4.23)
Table 4.9 P (BIA)
A B=0 B=1
0 P(B=OIA=O) P(B=JIA=O)
1 P(B=OIA=J) P(B=JIA=1)
For the conditional probability table of P (BIA) presented in Table 4.9, one will get:
P(B =1 IA =0)= M(A=O,B=1)+1 = 3/4
M(A=0)+2
Equation 4.36
P(B = 1| A =1)= M(A =1,B =1)+1 =1/3
M(A=1)+2
Equation 4.37
P(B=0|A=0)=M(A=0,B=0)+1 =1/4=1-P(B=1I A=0)
M(A=0)+2
Equation 4.38
P(B =0| A=1) M(A=1,B=0)+1 =2/3=1-P(B =1| A=1)
M(A =1)+ 2
Equation 4.39
(Compare Equation 4.36 to Equation 4.39 to Equation 4.24 to Equation 4.27,
respectively.)
The probabilities we obtain using Bayesian estimation are "smoother" than the ones
obtained using the ML technique (i.e. Bayesian estimation combines the prior
distributions with the available data whereas ML estimation only takes into consideration
the available data. Bayesian estimation "smooths out" the estimation that would come out
by only considering the data by combining it with prior distributions/ knowledge)
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In the case of BN b) undefined probabilities is no longer the case. P (A=1|B=1, C=1) will
be equal to , based on the prior probability,
P(A=1IB=1,C=1)=M(A=1,B=1,C=1)+1 0+1 _1_
M(B=1,C=1)+2 0+2 2
Equation 4.40
(Compare Equation 4.40 to Equation 4.28)
To summarize, in this section two ways of "learning" parameters for a Bayesian Network
with known structure and complete data were presented. ML counts the occurrences of
different cases in the data set. Bayesian Estimation assumes a prior belief and updates
this belief with counts from data. Note that when the data set is very large the results
from Bayesian estimation will be approximately the same as the ones from ML.
B. Structure Learning
In recent years, AI researchers and statisticians have started to investigate methods for
learning Bayesian Networks (Heckermen, 1997; Russel and Norvig, 2003). These
methods range from Bayesian Methods, quasi-Bayesian Methods and non Bayesian
methods. This section will focus on the Bayesian methods. The methods combine prior
knowledge with data in order to learn a Bayesian Network. In order to use this method
the user constructs a Bayesian Network that reflects his or her prior knowledge on the
problem. This is called the prior network. The user will also need to assess her/his
confidence on the prior network. Once the prior network has been determined, a structure
learning algorithm will search for the "best" structure (including the respective
conditional probability tables, which can be estimated using one of methods described in
section A), i.e. the one that best fits the data.
Given a set of random variables the number of possible networks is well defined and
finite. Unfortunately it grows exponentially with the number of variables. Although
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Structure Learning in Bayesian Networks is still a topic of research, there are several
algorithms that have been developed and can be applied (Heckermen, 1997; Finn, 2001,
Russel and Norvig, 2003).
To specify a structure learning algorithm one must choose the following elements (the
state space is known, i.e. the random variables are known):
- scoring function
- state transition operators
- search algorithm ( for example A*, greedy hill-climbing, etc)
Scoring function (selection criterion)
The score of the network is used for model selection (i.e. some criterion is used to
measure the degree to which a network structure fits the prior knowledge (if any) and the
data. One of the most common criteria is the maximum likelihood (or log-likelihood). A
penalty is normally introduced in order to account for overfitting (the most complex
model is not always the most adequate). Figure 4.24 shows an example where using the
most complex function is not the most adequate, i.e. one can use the higher polynomial
curve to fit almost exactly the data points however this is clearly overfitting the data and
will not fit correctly new data. In this case the 2nd order polynomial is the most adequate
solution and not a more complex model.
y 2nd order polynomial
Overfitting the data
x
Figure 4.24 Example of overfitting
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There are different possible scoring criteria. A good scoring criterion is the so-called
Bayesian score.
When trying to find the best graph, the probability of a certain graph structure given the
data is what one wants to calculate. This is given by Bayes' Rule.
P(G, D) P(D I G) P(G)
P(D) P(D)
Since P (D) is just a normalizer and only depends on the data it can be ignored when
comparing possible different graph structures. This way the numerator can be defined as
the score for the graphs one wants to compare as follow:
SG (G, D) = LogP(G, D) = LogP(D I G) + LogP(G) 7 where,
Equation 4.41
P(G) is the prior distribution on the graph structures, G, normally assumed to be a
Dirichlet prior, and more specifically a uniform Dirichlet prior.
P(D I G) is the marginal likelihood of the data given the structure which is equal to
P(DIG)= JP(DI|G,G)P(G IG)dOG
OG
The log marginal likelihood has the following interesting interpretation described by
Dawid (1984). From the chain rule of probability,
P(D I G) = P(X [1])P(X [2]| X [1])...P(X [m] I X [1],...X [m - 1])
Which looks like making successive predictions, i.e. approximately equal to the expected
value of the P (XI G, D).
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7 The logs are just used to simplify the math
Imagine we have a Dirichlet prior, P (0) - Dirichlet (axh, ct), ah+ Ut = ax and the data are
D= { HTTHT}
P(X[m]I X[1],...X[m -1])= M" +ha , where Mh'is the number of heads up to element m
m+a
in our data sequence.
P(DIG)= JP(DI|G,G) P(GG IG)dG
OG
P(DIG)= a a, a,+1ah+l a, + 2 =0.017
a a+1 a+2 a+3 a+4
For a P (0) ~ Dirichlet (axh, ct) and D = {X [1]....X [M]}
P(D) = P(X[1],...X[m])= - (ah+ 1)...(ah + Mh - ))(at (a + l)...(at + Mt -1))
a -(a + 1)....(a+ M -1)
_ (a) F(ah+M d)T(a,+M)
F(a+M) F(ah) F(at)
Where (x) = (x -1)! for x integer and F(x) = t ze-tdt = (z - 1)F(z -1) for x real.
0
For a prior P (0) - Dirichlet (ai ... ac) and D = IX [1]....X [M]}
F(Pak) F(ah M h) F(a, +M , F(a+Mk)
F(Z(a + Mk ) Rah) (a,) k F(ak)
k
Equation 4.42
One cannot assume that the data are independent because we do not know the parameters
of the model that generated the data, because different network structures will entail
different parameters. What one can say however is for a determined structure G, the data
are independent given the parameters. This is the same case as the Bayesian parameter
estimation described in Section 4.6.5. Figure 4.25 illustrates this independence between
data given the structure G and the parameters 0 in the form of a Bayesian network.
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X[1] X[2] ..... , X[M]
Figure 4.25 Bayesian Network describing the independence between data points given the
structure and the parameters (G = BN structure; 0 = conditional probability table parameters)
As M goes to infinity (for Dirichlet priors) the log of margin likelihood can be
approximated to the following equation:
log P(D I G) log P(D |,G) - -log M , where d is the number of parameters in G, and $
2
the estimator of 0.
Equation 4.43
This approximation is called Bayes Information Criterion (BIC) and was first derived by
Schwarz (1978). In particular; Schwarz shows that Equation 4.42 for curved exponential
models can be approximated using Laplace's method for integrals, yielding Equation
4.43.
The BIC approximation is interesting in several respects. First, it does not depend on the
prior. Consequently, we can use the approximation without assessing a prior. Second, the
approximation is very intuitive. It contains a term that measures how well the model
predicts the data, log P(D |,G) and a term that penalizes the complexity of the
d
model,--log M.
2
Priors
To compute the relative posterior probability of a network structure, we must assess the
structure prior P (G) and the parameter priors P (OGIG), unless we are using large-sample
approximations such as BIC.
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It has been assumed previously that the prior distributions on the parameters are Dirichlet
distributions. A special case is assuming a uninformative prior with (,i. .... ak) = (1.,1).
This is called the K2 metric. However this metric can lead sometimes to inconsistent
results (Heckerman, 94).
In order to avoid inconsistencies one can use the so-called BDe prior. In this metric the
user assigns a prior sample size M' and a prior distribution p' to the whole space. Then
a Xii = M p (X; Pa(X;)). A very common choice for p' is the uniform distribution
over the whole space. This particular case of the BDe metric is called the BDeu.
State transition operators
These are transition functions applied to the network structures to go between states
(network structures) until reaching the final network structure, such as adding an arc,
deleting an arc, or reversing the direction of an arc. They are basically used to transition
from network to network during the search for the network with the best score.
For each state (each network structure), one takes the best guess regarding the parameters
of that specific network structure given the data (for example using the maximum
likelihood method) and determines the score of the network through a scoring function.
Figure 4.26 shows the typical transition operations (add, delete and reverse).
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Add arc C + D
Delete arc
C + E
Reverse
arc C + E
e. .0 N
Figure 4.26 Typical transition operators (add, delete, reverse in blue)
Search
Based on a defined scoring function that evaluates the "performance" of a certain
Bayesian Network structure, the search is going to be reduced to a search for one or more
structures that have high score. There are several search algorithms to perform the search.
The most common are:
* Greedy Hill Climbing, which consists of considering every legal move (transition
between network structures) and takes the one that yields the highest score.
* Random Hill Climbing, which consists of considering moves (transition between
network structures) drawn at random and takes the one that yields the highest
score.
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* Thick-Thin Greedy Search, which consists of greedily8 add single arcs until
reaching a local maximum and then Prune back edges which don't contribute to
the score
These algorithms can be "stuck" in a local maximum and not return the optimal structure.
global maximum
value
local maximum
states
Figure 4.27 Local maximum versus global maximum
There are several ways one can do to avoid this situation, such as random re-starts and
simulating annealing, which consists of allowing the algorithm some "bad" moves but
gradually decrease their size and frequency, in order to escape local maximum.
4.7 Influence Diagrams
Bayesian networks can serve as a model of a part of the world, and the relations in the
model reflect causal impact between events. However the reason we are building models
is to use them when making decisions (i.e. the probabilities provided by the network are
used to support some kind of decision making). Decision graphs or influence diagrams
are an "extension" of Bayesian Networks. In addition to nodes for representing random
variables, influence diagrams also provide node types for modeling alternatives and
utilities. Besides chance nodes that denote random variables, and correspond to the only
8 Consider all the possible addition of arcs and choose the one that yields the best score.
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node type available in Bayesian networks, decision nodes are also modeled. A decision
node indicates a decision facing the decision maker (similar to decision nodes in decision
trees) and contains all alternatives available to the decision maker at that point. The third
node type provided by these diagrams is the utility node. These nodes represent the utility
function of the decision maker. In utility nodes, utilities are associated with each of the
possible outcomes of the decision problem modeled by the influence diagram.
Directed links between nodes represent influences. Links between two chance nodes have
the same semantics as in Bayesian networks. Other links in an influence diagram may
also represent a temporal relation between the nodes involved. For example, a link from a
decision node to a utility node not only indicates that the choice of action influences the
utility, but also that the decision precedes the outcome in time.
Influence diagrams are useful in structuring a decision problem. While, for example,
decision trees are more effective at presenting the details of a decision problem, influence
diagrams more clearly show factors that influence a decision. Figure 4.28 illustrates a
simplified scheme of an Influence Diagram. It is composed of two chance nodes
("Threat" and "Warning Device"), one decision node ("Decision") and a utility node
("Consequence")). In this specific example, the chance node "Threat" can represent the
occurrence or not of a natural threat (for example a tsumani or a hurricane). The "warning
device" chance node represents the fact that a warning alarm maybe issued or not. The
decision node represents the decision between evacuation a population or do not
evacuate. The utility node ("consequences") represents the consequences (expressed in
utilities of the decision) in combination with the occurrence or not of the threat. The
warning device issuing an alarm depends directly of the possibility of occurrence of the
threat. The decision of evacuating or not evacuating the population will depend directly
on the warning device issuing an alarm. Finally the consequences will depend on the
decision taken and on whether or not the threat actually happens.
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Happens
Does not happen
Issues alarm
Does not issue alarm
Evacuate
Does not evacuate
Figure 4.28 Influence Diagram
There are mainly four types of connections for structural influence in a decision graph.
They are represented in Figure 4.29.
Decision 1 Event 1
a)
Event I Event 2
b)
c)
E- Decisioni
d)
Figure 4.29 Influence Diagram connections
The first one (Figure 4.29a) is used when a Decision 1 affects the probabilities of event 1,
i.e. Decision 1 is relevant for event 1. In Figure 4.29b the outcome of event 1 affects the
probabilities of event 2, i.e. Event 1 is relevant for Event 2. This a typical Bayesian
Network with no decision included. The type of connection in Figure 4.29c is used when
Decision 1 occurs before Decision 2, i.e. Decisions 1 and 2 are sequential. Finally, Figure
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4.29d represents a connection used when Decision 1 occurs after event 1. In this case the
outcome of Event 1 is known when making Decision 1.
Besides the structural influences described in Figure 4.29, there are also value (utilities)
influences such as the ones illustrated in Figure 4.30.
Event utility
a)
DecisiDn Utlity
b)
Figure 4.30 Value Influence
In Figure 4.30a) the value (or utility) depends on the (uncertain) event, for example a
manufacturing cost depends on the (uncertain) availability of a certain input. In the
second value influence (Figure 4.30b), a decision influences the value (or utility). For
example a manager's decision influences the profit of a plant.
4.7.1 Typical types of Influence diagrams
There are some typical situations that can be modeled through influence diagrams. The
most simple of all is a one stage, non-strategic decision, which is represented in Figure
4.31. The utility will depend on the uncertainty outcome of an event and on the decision.
Figure 4.31 Simple one stage, non-strategic decision
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The diagram of Figure 4.32 is similar to the simple one stage decision but includes the
value of perfect information, which is the expected outcome with perfect information
minus the expected outcome without perfect information. The value of perfect
information is obtained through the link between the uncertain outcome and the decision.
The table attached to the node decision reflects the fact that when the outcome is known
with certainty, for example outcome equals 1, than the best decision to make is in this
case Decision =1.
Uncertain
outcomes
Decision uncertain outcome
Decision =1 Decision= 2
Outcome =1 1 0
Outcome =2 0 1
Decision Utilities
Figure 4.32 Simple one stage decision, plus value of perfect information
Figure 4.33 shows a simple one stage decision plus the value of ]Imperfect Information or
Sample Information. This is defined by the price one would be willing to pay in order to
gain information about the distribution from which the prediction has to be made. For
example doing test marketing before launching a new product. The expected value of
sample information is defined to be the difference between the expected value given the
sample information and the expected value without that information. The arrow between
uncertain outcome and test reflects the fact that the test results depend on the event. The
conditional probability table attached to the node test reflects the fact the test is not
perfect, i.e. it is the reliability of the test. The arrow between test and the decision reflects
the fact that the results of the test are taken into consideration in the decision making
process.
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Outcome =1
Outcome =2
P (testl uncertain outcome)
Test = 1 Test= 2
0.8 0.2
0.2 0.8
Figure 4.33 Simple one stage decision, plus value of imperfect information
The graph in Figure 4.34 shows a situation where the probabilities are a function of the
alternative chosen, e.g. the probability that a threat (hazard) occurs depends on
countermeasures taken.
Figure 4.34 Event probabilities depend on the decision
Finally Figure 4.35 shows an example of a two staged decision situation, where the
decisions are made sequentially. Decision 1 is taken first. Decision 2, is influence by the
results of Decision 1 and an uncertain event, Uncertainty 1. The utilities associated with
this specific decision problem depend on the results of both decisions, Decision 1 and
Decision 2, as well as on two uncertain events, Uncertainty 1 and Uncertainty 2. An
example of such a case could be: Decision 1: Choice of construction strategy for a tunnel,
for example choice between NATM and TBM methods; Decision 2: Choice of pre-
support method: None or fiberglass bolts.
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Figure 4.35 Two stage decision
4.7.2 Inference for Influence diagrams
The process of inference in an influence diagram consists of computing the expected
utility associated with the different decisions or strategies. As in Bayesian networks there
are two groups of algorithms that can be used to make inference in an influence diagram:
exact and approximate. The most basic of way to solve an influence diagram is to unfold
it into a decision tree and solve it. However if one wants to take advantage of the
structure of an influence diagram and encoded conditional independences, one of the
most common is the Variable Elimination algorithm for influence diagrams which has
many similarities to the Variable Elimination technique described for Bayesian
Networks. For more details reference is made to Jordan, M., 1998; Jensen, 2001.
4.8 Conclusions
There are a number of models available for data representation and decision making,
which include rule based - systems, artificial neural networks, Fuzzy-rules, fault and
event trees and decision trees. Among these, the Bayesian networks and Influence
diagrams are considered to be the most suitable for the problem of accidents during
tunnel construction. The main reasons for choosing BN representation over the others are
as follows:
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- They handle incomplete data sets without difficulty because they discover
dependencies among all variables. When one of the inputs is not observed, most
models will end up with an inaccurate prediction. That is because they do not
calculate the correlation between the input variables. Bayesian networks suggest a
natural way to encode these dependencies.
- One can learn about causal relationships by using Bayesian networks. There are
two important reasons to learn about causal relationships. This is worthwhile
when one would like to understand the problem domain, for instance, during
exploratory data analysis. Additionally, in the presence of intervention, one can
make predictions with the knowledge of causal relationships.
- Bayesian networks facilitate the combination of domain knowledge and data.
Prior or domain knowledge is crucially important if one performs a real-world
analysis; in particular, when data are inadequate or expensive. The encoding of
causal prior knowledge is straightforward because Bayesian networks have causal
semantics. Additionally, Bayesian networks encode the strength of causal
relationships with probabilities. Therefore, prior knowledge and data can be put
together with well-studied techniques from Bayesian statistics.
- Bayesian methods provide an efficient approach to avoid the over-fitting of data.
Models can be "smoothed" in such a way that all available data can be used for
training by using Bayesian approach.
In spite their potential to address inferential processes, there are however some
limitations to Bayesian Networks:
- Depending on their size they may require initial knowledge of many probabilities.
The results are very sensitive to the quality and extent of the prior knowledge, i.e.
a Bayesian network is only as useful as this prior knowledge is reliable.
- Performing exact inference on a Bayesian network, as well as learning Bayesian
networks from large amounts of data, can have a significant computational cost,
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since they are a NP hard tasks9 . Approximate algorithms can be used in these
situations.
- The restriction of the Bayesian Network to be acyclic can be an issue when
modeling problems where feedback loops are common features. There are
however methods to deal with these situations as demonstrated in section 4.6.4.
Despite their limitations, from all methods, BN is the one with the ability to best
represent problems in a complex domain of inherent probability and to provide project
managers/ designers/ contractor with good understanding of the problem.
A comparison between the more classical tool for decision analysis, the decision tree, and
the Bayesian networks (extended to influence diagrams) will be presented in the next
chapter by means of an example, applied to tunneling, in order for a better understanding
of similarities and differences between both techniques, as well as their advantages and
disadvantages.
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4.10 Appendix E - Example (adapted from Jensen, F. 1996)
Mary lives in Los Angeles. One morning when she leaves the house, she realizes that her
grass is wet. Is it due to the rain (R) or has she forgotten to turn off the sprinkler (S)? Her
belief in both events increases.
Next she notices that the grass of her neighbor, John is also wet. Now, she is almost
certain that it has been raining. Figure 4.36 represents the network for this situation:
RQ
Figure 4.36 Bayesian Network for Grass wet example
R (Rain), S (Sprinkler), J (john's grass wet) and M (Mary's grass wet) are the variables.
Yes and No are the states for each variable. J has R as parent. M has S and R as parents,
i.e. Rain and Sprinkler are both causes for Mary's grass to be wet.
When Mary notices her own grass is wet, she is doing the reasoning in the opposite
direction of the causal arrows. Her observation increases the certainty of both R and S.
When Mary checks her neighbor grass, the observation that it is also wet increases the
certainty of R drastically, i.e. the certainty that it has been raining or the P(R= yes)
increases after Mary's observation. The fact that the John's wet grass has been explained
leads Mary to no longer have any reason to believe that the sprinkler has been on (this is
called Explaining away). Hence the certainty that we had on the sprinkler being on (S =
yes) is reduced. This is an example of dependence changing with the information
available. In the initial state when nothing is known R and S are independent. When we
have the information on Mary's grass R and S become dependent.
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In order for the network to be complete each variable with parents must have a
conditional probability table. We should also have the prior certainties of Rain and
Sprinkler. For this model one needs the prior probability of R and S. Lets assume all
variables can only have two possible states yes or no and that their probability
distribution is P (R) = (0.2, 0.8) and P(S) = (0.1, 0.9), where for example the probability
that it was raining is 0.2 (R = yes) and the probability that the Sprinkler was on is 0.1
(S = yes). P (JI R) and P (MI R, S) are in presented in table 4. These probabilities must be
inputted in order for network to be completed. They can be subjective, or they can be
extracted from databases, for example. Table 1 reads the following way:
P (J = yes I R =yes) = 1.0
P (J = no I R = yes) = 0
P (J = yes I R = no) = 0.2
P (J = no I R =no) = 0.8
Table 4.10 Conditional probabilities of the example. P (JIR)
R P (J= yes) P (J= no)
yes 1 0
no 0.2 0.8
From table 1 it is possible to get the probability that john's grass is wet given that was not
raining, i.e P (J=yes I R = no) = 0.2. This may implicitly reflect the fact that John might
have forgot his sprinkler open during the night, for example.
Table 4.11 Conditional probabilities of the example. P (MIR, S)
S R P(M = yes) P(M = no)
yes yes 1 0
yes no 0.9 0.1
no yes 1 0
no no 0 1
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From table 2 is possible to get the probability of Mary's grass being wet (M = yes) given
that the Sprinkler was (S= yes) on and it was not raining (R= no), i.e. P (M = yes I S =yes,
R = no) = 0.9.
Now one needs to calculate the prior probabilities of M and J. For P (J) first calculate P
(J, R) through P (Jj R) P(R) = P (J, R) and then marginalize R out (P (J) = I P (J, R)). The
result is P (J) = (0.36, 0.64). The result for P (J, R) is presented in table 3.
Table 4.12 Prior probability table for P (J, R)
R = P(J= yes) P(J= no) R = P(J= yes) P(J= no)
yes 1 x 0.2 0 x 0.2 = yes 0.2 0
no 0.2 x 0.8 0.8 x 0.8 = no 0.16 0.64
P (J) = 0.36 0.64
For the calculation of P (M), first one calculates P (M, R, S). This calculation follows the
same scheme has before. The product will be P (M, R, S) = P (M I R, S) P (R, S) and
since R and S are independent P (M, R, S) = P (M | R, S) P (R) P (S). After this one has
to marginalize R and S in order to obtain P (M) = (0.272, 0.728). The prior probability is
for P (M, R, S) is shown in table 4.
Table 4.13 Prior probability table for P (M, R, S)
S R P(M = yes) P(M = no)
yes yes 0.02 0
yes no 0.072 0.008
no yes 0.18 0
no no 0 0.72
P (M) = 0.272 0.728
The evidence that the Mary's grass is wet can be used to update P (M, R, S) by
annihilating all entries with M = n and normalize the table by dividing by the sum of the
remaining entries (P (M = yes)), i.e. we know that the state of variable M is yes. The
updated distributions of P* (R) and P* (S) are then calculated by marginalization of P*
(M, R, S). The result is in table 5.
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Table 4.14 Calculation of P* (M, R, S) = P (M, R, S1 M=y)
S R P(M = yes) P(M = no) P(M = yes) P(M = no)
yes yes 0.02/0.272 0 = 0.074 0
yes no 0.072/ 0.272 0 = 0.264 0
no yes 0.18/0.272 0 = 0.662 0
no no 0/0.272 0 = 0 0
P (M)= 1 0
Note: if one marginalize S and R out of P*(M, R, S) P (M) = (1, 0) and this denotes the fact that
state of M is known to be yes, P (M=yes) = 1.
From marginalization of P* (M, R, S) one will get:
P* (R = yes) = 0.074 + 0.662 = 0.736
(it is basically the summation of all possible cases where R =yes.)
P* (S = yes) = 0.074 + 0.264 = 0.338.
The next step is to use P*(R) to update P (J, R) through
P * (J, R) = P(J I R)P * (R) = P(J, R) P (R)
P(R) 9 where P (R) is the prior probability of
Rain and P* (R) is the updated probability of Rain.
Table 4.15 Calculation of P* (J, R)
R = P(J= yes) P(J= no)
ves 0.2 * 0.736/0.2 0
R = P(J= yes) P(J= no)
yes 0.736 0
no 0.16 * 0.264/0.8 0.64 * 0.264/0.8 no 0.0528
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P*(J)= 0.7888 0.2112
Note : remember that P (R) = (0.2, 0.8) and P* (R) = (0.736, 0.264)
0.2112
After that one will use the evidence that John's grass is also wet (J = yes) to update the
distribution for (J, R) and get the new updated probability of Rain, i.e., P** (R = yes) =
0.933. Table 7 shows these calculations.
Table 4.16 Calculation of P** (J, R) = P (J, R I J = yes, M = yes)
R = P(J= yes) P(J= no) P(J= yes) P(J= no)
yes 0.736 / (0.736 + 0.0528) 0 = 0.933 0
no 0.0528 / (0.736 + 0.0528) 0 = 0.067 0
P**(J) = 1 0
Finally one will also want to calculate the probability of the sprinkler being on, given
Mary's and John's grass being wet. First, one will calculate P** (M, R, S) through,
P **(M, R, S) = P(M, R, S) P**(R)
P * (R) , then by marginalizing one will get P** (S).
Table 4.17 Calculation of P** (M, R, S) = P (M, R, S I M=yes, J =yes) = P (M, R, S I M=yes)
S R P(M = yes) P(M = no) P(M = yes) P(M = no)
yes yes 0.074* 0.933/0.736 0 = 0.094 0
yes no 0.264* 0.067/0.264 0 = 0.067 0
no yes 0.662* 0.933/0.736 0 = 0.839 0
no no 0 0 = 0 0
Note: remember that P* (R) = (0.736, 0.264) and P** (R) = (0.933, 0.067)
Marginalizing one will get the probability for Sprinkler (S) to be on.
P ** (S = yes) = 0.094 + 0.067 = 0.161
This example intends to show how a Bayesian network works. The main idea of these
networks is that not everything affects everything. What this model says is that Mary
grass state is affected by the rain and the sprinkler but not by John's grass state. John's
grass state is only affected by the rain. These are not all the relationships between
variables. If I write a joint distribution on these four variables (Rain, Sprinkle, Mary and
John) I can express every possible relationship between these variables, and I will have a
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Joint probability table with 2x2x2x2 = 16 entries. I will have to know 16-1 = 15
probabilities (minus 1 because the table must add up to one). In the case of the Bayesian
network the tables I had to prescribe (P(R), P (S), P (M, R, S) and P (J, R)) also had
altogether 16 entries (this is a coincidence!) but the probabilities I have to prescribe are
much less because each table is a distribution and they have to add up to one. So the
number of probabilities I had to assign was only 8. What one did here was to simplify the
model of the world and say that not everything depends on everything in order to have a
more compact representation of the joint distribution of these variables and also a more
efficient way of doing inference.
According to the Chain rule it is possible to represent the joint probability of R, S, J, M
the following way:
P (R, S, J, M) = P (M I J, S, R) x P (J| S, R) x P (S I R) x P (R)
Equation 4.44
But according to our model of the world,
P (MI J, S, R) = P (M|S, R), i.e. M just depends directly on S and R
P (JI S, R) = P (JIR), i.e. according to our model the state of John's grass (J) only depends
on whether it has been raining (R) or not (and not on Mary's Sprinkler (S))
P (SI R) = P (S), i.e. according to our model the fact that the sprinkler was left on (or not)
is independent from the fact that it was raining.
We can rewrite Equation 4.44 the following way:
P (R, S, J, M) = P (M I S, R) x P (JI R) x P (S) x P (R)
Equation 4.45
It is therefore possible to generalize the Chain Rule to Bayesian Networks the following
way:
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In a Bayesian Network, for a variable Ai only its parents directly influence it, i.e. variable
Ai is conditional independent from the all other variables expect its parents.
Let BN be a Bayesian network over U = {A1, ... An}. Then the joint probability
distribution P (U) is the product of all conditional probabilities specified in BN:
P(U) = H P(A,|pa(Ai))
Equation 4.46
Where pa (Ai) is the parent set of Ai.
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4.11 Appendix F- Derivation of the ML estimator for a multinomial
distribution - one variable
For the case of one variable X and k possible values, we will have:
k
P (X=xi) = 01 , where Oie[O, 1], Lj9 =1 andi=1,...k
i=1
Imagine we have a dataset D. D will be an array of Ml, M2,....Mk. where Mi is the
number of times I observed the value i. For example in a die, k=6, the array D will have 6
components that correspond to the number of times I observed each side of the die.
P (D: 0) is the probability of our data D, when the model is 0 = <01,02 ....Ok >
By applying ML we are trying to find the set of parameters 01 such that if they will make
the data as likely as possible.
max k
0 P(D: 0) =H M
i=1
(Proof: imagine my dataset is a sequence of sides of a die <1, 3, 1, 3, 4, 1, 2.....>
assuming that each one of the rolls of the die is independent, then:
k
P(D : 0) = 02030103040102--= 003 012 04...., i.e P(D : 0) =J M' )
i=1
Taking logs on both sides of the equation, one will get:
mo
9 log P(D: 9) = i log9,i
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Maximizing log P(D: 0),
3 (log P(D: 0)) 0 and
=0an
k
i=1
=1 --> 6 k =
k-i
1- 0
Substituting
log P(D : 0) =
k-1 k-i
Mi log O + Mk log(1- 60)
i=1 i=1
And then
D(logP(D:6)) M Mk
ao 0, 0k
Solving for6,
M.6
Oi.= 'i Ok
' MkMk
Equation 4.47
Based on the previous result (Equation 4.47):
k-i
i=1
k-i k-i M .
=1 M 6 k =6kM
i=1 Mk i=1 Mk
k-1M
1-06 =06 k
i1 Mk
k-1 M.
6k(1+= ')=1
i1l Mk
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k-1 M .
6k ( +( ' ) =1I
Mk
k-i k
Mk >Mg .MM
9 k( M i1 )k i=l 1  k kMk Mk k M,
Equation 4.48
Substituting 9 k (from Equation 4.48) in Equation 4.47 one will get the following final
result:
M.
Oi k
=M,
i=1
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CHAPTER 5 Risk Assessment and Mitigation
In this chapter risk assessment and mitigation strategies are developed with the goal of
avoiding the major problems described in Chapter 4. The focus will be on determining
the "optimal" construction method for a given tunnel alignment. The developed
methodology was divided into two parts: Design phase and Construction phase, emphasis
being on the construction phase. In this chapter the basic principles of the methodology
proposed are presented, and illustrated through a simple example. Basic concepts
regarding risk and utility functions, necessary to the understanding of the methodology
will be briefly discussed.
Risk assessment and management should be done during:
1. Design Phase
During the design phase, information is available regarding geological,
hydrological conditions, as well as regarding construction method costs and times.
This information is used to determine, for the different possible alignments the
"optimal" construction strategy for each alignment. Most existing tools, determine
the "optimal" construction strategy in terms of costs and time. This is what the
DAT (Decision Aids for Tunneling) do (See Einstein et al, 1978 and 1987).
However, in the context of this study the main focus will be to determine the
"optimal" construction strategy (or method) in terms of risk of an undesirable
event for each given alignment.
2. Construction Phase
Once an alignment and a construction strategy are chosen, the construction phase
starts. During construction information becomes available regarding the
geological conditions crossed by the tunnel, behavior of the excavation (e.g.
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through deformation and stress measurements) as well as information on the
construction. This is information should and must be used to update the
predictions made during the design phase. In the context of the developed
methodology emphasis will be placed on updating the geological conditions for
the part of tunnel that has not been excavated based on the geological conditions
encountered during excavation. This will then be used to update the "optimal"
construction strategy for the remaining unexcavated part of the tunnel.
3. Operation Phase
Risk management during operation will not be addressed in this work.
5.1 Risk Management
5.1.1 Definitions
5.1.1.1 Risk
There are many definitions for risk (see Baecher 1981, Vanmarcke and Bohnenblust
1982). The simplest form to express risk is:
R = P[E]x C
Equation 5.1
R is risk
P [E] is the hazard (i.e. the probability of an undesirable event E)
C is the consequence or loss
More generally, for an undesirable event E with different consequences, vulnerability
levels are associated, and the risk can be defined as presented below (Einstein, 1997):
R = P[E]xP[C I E]xuu[C]
Equation 5.2
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R is the Risk
P [E] is the hazard (i.e. the probability of the event)
P [CIE] is vulnerability of event E
u [C] is the utility of consequences C
P [E], the Hazard and expresses the uncertainty of an undesirable event
P [CIE], the Vulnerability and translates the fact that if the undesirable event occurs the
consequences are uncertain. The vulnerability is expressed by a conditional probability.
u [C], the Utility of the consequences, is very often expressed in monetary values.
However utilities are extremely useful whenever other effects are associated with
consequences such as environmental, social, etc.
More generally, for different failure modes, Ej, with which different consequences
(discretized) and hence vulnerability levels are associated, expected risk can be defined
as:
E[R]=X ZP[E ]xP[C IEj]xC,
j i
Equation 5.3
P[C I E ] is the vulnerability to the failure mode j
P[E ] is the probability of failure mode j
Note that since consequences are continuous, C, can refer to the average value of
consequences within a range, say C, = ' , in which case the vulnerability for failure
2
mode j is:
P[C, IE1 ]=P[c, <C, cj1 l|E]
Equation 5.4
For one failure mode:
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E[R]=P[E]xZP[C IE]xCi
Equation 5.5
In the context of this chapter the definition of risk that will be used is as follows:
E[R] =E P[Ej ]x P[u(Ci)| E1 ] xu(C,)
j i
Equation 5.6
P[u(Ci) I Ej ] is the vulnerability to the failure mode j
P[Ej] is the probability of failure mode j
u(C,) is the utility of consequence i
5.1.1.2 Utility Function
In the planning stage of a project, construction managers assess construction options, and
estimate project utility based on optimal options (those that maximize utility). One should
start off by defining the objective(s). The objective(s) in the vast majority of engineering
projects is to maximize utility. It is worth discussing utility and utility functions here in a
little more depth.
Utility is defined as a true measure of value for the decision maker. Utility theory
provides a framework whereby value can be measured, combined, and compared with
respect to a decision maker Utility functions are functions that describe the decision
maker's relative preference between attributes (Bell, D. E., Raiffa, H., & Tversky, A,
1988). When cost or profit is considered the only attribute, the result is the simplest form
of utility function, where utility is equated to cost or profit. This is what is most
frequently done in practice. Multiattribute utility analyses (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976)
though well-established in decision analysis science and management, has found limited
use in practical engineering. This section will focus on methods to develop utility
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functions based on one single attribute. For methods to develop simple multiattribute
utility functions see Keeney and Raiffa, 1976 and a brief description is presented in
Appendix G.
Determination of a Utility Function (one attribute)
The utility function quantifies the order of preferences for a decision maker, allowing one
to express these preferences numerically.
Suppose that there are n events (E1, E2, En) to which utilities are to be assigned. The steps
to determine the utility function values are the following (Ang and Tang, 1984):
Step 1: Arrange the events in decreasing order of preference: Ei > E2> E3 (for example)
Step 2: Assign a utility 1 to the most preferred event and 0 to the least preferred event:
u (E1) =1 and u (En) =0
Step 3: To determine the utility of E 2 relative to E1 and En, a method is to offer the
decision maker the choice between the following lotteries:
Lottery 1:
1.0
Lottery 2: C) - E2
The value of p will be adjusted until the decision maker is indifferent between lottery 1
and lottery 2. An indirect way of obtaining the value of p is to use a probability wheel
(see Spetzler & Stadl von Hostein 1975). The utility of E2 will be equal to p, since:
u(Lottery 2) = u(Lottery 1)
u(E 2 )= pu(E) + (1 - p)u(E,)
u(E 2)= p x l+(1 - p) x 0
u(E 2)= P
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Step 4: Repeat step 3 (n-3) times with E 2 replaced by E 3 to E,. 1, to obtain the utility value
of all n events.
Step 5: Cross check the values obtained in step 4 for consistency, by repeating step 3
using u (E1) and u (En. 1), as new reference points. Compare u' (E2) with the previously
obtained u (E2)
Lottery 3:
l-p' En-1
1.0
Lottery 4: )- E2
The utility of E2, u' (E2 ) will be equal to:
u(Lottery 4) = u(Lottery 3)
U' (E2 )= p'u(E,) + (1 - p')u(E,,)
u'(E 2 ) = p'x1+(I - p')u(E,,)
One must check that value of u'(E 2) is the same as the value of u(E 2) i.e. that the utility
of E 2, is consistent, for this to happen:
u(E 2)= u'(E 2)
p = p'x + (1 - p')u(En_1)
Step 6: Repeat step 5 (n-4) times with E 2 replaced each time by E3 to En-2, respectively.
If inconsistencies between the obtained utility values are found, the process must be
repeated until the values agree satisfactorily.
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Common types of Utility Functions
The shape of the functions will depend on the decision maker's risk preference, i.e. risk
neutral, risk averse, or risk prone. A representation of the shape of the utility functions for
different risk preferences is shown in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1 Marginal Utility function for different decision maker risk preference.
Several types of functions have been proposed for risk prone, and risk averse decision
makers (Ang and Tang, 1976). Examples include logarithmic functions and exponential
functions. These are expressed in general terms as, for example the exponential function:
u(x) = a+be~A
Equation 5.7
where y is a parameter that measures the degree of risk aversion or risk proneness. a and
b are normalization constants. If the utility function is normalized so that u(O) =0 and
u(1) =1 one will have:
1
u~x)=(1-e-')
1-e-
Equation 5.8
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For positive values, as |7| increases the decision maker becomes more risk averse. For
negative values of 7, as 171 increases the more risk prone the decision maker becomes
(Figure 5.2).
Figure 5.2 Exponential utility function
Consequences are often expressed in monetary units. In some cases monetary value may
not be a consistent measure of utility, since the preference order and respective value of
consequences may depend on the amount of money involved. The typical utility function
for money is illustrated in Figure 5.3 for a risk averse decision maker. Although a
decision maker maybe risk prone for positive values (i.e. gain or profit), but he/she is
normally risk averse for negative values such as costs. The dotted line in Figure 5.3
shows the utility function for money for a decision maker with a risk neutral preference.
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Figure 5.3 utility function for money (U(X) = -e-3X
5.1.2 "Classic" Risk Analysis techniques
Consider a simple example where an engineer is faced with the choice of two different
construction strategies for a tunnel, as for example presented in Figure 5.4.
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Section:
Length: r 1000 m 900 m 600 m
Figure 5.4 Topography and Tunnel Alignment (from Karam et al, 2007)
The tunnel is divided into sections, three in this example, which are assumed to be
independent. In each section, different geologic states may be encountered and,
consequently, different construction strategies might be used. For the purpose of this
example only section 1 will be analyzed. The prior geological states (state variables) for
tunnel section 1 are presented in Table 5.1. The construction strategies (decision
variables) and associated costs for section1 are shown in Table 5.2 . The probability of
failure given the construction strategy and the geological state, i.e. the vulnerabilities, are
presented in Table 5.3. The consequences (utilities) associated with failure are presented
in Table 5.4
Table 5.1 Prior geological states for section 1 Table 5.2 Construction Strategies Costs
Construction U = - Cost
strategy
CS1  -15
CS2 -10
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Table 5.3 Probability of Failure given
construction strategy and geological state
(vulnerability)
Table 5.4 Consequences of Failure (Utilities)
Note that construction strategies do not necessarily imply construction methods;
strategies can refer to the same construction method, for example, EPBM with different
modes of operation or NATM with different support types. Figure 5.5 show an example
of different construction strategies. In this case the construction strategies refer to the
same construction method, NATM, with different excavation sequences and supports.
In this example, the engineer is worried about failure of the face of the tunnel during
construction. It is assumed that there is only one mode of failure.
The cost of constructing tunnel section 1 and associated risk is obtained by considering
the section independently of others. A probabilistic model (decision tree) is constructed
for each section. Figure 5.6 shows the decision tree for section 1 of the tunnel.
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Figure 5.5 Description
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P (kF|Gi,CSj) Cij+ Uk
Construction Strateqy Geological State Event
P (Failure | G1, CS1) = 0.01
Figure 5.6 Probabilistic Model (Decision Tree) for Section 1
Chance nodes type I show the expected utilities for a given construction strategy, and are
computed from:
E[U I CSj] = P(Gi) P(kF I Gi, CSj) x(Uk + C
Equation 5.9
where:
Gi represents geologic state
n is the total number of geologic states
CSj is the construction strategy
P(Gi) is the (prior) probability of geologic state i
m is the total number of failure modes (including no failure)
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P(kF I Gi, CSj) is probability of failure mode k, in geology i with construction strategy j.
Note that in this specific case there are only two failure "modes" (k=1 Failure, k=2 No
Failure).
C, the cost of construction strategy j in geologic state Gi
Ukj is the utility associated with Failure mode k, in geologic state Gi with construction
strategy CSj
At the decision node type I, the maximum expected utility over all construction strategies
is computed from:
max{E[U I CSj]}j=1
Equation 5.10
where:
j represents construction strategy
1 is the total number of construction strategies
The expected utility of the tunnel section is:
E[U] = max P(Gi) $ P(kF I Gi,CSj) x(U + C, )j }
=1 i=1 (k=1
Equation 5.11
Decisions are made regarding the optimal construction strategy(ies) based on expected
values of utility given the uncertain geology and possible failure mode. In the example
above, the optimal construction strategy that leads to maximum utility is construction
strategy 2, or CS2, and the maximum utility is -13.81.
Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analyses allow one to study how the variation of the input variables will
change the output of a model. In the specific case of the tunnel decision model, this
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means to observe how varying the costs of construction strategies, utilities associated
with failure and prior probability distributions, will affect the expected value associated
with both construction strategies, CS 1 and CS2, and therefore the choice of the "optimal"
construction strategy.
Figure 5.7 to Figure 5.10 show sensitivity analyses performed on the decision model of
Figure 5.6 where expected utilities of both construction strategies, CS1 and CS2 are
compared as the cost of Construction Strategy CS1 and Construction Strategy CS2,
Consequences of Failure, Probability of failure in geological state G1 with Construction
Strategy CS2 and (prior) probability of geological state are varied.
0
-5 - -- CS2
-10
CA
-15 -
-20
-25--
-30
-30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0
Cost of CS1
Figure 5.7 Sensitivity analysis - varying the
cost of Construction Strategy CS 1
(cost expressed in utilities)
-10 -
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Figure 5.9 Sensitivity analysis - varying the
Probability of failure in geological state GI
with Construction Strategy CS2
-6
F-- C-S1
-8 - -- CS2
-10
0
LU-12
-14 --
-16
-18
-200 -150 -100 -50 0
Consequence of Failure in CS2, G1
Figure 5.8 Sensitivity analysis - varying the
Consequences of Failure using construction
strategy CS2 in geology GI
-10
-11- CS1
__CS2
-12
-13
-14
u -15
-18
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
P(G1)
Figure 5.10 Sensitivity analysis - varying the
(prior) Probability of geological state GI
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By varying the cost of construction strategy CSl in geology G1, one observes that for a
cost of CSl above 13.65 (monetary units), maintaining all the other variables the same,
construction strategy CS2 becomes the "optimal" decision, i.e. the one with the highest
expected utility associated (Figure 5.7).
If one varies the utility associated with consequences of failure with construction strategy
CS2 (which includes also the cost of construction strategy CS2) in geology GI, as shown
in Figure 5.8, it is noted that for utilities below about 133 (monetary units), construction
strategy CS2 is the most attractive choice.
When varying the probability of failure in geology GI with Construction Strategy CS2
the breakpoint between the two constructions strategies, CS1 and CS2, is about
P (Failure|G1, CS2)=0.138, i.e. for values of P (Failure|Gi, CS2) above 0.138,
construction strategy CS 1 is the "optimal" choice (see Figure 5.9).
Varying the (prior) probability of geological state has an effect on both the expected
utility of construction strategy CS1 and construction strategy CS2. Figure 5.10 shows
however that this effect is more pronounced in the case of the expected utility of
construction strategy CS2. Also note that for values of P (G1) below 0.56 (and values of
P (G2) above 0.44) construction strategy CS2 has the highest utility.
Figure 5.11 shows the relative change of the base value' of utility of the cost variables,
namely cost of CS 1 (base value:-15) and CS2 (base value:-10), consequences of failure in
GI with CS1 (base value:-35) and CS2 (base value:-90) and consequences of failure in
G2 with CS 1 (base value:-25) and CS2 (base value:-70), and their effect on the expected
utility calculated by Equation 5.11. One can observe that the cost of CS 1 and the cost of
CS2 are the variables that most influence the expected utility. Regarding the
consequences of failure, only the "cost" of failure in GI with CS2 has a significant
influence on the expected utility. The change of consequences of failure in G2 (with
construction strategy CS1 or CS2), and the consequence of failure in GI with
I Base values refer to the values used originally in the model of Figure 5.6.
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construction strategy CS 1 have little effect on the maximum expected utility, for the
considered range of percentage change in the base values (i.e. -100% and +100% of the
base value).
The "breaks" in the different curves of Figure 5.11 correspond to values at which
E (UICS 1) = E (UICS2). The break point for the utility of the cost of construction CS 1 is
around -9% of the base value of 15 (utility =-15), i.e. for a cost of CS1 of 13.7. This
means that for a cost of CS1 lower than 13.7 (utility =-13.7) the optimal construction
strategy is CS1 and for a cost above 13.7 the optimal construction strategy is CS2. The
break point for the utility of the cost of construction CS2 is around 20% of the base value
of 10 (utility =-10), i.e. cost of CS1 of 12 (utility =-12). For costs of CS2 up to 12, CS2 is
still the "optimal" construction strategy and for costs higher than 12, CS1 will become
the "optimal" construction strategy. The break point for the utility of consequences
("cost") of failure in GI with CS2 is around +37% of the base value (utility=-90), i.e. for
a "cost" of failure in GI with CS2, higher than 123 (utility=-123) the "optimal"
construction strategy will be CS 1, instead of CS2. The change of consequences of failure
in G2 (with construction strategy CS1 or CS2), and the cost of failure in GI with
construction strategy CS1 (for the considered range of variation) have no effect on the
"optimal" construction strategy, which will remain CS2, as shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.11 Sensitivity analysis - relative change of cost variables and their effect on the max of
Expected Utility given the construction strategy (Equation 5.11)
Figure 5.12 shows the effect on the expected utility calculated with Equation 5.11 of the
relative change of the base value of the probability of: G1 (base value: 0.4), failure in G1
with construction strategy CS1 (base value: 0.01) and CS2 (base value: 0.1), and failure
in G2 with construction strategy CS1 (base value: 0.001) and CS2 (base value: 0.005).
The probability of ground classes, P (G1), and the probability of failure in Gi with CS2,
P (Failure|Gi, CS2) have the most influence on the expected utilities. For values of
P (Gi) up to around 0.56 (and P (G2) = 1-0.56=0.44), the "optimal" construction strategy
remains CS2, for P (G1)>0.56 the "optimal" construction strategy becomes CS1. For
values of the P (Failurel G1, CS2) lower than 0.137 the "optimal" construction strategy
remains CS2, for values above 0.137 the optimal" construction strategy becomes CS1.
The change in P (Failure|GI, CS 1), P (FailureIG2, CS1) and P (FailureIG2, CS2), have
no effect on the "optimal" construction strategy, which will remain CS2, as shown in
Figure 5.6.
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The graphs of Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 show, which are the variables the model is
most sensitive to, i.e. which are the variables that cause the most change to the model's
output when varied. The variables that most influence the expected utilities are, for this
model, the costs of the construction strategies CS 1 and CS2.
I I -I- - - -10
- -P(G1)
--s- P(FailurejG1, CS1)
P(FailureJG2, CS1)
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Percentage change in base value
Figure 5.12 Sensitivity analysis - relative change of probabilities and their effect on the max of
Expected Utility given the construction strategy (Equation 5.11)
Figure 5.13 shows a two-way analysis where both the cost of construction strategy CS1
and CS2 are varied and their effect on the maximum expected utility is studied. The red
line corresponds to values of CS 1 and CS2 that yield the same Max (E|UCSj). The graph
also indicates where E (UICS1) > E (UICS2) and E (UICS1) < E (UICS2), i.e. where
construction strategy CS 1 is the "optimal construction" and where construction strategy
CS2 is the "optimal construction", respectively. Figure 5.14 shows the effect of the
variation both the cost of construction strategy CS 1 and CS2 on the choice for "optimal"
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construction strategy. One can observe which is the" optimal" construction strategy for
each combination of costs of the two possible strategies.
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Figure 5.13 Sensitivity analysis - effect of varying cost of
expected utility given construction
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The cost of changing (where relevant) construction strategies
The construction strategy with highest expected utility in a tunnel section, say x, may be
different than for the construction strategy with highest expected utility in an adjacent
section, say (x + 1). Costs are incurred when changing (where relevant) construction
strategies between adjacent sections. These costs will be referred to as switchover costs.
There are several ways in which switchover costs can be incorporated into the analyses.
For example, Einstein et al. (1987) use a dynamic programming approach to consider
switchover costs when deciding on the optimal construction strategy. When using
decision tree analyses (or a Bayesian Network), one inherently determines the most
effective construction strategy in each tunnel section (since independence of sections is
assumed). For example, Figure 5.6 shows that CS2 is the most effective construction
strategy in section 1 of the tunnel shown in Figure 5.4. More generally, consider part of a
tunnel as shown in Figure 5.15.
Section: x-1xX + 1
Most cost effective * * *
construction strategy: x-1 x x+1
Figure 5.15 Illustration of Most Cost Effective Construction Strategies in Different Tunnel
Sections
Let CS* denote the most effective construction strategy in tunnel section x, and let Cs~
denote the cost of switchover from the most cost effective construction strategy in section
to the most effective construction strategy in section (x + 1). CS* is determined by
decision tree analysis (or BN), and Cs~ is user-specified. Cs~ is zero if CS* and
CSX+1 are the same, and non-zero otherwise.
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The switchover costs for the part of the tunnel in Figure 5.15. are therefore:
E[C,itch I _ C + C(XX+l)
Equation 5.12
where:
Ce_,x is the switchover cost from CS*_ to CS* at the boundary between sections (x -
1) and x
CXl is the switchover cost from CS* to CS * at the boundary between sections x and
(x + 1)
if Ca_, and C are the same and C(xx) = C(x1 x) = C wich , then Equation 5.12, will be
written as:
E[CswiCh, ] =2 Cstch
Equation 5.13
The total switchover cost for the entire tunnel is obtained by summing up the switchover
costs at all adjacent section boundaries as:
n-I
C'"ih = C(XX+)
X=1
Equation 5.14
where:
n is the total number of sections (leading to n - 1 boundaries)
The total expected cost of the tunnel is given by the sum of the expected construction
costs in each tunnel section, expressed in utilities, and the sum of the switchover costs
between sections:
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E[Utot al] = JE[U]+ Ctotal
X=1
Equation 5.15
where:
E[U'] is the expected construction cost of section x, expressed in utilities.
Coa is the total switchover costs (see Equation 5.14)
n is the total number of sections
Information model phase
During the design phase of a tunnel it is often important to decide on an exploration
scheme. Such tunnel exploration planning is also a process of decision making under
uncertainty. The information (model) phase is related to the tunnel exploration problem
in Table 5.5. In the information phase, one repeats the tunnel utility estimation as in the
probabilistic phase but introduces the effects of (virtual) exploration into the analyses.
Table 5.5
1978)
Information Phase in Decision Analysis for Tunnel Exploration (after Einstein et al.,
Step Information (Model) Exploration for Tunnels
Phase
1 Information Model Effect of exploration on expected construction
utility; decision tree
2 Expected value of Expected value of exploration (perfect and
information (perfect and imperfect)
sample)
3 Optimal information Exploration method and configuration (geometry
gathering scheme along tunnel)
The steps of for decision of the optimal exploration scheme are as follow (Karam et al,
2007)
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Step 1: Information Model
In step 1 of the information model, the characteristics of exploration (exploration
strategies) are assigned. Exploration (exploration strategies) is characterized by its
reliability defined as the probability that the exploration results indicate true conditions,
and its cost. An information model, which is a decision tree, is used to determine the
effects of exploration on expected costs.
Step 2: Expected value of information (perfect and sample)
In step 2, the expected value of exploration (perfect and imperfect) is determined using
the results of the information model (Step 1) and the probabilistic model in section 2.1.
Step 3: Optimal information gathering scheme
In step 3, the expected value of exploration (perfect and imperfect) is used to determine
the optimal information gathering scheme and to devise an optimal exploration plan for
the tunnel.
To illustrate this, reconsider the tunnel with the alignment shown in Figure 5.4 with the
same uncertain geology as expressed in Table 5.1, and the same utilities and probabilities
of failure shown in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4, respectively. Let the characteristics of
exploration (exploration reliability) be as shown in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6 Exploration Reliability Matrix
Reality
Exploration Indicates
Geologic State given Reality
G, 0.6 0.1
G2 0.4 0.9
The total expected utility of constructing the tunnel has two main components, namely:
(a) The expected utility of constructing each tunnel section (cost of construction and
utility associated with failure)
(b) The expected cost of exploration
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Figure 5.16 Information Decision Model for Section 1
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P (Go d E(Go)) = 0.20 ailur to".0
Chance node typ H GonClsG2 -10.35 P ( No Failure[lI G2, CS2) = 0.995 -1
No failure 0
Inperfect Ino A-4 Chance node tyeI P (Failurel I G1, CSI) = 0.01
-13.21 Failure -50
P (G1|I E(G2)) = 0.23
GonCasG1 -15.35 P ( No Failurel|I G1, CS1) = 0.99
No failure -:: 15
Constuction Strategy CS1 
-1 .10 P (Failurel I G2, CSI) = 0.001 4
P (G21 E(G2)) = 0.77
GonCasG2 -15.03 P ( No Failurel|I G2, CS1) = 0.999
P EM 0.70 No f alum,__ -15
Exploration indias G2 -12.33 P (FailurellI G1, CS2) = 0.1
P (G1|JE(G2)) = 0.23 Fal4 
10
GonCasG1 -19.00 P ( No Failurel|I G1, CS2) . 0.9
D ecision node ty eIConstruction Sir eg CS -_33 
No P (Fa ilurel G2, CS2) = 0.005 0
P (G21 E(G2)) = 0.77
GonCasG2 -10.35 P ( No Failurel I G2, CS2) = 0.995
No failure -10
Figure 5.17 Information Sub-Model for Section 1 - Imperfect information
(* For derivation of these probabilities see Equation 5.19 and Equation 5.20)
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There are two types of chance nodes and two types of decision nodes in the information
model.
Type I chance nodes show the expected utility for a given construction strategy and given
exploration results in a certain geologic state. These are computed from:
E[U I CSj and Exploration indicates Gr] = P(Gi IE(Gr))x XP(kF IGi,CSj)(UJ, +Cj
Equation 5.16
where:
i and r represent geologic states
CSj is the chosen construction strategy
E(Gr) is the geologic state indicated by exploration
P(Gi I E(Gr)) is the (posterior) probability of geologic state Gi given that exploration
indicates geologic state Gr
m is the total number of failure modes (including no failure)
P(kF I Gi, CSj) is probability of failure mode k, in geology i with construction strategy j
Uk,i is the utility associated with Failure mode k, in geologic state Gi with construction
strategy CSj
Cj, is the cost of construction strategy j in geologic state Gi
The posterior probability of geologic state Gi given that exploration indicates geologic
state Gr is computed using Bayes' Rule as:
PGiIE(Gr)) = P(Gi)E(Gr)Gi)
P(E(Gr))
Equation 5.17
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where:
P(E(Gr)|Gi) is the exploration reliability (from Table 5.6)
P(E(Gr)) is the probability that exploration indicates geologic state Gr, and is obtained
from the Total Probability Rule as:
P(E(Gr))= X P(E(Gr)I Gi)P(Gi)
Equation 5.18
since the geologic states Gi are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive.
In the example of Figure 5.17, for example, the probability that exploration indicates
geologic state G1, was obtained applying Equation 5.18:
P(E(Gl))= P(E(G1)IGi) P(G1)+ P(E(G1)IG2) P(G2)=0.6x0.4+0.1xO.6=0.3
Equation 5.19
The posterior probability of geologic state G1 given that exploration indicates geologic
state G1 is computed using Bayes' Rule as in Equation 5.17:
P(G1 )|E(G1)) = P(G1 )P(E(G1)G1) =-
P(E(G1)) 0.4 0.6 =0.80.3
Equation 5.20
At Type I decision nodes, the maximum expected utility over all construction strategies
for a given exploration result is computed as:
1
max{E[U I CSj, Exploration indicates Gr]}=
j=1
= max P(Gi I E(Gr)) E P(kF I Gi, CSj)(UlJ + C; i}j=1to=1 k=1
Equation 5.21
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The Type II chance node shows the expected utility of imperfect exploration, and is given
by:
E[Uimperfect Exploration] =
$ P(E(Gr))max { P(Gi| E(Gr)) $P(kF |Gi,CSj)(U,' i +C ))
r=1 =1 i=1 k=1 J
Equation 5.22
The Type II chance node can also give the expected utility of perfect exploration. This is
obtained using the identity matrix as the exploration reliability matrix. When this is the
case, the exploration reliability P(E(Gr) I Gi) has a value of one when r and i are the
same, and is zero otherwise. Equation 5.22 becomes:
E[UPerfect Exploration I = P(E( Gr)) max 1P(kF I Gi,CSj)(Uk, +iC ) J
Equation 5.23
At the Type II decision node (Figure 5.16), one can decide on whether to explore or not
based on the costs of no exploration, perfect exploration, and imperfect exploration. The
decision needs, however, to consider the cost of exploration, and this is shown next.
The expected cost of exploration
The cost of exploration is cost that enters into the total cost of construction of the tunnel,
expressed in utilities. If Cep denotes the expected cost of exploration, then the expected
utility of perfect exploration and imperfect exploration are given by:
E[UPect Eploration]= E P(E(Gr)) max P(kF I Gi, CSj)(Uksj + CJ} + Cep
Equation 5.24
And,
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E[Uimperfect Exploration ] =
Z{P(E(Gr))max I P(Gi I E(Gr)) P(kF I Gi,CSj)(Ukj + Ci 1 + Cex
r=1 =1 i=1 k=1 /
Equation 5.25
The Expected Value of Sample Information (EVSI) is defined as:
EVSI = E[Uimperfecexploration] 
- E[Unoexporation]
Equation 5.26
Where
E[Uimpefct exploration] is the expected value of imperfect exploration give by Equation 5.25.
E[Unoexploration] is the expected value of no exploration give by Equation 5.10.
In the previous example the Expected Value of Sample Information (EVSI) is:
EVSI = E[Uimperfectexploration ] - E[Unoexploration]
EVSI= -13.21-(-13.81+Cexp)
EVSI =0.6+Cexp
This means that it is worth to explore as long as the cost of exploration is less than 0.6
(note that Cex is a negative value).
Sensitivity Analysis
As for the probabilistic model, sensitivity analysis can also be performed to assess the
influence of the different variables on the expected utility of imperfect information.
Figure 5.18 shows the effect of the (prior) probability of geological state G1 on the
expected value of sample (or imperfect) information.
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1-
0.8-
> 0.6
0.4
0.2-
0 1 #
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
P (G1)
Figure 5.18 Effect of P (GI) on the expected value of sample information (EVSI)
Note that as the P (G1) increases, so does the EVSI, until P (G1) reaches 0.56, after which
EVSI decreases with the increase of P (GI), until it becomes zero, when P (G1) reaches
0.75. It makes sense that when P (G1) is closer to 0 and 1, the EVSI is closer to zero,
since in these cases the "certainty" of the geological state is higher, i.e. one is more
certain that either state G1 (in case of P (Gl) close to 1) or state G2 (in case of P (Gi)
close to 0) will occur. In these cases it is not as beneficial to explore as in the cases where
one is less certain of the geology. The highest EVSI occurs at about P (G1) = 0.56. This
has to do with the fact that for this value the expected value of both construction
strategies is extremely close (see Figure 5.10), and therefore the value of getting
information will be higher since it will set apart the two choices (CS 1 and CS2) further.
5.1.3 Bayesian Networks and Influence Diagrams
The decision problem regarding the tunnel in Figure 5.4 can be modeled by the Bayesian
Network (Influence diagram) in Figure 5.19 models the tunnel problem of Figure 5.4, for
Section 1.
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... . ....... ....................... WWWWWWM -- ff
G1 0.4
G2 0.6
Construction
Strategy (CS) Geological
CS1 State (G)
CS1 CS2
Failure G1 G2 GI G2
Mode (F)
Failure 0.01 0.001 0.1 0.005
No Failure 0.99 0.999 0.9 0.995
Total Cost
(C-+U)
Failure No Failure
Construction CS1 CS2 CS1 CS2
Geological state G1 G2 G1 G2 G1 G2 G1 G2
Utility -50 -40 -100 -80 -15 -15 -10 -10
Figure 5.19 Bayesian Network for tunnel problem on Figure 5.4
The network consists of:
- Two chance nodes, geological state which represents the two possible geological
states Gi and G2; and Failure mode, which represents the probability of failure.
Attached to the geological state chance node is the prior probability table (same as
the one in Table 5.1); and attached to the failure mode chance node is the
conditional probability table, Probability of Failure given construction strategy
and geological state, which is the same as the vulnerability presented in Table 5.3.
- One decision node, Construction strategy, which represents the two possible
construction strategies.
- One utility node, "Cost" offailure which represents the sum of costs associated
with the different construction strategies (C ) and the utilities associated with
failure (Uk, ). Attached to these nodes are the utilities associated with the
consequences of failure (combination of Table 5.2 Table 5.4 ).
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The arrows in Figure 5.19 represent the relationship and influence between variables. The
Failure mode is influenced by the geological state and construction strategy used; the
two arrows coming into this node reflect this. The "cost" offailure depends on the
failure mode, the construction strategy and the geological state.
There are several algorithms to solve Influence Diagrams. The one used in this example
is named Policy Evaluation (similar to variable elimination for Bayesian Networks). The
Policy Evaluation algorithm solves the whole model, exploring all the possible
combinations of decision nodes and observations. For all those combinations, it also
calculates the posterior distributions of all those nodes in the network that are impacted
by them. For more details see Chapter 4, Section 4.7.2.
The results after evaluating the influence diagram of Figure 5.19 are shown next in
Figure 5.20.
CSI -15.16 Construction
h 13 Strategy (CS) Geological
State (G)
Falure
Made (F)
Total Coast
(C+U)
Figure 5.20 Results for influence diagram of Figure 5.19
(* the same as decision node type I in Figure 5.6)
According to the model the "optimal" construction strategy based on the initial data is
CS 1 the same result was obtained with the decision tree. As in the decision tree
sensitivity analyses can be conducted to assess the influence of the different variables on
the "optimal" construction strategy. The results are the same as the ones presented in
Figure 5.7 to Figure 5.10.
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Information model phase
The information model using Bayesian Networks / Influence Diagrams is presented in
Figure 5.21.
Explore? Yes No
Geological State G1  G2  Gi G2  Explre ?
Says G, 0.6 0.1 0.5 0.5
Says G2  0.4 0.9 0.5 0.5
Explratitn Cost of Exporation
resuft
Geological State
Construct tn
Fat e Mode
Total Cost
(C+U)
Figure 5.21 Information model
The information model contains three additional nodes:
- A decision node, explore?, which represents the option of exploring or not.
- A chance node, exploration results, with values "says G1" and "says G2", which
represent the outcome of the exploration.
- A utility node cost of exploration, which represents the cost associated with the
exploration. In the model, the cost of exploration was not included in order to
compare the results of the Bayesian network with the decision tree.
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The Exploration results depend on the actual geological state and whether or not one
explores (explore? decision node). The dashed arrow between the exploration results
node and the construction strategy node denotes the fact that the construction strategy
decision is posterior (in time) to the decision of exploring, and therefore to the
exploration results. This is the same in the decision model represented in Figure 5.16 and
Figure 5.17 by a tree. The node Explore? in Figure 5.21 corresponds to the decision node
type II of Figure 5.16 and the node Construction Strategy to decision type node I in Figure
5.17. Attached to the exploration results node is the conditional probability table that
represented the probability that the exploration indicates a Geologic State given the
reality, for both decisions exploration and no exploration. This is the same as the
exploration reliability matrix in the case of exploration (Table 5.6). The analysis of the
information model yielded the following results, presented in Figure 5.22.
As one can observe the results are the same as calculated in Figure 5.17 with the decision
tree. The Expected value of sample (or imperfect) information (Equation 5.26) will be as
follows:
EVSI = E[Uimpefectexporation] - E[Unoexploration] = - 13.21-(-13.81) = 0.6 (monetary units)
Note that the cost of exploration must be less than the EVSI in order to be worth it to
explore.
Yes -13.21
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No -13.81
* same as decision node type I in Figure 5.17
Figure 5.22 Information model results
5.2 Proposed Methodology for Decision Making during Design Phase
and Construction Phase
In this section a methodology for risk assessment and decision making, using Bayesian
networks, for tunnel projects during design phase and construction phase will be
proposed.
5.2.1 Design Phase
During the design phase, the engineer will come up with the different strategies that
he/she would like to evaluate. The engineer will then divide the tunnel alignment into
different sections of more or less homogeneous conditions, similar to what is done in
Figure 5.4.
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Each section is then treated independently. For each section the following information is
needed:
- Prior probability of geological states, PGi
- Vulnerability, i.e. the probability of failure mode k, in geology i with construction
strategy j, Pk
- The consequences of Failure mode k, expressed in utilities, UkJ
- Cost of changing (where relevant) construction strategies, C,,,iCh.
5.2.1.1 Example application (Design Phase)
In Section 5.1.3, Figure 5.19 represents the BN model to solve the decision problem of
the "optimal" construction strategy for Section 1 of the tunnel presented in Figure 5.4. In
order to determine the "optimal" construction sequence for the entire tunnel, i.e. for all
three sections a model like the one presented on Figure 5.23 must be used. In order to
complete the model the prior probability of the geological state for all sections, which are
presented in Table 5.7, must be considered.
In this specific example the construction costs for each section are the ones presented in
Table 5.8, and the vulnerability and cost of failure expressed in utilities, in Table 5.3 and
Table 5.4, are the same for all sections. Finally consider that the cost of switching
construction strategies is C,,h =0. The goal of the analysis is to determine the optimal
sequence of construction strategies for the tunnel presented in Figure 5.4, based on the
available information.
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Table 5.7 Geological state prior probability for each section
a) Section 1 b) Section 2
Geological Probability
states
G, 0.40
G2 0.60
Geological Probability
states
G, 0.70
G2 0.30
Table 5.8 Construction costs for each section (in utilities)
a) Section 1 b) Section 2
Construction U= - Cost
strategy
CS1  -15
CS2 -10
Construction U= - Cost
strategy
CSi -13.5
CS2 -9
Geological Probability
states
Gi 0.10
G2 0.90
c) Section 3
Construction U= - Cost
strategy
CS, -9
CS2 -6
Section 1 Section 2 Section 3
Figure 5.23 Influence diagram for Design phase
Results
The Influence diagram for the design phase, presented in Figure 5.23, was solved using
the Policy Evaluation algorithm. This algorithm computes the maximum expected utility
for the whole tunnel and corresponding optimal construction strategy sequence. The total
maximum expected utility for the tunnel is E (Utility) =-34.76 and the corresponding
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c) Section 3
--------- 
optimal construction strategy sequence is to use construction strategy CS2 in section 1
(E (U) =-13.8 1), switch to construction strategy CS1 in section 2 (E (U)=-13.75) and then
switch back to construction strategy CS2 in section 3 (E(U)=-7.20). A summary of the
maximum expected utilities of the construction for each section, S1, S2 and S3 is
presented in Figure 5.25. Since the Policy Evaluation algorithm only computes the
maximum expected utility for the whole tunnel, in order to obtain the maximum utility at
each section one needs to solve each Section individually without considering Switchover
costs, as presented in Figure 5.24.
Figure 5.24 Influence diagrams used determined the max expected utility for each section
1 2 3
Optimal construction strategy:
Total E (Utility) =-34.76 Cs2
E (u) = -13.81
CS1  CS2
E (u) = -13.75 E (u) = -7.20
Figure 5.25 Optimal construction strategy for construction of tunnel presented in Figure 5.4
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Table 5-7b
Section 1I Section 2 Section 3
Table 5-7a Table 5-7e
Table 5-2 + Table 5-8a Table 5-2 + Table 5-8b Table 5-2 + Table 5-8c
To determine the maximum switchover cost at which is no longer worth it to switch from
construction strategy CS2 in Section 1 to construction strategy CS1 in Section 1, one
must compare both options. Figure 5.26 shows two options for construction strategies for
construction of tunnel presented in Figure 5.4: 1) Construction sequence presented in
Figure 5.25 2) Construction sequence that consists on excavating the tunnel using
construction strategy CS2 in all sections. Considering that there are costs associated with
switching construction strategies (i.e. switchover costs are different from zero), then the
maximum switchover cost possible for option 1 to be the optimal is (applying Equation
5.14 and Equation 5.15):
Option 1:
E(U total:optionl) = E(U setionI) + E(U see tion2) + E(U sectio3)+ C total=
=-13.81 + (-13.75) + (-7.20) + 2 C,,,tch = -34.76+ 2 Cswitch
Option 2:
E(U total:option2)= E(U section + E(U section2+ E(U sectio3)+ Ct'h h
= -13.81+ (-15.41) + (-7.20) = -36.42
So for switchover costs above Cswitch = -0.83, option 1 is no longer the optimal
construction sequence, as shown below
E(U total:optionl ) < E(U total:opion2)
-
3 4
.
7 6 + 2 Cswitch <-36.42
ICsitch |> 0.83
If the switchover costs are Cswitch = -0.83 then option 1 and option 2 are both "optimal"
since they have the same expected utility. This is shown in Figure 5.26.
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Option 1:
Optimal construction
strategy:
Total E (Utility) =- 36.4
1 2 3
CS2  CS1
E (u) = -13.81 E (u) = -13.75r
C.I,4=-.83
CS2
E (u) = -7.20
Cswth=-.83
Option 2:
Optimal construction
strategy:
Total E (Utility) =-36.4 CS2  CS2  CS2
E (u) = -13.81 E (u) = -15.41 E (u) = -7.20
Figure 5.26 Optimal construction strategy for construction of tunnel presented in Figure 5.4, with
(option 1) and without (option 2) considering switchover costs for the Cswit =-.83 in option 1
both options have the same total expected utility).
5.2.2 Tunnel construction Phase
When tunnel construction starts, new information is available as the excavation
progresses. This information can and should be used to update the prior probability
distribution of the geological states within each section. In tunnel construction the "state"
of the ground invariably changes with respect to space. The transition from one state to
another may generally depend on the prior states and can be translated into a transition
model, i.e. a model that relates the ground state in space. In the context of the model used
previously, where the variables are discrete the transition model will be a matrix
correlating the ground type at different locations.
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The proposed method consists of dividing each section into subsections as shown in
Figure 5.27. Once the excavation progresses in section x and information is available
regarding the geological state, data can be used to update the geological states in the
remainder of the unexcavated section x. For this one needs a transition model, in this
case, the probabilities of changing from one ground type to another ground type.
Figure 5.27 Division of Section 1 into subsections.
Dynamic Bayesian Networks are used to model problems where the state of the variables
changes at each point in time, i.e. where the dynamic aspect of the problem is essential. A
Dynamic Bayesian Network represents a "temporal" probability model by having state
variables Xn replicated over time slices with the same conditional independences.
However, in the specific case of tunnel construction one will have a sequence of lengths
(within the same section) or tunnel sub-sections, instead of time slices. One then can
assume that the excavation is a first order Markov process (i.e. that the conditions in the
tunnel on slice n, only depend on the conditions of slice n-1, and so forth).
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Once the state and evidence variables for a given problem are decided on, it is necessary
to specify the dependencies between variables, as in a "static" Bayesian Networks. One
choice is to order variables in their natural order (temporal or spatial in the case of a
tunnel construction). One quickly runs into problems since the set of variables is
unbounded, because it includes the state and evidence (observed) variables of every time
slice. This creates two main problems (Murphy, 2002):
1. We might have to specify an unbounded number of conditional probability tables
one for each variable in each slice
2. Each variable might involve an unbounded number of parents (variables that are
above in the network hierarchy, i.e. that are causes to a variable)
The first problem can be solved by assuming that the changes in the world state are
caused by a stationary process, i.e. the process of change is governed by laws that do not
change over time (in the specific case of a tunnel, in space). In the example described
before the conditional probability that a certain evidence (or observation that can be
related with a certain geological state, such as penetration rate) will be present for all
subsections x, and is for example P (Px I Gx), where Px is variable penetration rate at slice
x and Gx is the variable geological state at slice x. This means that given this assumption
of stationarity it is only necessary to specify conditional distributions for a representative
slice. This issue will be explained in more detail later, Chapter 6.
The second problem, i.e. handling the potential infinite number of parents, can be solved
by making a Markov assumption that is that the current state depend only a finite history
of previous states. In the present case we will assume a 1st order Markov process, in
which the current state depends only on the previous state and not any of earlier states.
This can be translate into
P (G x I G o:x-1) = P (G x I G x-1)
Equation 5.27
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So the transition model that describes how the state evolves over the representative slices
depends only on the conditional distribution P (Gx I G x-).
5.2.2.1 Example application (Construction phase)
Continuing the example presented in Figure 5.4, imagine that construction started in
Section 1 and new information regarding the geological states is available. It is possible
to update the geological states for the remainder of Section 1 and reevaluate the decisions
regarding the "optimal" construction strategy. For that one needs a transition (or
correlation) model that relates the ground conditions between subsections.
Transition model ("correlation" model)
Imagine that the following transition model, presented in Table 5.9, which represents the
probability of a geological state in subsection x of Section 1 of the tunnel given the
geological state of the previous subsection x-1. In this case it is assumed that construction
is a 1st order Markov process, in which the current state depends only on the previous
state and not any on earlier states. This is not necessarily true in many cases and more
complex transition models that take into consideration information of more than only the
previous section can be used.
Table 5.9 transition model for section 1 of the tunnel in Figure 5.4
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Construction
Figure 5.28 shows the subdivision of section 1 and how the Bayesian network would look
like when applied to the construction stage. The transition model within the section is
represented by the arrows between geological state variables in subsections x and x-1 and
so forth. Attached to these nodes is the transition model (Table 5.9).
5.2.3 Application Results
5.2.3.1 Design Phase
Figure 5.29 to Figure 5.31 show the probability of the geological states, the expected
utility, and the probability of failure, for the "optimal construction strategy", for all three
discretized sections of tunnel in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.29 shows the (prior) probability of the geological states along the three sections.
These plots are essentially the plots of Table 5.7 a, b and c on the discretized sections on
the example tunnel. They correspond to flat lines because it was assumed that the prior
probability geological states were constant along the sections. In Section 1 the prior
probability of GI is 0.4 and G2 is 06. In Section 2 the prior probability of G1 is 0.7 and
G2 is 0.3. In section 3, the prior probability of GI is 0.1 and G2 is 0.9.
Figure 5.30 shows the results of the influence diagram of Figure 5.23 (maximum
expected utility), plotted along the discretized section, that were previously summarized
in Figure 5.25. The maximum expected utility in section 1, section 2 and section 3 are -
13.81; -13.75 and -7.20, respectively.
Figure 5.31 shows the overall probability of failure (with the "optimal strategy) in each
section given the "optimal" strategy. These results can be calculated by the following
equation:
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P(Failure) = P(Gi)P(Failure IGi, Best CMj)
i=1
Equation 5.28
Where
Gi represents geologic state
n is the total number of geologic states
PGi is the (prior) probability of geologic state i
B is the "optimal" construction strategy
Pk is probability of failure mode k, in geology i with construction strategy j. Note that in
this specific case there are only two failure "modes" (k=1 Failure, k=2 No Failure).
The probability of failure in section 1, with construction strategy CS2 ("optimal) is 0.043.
The probability of failure in section 2, with construction strategy CS 1 ("optimal) is
0.0073. The probability of failure in section 3, with construction strategy CS2 ("optimal)
is 0.015.
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Figure 5.29 Probability of geological state for Section 1, 2 and 3
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Figure 5.31 Probability of Failure for Sections 1, 2 and 3
5.2.3.2 Construction Phase
Imagine that construction started in Section 1, with construction strategy CS2 which is
"optimal" construction strategy determined in the design phase (see Figure 5.25) and
geology G2 is observed in the first 1m (length of a subsection).
Faced with this new information, one can update the geological states' probability
provided that a transition model is available. Using the transition model presented on
Table 5.9 the geological states for the remaining unexcavated subsections are updated
(from its prior state, presented in Figure 5.29), and presented in Figure 5.32 (only 30
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subsections are presented). One can observe that the probability of G2 occurring is high
for the next subsections, decreasing with distance until it reaches the design probability
(of G2) at around subsection 15, in other words the "correlation" with the excavated
subsection is high for the first meters and then eventually decreases until it reaches a
point in space where the fact G2 was found in subsection 1 has no longer any influence
on the updated geology, i.e. the updated probability of the geological state is equal the
prior (or design) probability.
Once the geology has been updated for the remaining subsections along Section 1, the
expected utilities and associated optimal construction strategy can also be updated. The
updated utilities are presented in Figure 5.33. The updated "optimal" strategy for the
remaining subsections is presented in Figure 5.34 (obtained by application of the model
in Figure 5.28). Note that after updating the optimal construction strategy is still CS2.
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Figure 5.32 Updated Probability of geological state for Section 1, after excavation of subsection 1
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Figure 5.33 Updated Expected utility for Section 1, after excavation of subsection 1
. 02I]
Figure 5.34 "Optimal" construction strategies for Section 1, after excavation of subsection 1
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Figure 5.35 Updated Probability of Failure for Section 1, after excavation of subsection 1
e Excavation of subsection 2.
Imagine that another one linear meter is excavated with CS2 and again geology G2 is
observed. The updated geological states for the remaining subsections are presented in
Figure 5.36. With distance from subsection 2, where G2 was observed, the probability of
G2 decreases and the probability of G1 increases until both become stationary for values
corresponding to the design phase, P (Gl)=0.4 and P (G2)=0.6.
The updated expected utility for the remainder of section 1 is presented in Figure 5.37.
Figure 5.38 and Figure 5.39 present the "optimal" construction strategy for the remaining
sections (as well as the one used in the previous sections), and the updated probability of
failure, respectively. The expected utility at subsection 3 is -11.2 and it decreases as the
distance to subsection 3 increases until it reaches the stationary value of -13.81, the
design value. The probability of failure, for the "optimal" construction strategy in
subsection 3 is 0.15. This value increases with distance until it reaches the design value
of 0.043.
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Note the results are the same as the ones shown previously (after excavation of
subsection 1), only moved one meter (one subsection). This is a result of the adopted
transition model, which assumes that the geological state at section x only depends on the
geological state at the previous section x-1.
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Figure 5.36 Updated Probability of geological state for Section 1, after excavation of subsection 2
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Figure 5.37 Updated Expected utility for Section 1, after excavation of subsection 2
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Figure 5.38 "Optimal" construction strategies for Section 1, after excavation of subsection 2
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Figure 5.39 Updated Probability of Failure for Section 1, after excavation of subsection 2
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* Excavation of subsection 3:
Observed Geology: GI
Now imagine that another one linear meter is excavated with CS2 and geology G1 is
encountered. The results of updating the geological states for the remaining subsections
are presented in Figure 5.40. Once again, the influence of the observation of geology G1
at subsection 3 on the remaining subsections to be excavated decreases with distance and
the probability distribution of the geological state tends to the prior probability
distribution presented in Table 5.1, after several (around 15) subsections.
Due to the fact that a "worse" geology was found at subsection 3, the "optimal"
construction strategy for the next 4 subsections will no longer be CS2, but CS1. The
maximum expected utility given construction strategy, E(U I CS1), which is presented in
Figure 5.41, shows precisely that. One can observe that E(U I CS1) >E(U I CS2) for the 4
not excavated subsections right after the subsection 3, which means that CS1 is the
"optimal" construction strategy for the next 4 m. The updated "optimal" strategy for the
remaining subsections is presented in Figure 5.42.
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Figure 5.40 Updated Probability of geological state for Section 1, after excavation of subsection 3
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Figure 5.41 Updated Expected utility for Section 1, after excavation of subsection 3
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Figure 5.42 "Optimal" construction strategies for Section 1, after excavation of subsection 3
Figure 5.43 shows the updated probability of failure using the "optimal" strategies along
section 1. The results show that for the next 4 subsections, i.e. for the next 4 linear
meters, the optimal construction strategy is CS 1 and no longer CS2, as previously (Figure
5.38). This has to do with the fact that the probability of failure with CS2 for the
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encountered ground conditions is above a critical value (that is consequence of the utility
function defined by the decision maker). Once the probability of failure is above that
critical value (in this case 0.056), construction strategy CS2 is not the "optimal" one and
strategy CS1 should be used, to reduce the probability of failure. The dotted line shows
the probability of failure for section 1, using CS2, i.e. if it was decided not to change to
CS1.
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Figure 5.43 Updated Probability of Failure for Section 1, after excavation of subsection 3
Switchover Costs
The previous results assume that there are no switchover costs between construction
strategies. If switchover costs are considered, one will have different results. In order to
consider switchover costs one can use for example, a dynamic programming approach
when deciding on the optimal construction strategy (Kim, 1984 and Einstein et al., 1987).
When using influence diagram's there are some recent algorithms that can deal with this
type of situation. One is the LIMID (Limited Memory Influence Diagrams), developed by
Lauritzen and Nilsson, 2001 in an attempt to create an alternative to traditional IDs,
which grows very complex when the number of variables included is increased. LIMIDs
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do not have the "no forgetting" assumption included in IDs (Influence Diagrams) and
thus only use the specified variables (the parents of the decision node) in the optimization
of a given decision. The decision nodes are only influenced by their parents, and only
variables that can be observed are used as parents for decision nodes. Based on the
parental states, a strategy for the decision is given.
A LIMID finds an approximate optimal strategy (local optimum) through single policy
updating (SPU). SPU can find locally optimal decision strategies. This means, that at a
local maximum no single change of policy can increase the utility value. A general
problem with such methods is that the complexity of the decision problem causes the
required optimization calculations to become either impossible or at optimal very slow.
However, since one is interested mainly in checking whether or not the construction
strategy being used is still the "optimal" (or the safest) for the geology encountered, and
because considering all possible combinations for the rest of the tunnel is
computationally time consuming, a simplification will be used. Instead of checking the
whole tunnel, at every advance, switchover costs will be considered only in the first
subsection, after the excavated one (i.e. if subsection 4 is excavated, only switchover
costs between 4 and 5 will be considered in the updating). This simplification is
reasonable because one is interested mainly in avoiding undesirable events to occur (such
as heading failures etc) in the next subsection, by predicting and updating the geology as
the excavation progresses, and one is looking for signs that would indicate that the
stability of the tunnel could be in danger, i.e. an alarm criterion.
Transition ("Correlation") Models
Different transition models can be used during the updating of the geological state, in the
construction phase. For example instead of just considering that the state of the geology
only depends on the previous state, one can consider a second order Markov model, i.e. a
model that correlates the ground in subsection x with the two previous subsections. Table
5.10 shows such model, which can be read the following way: for example, the
probability of observing GI in subsection x, given that Gi was observed at subsections x-
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1 and x-2 is 0.90, i.e. P(GX = GIl G_ 1 = G,Gx- 2 = GI) = 0.90. On the other hand, if GI is
observed at subsection x-2 and then G2 is observed in subsection x-1, then the probability
of observing GI again in subsection x is, according to this model, low, only 0.18
(P(G, = GI|G_ = G2,Gx-2 =G1)). The rest of the entries in Table 5.10 can be read in a
similar way.
Table 5.10 transition matrix (second order Markov model)
Gx-2 GI G2
G x., GI G2 GI G2
GI 0.90 0.18 0.79 0.07
G2 0.10 0.82 0.21 0.93
Using the 2 "d order transition model presented in Table 5.10 to update the probability for
the geological states, after the excavation of the first two subsections, will yield the
results presented in the graph of Figure 5.44. Plotted in the same graph are the results of
updating with the 1st order Markov transition model of Table 5.9, also presented
previously in Figure 5.36.
The second order Markov model (Table 5.10) produces higher "correlations" between
subsections i.e. the effect of the new information (the geology found during the excavated
subsections) is observed for almost 30 subsections, a longer distance than the 15
subsections affected by the first order Markov transition model (Table 5.9). This is
mainly due to the fact that more of the past observations are considered in the updating
process.
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Figure 5.44 Geological states after excavation of subsections 1 and 2 (dotted lines are the design
values)
Figure 5.45 shows the geological state updated probability after the excavation of
subsection 3, using both the 1st order Markov model from Table 5.9 (results presented
previously in Figure 5.40) and the 2 order Markov model from Table 5.10. Again one
can observe that the effect of the information obtained regarding the geology of the
previously excavated section is observed for a longer distance when using the 2" ' order
Markov transition model.
The probability of geology GI, i.e. P (GI), obtained for subsection 4 is lower when
applying the 2 Markov transition model, than when applying the 1s' order Markov
transition model. This has to do with the fact that 2nd Markov transition model considers
the two last observations (G2 and Gi), instead of only the last observation (GI) as the 1st
order Markov does. Using the 2nd order Markov the probability that one finds G1 given
that G2 and GI were previously observed is 0.79 (see Table 5.10). Using the 1st order
Markov model the probability that one finds GI given that G2 and GI were previously
observed is equal to the probability that one finds GI given that GI was previously
observed (since this model only takes into consideration the last observation), which is
equal to 0.85 (see Table 5.9)
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Figure 5.45 Geological states after excavation of subsections 1, 2 and 3
Using a different transition model will also have an effect on the (updated) maximum
expected utility. Figure 5.46 show the updated maximum expected utility after excavation
of subsection 3, where G1 was encountered, using both transition models. In both cases
the "optimal" strategy for the next subsection is to switch from CS2 to CS1. However the
difference between the results of the two models resides in the fact that for the 2nd order
model CS 1 is the "optimal" strategy for the next 6 subsections, instead of only for 4
subsections (results of 1 't order Markov model).
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Figure 5.46 Updated Expected utility for Section 1, after excavation of subsection 3
(*: 1' order Markov transition model; **: 2 "d order Markov transition model)
The transition (or correlation) models used should depend on the type of ground that is
crossed. Correlation will depend on how homogenous, or heterogenous the ground is.
Homogenous ground will have high correlation, whereas heterogenous ground will have
low correlation. The model can be based on information available from other projects in
the same formations, on subjective assesment from experts based on geological data
available or a combination of both.
Utility Function
In the developed methodology that was illustrated by example of Figure 5.4 the
consequences were expressed in monetary terms. However there are situations where
monetary value is not a consistent measure of utility, since the preference of the decision
maker may depend on the magnitude of the amount of money involved or the severity of
the consequences, such is in the cases of collapses. In the case of costs associated with
failure a more adequate family of utility functions are risk averse ones, such as the ones
presented in Equation 5.29, for example.
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Equation 5.29
Figure 5.47 shows a plot of the utility function in Equation 5.29 for different values of Y,
which represent the risk averseness of the decision maker. The lower the value y the
more risk averse, the decision maker. Figure 5.48 shows the results of the Expected
Utility given the construction strategy for Section 1 of the tunnel in Figure 5.4, for
different utility functions. One can observe that for y values lower than -0.7 the "optimal"
construction strategy in Section 1 becomes CS 1. This reflects a utility function that
associates very low utility (higher costs) with situations of failure.
The choice of utility function will also affect the construction phase update results. Figure
5.49 shows the updated maximum expected utility after excavation of subsection 3. The
utility function was the one presented in Equation 5.29, with a y of -0.6. If one compares
the results of Figure 5.49 with the ones of Figure 5.41 where a linear utility function was
used and no switchover cost, one can observe that for a more risk averse utility function
(Figure 5.49) once GI is encountered the updated "optimal" construction strategy until
subsection 14 is CS1, compared with 4 subsections when using a linear utility function.
This is expected because a more risk averse utility function associates much lower
utilities with situations that are undesirable to the decision maker (such as collapses) than
a linear utility function. This way CS2 will correspond to the optimal construction
strategy for much lower P (GI), in the risk averse utility function than in the linear one.
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Figure 5.47 Utility function plot
Figure 5.48 Expected Utility given Construction Strategy
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Figure 5.49 Updated Expected utility for Section 1, after excavation of subsection 3, with utility
function presented in Figure 5.47
5.3 Conclusions
In this chapter a methodology to systematically incorporate risk of undesirable events
during tunnel design and construction was presented. The methodology is divided into
two parts: 1) Deteriination of the "optimal" construction strategy (regarding risk of
undesirable events), in the design stage; 2) Updating and control of excavation during the
construction phase.
An abstract example was presented to illustrate the basic principles. Bayesian Networks,
with their extension to influence diagrams, were used to model the problem. A
comparison (during the design phase) between the Bayesian Networks and the more
classical decision analysis method was made. The agreement was generally very good.
The main focus on the developed methodology was on updating and controlling the
excavation during construction phase. As the excavation starts information becomes
available regarding the geological state and behavior of the excavation (monitoring). The
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methodology presented here takes only into consideration information on geological
states, since it is assumed that the "failure" of the tunnel depends mainly on the ground
(geological state) and the construction strategy. Once the information on the geological
state is available, the geology of the remainder of the tunnel is updated by means of a
transition model (or correlation model). Then the "optimal" construction strategy is also
updated for the remainder of the unexcavated part of the tunnel.
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5.5 Appendix G - Multiattribute utility functions
Appendix G shows some basic concepts and initial work on multiatribute utility function.
This is a complex subject and requires further detailed research.
Mutual Utility Independence of Attributes
When mutual utility independence is assumed, say between two attributes, x and y, the
multiattribute utility function is of the linear form (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976):
U,, (x, y) = k,U, (x) + kU, (y) + kU, (x)U, (y)
Equation 5.30
where kx, ky, and kxy = 1 - kx - ky are constants, and Ux (x), and U , (y) are the marginal
utility functions of attributes x and y respectively.
Note that when kx = ky = 1, then the multiattribute utility function is the sum of the
marginal utility functions.
In the following, steps to determine the multiattribute utility function are described.
STEP 1: SELECTION OF AT TRIBUTES
In this step, the decision maker selects attributes. Attributes in engineering projects can
be, for example, those for cost/profit (cost overrun/cost underrun), time to completion
(time delay/time underrun), quality, safety, and environmental amongst others.
STEP 2: DETERMINATION OF MARGINAL UTILITY FUNCTIONS
In this step, the marginal utility function of each attribute is determined. Consider an
attribute, x, for example. C is within a range, such that C e [Cr, C.], where Cmin, and
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Cmax are the specified minimum and maximum values of cost, and are determined
subjectively. The marginal utility function for cost,Uc(c), is then a function that is
normalized such that: Uc (Cni) = 1, and Uc (C.) = 0.
The shape of the functions will depend on the decision maker's risk preference, i.e. risk
neutral, risk averse, or risk prone. A representation of the shape of the marginal utility
functions for different risk preferences is shown in Figure 5.50.
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Figure 5.50 Marginal Utility function for different decision maker risk preference.
Risk neutral decision makers have a utility function that is a straight line, and can be
expressed analytically as:
U, (C)=
1;C < C.i
C"ax -C
Cmax 
-Cnin
0;C > Ct
C.i : C Cmax
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Equation 5.31
Several types of functions have been proposed for risk prone, and risk averse decision
makers (references). Examples include logarithmic functions and exponential functions.
These are expressed in general terms as, for example the exponential function:
1;C Cn
_ 
Cmax-C
1-e C.-C.in)
U (C)=- ;C. OC*CCC1-e- nu
0;C >! C~a
Equation 5.32
where y is a constant that describes the degree of risk averseness of the decision maker
(see Figure 5.51 and Figure 5.52).
Similar utility functions can be derived for other attributes, such as time, or any other
chosen attribute.
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Figure 5.51 Exponential utility function plot (risk prone)
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Figure 5.52 Exponential utility function plot (risk averse)
STEP 3: DETERMINATION OF WEIGHTS
In this step, the weights of the different attributes are determined. In tunnel projects the
most common attributes considered are costs and time. If one considers a situation where
cost and times are the two parameters of interest, in this step, kc for cost and kT for time
will be determined (see Equation 5.33). This is achieved using classic von Neumann and
Morgenstern (1949) probabilistic indifference assessment to a binary lottery that provides
the most preferred and least preferred options. A simple example is provided next:
Suppose that the project manager is indifferent between the following choices:
(a) A lottery with probability pi of minimum cost, and minimum time, (Cmin,
Tmin) and (1-p1) of maximum cost, and maximum time (Cmax, Tmax)
(Lottery 1 in Figure 5.53) versus a sure option (Lottery 2 in Figure 5.53) of
minimum cost, and maximum time (Cmin,Tmax). Figure 5.53 illustrates the
process of the determination kc.
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(b) A lottery with probability P2 of minimum cost, and minimum time, (Cmin,
Tmin) (Lottery 1 in Figure 5.54) and (I-p2) of maximum cost, and maximum
time (Cmax, Tmax) versus a sure option (Lottery 2 in Figure 5.54) of
maximum cost, and minimum time (Cmax,Tmin). Figure 5.54 illustrates the
process of the determination kT -
The probabilities pl and p2 in these lotteries are changed until the point of indifference is
obtained. At this point, the weights kc and kT are given by: kc =p1 and kT = P2 -
The weight kc measures how much one is willing to give up on attribute cost, to gain a
specific amount on attribute time. The weight kT , measures how much one is willing to
give up on attribute time, to gain a specific amount on attribute cost.
pI Cmin, Tmin
Lottery 1:
1-pi Cmax, Tmax
1.0
Lottery 2: Q - Cmin, Tmax
Figure 5.53 Determination of weight kc for cost
PI Cmin, Tmin
Lottery 1:
1-p, Cmax, Tmax
1.0
Lottery 2: O- Cmin, Tmin
Figure 5.54 Determination of weight kT for cost
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STEP 4: DETERMINATION OF MULTIATTRIBUTE UTILITY FUNCTION
In the final step, the decision maker's multiattribute utility function is expressed as:
Uc (c, t) = kcUc (c) + kU, (t) + kcUc (c)U,(t)
Equation 5.33
Figure 5.55 shows examples of utility functions for decision makers with different risk
preferences:
Mutual Utility Dependence of Attributes
In many practical decision problems the attributes are not utility independent. For
example an utility function for money may change with another attribute such as wealth.
It is, in these cases, necessary to incorporate dependence between attributes when
constructing a multiattribute utility function.
Several methods have been developed by which dependence between the utility of
different attributes can be included in constructing utility functions, namely Kirkwood
(1976), Bell (1979), Keeney (1981), Farquhar and Fishburn (1982), and Abbas and
Howard (2005). Abbas and Howard (2005) propose an analogy between a class of
multiattribute utility functions, namely attribute dominance utility functions, and joint
cumulative probability distributions, and use this analogy to construct mutilatttribute
utility functions.
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Figure 5.55 Utility Functions for decision makers with different risk preferences
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Consider two attributes, x and y, such that x e [xr. , xn], and y e [ys., y.] where
[xn, yri] is the least preferred consequence, and [x., y.] is the most preferred
consequence. Assuming mutual preferential independence, attribute dominance utility
functions are then defined such that:
U,, (xm, y ) = Ux (xs., y) = U,,(x, yn ) = 0, and U,(x., y.)= 1
X E= [xri ,x. ], and Y E [yni, yffu].
For attribute dominance utility functions, the marginal utility function of an attribute, say
x, can be expressed as (see Figure 5.56):
U,(x) = U,(x, Y. )
And a so-called conditional utility function, say for attribute y given x, expressed as:
_U,,(x, y )
SU,(x)
U,(x, y)
U.(x,y.)
Equation 5.34
The demoninator, U,(x, y.), serves as a normalizing
Uy (yn)=0 and U 1x(y.)=l when x#xa.
Re-arranging Equation 5.34, the multiattribute utility function of the two attributes, x and
y, can be expressed as:
U, (x, y) = UYg (x)U,(x) = U, (x)U, (y)
Equation 5.35
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for all
x # Xmin
expression, such that
Equation 5.35 provides an appealing method to construct multiattribute utility functions
in many engineering problems, particularly since it is convenient, sometimes, to express
conditional utility rather than marginal utility. This is so, since many other attributes of
engineering projects, such as time to completion (time delay), translate, in one way or
another and to a certain extent to cost/profit.
U , (y)
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0.601
0.40-
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0 0.80-1.00
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* 0.20-0.40
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07
Figure 5.56 Multiattribute utility function
For example, it may be easier to define the utility of a time attribute at any given cost,
because the shorter the time in which the project or a task is completed, the greater the
utility. This function is easier to define than a marginal utility function for time.
Moreover, since time essentially translates to cost, e.g. long delays, and penalties, it is
reasonable to assume and construct multiattribute utility functions this way. The shape of
this conditional utility function will again depend on the decision maker's risk
preference. If one assumes a risk neutral attitude for time then the conditional utility
function is as shown in Figure 5.57.
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Tmin lme Tmax
Figure 5.57 risk neutral conditional utility function
Figure 5.58 compares the multiattribute utility functions for risk neutral, risk prone, and
risk averse with respect to cost decision maker's attitude and risk neutral conditional
utility as in Figure 5.55.
Note that there is a difference, and an important one between the utility functions in
Figure 5.55 and Figure 5.58, namely that utility is zero when either of the attributes is
zero in utility dominance attribute functions (Figure 5.58) while both attributes need to be
zero in utility independent attributes (Figure 5.55)
It is worth noting here that constructing multiattribute utility functions is in itself a
process of decision making under uncertainty.
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Figure 5.58 Utility Functions for decision makers with different risk preferences (Attribute
dominance utility)
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CHAPTER 6 Porto Metro Case study
In this chapter the Porto Light Metro, where three collapses occurred between 2000 and
2001 will be presented. The Project will be described as well as the collapses that
occurred. The author had access to the accident report written by the Porto Accident
Commission and to New Guidelines for Tunnelling Works produced by the designer,
both done after the accidents occurred. These reports discuss the different possible
scenarios and possible causes for the collapses. The results of these two reports will be
summarized and analyzed. Finally construction data obtained from the Owner will be
used to apply and further develop the methodology presented in Chapter 5. The results
will be presented and analyzed.
This application is based on the data that were made available by the Porto Metro Owner.
Its goal was to apply the methodology developed in Chapter 5 to a real case. The analyses
of the data do not intend to substitute the official Porto accident report results, nor
attribute any guilt to any of the parts.
6.1 The Project
The first phase of Porto Light Metro Project consists of 4 lines, with an overall length of
about 70 km. These lines will connect Porto, the main city of Northern Portugal, with 6
other Municipalities of the Porto Metropolitan Area, with a population of about 1.2
million. The Porto Project was the largest light metro project awarded in one single
contract.
The Project has two lines (Line C and Line S) that include tunnels that run beneath the
centre of the city. The Line C tunnel is 2.3km long and the Line S tunnel is 3.7 km long.
The average overburden thickness ranges from 15-30m, with the minimum value of 3-4m
occurring in the final section of the Line C tunnel. The tunnels were excavated by earth
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pressure balance shields (EPB-shields), which were capable of both closed and open
mode excavation in mixed face conditions. Tunneling started with the Line C, from
Campanha to Trindade, in June 2000 with an 8.7m diameter Herrenknecht TBM. The
driving stopped in December 2000 as a consequence of a major incident after about
470m. Work resumed in September 2001 and the Line C tunnel was completed in
October 2002. In June 2002 a second 8.9 m diameter Herrenknecht EPB machine began a
2.7 km long Line S tunnel, from Salgueiros to Sio Bento, which was completed in
October 2003. After Line C tunnel completion, the first TBM was disassembled and
reassembled to restart in February 2003 on the remaining 1.0 km of Line S, which was
completed in November 2003.
Figure 1 shows the Metro Porto network and the tunnel locations.
Figure 6.1 Porto Metro Network. The tunnels are Line C from Campanhd to Trindade (green) and
Line S from Salgueiros to Sio Bento (purple).
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6.1.1 The geology
The main formation crossed by the Porto metro tunnels is the Granitic Formation (Porto
Granite). Figure 2 shows the distribution of this formation within the city of Porto. It is a
deeply weathered formation, especially in faults and joints, resulting in a very irregular
profile. Alteration grades range from residual soil (W6) to fresh granite (W1); As a result
of the highly variable weathering grade, there are large variations in density, permeability
and geo-mechanical parameters. Figure 3 shows the appearance of the granite and its
degrees of weathering in a core recovered from a site investigation borehole in the tunnel
alignment. In this figure one can observe that the weathered granite in the left box is at a
depth of about 24m under the sound granite of the right box. This type of profile is not
uncommon below the city of Porto.
The hydrology / water flow is a function of the granite-weathering grade. In the less
weathered granite (W2-W3) the flow can be associated with water carrying fractures,
while in the more weathered ground it can be associated with that of a porous medium.
This combination results in a very variable rock/soil mass permeability following the
alteration patterns. The interfaces between the different formations are generally diffused
and impossible to predict precisely.
Four principal sets of discontinuities exist along the Line C tunnel alignment: i) two
subvertical oriented NW-SE and SW-NE and ii) two inclined between 50 to 70 degrees
oriented N-S. The Line C tunnel is aligned approximately E-W.
A particular feature associated with the local conditions of the Porto area is the frequent
occurrence of wells connected by drainage galleries that, in the past, ensured the
population's water supply. These wells are not well charted.
The water table is located between 10 m-25 m above the tunnel crown and 20% of the
tunnels' length has very low overburden.
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Figure 6.2 Distribution of the Granite formation within the city of Porto
Figure 6.3 Appearance of the different degrees of weathering of the granite formation in a core
recovered from a site investigation borehole in the Line C tunnel alignment.
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The designer considered seven geomechanical groups of homogeneous conditions in
terms of weathering. The design geomechanical groups and associated conditions are
presented in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Geomechanical groups and associated conditions
Geomechanical Weathering Fracturing Correlation Discontinuity
degree (W) of GSI
groups intact o degree (f)(l) [%] W-f Condition2 )
mntact rock
gl W1 fl-f2 80-85 dl-d2 68-85
g2 W2 fl-f2 80-85 dl-d2 45-65
g3 W3 fl-f2 70-75 dl-d2 30-45
g4 W4 fl-f2 65-70 dl-d2 15-30
g5 W5 (f5) 90-95 (d5) (<20)
g6 W6 n.a. - n.a. n.a.
g7( 3) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
Notes: (1) based on ISRM (1981) to which classes correspond the following (in cm) discontinuity spacing ranges:
f1:>200, f2:60-200, f3:20-60, f4:6-20, f5<6; ( 2 classes of surface conditions for "GSI-Based geomechanical groups
(3) g7 correspond to man made material and alluvial soils.
Idealized weathered profiles based on classification by the Geological Society of London,
1995, and the recommendations of ISRM are presented in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.5 shows the layout of the line C tunnel and Figure 6.6 shows the geological
conditions along the Line C tunnel.
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6.1.2 Construction method
Line C was excavated by an 8.7 m Herrenknecht Earth Pressure Balance Machine. This
machine can advance in different modes (open, closed, semi-closed) as will be described
below.
As the machine advances a segmented tunnel lining is put in place inside the shield. The
lining comprises six segments and a key. Dowel connectors are used in the radial joints
while guidance rods are used in the longitudinal joints. Behind the shield grout is injected
to seal the annular gap between the lining and the ground (Figure 6.7). The head of the
TBM is located approximately 6 m from the ring. The width of each ring is 1.4 m. This
means that when the machine excavates the distance of a ring, the ring being mounted in
that cycle corresponds to about four rings before. The ring being injected in the same
cycle will be located two rings before the one being mounted.
Bulkhead Shield Ring to be mounted Ring to be injected
Work chamber
Cuttinghead 4
Earth pressure
sensors
Balance mounted on the Longitudinal
Screw conveyor conveyor belt grouting
Figure 6.7 EPBM machine scheme
This specific machine adapts to different excavation conditions by changing the support
system at the face. The machine can operate in three different modes (Figure 6.8): Open
mode, Closed mode and Semi-Closed. In the Closed Mode the work chamber is
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completely filled with excavated pressurized material. The Semi-closed Mode
corresponds to a situation where the work chamber is only partially filled with muck and
compressed air is used to support the empty part of the chamber to prevent local
instability of the face. This method allows the machine to achieve a higher rate of
advance, less tool wear and savings on conditioning additives and therefore is an
attractive mode to the contractor in more stable, cohesive ground. Finally operation of the
machine without any active face support is called Open Mode (Babendererde et al., 2005)
Loads
on face
Requirements on Open Mode
ground properties
- sufficient cohesion
- low ground
water table -
- Semi-Closed Mode
rComp edair
- sufficient cohesion
- moderate ground
water table
- Closed Mode
P, P
Support pressure P.
- not required
- without additives
for conditioning
P, P,
- moderate support
pressure by
compressed air
-without additives
for conditioning
= P. + P.
- required
- with additives
for conditioning
Ps > P. + PE + PO
(cm = Operation Tolerance)
Figure 6.8 EPBM Operation modes (Babendererde et al., 2005)
The face pressure is controlled by balancing the advance of the cutting wheel (or cutting
head) and the discharge of the screw conveyor, which is controlled by the rotation of the
screw conveyor. The material discharged by the screw conveyor is weighted. The
advance of the cutting wheel and rotation of the screw conveyer are controlled by the
machine operator (Transmetro, 2000b).
The determination of the operating mode for driving the tunnel of Line C was based on
two main criteria: i) assurance of the stability of the face and ii) assurance that the
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- variable
cohesion
- high ground
water table
P
deformations and distortions of the buildings at the surface are admissible. Based on
these two criteria the sequence for the Operation Mode of the machine, presented in
Table 6.2 was obtained (Transmetro, 2000a).
Table 6.2 Mode of Operation of the Porto Metro EPBM
Transmetro, 2000)
Machine along Line C tunnel (from
Section length Pressure atltace
Section Operation Mode m [
0+150 - 0+530 CLOSED 380 65
0+530 - 0+800 OPEN 270 ---
0+800 - 0+840 CLOSED 40 180
0+840 - 1+030 OPEN / CLOSED 190 70
1+030 - 1+460 CLOSED 430 285
1+460 - 1+530 Estagdo 42 de Agosto (cut & cover, about 70m)
1+530 - 1+600 CLOSED 70 280
1+600 - 1+750 OPEN 150 ---
1+750 - 1+950 OPEN/CLOSED 200 100-160-100
1+950 - 2+230 OPEN 280 ---
2+230-2+480 CLOSED 250 105
In reality, at the time of the accident, as pointed out by the official Accident Investigation
Commission the machine had been operating in semi-closed mode with an active face
pressure of 65 kPa in the section 0+530 - 0+800 and not in the Open Mode as determined
in the design.
6.1.3 The accidents
Three accidents occurred during the excavation of the first 300m of line C tunnel. Not a
lot of information was made available to the author regarding the first two accidents. The
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main focus of this chapter will be on the third accident, since it was the one with most
serious consequences and the one for which the most information is available.
1) First incident, 30 of September 2000 (during this day the rings 123 to 126 were
excavated, station 0+326.69 to 0+330.90)
The EPBM had advanced 120m from the beginning of construction when it intercepted a
former well resulting in the discharge of its water. The overburden in this area was 12m.
The ground collapsed below two buildings causing damages to the structures. The
2
settlement at the surface was about 2.5m, within an area of approximately 40m2
The tenants were evacuated. The commercial activities were interrupted for 2 months.
The work restarted 6 weeks later.
Figure 6.10 shows a detail of the accident zone.
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Figure 6.9 Line C and location of the accidents
Figure 6.10 Zone of Accident 1 (building 44)
2) Second accident, 22 December 2000
After the passage of the TBM cracks were encountered in the walls of a building
followed by 250m3 of subsidence of the back gardens (over-excavation during
installation of rings 318, station 0+606.51, and 327, station 0+619.15). The tunnel depth
was about 26m. This accident is located a couple of meters just before the TBM stopped
(see Figure 6.11).
3) Third incident, 12 January 2001
The accident occurred under houses 182 and 183, under approximately rings number 297
to 301 (station 0+570.99 to station 0+576.60). A building fell into the 8mx8mx6m crater
resulting in the death of a person. The overburden was of about 25m.
The TBM had passed under these houses on the 16 to 18th of December 2000, and it was
stopped 50 m ahead since 28 December (Figure 6.11). This stoppage was due excessive
settlement at the surface and to fill a cavity of around 15 m3 due to over-excavation. In
the period between 28 December 2000 and 12 January 2001 (when the accident occurred)
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consolidation works from the tunnel and the surface were executed. In addition the
ground below Building n. 183 was injected through 5 inclined, lateral boreholes from the
surface. These injection holes had been decided upon after it was realized that the machine
had over-excavated when driving underneath this building (Geodata, 2001). The consolidation
works underneath building n. 183 were concluded on 29 December 2000.
Figure 6.11 shows the location of the 3rd incident (and 2nd accident)
Figure 6.11 Location of the 2"d incident and 3rd accident
The time elapsed between the passage of the TBM under building n.183 and the actual
collapse was about 25-28 days. The monitoring was not able to alert of the imminent
accident. The instrumentation in the accident zone was only composed of surface
deformation measurements (Figure 6.12), and the settlement registered at the building
before the accident was less than 10mm and showing signs of stabilization.
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Figure 6.12 Monitoring results (vertical deformations at surface) for buildings 181, 182, 183. The
warning value is 28mm.
The walls of the crater were sub-vertical and it could be observed that W5 granite was
predominant in the area.
6.1.4 Reported possible causes of Accident 3
The author had access to the official Accident Investigation report, as well as the report
made by the designer for the owner regarding the last accident (accident 3).
The Accident Investigation Committee's preliminary report contains the following
recommendations and conclusions (Comissao de Inquerito, 2001):
- The geological conditions throughout the tunnel alignment are extremely complex
and heterogeneous.
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- According to the monitoring data, the mechanical behavior of this geological
formation is apparently characterized by an initial rigid behavior followed by a
sudden loss of strength.
- Being a design-build contract it was observed that the attitude and coordination
between the different teams (TBM, supervision, designer, etc) was inadequate for
the timely resolution of geotechnical problems that would emerge during
construction. There was also not a good control of the construction and a prompt
analysis of anomalous situations that occurred and were reported during
construction.
- The commission finds it difficult to understand why the geological and
geotechnical model was not defined and controlled during construction by the
designer.
- The surveying ahead of the face, which was required in the design, but was never
done, should have been performed and would have helped with the detection of
weathered zones and other geological features ahead of the face. The design
determined that boreholes were to be placed every 30 m if operating in open
mode; and 50-60 m if operating in closed mode. The surveying ahead of the face
as it was required by design was not done during the driving of the tunnel up to
the last collapse.
- The fact that the real geology did not match the design but no action was taken to
adapt the excavation (mode of operation, rate of excavation, face pressure) to the
found geology.
- A lot of emphasis was given to the monitoring at the surface (deformations) and
not much attention was given to automatically recorded data by the machine
(extracted weight, advance rate, injected grout, face pressure, etc)
- There were no established methodologies and procedures to control the
excavation at the face that would have allowed one to anticipate problems.
The preliminary causes determined by the commission for the 12 January 2001 accident
(3'd and last accident) were due to an incorrect execution of the tunnel excavation, due
inadequate operation of the TBM machine, specifically the face pressure:
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- Deficient design, which did not include continuous analysis of the crossed
geology and adjustment to the excavation to the encountered conditions.
- Insufficient geological characterization of the ground due to the lack of boreholes
from the surface and the lack of boreholes from the machine's face that were
required in the design but where never done.
- Non prompt analysis of the monitoring results
- Deficient supervision of the work and communication between the different
teams.
The analysis of the accident that led to these possible causes was made before the site
investigations that will detailed later in this chapter. However the lack of continuous and
prompt analysis of monitoring data, including the machine recorded parameters and the
inability of adapting the excavation and operation mode of the TBM to the actual
conditions seem to be causes for the collapse
The committee made some recommendations for the re-starting of the excavation works:
- More experienced and adequate crew for the type of work.
- Complete revision of the design, focusing on the geological-geotechnical
characterization of the ground, including the execution of boreholes at the face of
the tunnel and from the surface.
- Implementation of procedures to better control the TBM excavation
- Continuous and prompt attention to all aspects of monitoring (at surface and from
TBM)
- Systematic and prompt analysis of registered anomalies, including the ones of the
already excavated sections.
- Better interaction and communication between involved parties, designer,
contractor and owner and between specialists (such as geotechnical engineer,
geologist, monitoring engineers, TBM operators)
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A site investigation was performed after the accident (3d accident) of 12 January 2001 in
order to assess the causes of the accident as well as to support future decisions regarding
the progress of the excavation. The investigation included (Geodata, 2001):
- Boreholes with in-situ testing (SPT and permeability) and recovery of samples
- Installation of monitoring instrumentation (piezometers and inclino-
extensometers) in some boreholes
- Geophysical survey including resistivity profiling and cross-hole seismic testing
and georadar survey.
- Laboratory test (physical and mechanical properties)
Figure 6.13 shows the location of investigation points and chronology their installation.
Besides the investigation the designer also conducted detailed analysis of the data
collected by the TBM during excavation in order to better understand the performance of
the TBM and its interaction with the ground.
Some of the main results of the site investigation according to Geodata (2001) are the
following:
- The ground at the crown of the tunnel was mainly composed of W5, a worse than
the predicted scenario. This is in agreement with what was observed at the
exposed part of the face of the tunnel at chainage 0+577 m and the analysis of the
muck recovered with prevalent sandy granulometry and presence of W5
fragments.
- High variability of SPT values, even within the same weathering degree in
particular within W5.
- The possibility of preferential channels of water circulation (due to the existence
of old galleries and channels), accentuated by the existence of strongly weathered
granite horizons along major discontinuities.
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The laboratory tests on the samples recovered at tunnel level, in the boreholes in
the zone of the accident (in particular from S-CH5, S-CH8, S-CH16 and SPZ1)
show very low values of dry unit weight, between 12-15.1kN/m 3, while the dry
density assumed in the design was of 15.8-19.8kN/m 3. The designer believes that
these samples correspond to leached granite. The leaching of the granite caused
by the rainfall regime as well as an old well construction technique, which caused
intense bleeding of fine materials around the well. Laboratory testing and in situ
pumping testing seem to confirm the existence of low density W5 horizons near
these old wells. Figure 6.14 shows a schematic of a typical old well.
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Figure 6.14 Typical old well (Geodata, 2001)
Based on the results of the site investigation and analysis of TBM recorded data Geodata
came up with three different possible mechanisms for the ground collapse at building
n. 183:
Hypothesis 1
The first scenario contemplated the existence of voids located somewhere near the tunnel,
not necessarily distributed symmetrically with respect to the cross section. According to
this hypothesis the void would have progressively slowly moved upwards to the failure of
the ground arch assisted by groundwater inflow. The final sudden collapse occurred due
to the brittle failure of the thin arch under building n. 183. In this scenario the originally
predicted G4 layer did not exist. Figure 6.15 illustrates the failure mechanism of
hypothesis 1.
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Station (m): 550,0
a) Existing void
Station (m): 550.0 600.0
b) sudden collapse
Figure 6.15 Failure mechanism - hypothesis 1 (adapted from Geodata, 2001)
Hypothesis 2
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In this hypothesis the over excavation caused an irregular void around the tunnel which
partially emptied an adjacent inclined g5 layer (see Figure 6.16), asymmetric in cross-
section. This void slowly progressed upwards after the passage of the TBM influenced
by:
- The continuous heavy rain that occurred the month of December
- Complex underground and "minas" network in the area
- Alteration of the ground water regime due to both tunnel excavation and injection
works executed nearly one month before the collapse.
Again the final sudden collapse occurred due to the brittle failure of the thin inclined slab
under building n. 183.Figure 6.16 illustrates the failure mechanism of hypothesis 2.
Station (m): 550.0 600.0
a) Progressive void
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Station (m): 550.0 600.0
b) Sudden collapse
Figure 6.16 Failure mechanism - hypothesis 2 (adapted from Geodata, 2001)
Hypothesis 3
In this scenario the g5 layer was confined by a g4 layer, and therefore the over excavation
induced void was also limited to progress upwards (Figure 6.17). As the TBM advanced
other similar voids due face instabilities were created. These voids, limited vertically by
the g4 layer, were aggravated probably by the water flow above the tunnel, in the
longitudinal direction. This caused the possible effects:
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Station (m): 650.0 6000-
Figure 6.17 Geological scenario for Hypothesis 3 (adapted from Geodata, 2001)
Hypothesis 3a
Progressive upward enlargement of the initial over extraction induced void(s), emptying
the sub-vertical fractures in g4, which lead to the final and sudden collapse. This
mechanism is illustrated in Figure 6.18.
Station (m):550.0 60010
a) progressive void
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Station (m): 550.0 600,
b) sudden collapse
Figure 6.18 Failure mechanism - hypothesis 3a (adapted from Geodata, 2001)
Hypothesis 3b
Creation of a new void(s) in the g5/g6 layer overlying the g4 lense, though the migration
of material through the g4 fractures, assisted by downward flow of water from the surface
in the long periods of heavy rain, leading to the final and sudden collapse.
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Station: 550.0
a) progressive void
Section (m): 550.0 600.0 -
b) sudden collapse
Figure 6.19 Failure mechanism - hypothesis 3b (adapted from Geodata, 2001)
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Figure 6.20 Location of boreholes where leached granite samples were obtained (Geodata, 2001)
The panel of experts that was in charge of the executive review of the construction
behavior up o the occurrence of the accidents, described different geological models than
those described by Geodata (2001), at the face and immediately above the EPBM
(Babendererde et al, 2004)
1. Fresh or slightly weathered Granite with no weathered material in the
discontinuities;
2. Fresh or slightly weathered Granite but with very weathered material (filled or in
situ) in substantial fractures; these fractures may communicate with overlaying
parts of completely weathered granite;
3. Very weathered or completely weathered granite, W5 (almost granular soil with
little or no cohesion);
4. Very weathered or completely weathered granite with blocks of the rock core;
5. Mixed conditions with both sound mass and completely weathered granite at the
face.
For all 5 cases the water table is above the tunnel crown. According to the panel the
machine should operate in Open Mode only in the first situation, and only if there was
strong indication that this situation would persist for a considerable length of tunnel. Due
to the heterogeneous nature and high variability of the ground mass, the panel considered
that it is too risky to drive in Open Mode. Besides that, the deficiency of face support
pressure can be compensated for by the addition of an Active Support System, proposed
by Dr Siegmund Babendererde (panel member) that will be described in more detail in
the Supplementary measures section
6.1.5 Supplementary measures
After the third and fatal collapse, the construction was stopped for nine months and it was
subjected to the Portuguese Government's Commission of Inquiry Investigation. In
addition to the Commission's report, a panel of experts was assembled to perform an
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executive review, providing constructive criticism and making recommendations on
changes to be made to the EPBMs. Major changes and improvements were made to the
construction process in order to ensure the safe completion of the tunnel excavation.
The two major proposals related to the machine operation itself (Babendererde, 2005):
i) the EPBM required to operate only in Closed Mode
ii) Installation of an Active Face Support System in the EPBM
The Active Face Support System, designed to compensate for deficiencies of the face
support pressure, is composed of a container filled with pressurized bentonite slurry
linked to a regulated compressed air reservoir. The way this system works is if the
support pressure in the work chamber drops below a predetermined level the Active Face
Support System automatically injects pressurized bentonite slurry until the pressure level
loss in the work chamber is compensated, resulting in an operation similar to that of a
Slurry-TBM (Babendererde, S, 2004). Figure 6.21 presents the additional slurry injection
system (Active Face Support System) connected to the crown area of the work chamber.
A situation that can cause a drop in the face support pressure corresponds to the one
presented in Figure 6.22, in which the lower part of the cross-section is composed of
fresh granite and the upper part is in residual soil. In this situation the thrust of the
machine is consumed by the cutter forces required to excavate the fresh granite and there
is not enough "force" to generate the required pressure in the upper part of the work
chamber, resulting in an imbalance between the soil and water pressure in the weathered
granite and the pressure generated in the work chamber in the upper part of the work
chamber. If this difference is too large, the face will collapse inwards into the working
chamber and this will result in progressive over-excavation ahead and above the face
(Babendererde, 2004). The additional pressure generated by the active support system
will compensate for this deficiency.
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Figure 6.21 Additional Face Support System Figure 6.22 Illustration of Active Support System
(Babendererde, 2005) for overcoming the support pressure deficiency in
mixed face conditions for Porto Metro
(Babendererde, 2004)
There were other modifications to the EPBM that consisted of (Guglielmetti,V, 2003):
- Installation of an Emergency Double Piston Pump to help control the support
pressure oscillations. When the muck is too liquid emergency situations can
occur, because in such cases muck flow maybe too difficult to regulate, making it
difficult to control the oscillations of pressures inside the chamber. This Pump,
connected to the screw conveyer, will be activated to extract the muck whenever
it is too liquid, allowing it to avoid these situations.
- Installation of a second belt scale in order to cross check the results of the first
one.
Besides the modifications to the EPB machine, before re-starting tunneling, Plans for
Advance of TBM (PATs) were produced for each section, so that all parameters and
design issues related to tunnelling were addressed prior to the actual excavation of that
section. For each TBM parameter, the PAT defined an operational range and counter-
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measures to be applied if the attention/ alarm limits were exceeded. Three automatic
alarms were set up (Guglielmetti,V, 2003):
- An alarm for going over the extracted weight upper limit, which immediately
stops the EPB machine
- An alarm for going below the face pressure lower limit, which activates the
Active Support System.
- An alarm for going below the lower limit of the muck apparent density, which
activates a red light to alert the operator.
Finally, following the recommendations of the official Accident Commission's report, the
roles of the contractor and construction manager were re-organized and new design and
resident engineer responsibilities were introduced (Figure 6.23).
Technical office
engineer-
Technical office
engine&er
GElgs
Figure 6.23 TBM follow up team organizational chart (T&TI, 2003)
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The TBM-follow up team consisted of specialists from both the contractor and the
designer. The main scope of this team was to continuously interpret the excavation
behavior (T&TI, 2003).
The introduction of additional measures such as the Active Face Support System, the
Emergency Double Piston Pump, and the Plans for Advance of TBM (PATs) among
others proved to be a very effective and led to the safe completion of the tunnel of Line C
and the excavation of the tunnel of Line S.
6.2 Application of Risk Analysis Methodology
Based on the analysis of Porto metro case study, the decision support framework for
determining the "optimal" (minimum risk) construction method for a given tunnel
alignment, presented in Chapter 5 was further developed for the specific case of the Porto
metro line C tunnel. The decision support framework consists of three models: two
geologic prediction models and a decision model (Figure 6.24). During the design phase
the geology prediction is a simple model only based on the results of the geological
survey and geological profiles. The decision model is a Bayesian network based model
that allows one to decide on the optimal construction strategy for a given the geology.
During the construction phase the geologic prediction model is a Bayesian network
prediction model that allows one to predict the geology ahead of a tunnel machine based
on observations of various machine parameters, during construction. The decision model
is the same as the one used in the design phase which allows one to decide on the optimal
construction strategy for the predicted geology. When combined the models allow one to
asses risks during tunnel construction.
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Figure 6.24 decision support framework for the design and construction phase
6.2.1 Design Phase
In the design phase the geology is predicted based on the results of a survey and
geological profiles. This information is then used in the Bayesian Decision Model, which
will now be described.
6.2.1.1 Bayesian Decision model
In order to build the Bayesian Decision model for the specific problem, it is necessary to
determine which factors are important for the stability of the tunnel. This was based on
information made available to the author by the Porto Metro. The data gathered consisted
of:
- Design geological and geotechnical profiles.
- Plans for Advance of TBM (PATs) 3 to 6, corresponding to Section to 0+907 to
Section 2+450. These documents were produced so that all parameters and design
issues related to tunneling were addressed prior to the actual excavation of that
section (Transmetro, 2002a; 2002b; 2002c and 2002d)
- Estimated (after excavation) geological condition at TBM face from Section
0+635 to section 2+450, from contractor/ designer.
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- Logs of the TBM containing the automatically recorded data.
A) Important Variables for tunnel stability
The list the most important and influential variables (ground and surface conditions) for
the line C tunnel stability are:
- Weathering degree (WI to W6)
- Distribution of weathering degree at the face.
- Permeability
- Water (Pieozometric) level
- Overburden
- Geomechanical parameters (Uniaxial compressive strength, "permeability", in
soil: cohesion and friction angle)
- Building vulnerability (geometry layout, position in reference to the tunnel and
structural characteristics)
The parameters to observe and control are:
- Extracted volume
- Penetration rate
- Earth pressure
- Torque
- Volume of injected grout
- Muck density
- Piezometric levels
- Deformations (surface and deep)
Figure 6.25 shows the influence diagram for the Porto Metro Line C tunnel. The
governing factor for the determination of the ground classes is the weathering degree. It
is important to have information not only on the weathering degree but also on its
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distribution at the face. Mixed faces are the ones that normally cause the most difficulties
for the stability of the face.
The piezometric level is also of great importance due to effect it has on the stability of the
face during excavation. In case the water level is above the crown of the tunnel the
permeability of the ground is of great interest. It is important to know if the permeability
is low or high and what is the permeability of the ground.
The overburden has also an effect on the stability. At shallow overburden the ground is
normally weaker and if the tunnel is very close to the surface an arching effect may not
occur naturally. In these cases treatment of the ground maybe required
External factors, such the existence of structures at the surface and in the ground are also
very important parameters to be considered. They affect not only the probability of
failure but the extent of the damage, inside the tunnel and at the surface, in case failure
occurs. In the next section these factors will be discussed further.
Also during construction observations are made, through monitoring. These observations
can tell something about the ground conditions as well as the behavior of the excavation
and therefore failure.
All these parameters affect tunnel stability. In an urban environment as for the Porto
metro this produces the risk scenarios such as: collapse up to the surface and damage at
the surface due to ground settlements.
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Figure 6.25 Influence diagram for Porto Metro Line C tunel
B) Ground class definition
A very important part of the development and application of the methodology to this real
case is to define ground classes and determine which variables are most important.
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The influence diagram of Figure 6.25 shows the variables that were considered by the
author to be the most influential for the stability of the excavation. The variables used for
the definition of the ground classes and their values are:
- Weathering grades (W): W1, W2, W3, W4, W5, W6
Weathering was a governing factor in the geomechanical properties of the granitic
rock mass. In the Porto Metro case, all weathering grades (W1 to W6, as established
in the engineering geological classification according to the scheme proposed by the
Geological Society of London, 1995, and the recommendations of ISRM) can be
encountered:
- W 1: fresh granite
- W2: slightly weathered
- W3: moderately weathered
- W4: highly weathered
- W5: completely weathered - saprolite
- W6: decomposed rock - residual soil
According to ISRM recommendations, geological materials with uniaxial
compressive strength (C) greater than IMPa (which correspond to granites with
weathering degree from Wi-W4) are considered to be "rock", while geological
materials with uniaxial compressive strength (C) lower than IMPa (i.e. saprolite W5
and residual soil W6) are considered to be soil.
- Overburden (0): 01, 02,03
The overburden in tunnel C varies from about 4 m to 30 m. The overburden
influences the structural behavior of the tunnel, and therefore the probability of
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failure. It also influences the type of failure. The smaller the overburden the more
probable is that the failure reaches the surface. The possible states for overburden are:
01 - overburden <10 m
02 - overburden 10-20 m
03 - overburden 20-30 m
- Piezometric level (H) : H1, H2
As stated before, the piezometric level has an important effect on the stability of the
face and is a crucial factor in the determination of the effective pressure to apply at
the face.
H1 - piezometric level < 10m
H2 - piezometric level 10-100m
- Face condition
1 - Soil-like material (W5, W6)
2 - Mixed Conditions
3 - Discontinuous rock Mass (W1-W4)
- Cover condition
1 - Soil-like material (W5, W6)
2 - Mixed Conditions
3 - Discontinuous rock Mass (W1-W4)
Based on the project information, mainly the geological interpretative profiles
(Transmetro drawing TM DS-0123-01 A04), six ground classes were determined (Table
6.3). Figure 6.26 illustrates the different classes.
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Table 6.3 Ground Classes
Cover Face Condition
Condition Soil Mixed Rock
Soil GC1 GC2 GC3a"'
Mixed GC3 GC4 GC5
Rock GC5a') GC4a GC6
(1) Did not find evidence of this type of class along the line
GC1
W6/W5 (g6/g5)
W5 (g5)
G
W6/W5 (g6/g5)
GC3
W5 (g5
C2
W5 (g5)
Figure 6.26 Geological ground class
(note: in ( ) are the geomechamincal groups used by the designer that were described in
section 6.1.1)
For simplifying purposes only the face conditions will be considered in the definition of
ground classes (Figure 6.26), i.e. Soil (GC 1, GC3), Mixed (GC2, GC4, GC4a) and Rock
(GC5, GC6). Another reason for this is the fact that there is only information regarding
the face conditions (from the face mapping) and little regarding the cover conditions,
since it is only possible to know it for sure through the few boreholes made.
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C) Bayesian Network / Influence Diagram Model
Based on the influence diagram presented on Figure 6.25, a Bayesian network model
(extended influence diagram) was built in order to support a decision process during
construction. The decision model for Line C tunnel of the Porto Metro is presented in
Figure 6.27. The idea behind the model was to support the decision of the optimal
construction strategy for the tunnel. In this specific case, it seems that one of the major
issues was what would be the optimal mode for the EPBM to operate in given geological
conditions. For this reason the construction strategies to be considered in the model of
Figure 6.27 will be: CS1) EPBM with operation in open mode and CS2) EPBM with
operation in closed mode.
Figure 6.27 Decision Model for Line C tunnel
The Bayesian network extended to a decision graph contains 6 chance nodes, 1 decision
node and two utility nodes.
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The Decision node, Construction Strategy (CS), represents the two possible Construction
Strategies, 1- Open Mode and 2- Closed Mode.
The chance node Ground condition at the face (GC) represents the different possible
geological states that can be found in the sections at the face:
1- Soil (GC1, GC3);
2- Mixed (GC2, GC4, GC5) and
3- Rock (GC6).
The chance node Piezometric Level (PL) represents the possible piezometric levels:
1 - piezometric level < 10m
2 - piezometric level >1 Om.
The chance node Combined ground class (CGC) represents the combination between
face condition and piezometric level. The possible values are:
1-Soil with low piezometric level,
2- Soil with high piezometric level,
3-Mixed with low piezometric level,
4- Mixed with high piezometric level
5- Rock
The chance node Failure (F) represents probability of failure of the face occurring given
the combined geological and hydrological conditions, and the construction strategy used.
The possible values are:
1- Failure
2- No Failure
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The chance node Surface Occupation (SO) represents the occupation degree at the
surface. The possible values are:
1- Low,
2-Medium;
3- High.
The chance node Damage Level (DL) represents the vulnerability, i.e. the fact that if the
failure occurs the consequences are uncertain. The possible values are:
1- No damage;
2- Level idamage. This damage level corresponds to the situation of the first and second
accident that occurred at the Line C tunnel, i.e. damages at the surface to buildings and
other structures due to excessive deformation, including partial collapse of a building.
3- Level 2 damage. This damage level corresponds to scenario of collapse to the surface
causing total collapse of at least a building and damage to buildings and other structures
at the surface. This is the situation of the 3rd collapse that occurred in the Line C tunnel.
Note that in the model used the Damage Level also depends on the surface occupation.
The utility node Total Utility consists of the cost of Construction (UC) and Cost of
Failure (UF), which represent the costs associated with the construction and a possible
failure, respectively.
Sections Analyzed
The risks assessment methodology described in Chapter 5 and the model will be applied
to a portion of about 320 m of the Line C tunnel of the Porto Metro, where the accidents
occurred. The design geological profile of that stretch of the line is presented in Figure
6.28. The sections were defined based on the overburden. In section 1 the overburden
varies from 10-20 m (02) and in Section 2 it varies from 20-30 m (03). Figure 6.28
shows the location of the three incidents that occurred during the initial phase of the
construction of Porto Metro Line C.
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For the purposes of this application the ground will divided as previously mentioned into
Soil or Rock. Geomechanical design groups (conditions) g5, g6 and g7 refer to material
with a soil-like behavior, and geomechanical design groups (conditions) gi to g4
represent material with rock like behavior (geomechanical design groups are described in
section 6.1.1). Also indicated in Figure 6.28 are the location and simplified results of
survey boreholes.
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Ground Condition at
the tunnel face:
Accident 1 Accident 3 Accident 2
(Mixed) '(Rock/ Mixed) (Rock/ Mixed) (Rock)
PK 298
(-Ring 104)
Section 1
(160 m) PK 458(-Ring 217)
Section 2
(166 m) PK 624(-Ring 335)
. Figure 6.28 Geological longitudinal profile for Line C tunnel (from PK 298 to PK 624)
Conditional and prior probability tables
The prior probability and conditional probability tables, as well as utilities, attached to
each node of the influence diagram presented on Figure 6.25 are presented below:
* Ground condition at tunnel face (GC)
Table 6.4 and Table 6.5 show the prior probability of Ground condition at tunnel face in
Section 1 and Section 2, respectively. The geological state prior probabilities were
determined subjectively based on the design geological longitudinal profiles as well as
the results of boreholes presented in Figure 6.28.
Table 6.4 Prior Probability of Ground Table 6.5 Prior Probability of Ground
Condition at tunnel face (Section 1) Condition at tunnel face (Section 2)
GC P(GC)
Soil (GI) 0.10
Mixed (G2) 0.85
Rock (G3) 0.05
GC P(GC)
Soil (1) 0.30
Mixed (2) 0.55
Rock (3) 0.15
Despite the fact that the design geological profile show that the tunnel face in section 2
will be mostly located in mixed and rock, the boreholes SC-3 and SC-4 show the
occurrence of g5 (soil like material) at the tunnel depth. For this reason the probability of
occurrence of soil at tunnel face in section 2, P (Gl) = 0.30, is higher than in section 1,
P (G1) = 0.10.
* Piezometric level (PL)
Table 6.6 presents the prior probability table for the piezometric level, P (PL). The
piezometric level prior probabilities were also determined subjectively, based on results
of the boreholes and what is known regarding the rainfall in winter around the Porto area.
Table 6.6 Prior Probability of piezometric level (Section 1 and Section2)
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PL P (PL)
Low 0.10
High 0.90
e Combined ground classes (CGC)
Table 6.7 shows the probability of CGC. This was considered, for simplification reasons,
to be a deterministic variable that just combines geological state and hydrological state.
Table 6.7 Probability of GC (Section 1 and Section2)
P(CGCIFC, PL)
FC= PL =
Soil (1) Low (1)
Mixed (2) Low (1)
Rock (3) Low (1)
Soil (1) High (2)
Mixed (2) High (2)
Rock (3) High (2)
Soil low (1) Soil high (2) Mixed low (3) Mixed high (4) Rock (5)
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
* Probability of Failure given CGC (Combined Ground Class) and CS
(construction Strategy)
The occurrence failure depends on the geological and hydrological conditions as well as
the construction strategy employed. Table 6.8 shows the conditional probability table
P (Failurel CGC, CS), attached to the variable Failure (F). The probability of failure
distribution was also determined subjectively.
Note that the probability of failure could have been determined based on mechanical
models for face stability with EPBM, such as the method of Jancsecz and Steiner (J&S,
1994), the method of Leca & Dormieux (L&D, 1990 or the method of Anognostou and
Kovari (A&K, 1996). If one has an expression for the factor of safety, depending on
several variables, such as friction angle, < , cohesion, c', among others, and their
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respective probability distributions, it is possible to determine the probability of failure as
being equal to probability that the factor of being below 1.
Table 6.8 Probability of Failure given CGC and construction strategy (Section 1 and Section 2)
Soil low Soil high Mixed low Mixed high Rock
P(Failurej CGC, CS) CS1 CS2 CS1 CS2 CS1 CS2 CS1 CS2 CS1 CS2
Failure (1) 0.2 0.01 0.3 0.02 0.15 0.01 0.25 0.1 0.01 0.005
No Failure (2) 0.8 0.99 0.7 0.98 0.85 0.99 0.75 0.9 0.99 0.995
Probability of Damage Level given SO (Surface Occupation) and Failure,
P(DLISO, F)
Table 6.9 Probability of Damage Level given SO and Failure, (Section 1 and Section 2)
P (DLI Failure, SO)
No Damage Level 2
Failure SO (Surface Occupation) (1) Level 1 (2) (3)
Failure (1) High (1) 0.02 0.18 0.8
No Failure (2) High (1) 1 0 0
Failure (1) Medium (2) 0.05 0.4 0.55
No Failure (2) Medium (2) 1 0 0
Failure (1) High (3) 0.1 0.5 0.4
No Failure (2) High (3) 1 0 0
Utility Functions
The utility function used was equal to "-cost". The costs (expressed in utilities) of
construction are presented in euro per section (each section is about 160 m), in Table
6.10.
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e Construction Costs (Utilities)
Table 6.10 Construction costs (Section 1 and Section 2)
CS Open (CS1) Closed (CS2) Open (CS1) Closed (CS2) Open (CS1) Closed (CS2)
GC Soil (1) Soil (1) Mixed (2) Mixed (2) Rock (3) Rock (3)
UC -1 -9 -1 -9 -1 -8
The utilities associated with consequences of failure and respective damage levels,
presented in Table 6.11, were determined based on similar collapse cases from the
database of accidents.
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. Failure "Costs" (Utilities)
Table 6.11 Failure "costs" (Section l and Section 2)
CS Open (CS1) Closed (CS2) Open (CSl) Closed (CS2) Open (CS1) Closed (CS2) Open (CSI) Closed (CS2) Open (CS1) Closed (CS2)
GC Soil (1) Soil (1) Mixed (2) Mixed (2) Rock (3) Rock (3) Soil (1) Soil (1) Mixed (2) Mixed (2)
DL No Damage (1) No Damage (1) No Damage (1) No Damage (1) No Damage (1) No Damage (1) Level 1 (2) Level 1 (2) Level 1 (2) Level 1 (2)
UF 0 0 0 0 0 0 -50 -50 -10 -40
CS Open (CS1) Closed (CS2) Open (CSl) Closed (CS2) Open (CSl) Closed (CS2) Open (CS1) Closed (CS2)
GC Rock (3) Rock (3) Soil (1) Soil (1) Mixed (2) Mixed (2) Rock (3) Rock (3)
DL Level 1 (2) Level 1 (2) Level 2 (3) Level 2 (3) Level 2 (3) Level 2 (3) Level 2 (3) Level 2 (3)
UF -15 -5 -100 -70 -80 -50 -50 -10
D) Application of Bayesian Decision Model
Using the data (probability and utility functions) presented in the previous section, the
results show that the optimal Construction Strategy is to both sections drive in closed
mode. Figure 6.29 shows the results of solving the decision model in Figure 6.27 in terms
of expected utilities and optimal construction strategy for sections 1 and 2. The decision
model is solved by the algorithm decision policy, described in Chapter 5.
Section 1 Section 2
CS= E(UICS) CS= E(U1CS)
Cs1 .14.8 Cs1 -15.A6
CS2 -12.55 CS2 -11.45
strMa y (CS) Face (GC) Level (PL) Stategy (CS) Face (GC) Level(PL)
Failure (F) Surfuce Surac
occuption oceaaftn
TO. Utmy Level (OL) Tota Uty Level (DL
E (U) -12.55 E (U) =-11.45
Optimal Strategy: Closed Mode Optimal Strategy: Closed Mode
Figure 6.29 Design Results - Optimal Construction strategy
In the design phase a decision is made on the "optimal" construction strategy for the
tunnel, in this case tunnel sections. Once the construction starts, with the "optimal"
construction, information is available (regarding geology, machine parameters,
deformations etc) and should be use to update the geological conditions ahead of the
tunnel face and adapt the construction strategy to the found geology. This will be done in
the next sections.
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6.2.2 Construction Phase - Bayesian Prediction Model
In this section, a Bayesian Model that predicts the geology ahead of a TBM face is
developed. The model makes use of information that becomes available during
construction to update the geologic predictions ahead of the machine. The ultimate aim of
the model is to act a decision aid for assessing and mitigating risk. If one knows the
geology ahead of the machine, then one can prepare for any risks, and chose optimal
construction methods as was described in the previous section.
Prior to developing the model, it is necessary to chose parameters that are important in
distinguishing between geologies. These are the parameters that the model will be based
on, and that are observed during construction. This section is organized as follows. An
extensive analysis of the data from the Porto Metro case is performed in order to find
which parameters are important in distinguishing between geologies. The inter-
relationships are also analyzed. The important parameters, and the important inter-
relationships are then retained in the model, and the structure of the model is based on
these. Once the structure of the model is chosen, the model is applied to the Porto Metro
Case. A portion of the dataset is used to 'learn' the model. The model is then used to
predict the geologies ahead of the EPB machine. The results are then compared to the
actual geologies encountered.
6.2.2.1 TBM Data
The TBM registers automatically every 10 seconds several operation related parameters.
The ones looked at in this study are presented below:
- Weight of excavated material (ton).
The extracted material is weighted by scales located in the conveyor belt.
- Penetration rate (mm/rev):
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The rate at which the machine penetrates the ground, measured in mm per
revolution
- Torque of the cutting wheel (MNm)
Twist force applied to the cutting wheel.
- Total Thrust (KN)
Corresponds to the total force applied by the thrust cylinders (or jacks) required to
push the shield forward. The last segmental lining ring built inside the shield tail
serves as abutment for the thrust cylinders.
- Cutting wheel Force (KN)
Force that is transmitted onto the cutting wheel.
- Grout volume (m3)
This is the volume of grout injected in the annular gap between the lining and the
ground.
- Earth pressure (bar).
Earth pressure inside the chamber, measured by means earth pressure sensors
located inside the work camber. The earth pressure is controlled through
regulating the rotation of the screw conveyor.
- Advance rate (mm/min).
The rate at which the machine penetrates the ground, measured in mm per minute
Figure 6.30 shows a schematic of the EPBM used during the construction of the Porto
Metro Line C. The head of the TBM is located approximately 6 m from the ring. The
width of each ring is 1.4 m. According to these dimensions (width of the rings elements,
distance of ring to head of the TBM), when the machine excavates the distance of a ring,
the ring being mounted in that cycle corresponds to about four rings before, i.e. for
example, in the cycle in which ring 200 is being installed, the machine will be excavating
the section that will be part of ring n. 204 and of part of ring n. 205. The ring being
injected in the same cycle will be ring n. 198.
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Bulkhead Shield Ring to be mounted
Work chamber
Cuttinghead
Earth pressure
sensors
Balance mounted on the Longitudinal
Screw conveyor conveyor belt grouting
Figure 6.30 TBM machine scheme
Besides the data available from the TBM, for this application the author had access to the
following information:
- Mapping of the face
- Monitoring results, consisting mostly of deformations at the surface.
- Topographic and design geological profiles.
The analysis of accident reports and construction data suggests that the data automatically
recorded by the TBM was not considered and was not used to infer and update the
behavior of the excavation, and consequently adjust it.
6.2.2.2 Data Analysis
The Bayesian Model that is developed in this section predicts geologies ahead of the
tunnel using information that is obtained during construction. To develop the model, it is
first important to determine how to distinguish between geologies. In this section, the
dataset that was obtained for the Porto Metro case is analyzed to determine which
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Ring to be Injected
parameters were relevant when distinguishing between ground conditions. A single
parameter analysis is first done. A two-parameter analysis follows in order to determine
which inter-relationships between these parameters are important in distinguishing
geologies.
A. Single Parameter analysis
In order to determine, which parameters are important in distinguishing geologies, a
single parameter analysis is first performed. This consists of finding the mean values,
standard deviations, and relative frequency of the parameters from the dataset that is
observed for the Porto Metro case. The relative frequencies for the different geologies are
then compared. If there is a significant difference then the parameter is good at
distinguishing between the geologies, and if the differences are not great, then the
parameter is not good at distinguishing between the geologies.
Cutting Wheel Force (CF)
Table 6.12 shows the mean value, standard deviation and coefficient of variation of the
variable Cutting Wheel Force (CF), for each ground condition (G1, G2 and G3)
separately. The mean value of CF is low in soil (G1), 7581 kN and high in rock (G3),
11088 kN. The standard deviation is the highest in soil, and least in rock. Figure 6.31
presents the relative frequencies of the Cutting Wheel Force for the different ground
classes. Since Bayesian Models are based on discrete variables, CF was discretized into
five bins as presented in Table 6.13. Figure 6.32 shows the relative frequency of the
discretized variable Cutting Wheel Force (CF), with the contribution of the different
ground conditions (G1, G2 and G3). One can observe if CF is high (i.e. CF > 10200 kN)
one is more likely in Rock, and if CF is low (CF < 7100 kN) one is more likely in soil. It
can be concluded that Cutting Wheel Force (CF) is an important parameter in
distinguishing between ground conditions, since one can see a clear difference between
the CF distribution of relative frequencies in Soil (G1) and in Rock (G3). Mixed (G2) is
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more difficult to distinguish. This is due to the fact Mixed (G2) can vary from a face that
contains as much as 90% Soil to one that contains as much as 90% Rock.
The cutting wheel force, CF is therefore retained in the Bayesian Model.
Table 6.12 Mean Value (in kN), Standard Deviation (in kN)
Cutting Wheel Force
and Coefficient of Variation for
All ground conditions:
Mean Value 9519
Standard Deviation 2597
Coefficient of Variation 0.273
In GI:
Mean Value 7581
Standard Deviation 2241
Coefficient of Variation 0.296
In G2:
Mean Value 9053
Standard Deviation 2329
Coefficient of Variation 0.257
In G3:
Mean Value 11088
Standard Deviation 2087
Coefficient of Variation 0.188
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Figure 6.31 Relative Frequency of Cutting Wheel Force in Ground conditions GI, G2, G3
Table 6.13 Discretization of the variable Cutting Wheel Force (CF)
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Bin Range (kN)
1 CF < 7100
2 7100 < CF > 10200
3 10200 < CF >12600
4 12600 < CF > 14000
5 CF > 14000
............................. .
0.45
0.4-
0.35-
o 0.3-
0.25- 0 G3
LL 0 G2
0.2 U G1
0.15 -
0.1 -
0.05-
0
CF<7100 7100<CF>10200 10200<CF>12600 12600<CF>14000 CF>14000
Cutting Wheel Force (kN)
Figure 6.32 Relative Frequency of the discretized variable Cutting Wheel Force showing
the contribution of ground conditions GI, G2, G3
Penetration rate (P)
Table 6.14 shows the mean value, standard deviation and coefficient of variation of the
variable Penetration (P), for each ground condition (G1, G2 and G3) separately. The
mean value of Penetration (P) is high in soil (G1), 8.87 mm/rev and low in rock (G3),
4.86 mm/rev. The standard deviation is the highest in soil, and lowest in rock. This
makes sense due to the excavation method used, EPB. In soil (Gl) the face must be fully
pressurized and the earth pressure to balance the face fluctuates more due to the changing
soil conditions (not to forget that Porto Granite is a highly heterogeneous weathered
formation) and the existence of boulders.
Figure 6.33 presents the relative frequencies of the Penetration rate (P) for the different
ground classes. Since Bayesian Models are based on discrete variables, P is again
discretized into five bins as presented in Table 6-15. Figure 6.34 shows the relative
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frequency of the discretized variable Penetration rate (P), with the contribution of the
different ground conditions (GI, G2 and G3). One can observe that if P is low
(P<5.3 rpm) one is more likely in rock (G3) and if P is high-medium (P>9.5rpm) is more
than in soil (G1). For values of P between 5.3rpm and 9.5rpm one is more likely to be
crossing Mixed (G2).
It can be concluded that Penetration rate (P) is an important parameter in distinguishing
between ground conditions, since one can see a clear difference between the P
distribution of relative frequencies in Soil (G1). Mixed (G2) and Rock (G3).The
Penetration, P is therefore retained in the Bayesian Model.
Table 6.14 Mean Value (in mm/rev), Standard Deviation (in mm/rev) and Coefficient of
Variation for Penetration rate (P)
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All ground conditions:
Mean Value 6.50
Standard Deviation 2.835
Coefficient of Variation 0.436
In G1:
Mean Value 8.87
Standard Deviation 3.217
Coefficient of Variation 0.363
In G2:
Mean Value 6.81
Standard Deviation 2.221
Coefficient of Variation 0.326
In G3:
Mean Value 4.86
Standard Deviation 2.047
Coefficient of Variation 0.421
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Figure 6.33 Relative Frequency of Penetration rate in ground conditions GI, G2, G3
Table 6.15 Discretization of the variable Penetration rate (P)
Bin Range (mm/rev)
1 P < 5.3
2 5.3 < P > 9.5
3 9.5 < P >13.4
4 13.4 < P > 16.4
5 P > 16.4
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Figure 6.34 Relative Frequency of discretized variable Penetration rate showing contribution of
ground conditions G1, G2, G3
Torque of the Cutting Wheel (TO)
Table 6.16 shows the mean value, standard deviation and coefficient of variation of TO in
all ground conditions and for each ground condition (G1, G2 and G3) separately. Figure
6.35 presents the relative frequencies of the Torque of the Cutting Wheel (TO) for the
different ground classes. The mean value of Torque is almost the same in Soil
(6.85 MNm) and Mixed (6.92 MNm) and slightly lower in Rock (6.24 MNm). The spread
or standard deviation is also almost the same for all geological conditions, slightly higher
in Rock (1.415 MNm) and slightly lower in Mixed (1.302MNm).
Torque was also discretized into five bins as presented in Table 6.17. Figure 6.36 shows
the probability distribution of the discretized variable Torque of the Cutting Wheel (TO),
with the contribution of the different ground conditions (GI, G2 and G3). It is very
difficult to determine the ground condition based on the value of Torque, since the
relative frequency distribution is almost the same in soil, rock and mixed.
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The reason for this is that the torque is applied by the operator and therefore it is difficult
to predict where one is tunneling just based on values of Torque alone. The Torque is
nevertheless retained in the Bayesian Model, because it will be shown later that the inter-
relationship between Torque and other parameters such as penetration rate and cutting
wheel force is extremely important.
Table 6.16 Mean Value (in MNm), Standard Deviation
for Torque of the Cutting Wheel (TO)
(in MNm) and Coefficient of Variation
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All ground conditions:
Mean Value 6.65
Standard Deviation 1.332
Coefficient of Variation 0.200
In GI (Soil):
Mean Value 6.85
Standard Deviation 1.302
Coefficient of Variation 0.190
In G2 (Mixed):
Mean Value 6.92
Standard Deviation 1.164
Coefficient of Variation 0.168
In G3 (Rock):
Mean Value 6.24
Standard Deviation 1.415
Coefficient of Variation 0.227
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Figure 6.35 Relative Frequency of Torque of the Cutting Wheel in ground conditions Gi, G2, G3
Table 6.17 Discretization of the variable Torque of the Cutting Wheel (TO)
Bin Range (MNm)
1 TO<3.65
2 3.65<TO>5
3 5<TO>6
4 6<TO>7.3
5 TO>7.3
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Figure 6.36 Relative Frequency of discretized variable Torque of Cutting Wheel showing
contribution of ground conditions GI, G2, G3
Torque / Cutting Wheel Force (TOC)
Table 6.18 shows its mean value, standard deviation and coefficient of variation in all
ground conditions and for each ground condition (G1, G2 and G3) separately. The mean
value of TOC is much higher in soil (0.96 m) than in rock (0.58 m) while the mean values
of TOC in soil and mixed (0.81) are much closer. The standard deviation is highest in soil
(0.273 m), and lowest in rock (0.169 in). Figure 6.37 presents the relative frequencies of
the parameter Torque/Cutting Wheel Force (TOC) for the different ground classes.
TOC was discretized into five bins as presented in Table 6.19. Figure 6.38 shows the
probability distribution of the discretized variable TOC, with the contribution of the
different ground conditions (GI, G2 and G3). The relative frequencies are different for
rock (G3) and soil (GI). The relative frequencies show that if TOC is low then there is a
high probability that one is excavating through G3 (rock). So for a given value of Torque
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(TO), for high values of Cutting Wheel Force (CF) one is probably driving through rock
(G3) and for low values of CF one is probably going through Gl(soil) or G2 (mixed).
It can be concluded that TOC is an important parameter in distinguishing between ground
conditions, since a distinct difference in the relative frequencies of TOC for Soil (Gl) and
Rock (G3) can be observed. The relative frequency distribution of G2 (mixed) is much
closer, in this case, to the one of G1 (soil) than that of G3 (rock). The parameter TOC is
therefore retained in the Bayesian Model.
Table 6.18 Mean Value (in in), Standard Deviation (in in) and Coefficient of Variation for Torque
/ Cutting Wheel Force (TOC)
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All ground conditions:
Mean Value 0.75
Standard Deviation 0.263
Coefficient of Variation 0.349
In GI:
Mean Value 0.96
Standard Deviation 0.273
Coefficient of Variation 0.284
In G2:
Mean Value 0.81
Standard Deviation 0.228
Coefficient of Variation 0.282
In G3:
Mean Value 0.58
Standard Deviation 0.169
Coefficient of Variation 0.291
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Figure 6.37 Relative Frequency of Torque/Force of the Cutting Wheel in ground conditions G1,
G2, G3
Table 6.19 Discretization of the variable Torque / Cutting Wheel Force (TOC)
Bin Range
1 TOC<0.6
2 0.6 < TOC > 0.825
3 0.825 < TOC > 1.05
4 1.05 < TOC > 1.4
5 TOC>1.4
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Figure 6.38 Relative Frequency of discretized variable TOC showing contribution of ground
conditions G1, G2, G3
Total Thrust Force
The total thrust is a force applied by the thrust cylinders against the last installed ring of
lining in order to make the TBM advance through the ground. This force can be
controlled by the operator.
Table 6.20 contains the mean value, standard deviation and coefficient of variation of the
Total Thrust Force (TT) in all ground conditions and for each ground condition (G1, G2
and G3) separately. The mean value of TT is the highest in rock (33613 kN) and lowest
in soil (31188 kN). The mean value of TT in mixed (31664 kN) is very close to that of
TT in soil. The standard deviation of TT is the highest in rock (6516 kN) and lowest in
mixed (5188 kN). Figure 6.39 shows the relative frequency of the Total Thrust Force in
ground conditions G1, G2 and G3.
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The range of Total Thrust and its relative frequency are relatively similar in soil, mixed
and rock. It can, therefore, be concluded that TT is not an important parameter when
distinguishing between ground classes. For this reason this parameter will not be retained
to the Bayesian model. The model will include the Cutting Wheel Force instead. This
force is a fraction of the Total Thrust, since part of this force is lost by friction between
the surrounding ground and the TBM shield.
Table 6.20 Mean Value (in kN), Standard Deviation (in kN) and Coefficient of Variation for
Total Thrust Force (TT)
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All ground conditions:
Mean Value 32307
Standard Deviation 5975
Coefficient of Variation 0.185
In G1:
Mean Value 31188
Standard Deviation 5968
Coefficient of Variation 0.191
In G2:
Mean Value 31664
Standard Deviation 5188
Coefficient of Variation 0.164
In G3:
Mean Value 33613
Standard Deviation 6516
Coefficient of Variation 0.194
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Figure 6.39 Relative Frequency Total Thrust Force in ground conditions GI, G2, G3
Cutting Wheel Force / Total Thrust Force (COTT)
Table 6.21 presents the mean value, standard deviation and coefficient of variation of
COTT in all ground conditions and for each ground condition (Gi, G2 and G3)
separately. The mean value of COTT is the lowest in soil (0.246) and the highest in rock
(0.344). The standard deviation of COTT is highest in rock and lowest in soil. However
the coefficient of variance is the same in soil, mixed and rock.
Figure 6.40 presents the relative frequencies of the Cutting wheel force / Total Thrust
(COTT) for the different ground classes. Cutting Wheel Force/Total Thrust (COTT) was
discretized into five bins as presented in Table 6.20. Figure 6.41 shows the relative
frequencies of the discretized variable COTT with the contribution of ground conditions
G1, G2, G3. For lower values of COTT, one is more likely driving through soil (Gl) than
rock through (G3). For higher values of COTT it is more likely that one is either
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excavating through rock (G3) or mixed ground (G2). So for a given Total Thrust, if the
Cutting Wheel Force is low, one is probably driving through soil (GI). This difference
may be explained by the fact that the friction around the shield is higher in soil (G1),
since it is a more deformable ground and therefore the pressure around the shield is
higher, causing more friction than in a less deformable ground such as rock (G3). From
the results one can conclude that COTT is an important parameter in distinguishing soil
(G1) from rock (G3) and mixed (G2), since the relative frequencies are quite different.
However distinguishing between rock (G3) and mixed (G2) is more difficult because the
relative frequencies are not as different (Figure 6.40).
Table 6.21 Mean Value, Standard Deviation and Coefficient of Variation for Cutting Wheel
Force / Total Thrust Force (COTT)
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Mean Value 0.301
Standard Deviation 0.0913
Coefficient of Variation 0.303
In GI:
Mean Value 0.246
Standard Deviation 0.0695
Coefficient of Variation 0.282
In G2:
Mean Value 0.291
Standard Deviation 0.0820
Coefficient of Variation 0.282
In G3:
Mean Value 0.344
Standard Deviation 0.0975
Coefficient of Variation 0.283
Figure 6.40 Relative Frequency Cutting Wheel Force / Total Thrust in ground conditions
G1, G2, G3
Table 6.22 Discretization of the variable Cutting Wheel Force/Total Thrust (COTT)
Bin Range
1 COTT < 0.25
2 0.25 < COTT > 0.35
3 0.35 < COTT > 0.45
4 0.45 < COTT > 0.5
5 COTT>0.5
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Figure 6.41 Relative Frequency of discretized variable COTT showing contribution of ground
conditions GI, G2, G3
B. Two Parameter analysis
The tunneling process is influenced not only by specific parameters, but also by the inter-
relationship between them. In this section, a two parameter analysis is performed on the
dataset from the Porto Metro to determine which relationships between parameters are
important in distinguishing between ground classes. The joint relative frequencies of both
parameters for the different geologies are compared. If there is a significant difference in
the joint relative frequencies for the different ground classes, then the relationship
between the parameters is good at distinguishing between the geologies, and if the
differences are not great, then the relationship between the parameters is not good at
distinguishing between the geologies. Where there is a significant difference, both
parameters are retained in the Bayesian Model, as well as the relationship between them,
which is considered in the model.
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Penetration rate (P) and Cutting Wheel Force (CF)
Figure 6.42 shows a scatter plot of the Cutting Wheel Force (CF) versus Penetration (P)
for the data from the Porto Metro. The scatter plot shows that considering both
Penetration and Cutting Wheel Force is important to distinguish between soil (G1) and
rock (G3), since there is a clear difference between rock and soil values. In rock (G3)
high values of Cutting Wheel Force (CF) are needed to penetrate the ground even at low
penetration rates. In soil (Gl) low values of CF will translate into high Penetration (P).
The plot shows that there is a lower limit of CF for which the machine is able to penetrate
the ground. This limit is about 4000 KN (for softer materials).
Cutting Wheel Force (CF) vs Penetration (P)
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Figure 6.42 Penetration rate (P) versus Cutting Wheel Force (CF), in G1, G2, G3
Table 6.23 presents the correlation coefficients between P and CF for the different ground
conditions. There is a negative correlation between penetration and cutting wheel force.
This means that in softer materials one needs less cutting wheel force (CF) to get the
same penetration (P).
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Table 6.23 Correlation coefficient between Penetration rate and Cutting Wheel Force in GI, G2
and G3
Correlation
Ground Condition coefficient
GI -0.2479
G2 -0.529
G3 -0.3468
Figure 6.43 shows the joint relative frequency of cutting wheel force (CF) and
penetration rate (P) discretized according to tables Table 6.13 and Table 6.15,
respectively. Figure 6.44, Figure 6.45 and Figure 6.46 show the joint distribution of
penetration rate (P) and cutting wheel force (CF) for ground conditions GI, G2 and G3,
respectively.
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Figure 6.43 Joint relative frequency of penetration rate (P) and cutting wheel force (CF) for all
ground conditions (G1, G2 and G3)
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Figure 6.44 Joint relative frequency of penetration rate (P) and cutting wheel force (CF), in G1
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Figure 6.45 Joint relative frequency of penetration rate (P) and cutting wheel force (CF), in G2
(mixed)
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Figure 6.46 Joint relative frequency of penetration rate(P) and Cutting wheel force (CF), in G3
(rock)
The joint relative frequencies are different for the possible ground conditions. They show
that for values of low penetration (below 5.3 mm/rev) and high cutting wheel force
(above 10200 kN) it is more likely that the machine is crossing rock (G3). For higher
values of penetration (between 5.3 and 16.4 m/rpm) and lower values of cutting wheel
force (below 12000 kN) the probability of being in soil (G1) is high. For mixed
conditions (G2) the relative frequencies are mostly concentrated in the range of CF below
12600 kN and in the range of penetration between 5.3mm/rev and 13.4 mm/rev.
From the results in this section, it can be concluded that considering cutting wheel force
(CF), and penetration rate (P) together is important in distinguishing between ground
conditions. The relationship between these two parameters is important, and therefore,
both parameters, as well the relationship between them are retained in the Bayesian
Model.
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Penetration rate (P) and Torque of the Cutting Wheel (TO)
Figure 6.47 shows penetration rate (P) versus torque of the cutting wheel (TO) scatter
plot of the data. In Table 6.24 are the correlation coefficients between P and TO in G1,
G2 and G3. Penetration and torque are strongly correlated in rock (G3) but uncorrelated
in soil (GI) and mixed (G3). This can also be observed in the scatter plot. This means
that for rock (G3), for a constant value of the cutting wheel force (CF) when the torque is
increased (TO) the penetration also increases (P). The plot also shows that it seems that
there is limit for applied torque around 9 MNm.
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Figure 6.47 Penetration rate (P) versus Torque of the Cutting Wheel (TO), in Gl, G2, G3
Table 6.24 Correlation coefficient between P and TO in Gl, G2 and G3
Correlation
Ground Condition coefficient
G1 -0.025
G2 0.052
G3 0.496
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Figure 6.48 shows the joint relative frequency of penetration rate (P) and torque of the
cutting wheel (TO), discretized according as presented in Table 6.15 and Table 6.17,
respectively. Figure 6.49, Figure 6.50 and Figure 6.51 show the joint relative frequency
of penetration (P) and torque of the cutting wheel (TO) in ground condition GI, G2, G3,
respectively. The joint relative frequency of P and TO is concentrated at the upper end of
the diagonal in Figure 6.48 , which means that there is little (in some cases none) data for
high values of penetration and low torque. The joint relative frequency of P and TO in
soil (Figure 6.49) show a concentration of data around the high penetration values (i.e.
above 5.3mm/rev) and high torque values (i.e. above 6MNm). The joint relative
frequency of P and TO in mixed conditions is close to that of the soil, although shifted to
the left, i.e to lower values of penetration than those observed in soil. The range of torque
values observed in mixed conditions is greater than in soil, since lower values of torque
than in soil are observed. In rock, the joint relative frequency of P and TO shows that the
data are mostly concentrated around low values of penetration and almost all values of
torque.
Based on the results, one can conclude that considering penetration rate (P) and torque of
the cutting wheel (CF) together is important in distinguishing between ground conditions.
The relationship between these two parameters is important, and therefore, both
parameters, as well the relationship between them are retained in the Bayesian Model.
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Figure 6.48 Joint relative frequency of penetration (P) and torque of the cutting wheel (TO) for all
ground conditions (Gi, G2 and G3)
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Figure 6.49 Joint relative frequency of penetration (P) and torque of the cutting wheel (TO), in
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Figure 6.50 Joint relative frequency of penetration (P) and torque of the cutting wheel (TO), in
G2 (mixed)
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Figure 6.51 Joint relative frequency of penetration (P) and torque of the cutting wheel (TO), in
G3 (rock)
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Cutting Wheel Force (CF) and Torque of the Cutting Wheel (TO)
Figure 6.52 shows cutting wheel force (CF) versus torque of the cutting wheel (TO)
scatter plot of the data. In Table 6.25 are the correlation coefficients between CF and TO
in Gl, G2 and G3.
One can observe a clear difference between values of CF and TO in G1 (soil) and G3
(rock). Note that both of these parameters are directly or indirectly controlled by the
operator (CF indirectly through the total thrust). The correlation between variables is thus
induced by the operation of the machine. The maximum torque of around 9 MNm,
observed previously in Figure 6.47 can be observed also in Figure 6.52. It is also
interesting to observe that the operating torque and cutting wheel force must be above
2 MNm and 4000 KN respectively, for the machine to penetrate through the softer
materials, i.e. soil.
The CF-TO scatter plot shows that for constant values of torque, if the cutting wheel
force is high one is more likely to be in rock (G3) and if the cutting wheel force is low
one is more likely to be in soil (Gi).
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Figure 6.52 Cutting Wheel Force (CF) versus Torque of the Cutting Wheel (TO), in G1, G2, G3
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Table 6.25 Correlation coefficient between cutting wheel force (CF) and Torque of the cutting
wheel (TO) in GI, G2 and G3
Correlation
Ground Condition coefficient
GI 0.362
G2 0.219
G3 0.176
The correlation coefficient between CF and TO is the highest in soil (0.362) and the
lowest in rock (0.176). For all ground conditions the correlation coefficient between CF
and TO is positive. This means that when the torque increases the cutting wheel force
also increases, more precisely if a value of torque is above its mean, then the value of the
cutting wheel force is also above its mean.
Figure 6.53 shows the joint relative frequencies of the discretized variables cutting wheel
force (CF) and torque (TO). The discretizations for cutting wheel force (CF) and for
torque (TO) are presented in Table 6.13 and Table 6.17, respectively. For all ground
conditions it is more likely to have values of TO in higher ranges (above 5 or 6MNm),
while cutting wheel force values (CF) are more likely to be below 14000 KN.
Figure 6.54, Figure 6.55 and Figure 6.56 show the joint relative frequencies of the
discretized variables cutting wheel force (CF) and torque (TO) for ground conditions, G1
(soil), G2 (mixed) and G3 (rock), respectively. The joint relative frequencies of CF and
TO data in soil (Figure 6.54) are higher for values of CF below 10200 KN and values of
TO above 6 MNm. Thus if the values of TO are high and of CF are low, then the
probability that the machine is driving through soil (G1) is high. The joint relative
frequencies of CF and TO data in mixed conditions (Figure 6.55) are similar to those for
soil conditions. The main difference is that in the case of mixed conditions the most
frequent values of CF and TO are more spread than in soil conditions. In mixed
conditions the most frequent values of CF are in the range 0 to 12600 KN and the most
frequent values of TO are above 5 MNm. The joint relative frequencies of CF and TO
data in rock (Figure 6.56) are higher for high values of cutting wheel force (10200 to
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14000 KN) and high values of torque (above 6 MN). Thus if the values of TO are high
and of CF are high the probability that the machine is driving through rock (G3) is high.
Based on the results, one can conclude that considering torque of the cutting wheel (CF)
and torque of the cutting wheel (TO) together is important in distinguishing between
ground conditions. The relationship between these two parameters is important, and
therefore, both parameters, as well the relationship between them are retained in the
Bayesian Model.
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Figure 6.53 Joint relative frequency of cutting wheel force (CF) and torque of the cutting wheel
(TO) for all ground conditions (Gi, G2 and G3)
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Figure 6.54 Joint relative frequency of cutting wheel force (CF) and torque of the cutting wheel
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Figure 6.55 Joint relative frequency of cutting wheel force (CF) and torque of the cutting wheel
(TO), in G2 (mixed)
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Figure 6.56 Joint relative frequency of cutting wheel force (CF) and torque of the cutting wheel
(TO), in G3 (rock)
Penetration (P) and Torque of the Cutting Wheel / Cutting Wheel Force (TOC)
Figure 6.57 shows a scatter plot of the torque / cutting wheel force (TOC) versus
penetration (P) data. In Table 6.26 the correlation coefficients between TOC and P in
each ground condition are presented. There is a high correlation between TOC and P in
rock (G3). In soil (Gl) this correlation is small. This can also been seen in the scatter plot
of Figure 6.57, which also indicates that the relationship between TOC and P is very
important in distinguishing between ground conditions. At low TOC and low penetration
(P) the ground conditions are most likely rock (G3). For rock conditions, the distribution
of TOC-P values is very concentrated, with a small scatter. At high TOC and high
penetrations the ground conditions are most likely soil (GI). The distribution of TOC-P
values for soil (G1) is much more scattered than that of rock (G3) and mixed (G2).
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It seems that there is a lower limit of the ratio torque over cutting force of about 0.20, and
an upper limit of about 1.67, for which there is also no data points.
In order to better visualize these limits, the cutting wheel force / torque versus penetration
(P) scatter plot of the data is presented in Figure 6.58. In this plot is easier to visualize
that there are no data points for cutting force / torque below 0.6. It seems that for
relationships of CF/TO below 0.6 (i.e. TOC>1.67) the machine is not able to penetrate
the soil ground conditions. This shows that for a given torque there is likely a minimal of
cutting force necessary to penetrate even soft materials. Also there are no data for values
of CF/TO above 5 (i.e. TOC <0.2). It is also possible to observe an upper boundary of
penetration in both Figure 6.57 and Figure 6.58 (approximately 20 mm/rev). This can be
explained by the fact that for a fixed cutting wheel force increasing the torque won't have
much effect on the penetration or because the torque as reached the operational safe limit.
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Figure 6.57 Torque / Cutting Wheel Force (TOG) versus Penetration (P), in Gi, G2, G3
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Table 6.26 Correlation coefficient between Torque / Cutting Wheel Force (TOC) and Penetration
(P), in G1, G2 and G3
Correlation
Ground Condition coefficient
GI 0.247
G2 0.537
G3 0.733
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Figure 6.58 Cutting Wheel Force / Torque (COT) versus Penetration (P), in GI, G2, G3
Figure 6.59 shows the joint relative frequencies of penetration (P) and torque of the
cutting wheel / cutting wheel force (TOC), discretized as in Table 6.15 and Table 6.19,
respectively. It is possible to observe the importance of rock on the joint distribution (low
values of penetration and TOC), by comparing Figure 6.60, Figure 6.61 and Figure 6.62,
which show the joint relative frequency of the discretized variables penetration (P) and
torque of the cutting wheel / cutting wheel force (TOC) for ground conditions, G1, G2
and G3, respectively. The joint relative frequency of penetration (P) and TOC in G1
(Figure 6.60) is higher for high values of penetration (P>5.3 mm/rev) and high values of
cutting force over torque (0.6 <TOC<1 .4). This means that for higher P and high TOC it
likely that one is driving through soil (G1). The joint relative frequency of penetration (P)
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and TOC in G2 (Figure 6.61) is similar to that of G1, but shifted towards lower values of
TOC and lower values of P, than those that occur in G1. The joint relative frequency of
penetration (P) and TOC in G3 (Figure 6.62) shows is highly concentrated in lower
values o penetration (P<5.3 KN) and low valued of torque over cutting wheel force (TOC
< 0.825). This means that if one has low P and low TOC it is much more likely one is in
rock (G3) is then in soil (G1) .
Based on the results, one can conclude that considering penetration (P) and torque of the
cutting wheel over cutting wheel force (TOC) together is important in distinguishing
between ground conditions. The relationship between these two parameters is important,
and therefore, both parameters, as well the relationship between them are retained in the
Bayesian Model.
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Figure 6.59 Joint relative frequency of penetration (P) and torque of the cutting wheel / cutting
wheel force (TOC) for all ground conditions (G1, G2 and G3)
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Figure 6.60 Joint relative frequency of penetration (P) and torque of the cutting wheel / cutting
wheel force (TOC) in Gi (soil)
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Figure 6.61 Joint relative frequency of penetration (P) and torque of the cutting wheel / cutting
wheel force (TOC) in G2 (mixed)
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Figure 6.62 Joint relative frequency of penetration (P) and torque of the cutting wheel Icutting
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Penetration (P) and Cutting Wheel Force/ Total Thrust Force (COTT)
Figure 6.63 shows a scatter plot of the cutting wheel force over total thrust (COTT) versus
penetration (P) data. In Table 6.26 the correlation coefficients between COTT and P in
each ground condition are presented. The highest correlation coefficient is in G2 (-0.318)
and is negative. The smallest correlation coefficient is in G3 (-0.062) and is also negative.
The correlation coefficient in G 1 (soil) is positive and equal to 0.163.
The scatter plot in Figure 6.63 of COTT and P show that in G1 the data is most frequent
for high values of penetration and low valued of COTT. The distribution of the data in
G2 is similar to G1, but shifted toward lower values of penetration and slightly higher
values of COTT than those encountered in G1. In G3, the frequencies are the highest for
low values of penetration and higher values of COTT than in G1 and G2. Thus if one has
high penetration and low cutting wheel force over total thrust, one is more likely to be
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going through GI. On the other hand if the penetration is low and cutting wheel force
over total thrust is high, one is more likely to the going through G3.
Cutting Wheel Force/ Total Thrust (CFUT) vs Penetration (P)
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Fiue6.63 Penetration (P) versus Cutting Wheel Force / Total Thrust Force (COTT), in G1, G2,
G3
Table 6.27 Correlation coefficient between Penetration (P) and Cutting Wheel Force! Total
Thrust (COTT) in G1, G2 and G3
Correlation
Ground Condition coefficient
G1 0.163
G2 -0.318
G3 -0.062
Figure 6.64 shows the joint relative frequency of the penetration (P) and cutting wheel
force/ total thrust (COTT), discretized as in Table 6.15 and Table 6.22, respectively.
Figure 6.65, Figure 6.66 and Figure 6.67 show the joint relative frequency of the
discretized variables penetration (P) and cutting wheel force/ total thrust (COTT), for
ground conditions, G1, G2 and G3, respectively. The joint relative frequency of
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penetration (P) and cutting wheel force/ total thrust (COTT), in G1 is the highest for high
values of penetration (P>5.3mm/rev) and low values of COTT (<0.35). The joint relative
frequency of penetration (P) and cutting wheel force/ total thrust (COTT), in G2 is the
similar to that of G1, although shifted towards lower values of penetration (between 0
and 13.4mm/rev) and higher values of COTT (between 0 and 0.5). The joint relative
frequency of penetration (P) and cutting wheel force/ total thrust (COTT), in G3 is the
highest for low values of penetration (below 5.3mm/rev) and higher values of COTT than
in G2 and G3.
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Figure 6.64 Joint relative frequency of cutting wheel force/ total thrust (COTT) and penetration
rate (P) for all ground conditions (G1, G2 and G3)
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Figure 6.65 Joint relative frequency of cutting wheel force/ total thrust (COTT) and penetration
(P), in G1 (Soil)
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Figure 6.66 Joint relative frequency of cutting wheel force/ total thrust (COTT) and penetration
(P), in G2 (mixed)
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C. More than two parameter analysis
It is difficult to visualize and draw conclusions from 3D scatter plots of the data. For this
reason sensitivity analysis will be performed on the models in order to determine the
important relationships between more than two variables.
As an example consider the scatter plot of the cutting force (CF) - torque (TO) -
penetration (P) data shown in Figure 6.68. It is quite difficult to visualize and draw
conclusions regarding the importance of the relationship between the three variables. For
this reason sensitivity analyses will be performed on the predictor model in order to
assess the importance of relationships between three or more variables. This is will done
in section 6.2.2.3.
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Figure 6.68 Scatter plot of CF, TO and P of the data
Summary of the results:
The results of the analysis of the data for single parameters, and two parameters show
that:
- Penetration (P), Cutting Wheel Force (CF), Torque / Cutting Force (TOC) and
Cutting Force / Total Thrust (COTT) are important parameters when
distinguishing between the effects on tunneling of different ground conditions.
These parameters are retained for the geological prediction Bayesian modeling in
the next section.
- Torque (TO) and Total Thrust (TT), when used on their own, are not an important
parameters when distinguishing between the effects on tunneling of different
ground conditions. TT will not be considered for the geological prediction
Bayesian modeling in the next section. CF, which will be included in the
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geological prediction model, reflects not only the variation of TT but also the type
of ground that the TBM is going through since part of the TT is lost in friction
around the TBM shield, when transmitted to the cutting wheel.
- The relationships between Torque (TO) and Penetration (P), Cutting Wheel Force
(CF) and Penetration (P); Torque / Cutting Force (TOC) and Penetration (P); and
Cutting Wheel Force / Total Thrust (COTT) and Penetration (P) are important
when distinguishing between the effects on tunneling of different ground
conditions. These parameters are the relationships between them are retained for
the Bayesian Modeling in the next section.
- The relationship between Torque (TO) and Cutting Force (CF) is also important
to distinguish between the effects on tunneling of G1, G2 and G3. Despite the fact
that this relation is induced by the operator, the relationship between Torque (TO)
and Cutting Wheel Force (CF) is considered in the Bayesian Modeling in the next
section.
6.2.2.3 Bayesian Model for Prediction of Ground Conditions
In this section, a Bayesian Model for predicting ground conditions is developed. The aim
of the model is to predict ground conditions ahead of the tunneling machine, given
information on the machine performance parameters that have been observed. The model
is 'learned' from data that are obtained by observations during the construction process.
The model is then used to predict geological conditions ahead.
This is the first stage in the proposed risk assessment and mitigation procedure proposed
in this chapter. The second step is a decision making problem whereby decisions are
made regarding the optimal construction strategies given the predicted geologic
conditions. This way, risk can be assessed, and minimized by choosing the optimal
construction method.
The model is based on parameters that are important in the tunneling process. Since the
model aims to distinguish between parameters, the parameters and interrelationships
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between them that are best suited at distinguishing between ground classes are used in the
model. These parameters and inter-relationships have been identified in the previous
section.
Different models, with different parameters, and various configurations can be
constructed given the results of the previous section. This can be considered as a model
sensitivity analysis. In this section, several models are developed. These models are
'learned' from observations using the Porto Metro dataset, and used to make predictions
on geologic conditions. Since the actual conditions are known, the results of the models
are compared to reality and to one another. The model that performs best is then proposed
as a model/model structure to be used.
A) Bayesian Model Structure
This section provides a description on the development of the various structures of the
Bayesian prediction Model.
The machine parameters used in the modeling were the following:
- Penetration (P)
- Cutting Wheel Force (CF)
- Torque of the Cutting Wheel (TO)
- Torque / Cutting Wheel Force (TOC)
- Cutting Wheel Force / Total Thrust (COTT)
The general configuration of the model is as shown in Figure 6.69. The model is a
dynamic Bayesian network (in this specific case a Markov chain), which consists of a
structure that is replicated for each ring. Each ring's model structure contains a node GC
representing the possible ground conditions, GI, G2 and G3, and several nodes Xl,
X2... Xn representing different machine parameters, for that specific ring. Attached to
each node is a conditional probability distribution. Between the rings' structures, there is
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a spatial transition probability table, which relates the ground condition in space, i.e. it
contains the probability that geological state y occurs at ring r, given that geological state
z occurred at ring r-1. All models are first order Markov chains. This means that the
probability of geological state y occurring at ring r, only depends on the geological state
that occurred at ring r- 1. These tables are attached to the GC nodes for each ring. At ring
1 the node GC has a prior probability table, which reflects the prior probability of the
geological states.
All conditional probability tables were estimated from the available data, using a
Bayesian estimator, with uniform priors, using the existing learning algorithms as
described in Chapter 4, Section 4.6.5.
Model Structure
1) (Rg 2) (Ring N)
X1 X2 XnX1 X2 Xn X1 X2Xn
(Ring 1) N ) (Ring1) (Ring 2) (Ring 2) (Ring 2) (Rig N) (RingN) (Ring N)
RING 1 RING 2 RING N
Figure 6.69 General configuration for the geological prediction Bayesian model
The transition matrix was "learned" from the data. The results are shown in Table 6.28.
Table 6.28 Geological transition matrix
GC(r-1)
GI G2 G3
G1 0.956 0.027 0.000
G2 0.044 0.958 0.059G3 0.000 0.015 0.941
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Training data set
As previously described, all prior and conditional probabilities of the geological
prediction Bayesian model, were estimated (parameter estimation) from the available
data. Two different sets (training sets) of data were used for parameter estimation. This
made it possible to determine the sensibility of the predictor model to different training
sets. The training data sets used to estimate the parameters of the geological prediction
model were the following:
Training set A
This data set consists of 720 rings which correspond to about 1 km of tunnel, selected
randomly. The data used consisted of an equal distribution of soil, mixed, and rock
data corresponding, i.e. 1/3 of soil (G1), to 1/3 of mixed (G2) and 1/3 of rock (G3).
The rings used and the data are presented in Appendix H.
Training set B
This data set consists of 720 rings which correspond to around 1 km of tunnel,
selected randomly. The data used correspond to 34% of soil (G1), 22% of mixed
(G2), and 44% of rock (G3). The rings used and the data is presented in Appendix H
The "real" geological states along the tunnel, which were used in the learning, are the
ones determined by the contractor/designer, based on face surveys. At the face survey
locations the geological states are known. Between face surveys the geological states
were estimated by the contractor/designer. It was assumed that the geology would vary
linearly between face surveys.
Discretization
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As previously mentioned in Section 6.2.2.2, the machine parameter variables were
discretized into 5 bins. Table 6.29 is a summary of the discretization of all machine
parameters used in the geological prediction model. The variables were discretized using
a discretization algorithm, based on hierarchical cluster analysis. The way the algorithm
works is described in Figure 6.70. This algorithm organizes the data in different clusters
(the number of clusters is defined by the user). It starts by N number of bins (or clusters),
where N is equal to the total data points. Then it iteratively starts combining the bins (or
clusters) whose mean has the smallest separation until it reaches the desired number of
bins.
Table 6.29 Discretization of the machine parameter variables
a) Cutting Wheel Force (CF) b) Penetration (P) c) Torque (TO)
Bin Range (kN)
1 CF < 7100
2 7100 < CF > 10200
3 10200 < CF >12600
4 12600 < CF > 14000
5 CF > 14000
d) Torque / Cutting wheel
force (TOC)
Bin Range
1 TOC < 0.6
2 0.6 < TOC > 0.825
3 0.825 < TOC > 1.05
4 1.05 < TOC > 1.4
5 TOC>1.4
Bin Range (mm/rev)
1 P < 5.3
2 5.3 < P > 9.5
3 9.5 < P >13.4
4 13.4 < P > 16.4
5 P > 16.4
e) Cutting wheel force /
Total thrust (COTT)
Bin Range
1 COTT < 0.25
2 0.25 < COTT > 0.35
3 0.35 < COTT > 0.45
4 0.45 < TOC > 0.5
5 TOC>0.5
Bin Range (MNm)
1 TO < 3.65
2 3.65 < TO > 5
3 5 < TO > 6
4 6 < TO > 7.3
5 TO > 7.3
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Input: N=# of records, K=# of desired bins.
1. Let k denote the running number of bins, initialized to k=N (each record starts in
its own cluster).
2. If k=K quit, else set k=k-1 by combining the two bins whose mean value has the
smallest separation.
3. Repeat 2.
Figure 6.70 Hierarchical discretization algorithm
In order to asses the influence of the variable discretization, i.e. of the bin choice, on the
model accuracy a different discretization was tested. This discretization consisted on
uniform width bins, i.e. same length bins (Table 6.30).
Table 6.30 Discretization of the machine parameter variables (uniform width)
a) Cutting Wheel Force (CF) b) Penetration (P) c) Torque (TO)
Bin Range (kN) Bin Range (mm/rev) Bin Range (MNm)
1 CF < 6252 1 P < 5.05 1 TO < 3.37
2 6252< CF > 8734 2 5.05< P > 8.93 2 3.37< TO > 4.75
3 8734< CF >11235 3 8.93< P >12.80 3 4.75 < TO > 6.12
4 11235< CF > 13733 4 12.80< P > 16.78 4 6.12 < TO > 7.5
5 CF > 13733 5 P > 16.78 5 TO> 7.5
d) Torque / Cutting wheel e) Cutting wheel force /
force (TOC) Total thrust (COTT)
Bin Range Bin Range
1 TOC <0.52 1 COTT < 0.22
2 0.52< TOC > 0.815 2 0.22 < COTT > 0.305
3 0.815 < TOC > 1.13 3 0.305 < COTT > 0.395
4 1.13< TOC > 1.43 4 0.395 < TOC > 0.488
5 TOC > 1.43 5 TOC > 0.488
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The discretization with uniform bin width was used in combination with training data set
A. As a consequence there will be three training data sets: A, B and Al:
A: Training data set A with Hierarchical discretization of continuous variables
B: Training data set B with Hierarchical discretization of continuous variables
Al: Training data set A with uniform bin width discretization of continuous variables
Model structure determination
This section shows the results of the application of the different structure geological
prediction model (Figure 6.69) to the tunnel C line. The application of the prediction
model started at ring 336, station 0+631 (after the accidents) and ended at ring 1611,
station 2+418. Figure 6.71 illustrates the application of the geological prediction model
(with a general structure) for two steps: 1) Tunnel face at ring 1 with no available face
survey and 2) Tunnel face at ring 2 and face survey is available.
Step 1: The TBM is driving through ring 1. The information regarding the machine
parameters (e.g. penetration, cutting wheel force) is entered in the model and used as
evidence to update (predict) the probability distribution for the geological state at ring 1
and all the rings ahead at the tunnel face (e.g. rings 2 to n). Note that the inference is done
in the opposite sense of the arrows between geological conditions and machine
parameters (arrow in bold).
Step 2: The TBM advances to ring 2. The machine is stopped and a face survey is made
available. The information regarding the machine parameters and the "real" geological
state is entered in the model and used to update (predict) the geological state ahead of the
TBM face. Note since the geological state at this ring is known, the information regarding
the machine parameters is superfluous and not needed. This is because the geological
state at ring 3 only depends on the geological state at ring 2.
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The process is then replicated for the next rings as the TBM advances, until it reaches the
end of the tunnel. Every time a survey of the face was made, and that information was
available for the author, it was entered in the model.
Table 6.31 shows the results of the application of the geological prediction model of
Figure 6.69, with different structures. The results are presented in form of percentage of
correctly determined geological states (G1, G2 and G3). The updated geological state at
ring x (given the evidence, e.g. the machine parameters) was obtained as described
previously for Figure 6.71. The results will be in the form of, for example at ring x,
P (G=Gllparameters) = 0.3, P (G=G2|parameters) = 0.2, P (G=G3|parameters) = 0.5. The
geological state with highest probability associated, in this case G3, will be compared
with the "actual" geological state. If they match it will be considered that the geological
state was predicted accurately.
Table 6.31 contains the model number, the respective structure, and the percentage of
correctly predicted geological states (overall and per geological state). For each structure
the conditional probability tables were estimated based on different training sets: A, B
and Al, previously described. The first column, Model number contains the model
number. The second column illustrates the structure referent to each model number. The
third column says, which training data set is used to train the model. The fourth column
contains the overall performance of the model, i.e. the percentage of correctly predicted
geological states. The fifth, sixth and seventh column contain the performance of the
models in each of the ground classes, Gl, G2 and G3, respectively, i.e. the percentage of
accurately predicted geological states G1 G2 and G3, respectively, by each model.
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Step 1: Tunnel face at ring 1
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Step 2: Tunnel face at ring 2 (with face survey)
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Figure 6.71 Illustration of the application of the geological prediction model (** if GC is known,
it is not necessary to enter evidence on the machine parameters to update geological conditions
ahead of the face, since the model assumes that geological condition at ring 3 only depends on the
geology at ring 2)
The models' structure start with simple one parameter structures (models 1 to 4). In these
cases the geological states are predicted by using only one machine parameter. Then
structures with two parameters are used (models 6 to 17). In these cases the models use
two parameters to predict the geological states. The parameters may or not be inter-
related. For example in the case of model 6, the structure contains as variables, machine
parameters CF and P, and assumes they are conditionally independent given the variable
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GC (geological condition). Model 7 considers the same to machine parameters CF and P,
and assumes that they are not conditionally independent given the variable GC, by
considering an arrow between then, i.e. by considering their inter-relationship.
More complex models of four variables (GC and three machine parameters) are then
considered (Models 18 to 30). Within the four variable models, one will have simpler
models such as model 18 or 19 where only one (model 19) or none (model 18) inter-
relationship between machine parameters is considered; and more complex models such
as 22 and 23 where two (model 22) or all (model 23) relationships are considered among
the machine parameters variables.
Finally model 31 is a fully learned model, i.e. both the structure and the parameters of the
network were learned based on the training data sets. The algorithm used for the learning
of model 31 was the "greedy thick thinning" with a uniform prior. The basic principles of
learning algorithms can be found in Chapter 4, section 4.6.52. For detailed information
on the greedy thick thinning algorithm please refer to Heckerman, 1997.
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Table 6.31 Model structure results
Model Set/ Overall Soil Mixed Rock
Structure
Number Bins accuracy (G1) (G2) (G3)
A: 62.7% 52% 59% 76%
1 B: 63.2% 57% 54% 79%
CF Al: 63.3% 50% 59% 78%
A: 63.4% 70% 53% 72%
2 B: 63.9% 72% 54% 71%
Al: 66.4% 72% 59% 72%
A: 61.2% 54% 68% 58%
3 B: 61.1% 66% 64% 54%
TO Al: 59.6% 56% 66% 55%
A: 61.4% 46% 52% 85%
4 B: 62.5% 58% 48% 84%
Al: 63.4% 47% 55% 86%
A: 55.5% 65% 56% 48%
5 B: 55.2% 69% 57% 43%
COT Al: 56.3% 55% 62% 50%
A: 64.0% 66% 53% 76%
6 B: 66.0% 75% 53% 76%
CF Al: 66.0% 75% 53% 76%
A: 66.0% 71% 53% 78%
7 B: 66.2% 74% 50% 80%
CF p
IAl: 66.2% 74% 50% 80%
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Model Structure Set/ Overall Soil Mixed Rock
Bins accuracy (G1) (G2) (G3)
GC A: 64.1% 53% 60% 77%
8 B: 64.6% 60% 54% 80%
CF TO Al: 63.8% 52% 60% 77%
G A: 63.5% 52% 57% 80%
9 B: 64.5% 72% 49% 80%
CF TO
Al: 64.9% 52% 57% 84%
GC A: 66.9% 73% 59% 72%
10 B: 66.9% 77% 58% 70%
P TO
Al: 67.6% 73% 61% 72%
GC A: 69.4% 74% 63% 74%
11 B: 69.1% 79% 62% 71%
T Al: 68.8% 78% 61% 72%
GC A: 61.7% 51% 50% 84%
12 B: 60.5% 60% 41% 85%
CF TDC
Al: 62.8% 50% 52% 86%
c A: 62.8% 48% 55% 83%
13 B: 62.1% 61% 44% 85%
CF TOC Al: 64.7% 49% 57% 86%
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Model Structure Set/ Overall Soil Mixed Rock
Bins accuracy (G1) (G2) (G3)
GC A: 65.5% 68% 53% 79%
14 B: 65.8% 72% 52% 79%
P TOG
Al: 68.4% 69% 59% 79%
GC A: 67.0% 66% 56% 82%
15 B: 65.5% 69% 50% 82%
P TOC
Al: 68.6% 67% 60% 81%
c A: 62.1% 78% 48% 68%
16 B: 61.7% 81% 45% 68%
P C Al: 66.4% 61% 64% 73%
GC A: 64.8% 72% 53% 74%
17 B: 64.3% 78% 49% 74%
P CO T Al: 66.9% 59% 64% 76%
GC A: 65.5% 66% 57% 76%
18 B: 67.3% 76% 56% 76%
CF P T TO Al: 65.9% 68% 57% 75%
GC A: 67.6% 70% 59% 77%
19 B: 68.4% 77% 56% 78%
CF P TO Al: 68.0% 69% 60% 77%
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Wmalow- .000
Model Structure Set/ Overall Soil Mixed Rock
Bins accuracy (GI) (G2) (G3)
GC A: 69.6% 73% 60% 80%
20 B: 68.8% 78% 54% 80%
CF, p To
Al: 68.5% 63% 60% 82%
GC A: 66.1% 69% 56% 77%
21 B: 66.8% 79% 51% 77%
p
CF T Al: 66.9% 66% 58% 78%
GC A: 71.9% 73% 63% 82%
22 B: 69.3% 77% 54% 82%
CF p TO
Al: 71% 64% 64% 84%
GC A: 71.6% 79% 59% 82%
23 B: 67.4% 79% 48% 83%
p
Al: 70.5% 61% 64% 86%
GC A: 63.2% 63% 48% 82%
24 B: 64.0% 72% 45% 82%
CF p TOC Al: 64.7% 62% 51% 84%
GC A: 64.1% 63% 49% 83%
25 B: 63.6% 72% 42% 84%
CF p TOC Al: 64.8% 60% 52% 85%
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Model Structure Set/ Overall Soil Mixed Rock
Bins accuracy (G1) (G2) (G3)
oc A: 65.3% 66% 51% 83%
26 B: 66.0% 75% 46% 84%
Al: 66.7% 60% 54% 87%
A: 65.6% 70% 52% 80%
27 B: 65.9% 74% 50% 80%
p
Al: 67% 65% 58% 80%
A: 65.3% 63% 52% 84%
28 B: 64.5% 73% 50% 85%
Al: 66.4% 57% 55% 87%
GC A: 67.6% 71% 55% 81%
29 B: 64.8% 74% 45% 82%
P
Al: 69.3% 65% 60% 84%
GC A: 69.4% 73% 57% 83%
30 B: 65.1% 76% 43% 85%
P
Al: 70.6% 61% 63% 87%
GC A: 68.4% 71% 55% 83%
31 B: 59.8% 63% 40% 82%
TOCAk O Al: 70.1% 68% 59% 85%
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Results of the Model Sensitivity Analysis:
In this section, the results of the sensitivity analysis on the model structure are discussed,
and the "best" performing model is chosen. The "best" model will be defined as the one
that predicts correctly the highest percentage of all ground conditions. However, because
the geological conditions crossed range from hard rock to soil, it is also important to
evaluate how the models perform in each geological condition.
Table 6.32 , Table 6.33 and Table 6.34 show the best models in predicting the overall
geology, in predicting soil (GI) and in predicting rock (G3), respectively for training set
A. Table 6.35, Table 6.36 and Table 6.37, show the best models in predicting the overall
geology, in predicting soil (GI) and in predicting rock(G3), respectively for training set
B. Since it was determined that the discretization based of uniform width bins (training
set Al) did not perform as well as the one based on hierarchical clustering (training set
A), the results of training set A l will not be further analyzed
The results of Table 6.32 and Table 6.35show that the best overall model for set A, B was
structure 22. This structure contains the variables, CF, P and TO (Figure 6.72), and
considers arrows between CF (cutting force) and P (penetration), and TO (torque) and P
(penetration). This model makes sense mechanically since Penetration (P) depends not
only on the cutting wheel force (CF) but also on the torque (TO) that is applied. Although
it was shown previously that torque (TO) on its own was not a good predictor of ground
conditions, its presence and relation to the other machine parameters (CF and P) is
definitely important, as also shown before in the scatter plots of Figure 6.47 and Figure
6.52.
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Figure 6.72 best structure for geological prediction model
Since one is trying to use one model to predict both soil (G1) and rock (G3) it is
important to asses how well the different models predict soil and rock. The results
presented in Table 6.33 and Table 6.36 show that models containing the variables CF, TO
and P and models containing the variables P and COTT, are the ones that perform the
best in soil (GI), and that the inter-relationships between CF and P; TO and P and CF and
TO are important. When predicting rock (G3), the results presented in Table 6.34 and
Table 6.37 show that TOC is an extremely important variable. In fact a simple model like
model 4 with only TOC as machine variable performs quite well (the best for data set B
and within the best 5 for data set A). This is can been seen in the plots of Figure 6.37,
Figure 6.38 and Figure 6.57, which show how important TOC is (alone and in
combination with P) in identifying rock (G3). Because the relative frequency of TOC in
GI and in G2 are more scattered and overlap more, this variable does not perform as well
when identifying soil (G1).
Table 6.32 Five best overall models - Set A.
Model 22 Model 23 Model 20 Model 30 Model 11
71.9% 71.6% 69.6% 69.4% 69.4%
Overall (best) (-0.3%) (-2.3%) (-2.5%) (-2.5%)
72.8% 79.3% 73.1% 72.8% 74.5%
GI (-6.6%) (best) (-6.2%) (-6.6%) (48%)
63.1% 59.1% 59.5% 56.5% 62.9%
G2 (-4.6%) (-8.6%) (-8.2%) (-11.2%) (4.8%)
G3 82.1% 81.6% 79.7% 82.9% 73.7%(-2.5%) (-3.0%) (-5.0%) (-1.7%) (-10.9%)
Note: in () is the difference in performance between the specific model and the best model.
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Table 6.33 Best models in predicting Gi (Soil) -
Model 23 Model 16 Model 11 Model 10 Model 20
71.6% 62.1% 69.4% 66.9% 69.6%
Overall
(-0.3%) (-9.8%) (-2.5%) (-4.9%) (-2.3%)
79.3% 77.9% 74.5% 73.4% 73.1%
GI
(best) (-1.4%) (-4.8%) (-5.9%) (-6.2%)
59.1% 47.9% 62.9% 58.9% 59.5%
G2
(-8.6%) (19.8%) (-4.8%) (-8.8%) (-8.2%)
G3 81.6% 68.2% 73.7% 72.2% 
79.7%
(-3.0%) (-16.4%) (-10.9%) (-12.4%) (-5.0%)
Note: in () is the difference in performance between the specific model and the best model.
Table 6.34 Best models in predicting G3 (Rock) - Set A
Model 4 Model 12 Model 28 Model 26 Model 25
61.4% 61.7% 65.3% 65.3% 64.1%
Overall
(-10.5%) (-10.2%) (-6.6%) (-6.6%) (-7.8%)
46.2% 51.0% 62.8% 65.9% 63.1%
GI (-33.1%) (-28.3%) (-16.6%) (-13.4%) (-16.2%)
51.5% 49.9% 51.9% 50.5% 49.3%
G2 (-16.2%) (-17.8%) (-15.8%) (-17.2%) (-18.4%)
84.6% 83.9% 83.6% 83.1% 83.1%
G3
(best) (-0.7%) (-1.0%) (-1.5%) (-1.5%)
Note: in ( is the difference in performance between the specific model and the best model.
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Set A
Table 6.35 Five best overall models - Set B
Model 19 Model 23Model 20Model 11Model 22
69.3% 69.1% 68.8% 68.4% 67.4%
Overall
(best) (-0.2%) (-0.5%) (-0.9%) (-1.8%)
77.2% 79.3% 78.3% 76.9% 79.0%
GI (-3.4%) (-1.4%) (-2.4%) (-3.8%) (-1.7%)
54.1% 61.5% 53.9% 55.7% 48.3%
G2 (-9.6%) (-2.2%) (-9.8%) (-8.0%) (-15.4%)
82.4% 71.2% 80.4% 77.9% 82.9%
G3 (-2.7%) (-13.9%) (-4.7%) (-7.2%) (-2.2%)
Note: in ( is the difference in performance between the specific model and the best model.
Table 6.36 Best models in predicting GI (soil) - Set B
61.7% 69.1% 66.8% 67.4% 68.8%
Overall
(-7.6%) (-0.2%) (-2.5%) (-1.8%) (-0.5%)
80.7% 79.3% 79.0% 79.0% 78.3%
GI
(best) (-1.4%) (-1.7%) (-1.7%) (-2.4%)
45.3% 61.5% 51.1% 48.3% 53.9%
G2
(-18.4%) (-2.2%) (-12.6%) (-15.4%) (-9.8%)
68.2% 71.2% 77.4% 82.9% 80.4%
G3
(0.0%) (-13.9%) (-7.7%) (-2.2%) (-4.7%)
Note: in ( is the difference in performance between the specific model and the best model.
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Model 11 Model 21 Model 23 Model 
20
Model 16 l 11 I odel 21 Model 23 Model 20
Table 6.37 Best models in predicting G3 (rock) - Set B
64.5% 65.1% 60.5% 62.1% 62.5%
Overall
(-4.8%) (-4.2%) (-8.8%) (-7.2%) (-6.8%)
72.8% 75.5% 60.3% 60.7% 57.6%
G1 (-7.9%) (-5.2%) (-20.3%) (-20.0%) (-23.1%)
43.1% 42.9% 40.9% 44.5% 47.7%
G2
(-20.6%) (-20.8%) (-22.8%) (-19.2%) (-16.0%)
G3 85.1% 85.1% 84.9% 84.9% 
84.4%
(best) (best) (-0.2%) (-0.2%) (-0.7%)
Note: in ( is the difference in performance between the specific model and the best model.
The models were rated according to their performance, which was measured by the
percentage of correctly predicted geological states. It is important to also check, in the
cases were the model does not accurately predict the geological state, which state is
predicted. For that the confusion matrices are presented in Table 6.38 and Table 6.39, for
training data set A and B, respectively. Each row of the matrix represents the predicted
geological states, while each column represents the actual geological states. One benefit
of a confusion matrix is that it is easy to see if the model is confusing two geological
states. For training data set A (Table 6.38 ) geological state GI is mistaken as G2 (mixed)
in 25.5% of the rings and in very few cases, 1.7%, as G3 (rock). Geological state G3
(rock) is mistaken as G2(mixed) in 13.9% of the cases and in 4% of the cases as G1
(soil). Geological state G2 is mistaken as G1 (soil) in 14.2% of the cases and as G3 (rock)
in 22.6% of the cases.
Table 6.38 Confusion matrix for model 22 (training set A)
, Reality ,
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Model 28 Model 30 Model 12 Model 13 Model 4
G1 72.8% 14.2% 4.0%
G2 25.5% 63.1% 13.9%
" G3 1.7% 22.6% 82.1%
Model 4 28 odel 30 Model 12 Model 13
G2 G3
For training data set B (Table 6.39) geological state G1 is mistaken as G2 (mixed) in
20.3% of the rings and in 2.4% of the cases, as G3 (rock). Geological state G3 (rock) is
mistaken as G2(mixed) in 10.9% of the cases and in 6.7% of the cases as GI (soil).
Geological state G2 is mistaken as G1 (soil) in 22.8% of the cases and as G3 (rock) in
23% of the cases. The percentage of rings that are GI (soil) and are mistaken as G3
(rock) and vice versa are small (i.e. 1.7% (set A); 2.4% (set B); and 4% (set A); and 6.7%
(set B), respectively). The majority of the cases where Gi (soil) and G3 (rock) were not
predicted accurately, the model confused them with G2 (mixed). This is mostly due to the
fact that a ring is considered to be in G2 (mixed) if it crosses soil and rock. This includes
a wide range of possibilities that can e.g. consist of as much as 90% GI (soil) and 10%
G3(rock), (which can be confused with a ring in G1), to as little as 10% G1(soil) and
90% G3 (rock), (which can be confused with a ring in G3).
Table 6.39 Confusion matrix for model 22 (training set B)
Reality
GI G2 G3
G1 77.2% 22.8% 6.7%
G2 20.4% 54.1% 10.9%
G3 2.4% 23.0% 82.4%
Other Considerations:
This section will discuss in more details other considerations regarding the results of
Table 6.31, namely how different training sets, different discretizations of the machine
parameter variables and transition models affect the geological prediction model results.
Effect of Training Set
The effect of the training set, more specifically of the ratio of G1/G2/G3 data points, used
in the learning process of the probability tables of the models, can be observed when
comparing the performance of each model on data set A and data set B. The greatest
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difference can be observed when predicting G1 and G2. The same structures perform
better, in average 7%, when predicting GI. In one case, Model 9, this value goes up to
20%. In the case of G2 the models learned with data set B performed worse in average
5%. The probability distributions of machine parameters, as previously seen, are more
spread (higher standard deviation) in soil than in rock. Also The probability distributions
in soil and mixed then to overlap more that those of mixed and rock. For this reason the
models will have a greater tendency to mistake soil (Gl) for mixed (G2) and vice verse,
than rock for mixed. When the models are trained with a ratio Gl/G2 that is higher they
yield probability distributions that will enable to better identify GI, at the expense of not
doing such a great job identifying G2.
When predicting G3 the models where less sensitive to the training sets. This can be
explained by the fact that the probability distributions of the machine parameters have
lower standard deviation in G3 than the other two geological conditions. So the
distributions are less spread and also they overlap less with those in ground conditions GI
and G2.
Effect of Discretization
The effect of discretization can be observed by comparing the results of the geological
prediction model for data set A and Al, in Table 6.31 . Overall the models trained using
the discretization in Table 6.29 performed slightly better than the ones using a uniform
width discretization. This is probably due to the fact that the discretization based on the
hierarchical clustering better captures the boundaries between the geological conditions
(Gi, G2, G3) distributions making then easier to distinguish.
Transition Matrix
A sensitivity analysis to consider the effect of the transition matrix between geological
states was done with the best model, structure 22, in data set B. The transition matrices
used are presented in Table 6.40. Transition matrix A was learned from the results of
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model 22 in data set B. Transition matrices B, C and D were arbitrarily determined with
the goal of portraying different situations of ground conditions, ranging from more
homogenous ground (matrix B) to highly heterogeneous ground (low spatial correlation)
(matrix D)
Table 6.40 Transition matrices used in sensitivity analysis for model 22
a) Transition matrix A
GC(r-1)
GI G2 G3
GI 0.92 0.07 0.000
U G2 0.07 0.88 0.06L I 3 0.01 0.05 0.94
c) Transition matrix C
GC(r-1)
G1 G2 G3
G1 0.75 0.15 0.05
U G2 0.15 0.70 0.15
G3 0.05 0.15 0.75
b) Transition matrix B
GC(r-1)
GI G2 G3
g GI 0.85 0.10 0.03
U G2 0.10 0.85 0.07
0 G3 0.05 0.05 0.90
c) Transition matrix D
GC(r-1)
GI G2 G3
FY G1 0.34 0.33 0.33
u G2 0.33 0.34 0.330 G3 0.33 0.33 0.34
Table 6.41 Results of sensitivity analysis (for the effect of geological transition matrices) on
model 22, data set B.
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Transition Overall Soil (GI) Mixed (G2) Rock (G3)
matnix
Learned 69.3% 77% 54% 82%
from data
A 66.2% 77% 45% 85%
B 66.7% 74% 46% 86%
C 64.3% 73% 42% 85%
D: 55.9% 72% 24% 84%
The results in Table 6.41 show how sensitive the model is to the geological transition
matrices. These matrices are used to update the geological condition at ring r, once ring r-
1 has been excavated and its geology has been determined (either by actually seeing it, or
by inferring the geology, given the observed machine parameters). Once the machine
moves to ring r, and machine parameters are observed, the geology at ring r will be
updated again in light of the new information. So basically the sensitivity on the
transition matrix, determines how sensitive each model structure is to a geological
condition prior. The model is quite sensitive to the geological prior when determining
mixed conditions. However it is not so sensitive when distinguishing soil conditions and
rock conditions, even when a "flat" transition matrix (D), which reflects a very
heterogeneous ground, where there is little correlation between the ground conditions at
one ring and the ground conditions at the next one. Overall the performance of the model
decreases as the transition matrix gets closer to a "flat" one, i.e. all probabilities are
equal, mainly due to the decrease in performance when identifying mixed conditions
(G2).
6.2.3 Combined Risk Assessment Model
In this section, a risk assessment, and mitigation model is proposed by combining the
Bayesian prediction model presented in section 6.2.2, and the decision model presented
in section 6.2.1.1. The Bayesian prediction model allows one to predict the geologies
ahead of the machine based on the parameters that are observed during construction. The
decision model allows one to chose amongst several construction strategies, the best or
optimal strategy for a given geology. When combined, a model that allows one to predict
geology, and optimal construction strategy ahead of the tunnel machine is developed. By
doing so, risk can be assessed, and mitigated by selecting construction strategies that
minimize risk. Regions of high risk can be anticipated, and measures taken to minimize
the risk. In this section, the combined prediction -decision model is presented. The model
is then used on the Porto Metro case to illustrate it, and its capabilities.
The steps in the combined risk assessment model are as follows:
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Step 1: Prediction of Geology that the tunnel is passing through using model of Figure
6.73. This is done based on relationships between observable parameters and geology as
described in Section 6.2.2.
Step 2: Prediction of Geology ahead of tunnel using model of Figure 6.73. This is done
based on the prediction of the geology that the tunnel is passed (predicted in step 1) and
on the transition matrix proposed in Table 6.28.
The details of Step 1 and Step 2 were previously described in section 6.2.2.3.
Ring 1 Ring 2 Ring 3 Ring n
GcGC GC - iGC
CIF P O CF TO CCJ P O CFIT
E 
P
Figure 6.73 Geological prediction Bayesian model (same model as the one of Figure 6.69, with
structure 22)
Step 3: Choosing the optimal construction strategy ahead of the face. This is done with
the Bayesian decision model that was described in Section 6.2.1.1, and is presented in
Figure 6.74. The prior probability tables for the Ground condition at the face (GC), in red
in the figure, are obtained from the Geological prediction Bayesian model in Figure 6.73.
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Figure 6.74 Bayesian decision model
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Suppose that the tunnel started the excavation at ring 1, with a construction strategy
defined by design (e.g. CS2). At ring 1 machine parameters are observed. These are used
to predict the geology that the tunnel (to be more precise to update the prior probability of
the geology) is passing through and to update the geology ahead of the tunnel face as
shown in Figure 6.75 (step 1 and step 2).
Ring 1
Updated
Ring 2
Updated
Ring 3
Updated
Ring n
Updated
Evidence
Excavated ring Non-excavated portion of tunnel (ahead of the tunnel face)
Figure 6.75 illustration of step 1 and 2 for tunnel at ring 1
(Bold arrows illustrate the transmission of information, direction of updating, nodes in red are
evidence entered in the model and the nodes in green are the updated nodes)
The results of updating are used to choose optimal construction strategy ahead of the
face, in this case at ring 3 to n (step 3) using the Bayesian decision model, as in illustrated
in Figure 6.76.
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Figure 6.76 Bayesian decision model (nodes in red are the updated geological states obtained
from Figure 6.75, in green is the updated "optimal" decision)
This process is repeated as the tunnel face excavates ring 2 and the tunnel face reaches
ring 3, and so on, until it reaches the end of the tunnel.
The combined risk assessment model was applied to section 1 and section 2, which were
previously defined in 6.2.1 and are again presented in Figure 6.77. Figure 6.78 to Figure
6.81 show the results of updating the geological conditions at the ring being excavated
and ahead of the face given the information obtained (machine parameters or mapping of
the face) in the area of accident 3 (corresponding to area of installation of ring 292/3 to
298/9) . One can observe that the probability of softer geological conditions (G1)
increases as one approaches 297-8, i.e. as one enter the center of the collapse area. Note
that when one refers to ring 297, this refers to the installation of ring 297, which means
that the machine just excavated the section where 301 will be installed.
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Figure 6.77 Geological longitudinal profile for Line C tunnel (from PK 298 to PK 624)
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Figure 6.78 Geology updating after excavating ring 292 (accident zone 3)
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Figure 6.79 Geology updating after excavating ring 293 (accident zone 3)
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Figure 6.80 Geology updating after excavating ring 296 (accident zone 3)
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Figure 6.81 Geology updating after excavating ring 298 (accident zone 3)
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335
Figure 6.82 to Figure 6.85 show the updated maximum utility predicted for the rings 292,
293, 296 and 298 (zone of accident 3) based on the results of the geological prediction
model (step 3), using the Bayesian decision model of Figure 6.76. The optimal
construction method, associated with maximum utilities in the zone of accident 3 is to use
the EPBM in closed mode (CS2).
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Figure 6.82 Expected utility updating after excavating ring 292 (accident zone 3)
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Figure 6.83 Expected utility updating after excavating ring 293 (accident zone 3)
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Figure 6.84 Expected utility updating after excavating ring 296 (accident zone 3)
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Figure 6.85 Expected utility updating after excavating ring 298 (accident zone 3)
Figure 6.86, Figure 6.87 and Figure 6.88 show the results of updating the probability of
failure given the construction strategy, ahead of the tunnel face in the zone of accident 3
(corresponding to approximately the area of installation of ring 292/3 to 298/9). The
probability of failure using construction strategy CS1, i.e. open mode is between 0.25 and
0.30, while the probability of failure using construction strategy CS2, which is the
"optimal" strategy, closed mode, is about 0.05.
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Figure 6.88 probability failure updating after excavating ring 298 (accident zone 3)
Figure 6.89 and Figure 6.90, shows summaries of the results of applying the combined
risk assessment model to sections 1 and 2 (steps 1 to 3), respectively. First they show the
prediction of Geology that the tunnel passed through (step 1). They also show the optimal
construction strategy for one ring ahead of the face (in blue in Figure 6.89 and Figure
6.90), which consists of the results of step 3 (base on step 1 and 2).
Regarding the geological prediction, the model predicts that in section 1 (Figure 6.89)
TBM went mostly through mixed and rock conditions up to ring 197, where it entered a
more soft formation (GI), until ring 216. In section 2, Figure 6.90, the model predicts that
machine went through mostly rock (G3) and mixed (G2) until the zone of accident 3,
where the TBM entered a zone of soil (Gl) that lasted until the zone of accident 2 (ring
318). From there until ring 335, where the machine stopped is an area of higher
probability of mixed (G2), but with considerable probability of soil (G1). These results
seem to be in good agreement with what the accident report suggests, and with the survey
results done in the area of collapse 3, after the works stopped. Figure 6.91 show the post
accident survey results and geology predicted by model 22 (set B). It is possible to see
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that there is a good agreement between predicted geology and the results of the post
accident borehole results.
Regarding the risk assessment and choice of optimal construction strategy ahead of the
face, the results of Figure 6.89 show that the best construction strategy is CS2, use of the
TBM in closed mode, in almost all of section 1 (where soil and mixed is predicted). This
includes the zone where accident 1 occurred. In section 2, the results presented in Figure
6.90, show that the optimal construction strategy to be CS2 (EPBM in closed mode) in
the zone between ring 217 to ring 234; ring 244 to ring 253; ring 283 to ring 335 (zone of
accident 2 and 3). This correspond to zones where soil (G1) and mixed (G2) were
predicted. The optimal construction strategy is CS1 (EPBM in open mode) in the zones
where rock was predicted, from ring 235 to ring 243; ring 254 to ring 257; ring 259 to
ring 260 and form ring 263 to ring 282.
In Appendix I is the results of applying the geological prediction model to the tunnel
from ring 336 (station 0+631) to ring 1611 (station 2+418) are presented.
Additional background information is provided in Appendix J. Figure 6.95, Figure 6.96
and Figure 6.97 show the data regarding extracted weight, injected grout and machine
parameters along section 1. (Figure 6.95 shows the design geological profile and the
extracted weight for section 1, Figure 6.96 shows the volume of injected grouted per ring
and the total thrust and cutting wheel force for section 1 and Figure 6.97 shows the torque
of the cutting wheel and penetration rate along this section). Figure 6.98, Figure 6.99,
Figure 6.100 show the data regarding extracted weight, injected grout and machine
parameters along section 2. (Figure 6.98 shows the design geological profile and the
extracted weight for section 1, Figure 6.99 shows the volume Figure 6.100 shows the
torque of the cutting wheel and penetration rate along section.)
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Alarm Criteria
It is important to know or have a good indication about the geology that the machine is
going through; however this is not enough when trying to avoid accidents. It is crucial to
have some sort of alarm system that allows one to act promptly when the excavation is
not behaving according to what is expected.
For closed mode TBM operation, the most important parameters to control during the
excavation are the support pressure and the weight of the extracted material. In order to
ensure the stability of the face at every moment the support pressure, given by the earth
pressure inside the EPBM chamber, must be in balance with or higher than the earth
pressure and the water pressure. There are various models to predict the necessary
support pressure. The one used in the design of Porto Metro line C tunnel, after the last
accident occurred, was limit equilibrium method by Anagnostou and Kovari (Anagnostou
and Kovari, 1996). The support pressure should be increased by a factor of safety but
should not reach the passive earth pressure in order not create heave at the surface. In low
overburden if the support pressure exceeds this limit it could lead to not only to heave but
to other problems such as blow-outs. However if the support pressure lies below a set
value, there is the danger of loss of stability and collapse of the face. For these reasons it
is important to use an appropriate model to predict the support pressure and have a tight
control of pressures during construction. After the collapses several supplementary
measures were put in place to ensure that the support pressures were adequate during
construction (see Section 6.1.5), and therefore this issue will not be addressed.
The control of the weight of the excavated material is also extremely important, due to
the possibility of overexcavation as may seem to have occurred in accidents 2 and 3 at the
Porto metro. If the extracted weight (or volume) is above the theoretical, the machine
may be overexcavating. If the extracted weight is below the theoretical then one is
probably in a different formation than expected, a less dense one, assuming that the
measuring of the weights is being doing accurately. When analyzing the extracted weight
data in the accident areas it seems that not only the weight of the extracted material was
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significantly higher than the theoretical one, but also that there was a sudden increase in
the rate of change of the weight extracted material from one ring to another, right before
the zone of the accidents 2 and 3. For this reason I believe that not only the total weight
of the extracted material should be controlled but also the rate at which it changes from
one ring to another. The control of the extracted weight or volumes was not done
correctly prior to the accidents.
Based on these observations, the author suggests the following alarm criteria:
- Lower and upper limit on total extracted weight per ring
- Lower and upper limit on rate of change of extracted weight
The limits will be based on the reference unit weight values for different design
formations (Table 6.42). Note that g5, g6 and g7 correspond to soil like material, and gl,
g2, g3 and g4 to rock. It was assumed that the geological conditions at the face only
range from gI to g5, since g6 (residual soil) and g7 (fill) are located above tunnel level.
Table 6.42 Reference unit weight values (kN/m3)
UNIT min med max
g7 18 19 20
g6 18 19 20
g5* 13.3 15.35 17.4
g5 19 20 21
g4 22 23 24
g3 23 24 25
g2 25 26 27
gl 25 26 27
* leached granite
The total weight per ring was determined by multiplying the unit weight by the volume of
a ring section, which is about 81 m3. In soil the lower limit corresponds to a ring
composed all of g5 unit (minimum unit weight) and the upper limit of a ring composed of
only g5 (maximum unit weight). So the lower and upper limit for soil is:
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lower limit(G)=min g5 xVng =19 x 81 =1539KN =154ton
where
min g5 is the minimum unit weight value for g5 given by Table 6.42
Vring is the volume of a ring section, equal to 81m 3
upper limit(GJ)=max g5 xVng= 21 x 81=1701KN =170ton
where
max g5 is the maximum unit weight value for g5 given by Table 6.42
Vring is the volume of a ring section, equal to 81 m3
In rock the lower limit corresponds to a ring composed all of g4 unit and the upper limit a
ring composed of only gl. So the lower and upper limit for rock is:
lower limit(G3) = min g4 x Vring = 22 x 81 = 1782KN =178ton
where
min g4 is the minimum unit weight value for g4 given by Table 6.42
Vring is the volume of a ring section, equal to 81 m3
upper limit(G3)=max gl x V,,g = 27 x 81= 2187 KN = 219ton
where
max g1 is the maximum unit weight value for gI given by Table 6.42
Vring is the volume of a ring section, equal to 81m 3
In mixed the lower limit corresponds to a ring composed all of 90% of g5 unit and 10%
of g4, the upper limit corresponds to a ring composed of 10% g5 and 90% of g1/2. So the
lower and upper limit for mixed is:
lower limit(G2) =(0.9xmin g5 + 0.1 xmin g4 )xVrjng = (0.9x19 + 0.1x 22) x81=1563KN
=156ton
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where
min g5 is the minimum unit weight value for g5 given by Table 6.42
min g4 is the minimum unit weight value for g4 given by Table 6.42
V,i,,g is the volume of a ring section, equal to 81 m3
upper limit(G2)=(0.1 x max g5 + 0.1 x max g])x Vri,,g = (0.9 x 21 + 0.1 x 27) x 81 =2138KN
~ 214ton
where
max g5 is the maximum unit weight value for g5 given by Table 6.42
max g4 is the maximum unit weight value for g4 given by Table 6.42
Vri,,g is the volume of a ring section, equal to 81m 3
The weights calculated above are summarized in Table 6.43.
Table 6.43 total weight values per ring (ton)
Lower Upper
GC limit medium limit
Soil 154 162 170
Mixed 156 185 214
Rock 178 198 219
The actual extracted weights (reduced by the weight of injected foam and water, which
were recorded by the EPB machine) during the excavation of section 1 and 2 were
compared to the "expected" limits. One does not with certainty in which geological
condition the ring is located, but one has an estimated probability distribution through the
application of model 22. The expected limits were calculated as follows:
E (lower limit) = P (G1)*lower limit (Gl)+ P (G2)*lower limit (G2)+ P (G2)*lower limit (G1)
E (upper limit) = P (Gl)*upper limit (G1)+ P (G2)*upper limit (G2)+ P (G2)*upper limit (GI)
The rate of change of the actual extracted weight was computed as follows:
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AW =Wring Wring -,
where
Wring r is the extracted material's weight at ring r
Wring r- is the extracted material's weight at ring r- 1
The results of these comparisons are shown in Figure 6.92 and Figure 6.93 for section 1
and section 2, respectively. One can see that there seems to be a consistent
overexcavation of material in the zones of accident 2 and 3. The values range from 50 to
80 tons. Also between the location of the accident 2 and accident 3 there seems to be a
consistent "underexcavation". This can only be explained, assuming that the extracted
measured weights are accurate, by the fact that there is a material in this area that is much
lighter than the assumed G1. This theory is supported by the results of the post accident
survey that shows the existence of a leached granite in this area (Section 6.1.4), with a
much lower unit weight value of in average 15KN/m 3 (see g5* in Table 6.43)
Figure 6.92 and Figure 6.93 contain also the rate of change of extracted weight from one
ring to the next one. It is interesting to observe that from ring 249 to 250, rings 289-290
and 290-291 (right before accident 3 location), ring 317 to 318 and 326 to 327 (accident 2
location), the rate of change of extremely high ranging from 60 to 170 tons. On average,
if one changes from a ring composed only of soil (G1) to one composed one of rock (G3),
the change rate should be in absolute values, 36 ton (average value: IWrock- Wsoil| = 198-
162 = 36 ton from Table 6.43), which is much lower than what was observed in the
indicated areas. This sudden increase seems to confirm the theory that there was
overexcavation in the areas of accident 2 and 3. Therefore it is important that limits are
set not only for the total extracted weights in each ring but also for the rate in which these
weights change. If these changes are above (in absolute values) a certain limit this may
indicate overexcavation or sudden change of ground conditions.
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Figure 6.89 Prediction of geological conditions along section 1 (using model 22). Note that for this section there is no detailed information
regarding the encountered geology except at face survey points.
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Figure 6.90 Prediction of geological conditions along section 2 (using model 22). Note that for this section there is no detailed information
regarding the encountered geology except at face survey points.
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Figure 6.91 Post accident survey results and predicted geology
(Note that for the actually encountered geology red correspond to soil like and blue and green correspond to rock like material)
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Figure 6.92 Alarm criteria for extracted weight limits and rate (section 1)
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Figure 6.93 Alarm criteria for extracted weight limits and rate (section 2)
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6.3 Summary and Conclusions of Porto Metro Case Study
In this chapter the project of Porto Light Metro, where three collapses occurred between
2000 and 2001 Line C tunnel was summarized. The three collapses were described and
their possible causes as identified by the Porto Accident Commission and the designer
were presented and analyzed. The main formation crossed by the Line C tunnel is the
Granitic Formation, which is deeply weathered with alteration grades that range from
residual soil to fresh granite in a very irregular profile. The construction method used was
an Earth Pressure Balance Machine (EPBM), which can be adapted to different
excavation conditions by changing the support system at the face (open mode -no
support of the face; closed mode - total support of the face and semi-closed mode- face
partially supported by earth pressure).
The first accident in the Line C tunnel occurred on 30 September 2000 when the EPBM
intercepted a former well resulting in the discharge of its water and collapse of the
ground, causing damages to two buildings located at the surface. The second accident
occurred, on 22 December 2000, when cracks and 250m 3 subsidence where noticed in the
back garden of a building. This occurred right after the EPBM had passed through this
location. The EPBM was stopped in order for consolidation works from the tunnel and
the surface to take place. While the EPBM was stopped at the location of accident 2,
another collapse (accident 3) occurred 50 m back in the already constructed part of the
tunnel in January 2001. The collapse reached the surface and caused a building to fall
into the crater resulting in the death of a person. The analysis of the accident commission
report and available data given to the author by Porto Metro, indicate that the two last
accidents were mainly caused by overexcavation of the EPBM due to wrong operation of
the machine. The fact that the real geology did not match the design assumptions and no
action was taken to adapt the excavation (mode of operation, rate of excavation, face
pressure) to the actual geology, combined with fact that no or little attention was given to
the automatically recorded data regarding the machine operation (extracted weight,
penetration etc) led to an inadequate operation of the machine for the encountered
geologies.
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Based on the analysis of this case study, the decision support framework for determining
the "optimal" (minimum risk) construction method for a given tunnel alignment,
presented in Chapter 5 was further developed for the specific case of the Porto metro line
C tunnel. The decision support framework consists of three models, two geology
prediction model and a decision model (Figure 6.96). During the design phase the
geology prediction is a simple model only based on the results of the geological survey
and geological profiles. The decision model is a Bayesian network based model that
allows one to decide on the optimal construction strategy for a given the geology. During
the construction phase the geologic prediction model is a Bayesian network prediction
model that allows one to predict the geology ahead of a tunnel machine based on
observations of various machine parameters, during construction. The decision model is
the same as the one used in the design phase, which allows one to decide on the optimal
construction strategy for the predicted geology. When combined the models allow one to
asses risks during tunnel construction.
---------- ---------------------------- I
DESIGN PHASE Geology prediction
(geological survey ; Decision Model *
geological profiles)|
Geology predictionCONSTRUCTION.. (Bayesian Geological Decision Model *PHASE Prediction Model)
* The decision model in the design and construction phases is the same.
Figure 6.94 decision support framework for the design and construction phase
The emphasis of this research is on the construction phase where the decision model is
used in combination with the (Bayesian) geological prediction model. The geological
prediction model allows one to predict the geology crossed and ahead of the tunnel face,
and based on this, it is possible to decide on the optimal construction strategy for the
"updated" geologies.
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Design Phase
During the design phase a decision is made on the "optimal" construction strategy for the
tunnel, regarding the stability of the face. This is done through application of the decision
model developed specifically for the Porto Metro case using the information provided by
the geological model consisting of geological profiles. The decision model was built
based on information made available to the author. The construction strategies considered
in the model were: 1) EPBM with operation in open mode and 2) EPBM with operation
in closed mode. The variables found to be important for face stability, and this influences
the decision on the "optimal" construction strategy, were the ground conditions at the
face, the piezometric level, the occupation at the surface and underground man made
existing structures. Due to the lack of information on underground man-made existing
structures this factor was dropped from the model. The model considered that the failure
of the face was dependent on the combination of the construction strategy used, the
ground conditions at the face and the hydrological conditions (piezometric level). In the
model different damage levels were considered in order to portray different scenarios.
There was a scenario were no damage occurred (no failure). Another scenario
corresponded to damages at the surface due to excessive deformation, including partial
collapse of a building (Level 1 damage). This corresponded to a damage level equivalent
to what had occurred in accident 2. A third scenario consisted of a collapse of the tunnel
reaching the surface, causing the collapse of at least a building and causing damage to
others (Level 2 damage). This corresponds to a damage level equivalent to that of
accident 3. Finally, the model considers the utilities, which represented the costs
associated with the different construction methods and consequences of failure.
The decision model was applied during the design phase for 320 m of Line C tunnel
(from station 0+301 to station 0+630), where the accidents occurred. The design
information (geological longitudinal profile, construction costs), and accident database
information (for the consequences of collapses in similar circumstances) was used in the
decision model to determine the "optimal" construction strategy". The results show that
the "optimal" construction strategy would have been to use the EPBM in closed mode.
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This coincides in part with the Porto metro design, which determined that the EPBM
should operate in closed mode (fully pressurized face) from station 0+150 to 0+530
(Table 6.2). However from station 0+530 to 0+630 (section 2, where accident 2 and 3
occurred) the actual design prescribed that the EPBM should operate in the open mode
(without face support). The fact that Porto metro design prescribed the open mode in this
area has to do with the fact that the geological profile for this area predicted that the
tunnel would mainly go through rock (Figure 6.28). However, looking at these profiles
and the borehole information (Figure 6.28), this study considered that the tunnel might
probably go through mixed conditions, with some probability of occurrence of soil at the
tunnel level. This was captured by the prior probability table for section 2 presented in
Table 6.7. Based on this it was determined in this study that the EPBM should operate in
closed mode (fully pressurized face) in section 2.
Once the construction starts, with the "optimal" construction, information on the actual
conditions (regarding geology, machine parameters, deformations etc) becomes available
and should be used to update the geological conditions ahead of the tunnel face and adapt
the construction strategy to the found geology. This was done in the construction phase
through the application of the Bayesian Network based geologic prediction model in
combination with the decision model.
Construction Phase
For the construction strategy the geological prediction model based on a Bayesian
Network for predicting ground conditions was developed. The aim of the Bayesian
geological prediction model was to predict the ground conditions ahead of the EPBM
during construction, given information on observed machine performance parameters.
The model is 'learned' from data that are obtained by observations during the
construction process. The model is then used to predict geologic conditions ahead.
The geological conditions in the Porto metro line C tunnel were simplified to soil (G1),
mixed (G2) and rock (G3). The machine parameter data corresponding to the section of
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the tunnel from ring 336, station 0+631, to ring 1611, station 2+418 (i.e. the section
beyond the location where the machine was stopped due to the last collapse) were
analyzed. Emphasis was placed on choosing the machine parameters that best distinguish
between geological conditions. For this a single parameter analysis is first done. This
consists of determining the mean values, standard deviations and relative frequencies of
the parameters. The relative frequencies for different geologies are compared. If there are
significant differences then the parameter is considered to be good at distinguishing
between geologies. A two-parameter analysis followed in order to determine which inter-
relationships between these parameters are important in distinguishing geologies. This
consists of finding the relative frequency of two parameters at time, for different
geological conditions. The joint relative frequencies of two parameters for different
geologies are compared. If there is a significant difference between joint relative
frequencies for different geological conditions then the relationship between the two
parameters is important when distinguishing between geologies; consequently the
parameters and inter-relationship was retained in the model. Finally, because it is difficult
to visualize the importance of relationships between more than two variables, sensitivity
analyses are done on the structure of the prediction model. Several different structures
were tested and the one that most accurately predicted the ground conditions was chosen.
The results of the data analysis show that:
- Penetration rate (P) and cutting wheel force (CF) are important parameters when
distinguishing between ground condition, while torque of the cutting wheel (TO)
and Total Thrust (TT) are less important. Although torque (TO) by itself is not
important to distinguish between ground conditions, the relation between torque,
cutting wheel force and penetration is extremely important (see below)
- The ratio between some machine parameters was considered as one variable and
found out to be important when distinguishing between geologies. This is the case
for torque of the cutting wheel over the cutting wheel force (COT). This ratio is
important in all geologies but it becomes more important as the geological
conditions are closer to rock conditions. Another parameter ratio that proved to
the important when identifying ground conditions is the cutting wheel force over
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total thrust (COTT). The total thrust is the force that is applied by the thrust
cylinders (or jacks). Only a portion of this force will reach the cutting wheel, the
remainder is needed to overcome the friction of the ground around the shield. In
soil COTT is lower than in rock since a larger portion of the total thrust is lost by
friction around the shield, due to the fact that soil formations are more deformable
than rock.
- It is difficult to create a model that performs well when predicting geologies so
extreme as rock and soil. The best model overall is not the best model identifying
soil, nor the best model identifying rock.
- Mixed conditions (G2) were extremely difficult to predict. This was expected, and
has to do with how mixed conditions were defined. Mixed conditions ranged from
10% soil with 90% rock (i.e. almost all rock), to 10% rock and 90% soil (i.e.
almost all soil).
- The model that performed the best overall contained the parameters penetration
rate (P), cutting wheel force (CF), and torque of cutting wheel (TO), and
considered the inter-relationship between torque and penetration; and the inter-
relationship between cutting wheel force and penetration, i.e. the model contained
an arrow between the variables P and TO and an arrow between CF and P (Figure
6.72). Note that despite the fact that TO is not an important variable on its own
when distinguishing geologies, the relationship between TO and P, as well as the
relationship between TO and CF are important, and therefore TO must was
considered in the model.
- The models that performed the best in soil (Gi), contain the variables CF, P and
TO (in combination and inter-related with CF and P) or COTT. The models that
perform the best in rock (G3), contained the variables CF, P and TOC.
Once the best structure for the Bayesian geological prediction model was determined
based on the Porto metro data, a risk assessment, and mitigation model is proposed by
combining the Bayesian geological prediction model presented in section 6.2.2, and
decision model presented in section 6.2.1.1. The Bayesian prediction model allows one to
predict the geologies ahead of the machine based on the parameters that are observed
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during construction. The decision model allows one to choose the best or optimal strategy
for a given geology amongst several construction strategies. When combined, a model
that allows one to predict geology, and optimal construction strategy ahead of the tunnel
machine is obtained. By doing so, risk can be assessed, and mitigated by selecting
construction strategies that minimize risk. Regions of high risk can be anticipated, and
measures taken to minimize the risk. This model was used for the Porto Metro Line C
tunnel.
The results show that the model can predict changes in geology and suggests changes in
construction strategy. This is most visible in the zone of accident 2 and 3, where the
model accurately predicts the change in geology and occurrence of soil (as shown in
Figure 6.91). The "optimal" construction strategy determined by the combined risk
assessment model is EPBM in closed mode, i.e. with a fully pressurized face, in the areas
where accident 2 and 3 occurred, and not what was actually used during construction,
EPBM in open/semi closed mode. This difference is due to the fact that during the actual
construction there was not an efficient system to predict changes in geologies and
therefore adapt the construction strategy.
Thus the combined risk assessment model proved to work in predicting changes in
geologies (through geological prediction model), namely in the areas of accident 2 and 3,
and adapting construction strategy based on the predicted geological states ahead of the
face. This is done through a decision model that allows one to chose amongst several
construction strategies, the best or optimal strategy for a given geology.
Alarm Criteria
Alarm criteria were developed to use in combination with the risk assessment model,
with the goal to act as an alarm system that allows one to act promptly when the
excavation is not behaving according to what is expected, and thus try to avoid major
problems and accidents.
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The focus was to develop an alarm criterion based on the total weight of the extracted
material and its rate of change, since controlling the extracted weigh is one of the most
important tasks in the operation of the EPB machine.
The author suggests the following alarm criteria:
- Lower and upper limit on total extracted weight per ring
- Lower and upper limit on rate of change of extracted weight
The goal of these criteria is to issue an alarm whenever the measured value of the weight
is above or below the theoretical limit or drastic changes in the weight of the extracted
weight occur. Both of these situations may indicate that the machine is overexcavating (if
extracted weight (or volume) is above the theoretical), or the machine entered a different
geological formation.
When analyzing the extracted weight data in the Porto metro accident areas it seems that
not only the weight of the extracted material was higher than the theoretical one,
indicating that the machine was overexcavating and producing a probable cause for the
accidents but also that there was a sudden increase in the rate of the weight extracted
material, right before the zone of the accidents 2 and 3.
Finally, the author would like to mention that results analyses of the data do not intend to
substitute the official Porto accident report results, nor attribute any guilt to any of the
parties.
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6.5 Appendix H - Training Data set A and B
Training Data set A
RING GC CF P TO TOC TT COTT
336 2 4880 10.26 2.33 0.48 34363 0.14
337 2 6677 10.65 6.84 1.02 29952 0.22
338 2 8205 8.18 5.64 0.69 26556 0.31
339 2 11326 7.77 5.34 0.47 31308 0.36
344 2 5611 10.79 1.99 0.35 26108 0.21
345 2 7858 8.25 3.56 0.45 30588 0.26
346 2 8850 8.34 5.48 0.62 31441 0.28
347 2 7820 5.87 6.27 0.80 33942 0.23
348 2 8927 9.40 5.69 0.64 33958 0.26
349 2 10912 6.70 6.28 0.58 35359 0.31
350 2 11043 7.40 6.50 0.59 35914 0.31
351 2 9991 12.00 7.18 0.72 33963 0.29
352 2 6752 4.50 3.08 0.46 33621 0.20
353 2 10250 9.00 8.00 0.78 30567 0.34
354 2 10547 6.50 7.01 0.66 33241 0.32
355 2 12134 4.44 6.00 0.49 33794 0.36
356 3 16230 4.50 7.21 0.44 33413 0.49
357 3 10753 3.15 5.73 0.53 27921 0.39
358 3 10766 4.34 6.85 0.64 24673 0.44
359 3 11618 4.50 6.34 0.55 26094 0.45
360 3 11722 3.06 5.16 0.44 32746 0.36
361 3 14591 3.65 6.44 0.44 29873 0.49
362 3 13653 3.31 5.91 0.43 32888 0.42
363 3 13733 4.37 7.08 0.52 30506 0.45
364 3 13171 4.49 6.21 0.47 27060 0.49
365 3 11235 3.80 5.78 0.51 29353 0.38
366 3 11953 3.56 6.45 0.54 31129 0.38
367 3 12859 3.81 7.89 0.61 29289 0.44
368 3 11163 2.79 4.96 0.44 25088 0.44
369 3 12928 3.04 6.44 0.50 26781 0.48
370 3 15526 4.27 8.04 0.52 28935 0.54
371 2 11470 4.50 7.95 0.69 25122 0.46
372 2 9450 4.44 7.55 0.80 23953 0.39
373 2 8504 5.35 5.52 0.65 23054 0.37
374 2 12293 4.10 6.31 0.51 28582 0.43
375 2 12194 4.06 6.78 0.56 31104 0.39
376 2 11628 3.88 6.32 0.54 29903 0.39
377 2 12523 3.38 5.62 0.45 31324 0.40
378 2 12381 4.38 6.96 0.56 29701 0.42
379 2 13612 4.29 6.54 0.48 31157 0.44
380 2 13885 4.16 6.29 0.45 32273 0.43
381 2 14581 4.80 8.11 0.56 32101 0.45
382 2 11623 8.15 6.34 0.55 27375 0.42
383 2 10505 5.13 8.10 0.77 24563 0.43
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384 2 10519 5.27 7.75 0.74 25095 0.42
385 2 7896 7.18 6.27 0.79 25879 0.31
386 2 8043 5.24 7.23 0.90 27174 0.30
387 2 7675 5.13 7.16 0.93 27277 0.28
388 2 6565 4.64 5.44 0.83 29183 0.22
389 2 6486 5.16 5.07 0.78 32410 0.20
390 1 5793 5.53 4.33 0.75 36455 0.16
391 1 6906 5.60 6.51 0.94 38236 0.18
392 1 6770 5.96 6.90 1.02 36539 0.19
393 1 4811 5.21 2.35 0.49 33463 0.14
394 1 6226 5.06 5.58 0.90 32023 0.19
395 1 6468 5.08 7.44 1.15 28479 0.23
397 1 6314 5.56 7.48 1.18 26688 0.24
398 1 6865 7.32 7.96 1.16 26978 0.25
399 1 6402 7.62 7.30 1.14 26563 0.24
400 1 5760 8.25 7.16 1.24 26475 0.22
401 1 5087 8.30 6.04 1.19 27448 0.19
402 1 5162 5.38 7.65 1.48 28611 0.18
403 1 5047 6.24 7.69 1.52 28915 0.17
404 1 5236 7.56 7.62 1.46 29650 0.18
405 1 5681 7.39 7.57 1.33 30931 0.18
406 1 6175 6.03 7.86 1.27 32207 0.19
407 1 6300 6.35 7.80 1.24 33612 0.19
408 1 6196 6.26 7.03 1.13 35274 0.18
409 1 5681 4.32 5.29 0.93 38054 0.15
410 1 5243 6.24 6.21 1.18 39399 0.13
411 1 6012 6.62 6.91 1.15 37731 0.16
412 1 6154 6.25 7.26 1.18 34284 0.18
413 1 6476 7.58 7.81 1.21 37446 0.17
414 1 6535 8.17 7.99 1.22 39483 0.17
415 1 6271 8.50 7.82 1.25 38817 0.16
416 1 6370 10.36 8.01 1.26 38901 0.16
417 1 5723 11.39 7.23 1.26 35608 0.16
418 1 6861 10.07 7.71 1.12 34194 0.20
419 1 7510 10.82 8.13 1.08 36952 0.20
420 1 6520 7.49 6.72 1.03 34929 0.19
421 2 6221 5.28 5.97 0.96 37305 0.17
422 2 6605 4.88 5.50 0.83 39604 0.17
423 2 7040 5.33 6.12 0.87 39226 0.18
424 2 7351 3.42 3.52 0.48 40131 0.18
425 2 8398 5.49 5.69 0.68 37910 0.22
426 2 11139 5.79 8.25 0.74 33520 0.33
427 2 10350 4.72 8.04 0.78 30278 0.34
428 2 10944 4.87 8.09 0.74 30805 0.36
429 2 10033 4.33 7.97 0.79 29597 0.34
430 2 9660 5.28 7.96 0.82 27712 0.35
431 2 11982 4.92 8.33 0.69 27014 0.44
432 2 13725 4.14 7.67 0.56 29978 0.46
433 2 13291 4.52 7.80 0.59 31647 0.42
434 2 13149 5.85 7.42 0.56 28200 0.47
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435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
482
483
484
13306
11241
15936
15095
14795
11071
13707
12413
7530
9262
9082
9644
11766
10368
11663
12304
11752
11060
9067
11631
12861
11574
10977
14394
13795
12985
11104
10481
13142
11988
8069
9004
8871
9741
10111
8323
8004
7881
6658
7655
8615
8867
9986
10190
9550
8672
8499
8786
6466
8182
4.32
3.39
4.03
3.06
3.22
2.74
2.75
3.44
4.18
5.52
4.69
4.36
4.87
3.78
3.94
4.59
4.46
4.57
5.20
4.21
3.97
3.84
8.80
6.55
3.96
3.36
2.84
1.95
4.44
3.57
4.36
5.29
4.76
5.71
5.58
6.50
7.08
6.47
6.00
6.08
6.87
5.56
5.50
6.20
5.96
6.40
6.76
6.71
7.81
9.43
8.15
5.35
7.16
5.94
7.43
2.82
4.85
6.29
3.89
7.96
7.92
7.51
7.69
3.97
5.65
7.72
7.86
7.71
4.58
7.67
7.96
6.85
7.21
7.47
7.34
7.97
7.15
5.27
6.16
6.72
5.43
6.68
7.70
8.28
7.75
7.56
8.48
7.49
5.20
7.96
7.96
7.54
5.05
8.28
8.25
7.97
8.20
8.14
6.29
7.18
0.61
0.48
0.45
0.39
0.50
0.25
0.35
0.51
0.52
0.86
0.87
0.78
0.65
0.38
0.48
0.63
0.67
0.70
0.51
0.66
0.62
0.59
0.66
0.52
0.53
0.61
0.64
0.50
0.47
0.56
0.67
0.74
0.87
0.85
0.77
0.91
1.06
0.95
0.78
1.04
0.92
0.85
0.51
0.81
0.86
0.92
0.96
0.93
0.97
0.88
26283
26425
31196
30086
29114
25248
28255
30291
21768
24664
25440
26002
28172
26734
29745
27097
26063
26452
28469
29128
28800
27755
23941
29061
30400
29651
35412
38136
34361
32160
27820
27400
27834
25129
29954
33400
29829
29713
32500
33078
32162
35449
35257
31957
27731
24695
23953
24289
25282
29029
0.51
0.43
0.51
0.50
0.51
0.44
0.49
0.41
0.35
0.38
0.36
0.37
0.42
0.39
0.39
0.45
0.45
0.42
0.32
0.40
0.45
0.42
0.46
0.50
0.45
0.44
0.31
0.27
0.38
0.37
0.29
0.33
0.32
0.39
0.34
0.25
0.27
0.27
0.20
0.23
0.27
0.25
0.28
0.32
0.34
0.35
0.35
0.36
0.26
0.28
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485
486
487
488
489
490
491
498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
12343
14877
8983
8043
7708
4826
8469
7127
13593
15527
14614
7378
6931
5570
5048
6886
7775
7577
6946
6407
6827
6788
6199
6233
6906
7148
6974
6935
6980
6396
6983
7076
6709
4492
4945
8405
6371
5613
6869
7180
8353
9059
6793
6785
11681
11239
6786
10473
10166
8353
8.63
6.65
6.07
9.44
9.39
8.43
7.02
17.14
10.95
7.23
5.33
5.75
8.64
7.45
6.81
7.09
6.17
5.97
6.12
8.51
7.21
6.29
6.34
6.35
7.29
6.68
7.02
6.30
7.04
7.09
7.25
7.54
7.79
6.90
8.01
14.61
7.56
8.44
13.86
13.06
14.12
17.81
8.00
12.04
8.03
9.06
8.99
20.58
19.66
13.69
7.74
7.56
6.90
7.75
7.79
7.79
7.79
7.93
8.60
7.60
7.38
4.01
7.55
7.34
7.39
8.10
7.73
7.33
7.57
6.61
7.80
7.34
7.81
7.88
8.21
8.03
8.14
7.19
8.40
7.39
7.94
7.90
7.78
4.18
4.41
8.20
7.31
6.86
6.74
6.50
8.42
7.77
7.61
5.02
7.02
7.32
6.58
7.18
7.41
4.70
0.63
0.51
0.77
0.96
1.01
1.61
0.92
1.11
0.63
0.49
0.50
0.54
1.09
1.32
1.46
1.18
0.99
0.97
1.09
1.03
1.14
1.08
1.26
1.26
1.19
1.12
1.17
1.04
1.20
1.16
1.14
1.12
1.16
0.93
0.89
0.98
1.15
1.22
0.98
0.91
1.01
0.86
1.12
0.74
0.60
0.65
0.97
0.69
0.73
0.56
33412
37629
30727
27067
28794
23940
26669
24455
30706
30681
30546
25409
24489
25171
25087
26258
26854
27997
27009
26269
29127
31165
33208
33839
32594
31547
29419
30405
33108
31772
30352
34652
32218
24188
21653
24332
21377
21398
26810
24192
22545
22550
19853
23947
26651
28713
26570
27504
26007
24002
0.37
0.40
0.29
0.30
0.27
0.20
0.32
0.29
0.44
0.51
0.48
0.29
0.28
0.22
0.20
0.26
0.29
0.27
0.26
0.24
0.23
0.22
0.19
0.18
0.21
0.23
0.24
0.23
0.21
0.20
0.23
0.20
0.21
0.19
0.23
0.35
0.30
0.26
0.26
0.30
0.37
0.40
0.34
0.28
0.44
0.39
0.26
0.38
0.39
0.35
520
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549
550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
566
567
568
569
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
9131
6313
4317
3742
4941
8398
11989
14928
13453
13196
7460
6614
6923
5820
5359
4835
4565
4878
4741
4415
4129
4361
4331
5121
4812
5328
5284
4871
5595
5400
6233
6015
6525
6107
6628
6421
6806
7490
8103
8553
8705
10009
11239
10464
8867
9369
7312
10100
9749
8364
14.30
9.82
7.53
9.92
18.54
15.72
12.44
7.58
6.04
6.38
8.88
6.92
6.78
6.75
6.36
5.90
7.00
7.03
7.83
8.82
6.97
7.07
8.18
10.48
9.25
7.87
7.67
6.86
7.50
10.12
9.22
8.69
8.88
7.80
8.68
8.24
7.97
10.35
7.21
6.80
6.57
6.45
6.04
5.83
5.19
4.38
4.58
5.68
5.25
4.03
5.34
6.08
5.86
4.17
5.57
5.74
8.05
7.63
7.64
7.45
6.11
7.92
7.58
6.83
6.59
6.07
4.51
7.28
7.89
6.89
6.28
6.89
7.49
8.07
6.43
5.36
5.65
5.37
6.53
5.22
7.50
6.29
7.17
6.71
7.68
7.12
8.01
7.16
8.19
8.01
7.84
7.54
8.04
7.67
7.85
6.55
4.41
7.42
7.44
5.29
0.58
0.96
1.36
1.12
1.13
0.68
0.67
0.51
0.57
0.56
0.82
1.20
1.10
1.17
1.23
1.26
0.99
1.49
1.66
1.56
1.52
1.58
1.73
1.58
1.34
1.01
1.07
1.10
1.17
0.97
1.20
1.04
1.10
1.10
1.16
1.11
1.18
0.96
1.01
0.94
0.90
0.75
0.72
0.73
0.89
0.70
0.60
0.73
0.76
0.63
23918
20536
21125
20803
19436
23538
27170
28788
27940
28425
24165
25675
29961
29664
27071
25883
28462
30303
29045
29308
28326
30902
29035
28355
24802
26307
24766
26209
28572
28454
29617
26523
24915
24521
24734
23924
26755
27739
26333
24415
24230
27134
28450
28901
29277
30795
30862
36692
36295
34780
0.38
0.31
0.20
0.18
0.25
0.36
0.44
0.52
0.48
0.46
0.31
0.26
0.23
0.20
0.20
0.19
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.15
0.15
0.14
0.15
0.18
0.19
0.20
0.21
0.19
0.20
0.19
0.21
0.23
0.26
0.25
0.27
0.27
0.25
0.27
0.31
0.35
0.36
0.37
0.40
0.36
0.30
0.30
0.24
0.28
0.27
0.24
521
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
613
614
615
616
617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637
638
639
640
641
9107
8515
6355
5785
5693
6041
7586
7689
7447
6328
6821
6204
6073
6103
5548
7236
6585
6905
6196
5593
5863
5012
4415
5595
4651
5387
4579
4791
5944
6119
6179
4604
4166
4585
5477
4950
5295
5360
5101
4917
6645
7317
7789
8952
6064
9585
9950
8713
13879
11120
4.34
5.38
8.33
7.17
7.36
7.54
6.99
8.62
7.14
7.09
6.86
6.74
6.37
6.72
12.88
8.02
7.65
8.10
7.82
7.40
7.67
7.39
7.81
8.97
10.73
11.40
9.61
10.21
16.97
10.35
10.13
8.78
9.18
11.73
9.74
9.59
11.91
12.17
12.01
15.71
15.67
11.23
7.53
5.76
3.06
3.29
2.96
2.37
3.45
2.26
5.59
7.36
6.28-
7.45
7.25
7.74
7.85
6.84
7.71
6.87
7.23
6.83
6.19
6.10
6.75
7.91
7.75
7.84
7.42
6.83
7.45
7.11
3.73
6.61
4.57
7.24
6.16
6.12
6.03
7.11
7.84
4.97
4.14
6.17
6.89
6.22
7.83
8.14
7.57
3.43
7.27
8.23
7.62
6.75
2.98
5.12
6.04
3.09
7.79
6.03
0.61
0.86
0.99
1.29
1.27
1.28
1.04
0.89
1.04
1.09
1.06
1.10
1.02
1.00
1.22
1.09
1.18
1.14
1.20
1.22
1.27
1.42
0.84
1.18
0.98
1.34
1.35
1.28
1.01
1.16
1.27
1.08
0.99
1.35
1.26
1.26
1.48
1.52
1.48
0.70
1.09
1.12
0.98
0.75
0.49
0.53
0.61
0.35
0.56
0.54
32974
32677
28769
28304
28449
26390
28736
28106
29208
30043
30874
33574
34179
36518
35531
33898
31242
31980
31589
32536
33982
34526
35256
34945
29532
29445
28532
27637
27048
29086
30636
27443
24410
23459
24839
26601
25416
24353
23873
24339
26308
29215
32828
39423
40653
43222
43347
43047
44321
44433
0.28
0.26
0.22
0.20
0.20
0.23
0.26
0.27
0.25
0.21
0.22
0.18
0.18
0.17
0.16
0.21
0.21
0.22
0.20
0.17
0.17
0.15
0.13
0.16
0.16
0.18
0.16
0.17
0.22
0.21
0.20
0.17
0.17
0.20
0.22
0.19
0.21
0.22
0.21
0.20
0.25
0.25
0.24
0.23
0.15
0.22
0.23
0.20
0.31
0.25
522
642
643
644
645
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663
664
665
666
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668
669
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672
673
674
675
676
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678
679
680
681
682
683
684
685
686
687
688
689
690
691
12541
12347
10986
10890
12784
10733
11459
11897
12479
11247
13317
10585
9924
8964
9723
8933
8996
9849
9020
9740
9531
8566
8763
7869
8511
9214
8374
9321
9169
9504
11000
9287
8296
7164
7535
7890
7986
8036
8150
7373
7324
7578
6394
7494
7462
6541
8273
9228
9885
9017
3.14
5.04
3.62
4.00
4.62
4.62
4.74
4.84
3.65
3.19
4.74
4.04
4.27
5.89
5.27
3.91
3.65
4.55
8.82
5.39
6.06
6.56
5.81
6.03
6.45
7.12
6.94
6.77
5.81
4.22
4.09
4.77
7.44
8.57
9.04
8.42
7.97
7.86
8.07
7.48
8.46
8.32
6.80
10.73
10.61
10.85
11.21
10.38
9.15
9.13
7.33
6.57
7.55
7.83
8.48
8.57
8.87
7.61
7.77
5.92
8.37
8.14
8.39
6.59
8.83
7.59
6.79
7.65
7.42
7.80
8.21
8.06
8.35
8.19
7.96
7.03
7.91
7.82
7.15
5.08
6.08
4.57
6.92
8.27
8.38
8.50
7.91
7.95
8.03
7.33
7.82
6.88
5.14
8.07
7.15
6.46
7.43
7.94
6.91
6.55
0.58
0.53
0.69
0.72
0.66
0.80
0.77
0.64
0.62
0.53
0.63
0.77
0.85
0.74
0.91
0.85
0.75
0.78
0.82
0.80
0.86
0.94
0.95
1.04
0.93
0.76
0.94
0.84
0.78
0.53
0.55
0.49
0.83
1.15
1.11
1.08
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
1.07
0.91
0.80
1.08
0.96
0.99
0.90
0.86
0.70
0.73
41654
31742
33402
36193
38399
34997
36003
34458
39724
40902
40086
42218
42406
41213
39097
41925
44742
41790
35400
32873
27713
34154
40398
40746
38941
38241
37026
39330
41767
45225
44789
40988
40016
38086
34269
32657
33413
35397
36777
37282
36832
33638
33936
37456
36256
33186
32719
32944
33226
30484
0.30
0.39
0.33
0.30
0.33
0.31
0.32
0.35
0.31
0.27
0.33
0.25
0.23
0.22
0.25
0.21
0.20
0.24
0.25
0.30
0.34
0.25
0.22
0.19
0.22
0.24
0.23
0.24
0.22
0.21
0.25
0.23
0.21
0.19
0.22
0.24
0.24
0.23
0.22
0.20
0.20
0.23
0.19
0.20
0.21
0.20
0.25
0.28
0.30
0.30
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692
693
694
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696
697
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699
700
701
702
703
704
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707
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709
710
711
712
713
714
715
716
717
718
719
720
721
723
724
725
726
727
728
729
730
731
732
733
734
735
736
737
738
739
740
741
742
8493
7279
8285
8711
8889
8527
8355
8512
8213
7791
8226
7963
8413
8472
8252
8088
7871
7547
8599
8478
8606
8569
8447
8909
7708
11209
9252
9301
9504
9897
8861
10352
9401
6763
7317
8177
8211
8254
8227
8899
8384
8358
8331
8078
10548
10680
9001
7582
9327
8825
9.92
9.39
10.69
10.52
10.02
9.88
10.69
11.12
10.78
10.61
12.85
10.20
10.93
9.83
8.03
7.77
7.98
7.77
7.46
6.78
5.30
5.58
6.72
6.90
12.01
10.69
6.99
7.92
8.06
7.71
6.21
5.44
6.90
9.81
9.35
6.14
6.17
6.36
6.56
14.24
9.34
8.13
8.24
8.96
8.47
11.07
7.01
10.25
7.56
6.16
6.60
7.42
7.60
7.11
7.63
7.09
7.73
8.40
7.73
7.61
8.14
7.71
8.02
8.02
7.39
7.19
7.71
7.87
7.61
7.66
7.31
6.55
5.58
7.12
5.45
7.98
7.46
7.83
7.96
8.10
8.16
8.00
6.56
6.53
7.47
7.88
8.31
8.38
8.27
6.24
7.45
7.67
8.09
6.94
7.63
6.72
8.18
6.18
8.07
7.79
0.78
1.02
0.92
0.82
0.86
0.83
0.93
0.99
0.94
0.98
0.99
0.97
0.95
0.95
0.90
0.89
0.98
1.04
0.89
0.90
0.85
0.76
0.66
0.80
0.71
0.71
0.81
0.84
0.84
0.82
0.92
0.77
0.70
0.97
1.02
0.96
1.01
1.02
1.01
0.70
0.89
0.92
0.97
0.86
0.72
0.63
0.91
0.81
0.87
0.88
28163
24975
25192
26433
25102
24804
26041
26797
27283
27265
28044
26640
25873
27616
28023
27422
27232
27866
32995
31067
30825
31383
32415
29943
31883
31872
29242
30462
31431
33166
34617
34420
32478
30149
29520
27487
27721
28674
30100
31015
30687
27648
29244
30022
31103
30756
30415
30211
32096
32336
0.30
0.29
0.33
0.33
0.35
0.34
0.32
0.32
0.30
0.29
0.29
0.30
0.33
0.31
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.27
0.26
0.27
0.28
0.27
0.26
0.30
0.24
0.35
0.32
0.31
0.30
0.30
0.26
0.30
0.29
0.22
0.25
0.30
0.30
0.29
0.27
0.29
0.27
0.30
0.28
0.27
0.34
0.35
0.30
0.25
0.29
0.27
524
743
744
745
746
747
748
749
750
751
752
753
754
755
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757
758
759
766
767
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769
770
771
772
773
774
775
776
777
778
792
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794
795
796
797
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799
800
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802
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804
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806
807
808
809
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811
8153
8234
7038
6928
7981
8637
8621
8647
7621
7679
8481
9243
8506
8330
11783
11372
10830
13466
13339
13329
11201
10269
9351
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9112
8400
8009
8700
9360
10039
6377
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7969
9862
9201
9174
10395
13083
14302
12270
12928
12903
12686
13115
11681
12551
11528
10749
11719
10443
6.26
6.73
8.81
7.72
7.04
5.80
5.53
11.20
6.67
8.50
7.82
6.12
5.63
7.05
9.25
5.14
5.31
5.73
6.62
5.19
4.51
4.71
5.31
6.79
7.43
6.99
8.32
8.43
7.55
7.13
7.40
7.49
7.54
7.11
6.84
9.06
9.27
7.86
7.03
5.68
5.30
5.85
5.84
6.29
5.16
6.07
5.12
4.73
4.65
4.90
7.99
7.59
7.27
8.23
8.24
7.73
7.58
7.78
5.52
4.98
5.73
7.95
7.99
6.59
6.85
7.27
7.49
5.60
6.94
5.67
7.01
7.63
8.04
4.81
7.87
7.82
7.57
7.77
7.77
7.90
5.88
5.40
4.55
7.71
7.42
8.23
8.42
7.97
7.66
6.44
7.84
7.70
8.03
8.50
6.33
7.43
7.35
7.14
7.57
6.26
0.98
0.92
1.03
1.19
1.03
0.90
0.88
0.90
0.72
0.65
0.68
0.86
0.94
0.79
0.58
0.64
0.69
0.42
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0.63
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0.86
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0.86
0.93
0.95
0.89
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0.81
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0.81
0.61
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0.52
0.61
0.60
0.63
0.65
0.54
0.59
0.64
0.66
0.65
0.60
33146
33321
34993
34485
32348
35794
37259
35186
33323
32570
30726
28202
27629
30057
34658
30776
36073
32410
32294
33705
32297
33399
33688
31739
32141
30306
31894
30722
30797
33391
39023
38802
36747
36473
34872
38546
40329
41543
41203
37046
36280
35327
38765
39109
38389
38530
37455
39253
37914
37895
0.25
0.25
0.20
0.20
0.25
0.24
0.23
0.25
0.23
0.24
0.28
0.33
0.31
0.28
0.34
0.37
0.30
0.42
0.41
0.40
0.35
0.31
0.28
0.21
0.28
0.28
0.25
0.28
0.30
0.30
0.16
0.17
0.22
0.27
0.26
0.24
0.26
0.31
0.35
0.33
0.36
0.37
0.33
0.34
0.30
0.33
0.31
0.27
0.31
0.28
525
812
813
814
815
816
817
818
819
820
821
822
823
824
825
826
827
829
830
831
832
833
834
835
836
837
838
839
840
841
842
843
844
845
846
847
848
849
850
851
852
853
854
855
856
905
906
907
908
909
910
10953
10239
7991
9942
7146
9565
6695
8575
10234
9814
9104
7828
7277
7562
6919
5345
6931
7763
7616
8237
10914
10223
9782
12042
12185
10555
11660
13683
11930
12398
9624
12809
13506
11915
11243
14353
13286
11339
9993
10464
13391
14531
11659
12314
6069
6054
5860
6026
5978
5484
5.45
4.65
4.27
4.13
2.32
4.31
3.15
3.71
4.55
4.64
4.29
3.86
2.92
3.83
3.65
3.18
6.04
8.43
10.51
6.93
6.13
4.62
6.03
5.49
5.16
3.43
4.82
4.09
3.13
3.17
3.24
4.68
4.11
3.09
4.24
4.93
5.27
4.47
4.85
6.00
6.89
4.08
4.13
4.44
12.43
12.02
14.11
14.65
15.43
11.88
7.98
7.40
4.70
5.89
3.71
7.06
4.10
5.76
7.08
7.43
6.44
4.77
3.94
5.32
5.53
2.43
5.43
7.23
7.81
6.68
8.11
7.55
5.92
7.42
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5.30
5.87
7.11
6.52
7.98
2.73
7.23
7.66
7.14
4.37
7.63
7.97
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7.93
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6.92
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0.70
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0.60
0.69
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1.14
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34428
34974
38431
39346
42134
37762
32585
38540
42102
43106
40324
39033
37611
39677
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36822
43144
39390
39930
39787
38457
32676
40227
39909
43254
40712
40438
42942
44847
37523
38228
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43714
41638
35210
40905
40018
42184
41867
38740
34405
34062
34084
27028
24301
24565
25494
23349
22167
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0.30
0.23
0.26
0.18
0.23
0.18
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0.23
0.21
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0.13
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0.21
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0.32
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0.35
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911
913
914
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916
917
918
919
931
932
933
934
935
936
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938
939
940
941
942
960
964
965
966
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968
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972
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975
976
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979
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1009
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1016
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11342
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24212
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35009
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34179
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37431
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28126
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34852
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39275
37497
38862
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35008
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12022
10542
10974
9537
9597
11963
11106
10253
11911
11226
10786
12205
10646
13532
14185
15676
14525
13642
5.21
4.32
3.70
5.40
5.67
6.31
6.11
5.61
4.13
4.59
4.87
4.27
3.77
4.65
5.07
3.78
3.28
5.19
3.19
3.69
4.08
3.72
3.44
3.96
4.74
4.88
6.87
5.14
4.74
3.77
2.20
4.77
4.42
3.19
3.52
2.85
4.19
3.31
2.80
3.31
3.07
4.10
4.22
3.81
3.32
3.36
3.61
3.50
3.06
2.39
6.02
7.26
6.84
7.72
7.55
7.67
5.70
7.30
7.31
7.86
5.70
7.17
7.15
7.83
5.74
7.20
6.90
6.89
7.17
7.13
7.76
4.26
6.69
6.34
7.01
6.63
6.57
7.10
6.82
6.56
3.10
5.44
6.70
6.23
6.17
5.20
4.99
7.46
5.91
5.40
6.61
7.37
7.08
6.39
4.50
6.75
7.05
7.51
5.24
4.82
0.54
0.66
0.75
0.79
0.84
0.91
0.67
0.78
0.75
0.73
0.56
0.63
0.64
0.66
0.57
0.66
0.70
0.67
0.71
0.71
0.69
0.44
0.64
0.63
0.62
0.62
0.65
0.64
0.63
0.61
0.41
0.52
0.56
0.59
0.56
0.54
0.52
0.62
0.53
0.53
0.55
0.66
0.66
0.52
0.42
0.50
0.50
0.48
0.36
0.35
37518
26208
27445
31587
37757
40208
34815
32170
34169
41757
41198
35677
35611
40960
38737
35831
30367
34088
32317
35145
39118
40160
40449
36850
40394
38153
33370
34260
38527
45212
41897
40696
39160
42233
44217
44293
44003
35395
39391
41303
28985
31623
27092
33407
40804
43247
37904
32356
33971
41487
0.30
0.42
0.33
0.31
0.24
0.21
0.25
0.29
0.29
0.26
0.25
0.32
0.31
0.29
0.26
0.30
0.33
0.30
0.31
0.28
0.29
0.24
0.26
0.27
0.28
0.28
0.30
0.32
0.28
0.24
0.18
0.26
0.31
0.25
0.25
0.22
0.22
0.34
0.28
0.25
0.41
0.36
0.40
0.37
0.26
0.31
0.37
0.48
0.43
0.33
529
1153
1154
1155
1156
1157
1158
1159
1171
1172
1173
1174
1175
1176
1177
1178
1179
1180
1181
1182
1183
1184
1185
1186
1187
1188
1189
1190
1191
1192
1193
1194
1195
1196
1197
1198
1199
1221
1222
1223
1224
1225
1226
1227
1228
1229
1230
1231
1232
1233
1234
13732
11342
11141
9688
11035
11691
12108
13680
11616
14123
13990
12889
13661
12783
12906
12674
10615
11395
11602
13450
13940
13198
12587
12938
12195
13863
11999
9246
9325
13884
12322
8794
10703
13935
12693
9191
9750
8889
9262
9740
8149
8550
9140
8845
9858
6883
10856
12059
12720
12772
2.08
1.69
1.17
2.36
4.29
3.89
3.21
2.61
3.02
4.08
4.30
5.04
5.47
4.28
3.99
4.19
3.32
3.66
2.70
4.39
4.03
4.76
4.49
4.04
3.38
3.40
2.74
1.69
2.66
3.97
3.06
1.41
2.89
4.18
4.10
2.24
7.96
8.28
8.80
10.14
9.00
9.95
10.79
10.37
10.75
10.73
9.62
9.30
8.33
7.36
5.79
3.21
2.98
2.67
5.36
5.13
5.00
4.71
4.13
6.16
7.09
6.87
6.37
5.33
5.38
6.01
3.97
5.66
4.43
4.60
6.64
6.57
4.93
4.59
4.48
5.93
5.25
3.93
3.19
6.23
5.50
3.21
3.36
6.67
6.72
4.01
7.59
8.01
8.16
7.77
7.91
7.07
7.94
7.19
7.29
3.83
7.94
7.48
7.36
7.45
0.42
0.28
0.27
0.28
0.49
0.44
0.41
0.34
0.36
0.44
0.51
0.53
0.47
0.42
0.42
0.47
0.37
0.50
0.38
0.34
0.48
0.50
0.39
0.35
0.37
0.43
0.44
0.43
0.34
0.45
0.45
0.36
0.31
0.48
0.53
0.44
0.78
0.90
0.88
0.80
0.97
0.83
0.87
0.81
0.74
0.56
0.73
0.62
0.58
0.58
35875
26569
26917
26412
30640
31953
31951
28576
32697
30246
26432
28429
30483
30636
29182
30209
33487
38699
41356
28373
30933
30321
35643
40608
35719
33390
34520
41651
40511
32411
34970
43338
40967
32583
37541
44057
36256
35816
36779
37546
33567
34979
34446
31903
33422
29576
31717
35251
36890
38328
0.38
0.43
0.41
0.37
0.36
0.37
0.38
0.48
0.36
0.47
0.53
0.45
0.45
0.42
0.44
0.42
0.32
0.29
0.28
0.47
0.45
0.44
0.35
0.32
0.34
0.42
0.35
0.22
0.23
0.43
0.35
0.20
0.26
0.43
0.34
0.21
0.27
0.25
0.25
0.26
0.24
0.24
0.27
0.28
0.29
0.23
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.33
530
1235
1236
1237
1238
1239
1240
1241
1242
1243
1244
1245
1246
1278
1279
1280
1281
1282
1283
1284
1285
1286
1287
1288
1289
1290
1291
13820
11510
7020
11366
13850
13463
11470
11809
12159
5803
7643
10757
5196
8075
9557
8219
9489
9207
7964
8811
8775
9448
9435
9384
6493
7813
6.69
7.31
8.36
7.80
6.44
6.29
6.28
6.27
5.74
1.97
2.94
4.59
4.31
9.53
8.39
7.46
7.84
7.12
10.94
8.14
6.35
6.34
5.71
5.50
3.30
2.85
6.73
7.34
2.86
7.63
7.29
7.21
7.47
7.63
7.52
2.04
3.94
6.78
2.37
6.18
7.38
6.93
7.36
7.51
4.94
7.66
7.00
7.56
6.86
7.16
2.52
5.16
0.49
0.64
0.41
0.67
0.53
0.54
0.65
0.65
0.62
0.35
0.52
0.63
0.46
0.77
0.77
0.84
0.78
0.82
0.62
0.87
0.80
0.80
0.73
0.76
0.39
0.66
40628
39228
33731
32887
34798
35034
32657
36124
37074
38614
41231
39179
35545
37296
38115
37865
39687
40420
39013
41145
41675
45034
47171
46931
41685
46024
0.34
0.29
0.21
0.35
0.40
0.38
0.35
0.33
0.33
0.15
0.19
0.27
0.15
0.22
0.25
0.22
0.24
0.23
0.20
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.20
0.20
0.16
0.17
531
Training Data Set B
RING
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
GC
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
532
CF
4880
6677
8205
11326
15607
7250
7318
6756
5611
7858
8850
7820
8927
10912
11043
9991
6752
10250
10547
12134
16230
10753
10766
11618
11722
14591
13653
13733
13171
11235
11953
12859
11163
12928
15526
11470
9450
8504
12293
12194
11628
12523
12381
13612
13885
14581
11623
P
10.26
10.65
8.18
7.77
6.99
9.69
8.92
8.23
10.79
8.25
8.34
5.87
9.40
6.70
7.40
12.00
4.50
9.00
6.50
4.44
4.50
3.15
4.34
4.50
3.06
3.65
3.31
4.37
4.49
3.80
3.56
3.81
2.79
3.04
4.27
4.50
4.44
5.35
4.10
4.06
3.88
3.38
4.38
4.29
4.16
4.80
8.15
TO
2.33
6.84
5.64
5.34
5.85
5.18
4.15
3.97
1.99
3.56
5.48
6.27
5.69
6.28
6.50
7.18
3.08
8.00
7.01
6.00
7.21
5.73
6.85
6.34
5.16
6.44
5.91
7.08
6.21
5.78
6.45
7.89
4.96
6.44
8.04
7.95
7.55
5.52
6.31
6.78
6.32
5.62
6.96
6.54
6.29
8.11
6.34
TOC
0.48
1.02
0.69
0.47
0.37
0.71
0.57
0.59
0.35
0.45
0.62
0.80
0.64
0.58
0.59
0.72
0.46
0.78
0.66
0.49
0.44
0.53
0.64
0.55
0.44
0.44
0.43
0.52
0.47
0.51
0.54
0.61
0.44
0.50
0.52
0.69
0.80
0.65
0.51
0.56
0.54
0.45
0.56
0.48
0.45
0.56
0.55
TT
34363
29952
26556
31308
34508
27719
28722
26186
26108
30588
31441
33942
33958
35359
35914
33963
33621
30567
33241
33794
33413
27921
24673
26094
32746
29873
32888
30506
27060
29353
31129
29289
25088
26781
28935
25122
23953
23054
28582
31104
29903
31324
29701
31157
32273
32101
27375
COTT
0.14
0.22
0.31
0.36
0.45
0.26
0.25
0.26
0.21
0.26
0.28
0.23
0.26
0.31
0.31
0.29
0.20
0.34
0.32
0.36
0.49
0.39
0.44
0.45
0.36
0.49
0.42
0.45
0.49
0.38
0.38
0.44
0.44
0.48
0.54
0.46
0.39
0.37
0.43
0.39
0.39
0.40
0.42
0.44
0.43
0.45
0.42
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
10505
10519
7896
8043
7675
6565
6486
5793
6906
6770
4811
6226
6468
6314
6865
6402
5760
5087
5162
5047
5236
5681
6175
6300
6196
5681
5243
6012
6154
6476
6535
6271
6370
5723
6861
7510
6520
6221
6605
7040
7351
8398
11139
10350
10944
10033
9660
11982
13725
13291
5.13
5.27
7.18
5.24
5.13
4.64
5.16
5.53
5.60
5.96
5.21
5.06
5.08
5.56
7.32
7.62
8.25
8.30
5.38
6.24
7.56
7.39
6.03
6.35
6.26
4.32
6.24
6.62
6.25
7.58
8.17
8.50
10.36
11.39
10.07
10.82
7.49
5.28
4.88
5.33
3.42
5.49
5.79
4.72
4.87
4.33
5.28
4.92
4.14
4.52
8.10
7.75
6.27
7.23
7.16
5.44
5.07
4.33
6.51
6.90
2.35
5.58
7.44
7.48
7.96
7.30
7.16
6.04
7.65
7.69
7.62
7.57
7.86
7.80
7.03
5.29
6.21
6.91
7.26
7.81
7.99
7.82
8.01
7.23
7.71
8.13
6.72
5.97
5.50
6.12
3.52
5.69
8.25
8.04
8.09
7.97
7.96
8.33
7.67
7.80
0.77
0.74
0.79
0.90
0.93
0.83
0.78
0.75
0.94
1.02
0.49
0.90
1.15
1.18
1.16
1.14
1.24
1.19
1.48
1.52
1.46
1.33
1.27
1.24
1.13
0.93
1.18
1.15
1.18
1.21
1.22
1.25
1.26
1.26
1.12
1.08
1.03
0.96
0.83
0.87
0.48
0.68
0.74
0.78
0.74
0.79
0.82
0.69
0.56
0.59
24563
25095
25879
27174
27277
29183
32410
36455
38236
36539
33463
32023
28479
26688
26978
26563
26475
27448
28611
28915
29650
30931
32207
33612
35274
38054
39399
37731
34284
37446
39483
38817
38901
35608
34194
36952
34929
37305
39604
39226
40131
37910
33520
30278
30805
29597
27712
27014
29978
31647
0.43
0.42
0.31
0.30
0.28
0.22
0.20
0.16
0.18
0.19
0.14
0.19
0.23
0.24
0.25
0.24
0.22
0.19
0.18
0.17
0.18
0.18
0.19
0.19
0.18
0.15
0.13
0.16
0.18
0.17
0.17
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.20
0.20
0.19
0.17
0.17
0.18
0.18
0.22
0.33
0.34
0.36
0.34
0.35
0.44
0.46
0.42
533
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
482
483
13149
13306
11241
15936
15095
14795
11071
13707
12413
7530
9262
9082
9644
11766
10368
11663
12304
11752
11060
9067
11631
12861
11574
10977
14394
13795
12985
11104
10481
13142
11988
8069
9004
8871
9741
10111
8323
8004
7881
6658
7655
8615
8867
9986
10190
9550
8672
8499
8786
6466
5.85
4.32
3.39
4.03
3.06
3.22
2.74
2.75
3.44
4.18
5.52
4.69
4.36
4.87
3.78
3.94
4.59
4.46
4.57
5.20
4.21
3.97
3.84
8.80
6.55
3.96
3.36
2.84
1.95
4.44
3.57
4.36
5.29
4.76
5.71
5.58
6.50
7.08
6.47
6.00
6.08
6.87
5.56
5.50
6.20
5.96
6.40
6.76
6.71
7.81
7.42
8.15
5.35
7.16
5.94
7.43
2.82
4.85
6.29
3.89
7.96
7.92
7.51
7.69
3.97
5.65
7.72
7.86
7.71
4.58
7.67
7.96
6.85
7.21
7.47
7.34
7.97
7.15
5.27
6.16
6.72
5.43
6.68
7.70
8.28
7.75
7.56
8.48
7.49
5.20
7.96
7.96
7.54
5.05
8.28
8.25
7.97
8.20
8.14
6.29
0.56
0.61
0.48
0.45
0.39
0.50
0.25
0.35
0.51
0.52
0.86
0.87
0.78
0.65
0.38
0.48
0.63
0.67
0.70
0.51
0.66
0.62
0.59
0.66
0.52
0.53
0.61
0.64
0.50
0.47
0.56
0.67
0.74
0.87
0.85
0.77
0.91
1.06
0.95
0.78
1.04
0.92
0.85
0.51
0.81
0.86
0.92
0.96
0.93
0.97
28200
26283
26425
31196
30086
29114
25248
28255
30291
21768
24664
25440
26002
28172
26734
29745
27097
26063
26452
28469
29128
28800
27755
23941
29061
30400
29651
35412
38136
34361
32160
27820
27400
27834
25129
29954
33400
29829
29713
32500
33078
32162
35449
35257
31957
27731
24695
23953
24289
25282
0.47
0.51
0.43
0.51
0.50
0.51
0.44
0.49
0.41
0.35
0.38
0.36
0.37
0.42
0.39
0.39
0.45
0.45
0.42
0.32
0.40
0.45
0.42
0.46
0.50
0.45
0.44
0.31
0.27
0.38
0.37
0.29
0.33
0.32
0.39
0.34
0.25
0.27
0.27
0.20
0.23
0.27
0.25
0.28
0.32
0.34
0.35
0.35
0.36
0.26
534
484
485
486
487
488
489
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549
8182
12343
14877
8983
8043
7708
5048
6886
7775
7577
6946
6407
6827
6788
6199
6233
6906
7148
6974
6935
6980
6396
6983
7076
6709
4492
4945
8405
6371
5613
6869
7180
8353
9059
6793
6785
11681
11239
6786
10473
10166
8353
9131
6313
4317
3742
4941
8398
11989
14928
9.43
8.63
6.65
6.07
9.44
9.39
6.81
7.09
6.17
5.97
6.12
8.51
7.21
6.29
6.34
6.35
7.29
6.68
7.02
6.30
7.04
7.09
7.25
7.54
7.79
6.90
8.01
14.61
7.56
8.44
13.86
13.06
14.12
17.81
8.00
12.04
8.03
9.06
8.99
20.58
19.66
13.69
14.30
9.82
7.53
9.92
18.54
15.72
12.44
7.58
7.18
7.74
7.56
6.90
7.75
7.79
7.39
8.10
7.73
7.33
7.57
6.61
7.80
7.34
7.81
7.88
8.21
8.03
8.14
7.19
8.40
7.39
7.94
7.90
7.78
4.18
4.41
8.20
7.31
6.86
6.74
6.50
8.42
7.77
7.61
5.02
7.02
7.32
6.58
7.18
7.41
4.70
5.34
6.08
5.86
4.17
5.57
5.74
8.05
7.63
0.88
0.63
0.51
0.77
0.96
1.01
1.46
1.18
0.99
0.97
1.09
1.03
1.14
1.08
1.26
1.26
1.19
1.12
1.17
1.04
1.20
1.16
1.14
1.12
1.16
0.93
0.89
0.98
1.15
1.22
0.98
0.91
1.01
0.86
1.12
0.74
0.60
0.65
0.97
0.69
0.73
0.56
0.58
0.96
1.36
1.12
1.13
0.68
0.67
0.51
29029
33412
37629
30727
27067
28794
25087
26258
26854
27997
27009
26269
29127
31165
33208
33839
32594
31547
29419
30405
33108
31772
30352
34652
32218
24188
21653
24332
21377
21398
26810
24192
22545
22550
19853
23947
26651
28713
26570
27504
26007
24002
23918
20536
21125
20803
19436
23538
27170
28788
0.28
0.37
0.40
0.29
0.30
0.27
0.20
0.26
0.29
0.27
0.26
0.24
0.23
0.22
0.19
0.18
0.21
0.23
0.24
0.23
0.21
0.20
0.23
0.20
0.21
0.19
0.23
0.35
0.30
0.26
0.26
0.30
0.37
0.40
0.34
0.28
0.44
0.39
0.26
0.38
0.39
0.35
0.38
0.31
0.20
0.18
0.25
0.36
0.44
0.52
535
550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
566
567
568
569
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
13453
13196
7460
6614
6923
5820
5359
4835
4565
4878
4741
4415
4129
4361
4331
5121
4812
5328
5284
4871
5595
5400
6233
6015
6525
6107
6628
6421
6806
7490
8103
8553
8705
10009
11239
10464
8867
9369
7312
10100
9749
8364
9107
8515
6355
5785
5693
6041
7586
7689
6.04
6.38
8.88
6.92
6.78
6.75
6.36
5.90
7.00
7.03
7.83
8.82
6.97
7.07
8.18
10.48
9.25
7.87
7.67
6.86
7.50
10.12
9.22
8.69
8.88
7.80
8.68
8.24
7.97
10.35
7.21
6.80
6.57
6.45
6.04
5.83
5.19
4.38
4.58
5.68
5.25
4.03
4.34
5.38
8.33
7.17
7.36
7.54
6.99
8.62
7.64
7.45
6.11
7.92
7.58
6.83
6.59
6.07
4.51
7.28
7.89
6.89
6.28
6.89
7.49
8.07
6.43
5.36
5.65
5.37
6.53
5.22
7.50
6.29
7.17
6.71
7.68
7.12
8.01
7.16
8.19
8.01
7.84
7.54
8.04
7.67
7.85
6.55
4.41
7.42
7.44
5.29
5.59
7.36
6.28
7.45
7.25
7.74
7.85
6.84
0.57
0.56
0.82
1.20
1.10
1.17
1.23
1.26
0.99
1.49
1.66
1.56
1.52
1.58
1.73
1.58
1.34
1.01
1.07
1.10
1.17
0.97
1.20
1.04
1.10
1.10
1.16
1.11
1.18
0.96
1.01
0.94
0.90
0.75
0.72
0.73
0.89
0.70
0.60
0.73
0.76
0.63
0.61
0.86
0.99
1.29
1.27
1.28
1.04
0.89
27940
28425
24165
25675
29961
29664
27071
25883
28462
30303
29045
29308
28326
30902
29035
28355
24802
26307
24766
26209
28572
28454
29617
26523
24915
24521
24734
23924
26755
27739
26333
24415
24230
27134
28450
28901
29277
30795
30862
36692
36295
34780
32974
32677
28769
28304
28449
26390
28736
28106
0.48
0.46
0.31
0.26
0.23
0.20
0.20
0.19
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.15
0.15
0.14
0.15
0.18
0.19
0.20
0.21
0.19
0.20
0.19
0.21
0.23
0.26
0.25
0.27
0.27
0.25
0.27
0.31
0.35
0.36
0.37
0.40
0.36
0.30
0.30
0.24
0.28
0.27
0.24
0.28
0.26
0.22
0.20
0.20
0.23
0.26
0.27
536
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
613
614
615
616
617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637
638
639
640
641
642
643
644
645
659
660
661
662
7447
6328
6821
6204
6073
6103
5548
7236
6585
6905
6196
5593
5863
5012
4415
5595
4651
5387
4579
4791
5944
6119
6179
4604
4166
4585
5477
4950
5295
5360
5101
4917
6645
7317
7789
8952
6064
9585
9950
8713
13879
11120
12541
12347
10986
10890
9849
9020
9740
9531
7.14
7.09
6.86
6.74
6.37
6.72
12.88
8.02
7.65
8.10
7.82
7.40
7.67
7.39
7.81
8.97
10.73
11.40
9.61
10.21
16.97
10.35
10.13
8.78
9.18
11.73
9.74
9.59
11.91
12.17
12.01
15.71
15.67
11.23
7.53
5.76
3.06
3.29
2.96
2.37
3.45
2.26
3.14
5.04
3.62
4.00
4.55
8.82
5.39
6.06
7.71
6.87
7.23
6.83
6.19
6.10
6.75
7.91
7.75
7.84
7.42
6.83
7.45
7.11
3.73
6.61
4.57
7.24
6.16
6.12
6.03
7.11
7.84
4.97
4.14
6.17
6.89
6.22
7.83
8.14
7.57
3.43
7.27
8.23
7.62
6.75
2.98
5.12
6.04
3.09
7.79
6.03
7.33
6.57
7.55
7.83
7.65
7.42
7.80
8.21
1.04
1.09
1.06
1.10
1.02
1.00
1.22
1.09
1.18
1.14
1.20
1.22
1.27
1.42
0.84
1.18
0.98
1.34
1.35
1.28
1.01
1.16
1.27
1.08
0.99
1.35
1.26
1.26
1.48
1.52
1.48
0.70
1.09
1.12
0.98
0.75
0.49
0.53
0.61
0.35
0.56
0.54
0.58
0.53
0.69
0.72
0.78
0.82
0.80
0.86
29208
30043
30874
33574
34179
36518
35531
33898
31242
31980
31589
32536
33982
34526
35256
34945
29532
29445
28532
27637
27048
29086
30636
27443
24410
23459
24839
26601
25416
24353
23873
24339
26308
29215
32828
39423
40653
43222
43347
43047
44321
44433
41654
31742
33402
36193
41790
35400
32873
27713
0.25
0.21
0.22
0.18
0.18
0.17
0.16
0.21
0.21
0.22
0.20
0.17
0.17
0.15
0.13
0.16
0.16
0.18
0.16
0.17
0.22
0.21
0.20
0.17
0.17
0.20
0.22
0.19
0.21
0.22
0.21
0.20
0.25
0.25
0.24
0.23
0.15
0.22
0.23
0.20
0.31
0.25
0.30
0.39
0.33
0.30
0.24
0.25
0.30
0.34
537
663
664
665
666
667
668
669
670
671
672
673
674
675
676
677
698
699
700
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713
714
715
716
717
718
729
730
731
732
733
734
735
736
737
738
739
740
741
742
8566
8763
7869
8511
9214
8374
9321
9169
9504
11000
9287
8296
7164
7535
7890
8355
8512
8213
7791
8226
7963
8413
8472
8252
8088
7871
7547
8599
8478
8606
8569
8447
8909
7708
11209
9252
8211
8254
8227
8899
8384
8358
8331
8078
10548
10680
9001
7582
9327
8825
6.56
5.81
6.03
6.45
7.12
6.94
6.77
5.81
4.22
4.09
4.77
7.44
8.57
9.04
8.42
10.69
11.12
10.78
10.61
12.85
10.20
10.93
9.83
8.03
7.77
7.98
7.77
7.46
6.78
5.30
5.58
6.72
6.90
12.01
10.69
6.99
6.17
6.36
6.56
14.24
9.34
8.13
8.24
8.96
8.47
11.07
7.01
10.25
7.56
6.16
8.06
8.35
8.19
7.96
7.03
7.91
7.82
7.15
5.08
6.08
4.57
6.92
8.27
8.38
8.50
7.73
8.40
7.73
7.61
8.14
7.71
8.02
8.02
7.39
7.19
7.71
7.87
7.61
7.66
7.31
6.55
5.58
7.12
5.45
7.98
7.46
8.31
8.38
8.27
6.24
7.45
7.67
8.09
6.94
7.63
6.72
8.18
6.18
8.07
7.79
0.94
0.95
1.04
0.93
0.76
0.94
0.84
0.78
0.53
0.55
0.49
0.83
1.15
1.11
1.08
0.93
0.99
0.94
0.98
0.99
0.97
0.95
0.95
0.90
0.89
0.98
1.04
0.89
0.90
0.85
0.76
0.66
0.80
0.71
0.71
0.81
1.01
1.02
1.01
0.70
0.89
0.92
0.97
0.86
0.72
0.63
0.91
0.81
0.87
0.88
34154
40398
40746
38941
38241
37026
39330
41767
45225
44789
40988
40016
38086
34269
32657
26041
26797
27283
27265
28044
26640
25873
27616
28023
27422
27232
27866
32995
31067
30825
31383
32415
29943
31883
31872
29242
27721
28674
30100
31015
30687
27648
29244
30022
31103
30756
30415
30211
32096
32336
0.25
0.22
0.19
0.22
0.24
0.23
0.24
0.22
0.21
0.25
0.23
0.21
0.19
0.22
0.24
0.32
0.32
0.30
0.29
0.29
0.30
0.33
0.31
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.27
0.26
0.27
0.28
0.27
0.26
0.30
0.24
0.35
0.32
0.30
0.29
0.27
0.29
0.27
0.30
0.28
0.27
0.34
0.35
0.30
0.25
0.29
0.27
538
743
744
745
768
769
770
771
772
773
774
775
776
777
778
800
801
802
803
804
805
806
807
808
809
810
817
818
819
820
821
822
823
824
825
826
827
829
830
831
848
849
850
851
852
853
854
855
856
906
907
8153
8234
7038
13329
11201
10269
9351
6637
9112
8400
8009
8700
9360
10039
14302
12270
12928
12903
12686
13115
11681
12551
11528
10749
11719
9565
6695
8575
10234
9814
9104
7828
7277
7562
6919
5345
6931
7763
7616
14353
13286
11339
9993
10464
13391
14531
11659
12314
6054
5860
6.26
6.73
8.81
5.19
4.51
4.71
5.31
6.79
7.43
6.99
8.32
8.43
7.55
7.13
7.03
5.68
5.30
5.85
5.84
6.29
5.16
6.07
5.12
4.73
4.65
4.31
3.15
3.71
4.55
4.64
4.29
3.86
2.92
3.83
3.65
3.18
6.04
8.43
10.51
4.93
5.27
4.47
4.85
6.00
6.89
4.08
4.13
4.44
12.02
14.11
7.99
7.59
7.27
5.67
7.01
7.63
8.04
4.81
7.87
7.82
7.57
7.77
7.77
7.90
7.66
6.44
7.84
7.70
8.03
8.50
6.33
7.43
7.35
7.14
7.57
7.06
4.10
5.76
7.08
7.43
6.44
4.77
3.94
5.32
5.53
2.43
5.43
7.23
7.81
7.63
7.97
7.84
7.53
6.15
7.03
6.52
5.28
7.93
6.92
6.69
0.98
0.92
1.03
0.43
0.63
0.74
0.86
0.72
0.86
0.93
0.95
0.89
0.83
0.79
0.54
0.52
0.61
0.60
0.63
0.65
0.54
0.59
0.64
0.66
0.65
0.74
0.61
0.67
0.69
0.76
0.71
0.61
0.54
0.70
0.80
0.45
0.78
0.93
1.03
0.53
0.60
0.69
0.75
0.59
0.52
0.45
0.45
0.64
1.14
1.14
33146
33321
34993
33705
32297
33399
33688
31739
32141
30306
31894
30722
30797
33391
41203
37046
36280
35327
38765
39109
38389
38530
37455
39253
37914
42134
37762
32585
38540
42102
43106
40324
39033
37611
39677
39952
36822
43144
39390
35210
40905
40018
42184
41867
38740
34405
34062
34084
24301
24565
0.25
0.25
0.20
0.40
0.35
0.31
0.28
0.21
0.28
0.28
0.25
0.28
0.30
0.30
0.35
0.33
0.36
0.37
0.33
0.34
0.30
0.33
0.31
0.27
0.31
0.23
0.18
0.26
0.27
0.23
0.21
0.19
0.19
0.20
0.17
0.13
0.19
0.18
0.19
0.41
0.32
0.28
0.24
0.25
0.35
0.42
0.34
0.36
0.25
0.24
539
908
909
910
911
913
914
915
916
917
918
919
931
932
933
934
935
936
937
938
939
940
941
942
960
964
965
966
967
968
969
970
971
972
973
974
975
976
977
978
979
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011
1012
1013
1014
1015
6026
5978
5484
6627
4739
9654
4361
4435
4489
4612
4319
10408
10250
9666
10465
9995
9247
8798
8552
9711
7392
10655
11342
6521
8523
8625
9720
10710
8748
10937
12137
11253
12850
12966
12148
13212
13266
14011
14137
9537
9988
9434
9476
9124
10176
10360
11696
13232
12280
11691
14.65
15.43
11.88
11.74
12.70
9.38
16.14
13.90
12.97
14.75
12.57
7.26
7.61
7.41
8.35
7.35
8.59
8.53
10.37
9.45
4.84
7.64
7.14
10.78
9.11
6.78
8.30
7.45
6.66
9.34
8.21
6.30
7.92
7.64
7.49
7.92
7.69
7.89
7.67
3.62
7.68
8.05
8.02
7.21
6.87
6.35
4.96
6.07
4.87
4.06
7.19
7.30
7.92
8.08
2.35
6.22
6.13
6.85
6.80
7.11
5.56
7.51
6.56
6.10
7.28
7.47
7.95
7.89
6.16
7.42
3.89
7.52
6.97
6.39
7.61
7.33
7.52
7.59
6.70
6.80
7.72
5.45
7.56
7.35
6.43
7.46
7.37
7.38
6.69
3.09
7.32
7.94
7.92
7.87
7.54
7.21
5.69
8.06
7.22
7.42
1.19
1.22
1.44
1.22
0.50
0.64
1.41
1.55
1.52
1.54
1.29
0.72
0.64
0.63
0.70
0.75
0.86
0.90
0.72
0.76
0.53
0.71
0.61
0.98
0.89
0.85
0.77
0.71
0.77
0.62
0.64
0.48
0.59
0.57
0.53
0.56
0.56
0.53
0.47
0.32
0.73
0.84
0.84
0.86
0.74
0.70
0.49
0.61
0.59
0.63
25494
23349
22167
22499
19761
22369
16612
17932
18940
19593
21527
28670
24212
26396
25978
26574
24933
25646
22331
25678
35869
31109
31624
27196
35009
35836
37001
35083
33294
32414
34179
38676
37431
33848
30098
27297
28126
31093
38506
39813
32550
31839
32227
34852
34626
34103
39275
37497
38862
40416
0.24
0.26
0.25
0.29
0.24
0.43
0.26
0.25
0.24
0.24
0.20
0.36
0.42
0.37
0.40
0.38
0.37
0.34
0.38
0.38
0.21
0.34
0.36
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.26
0.31
0.26
0.34
0.36
0.29
0.34
0.38
0.40
0.48
0.47
0.45
0.37
0.24
0.31
0.30
0.29
0.26
0.29
0.30
0.30
0.35
0.32
0.29
540
1016
1017
1018
1019
1020
1021
1022
1023
1024
1025
1026
1027
1028
1029
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034
1035
1036
1037
1038
1039
1040
1041
1042
1043
1044
1045
1046
1047
1048
1049
1050
1051
1052
1075
1076
1077
1078
1079
1080
1081
1082
1083
1084
1085
1086
1087
7322
9744
11464
10600
8787
10145
9931
9643
8866
8235
7436
8041
6311
8198
7838
7989
7977
7779
7158
6610
6542
4832
5619
5061
5228
4411
4327
4694
4872
5570
5156
5829
6228
6661
6792
7057
7279
7231
6966
9175
9233
8438
7458
6876
8513
8575
6698
7807
9044
8361
10.26
6.42
6.38
6.19
9.67
7.84
6.79
6.82
6.38
5.95
6.32
7.04
5.89
7.42
8.27
9.16
9.96
8.91
8.51
8.36
9.95
11.33
12.69
11.39
13.39
10.02
11.49
18.18
16.59
15.03
14.81
13.55
12.21
10.11
8.77
8.96
7.62
6.95
7.39
6.74
5.87
4.49
3.16
3.68
2.74
3.09
1.79
2.57
1.96
1.83
6.18
7.79
7.83
7.25
6.62
7.99
7.46
7.46
7.55
7.08
7.34
7.73
3.18
6.47
7.06
7.28
7.55
7.08
7.23
6.68
7.31
3.23
6.28
6.48
6.57
4.60
4.37
6.16
6.47
6.73
3.83
6.49
7.35
6.51
6.16
7.15
7.04
7.74
5.19
7.65
7.10
6.46
5.76
3.37
4.94
4.80
3.22
2.97
4.23
4.46
0.84
0.80
0.68
0.68
0.75
0.79
0.75
0.77
0.85
0.86
0.99
0.96
0.50
0.79
0.90
0.91
0.95
0.91
1.01
1.01
1.12
0.67
1.12
1.28
1.26
1.04
1.01
1.31
1.33
1.21
0.74
1.11
1.18
0.98
0.91
1.01
0.97
1.07
0.74
0.83
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.49
0.58
0.56
0.48
0.38
0.47
0.53
30981
29184
35008
37448
32396
29127
33237
36819
39085
34926
34711
37763
36714
37614
35241
33823
33332
33626
31344
30767
30835
25032
26596
24511
27214
23726
22774
22591
22676
23657
23184
26657
27581
27884
30133
30613
32412
42737
39260
39042
38791
43102
45348
44413
44530
44195
45110
42141
42497
45158
0.24
0.33
0.33
0.28
0.27
0.35
0.30
0.26
0.23
0.24
0.21
0.21
0.17
0.22
0.22
0.24
0.24
0.23
0.23
0.21
0.21
0.19
0.21
0.21
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.21
0.21
0.24
0.22
0.22
0.23
0.24
0.23
0.23
0.22
0.17
0.18
0.24
0.24
0.20
0.16
0.15
0.19
0.19
0.15
0.19
0.21
0.19
541
1088
1089
1090
1091
1092
1093
1094
1095
1096
1097
1098
1099
1100
1101
1102
1103
1104
1105
1106
1107
1108
1109
1110
1111
1112
1113
1114
1115
1116
1117
1118
1119
1120
1121
1122
1123
1124
1125
1126
1127
1128
1129
1130
1131
1132
1133
1134
1135
1136
1137
7600
10404
10190
9839
8585
7891
10825
8325
10934
7862
9825
9970
11572
12268
11184
10982
9133
9788
8945
8402
8531
9315
9778
10723
10094
11412
11211
11929
10147
10839
9906
10306
10083
10016
11203
9680
10518
10005
11316
10634
10088
11053
10747
10730
7580
10401
12022
10542
10974
9537
3.33
4.27
4.17
3.64
2.89
2.11
3.31
2.02
3.56
5.34
3.62
3.51
4.44
4.41
5.21
4.32
3.70
5.40
5.67
6.31
6.11
5.61
4.13
4.59
4.87
4.27
3.77
4.65
5.07
3.78
3.28
5.19
3.19
3.69
4.08
3.72
3.44
3.96
4.74
4.88
6.87
5.14
4.74
3.77
2.20
4.77
4.42
3.19
3.52
2.85
3.08
7.20
6.60
6.34
5.00
3.36
7.50
3.88
7.97
5.43
6.78
6.82
8.09
7.74
6.02
7.26
6.84
7.72
7.55
7.67
5.70
7.30
7.31
7.86
5.70
7.17
7.15
7.83
5.74
7.20
6.90
6.89
7.17
7.13
7.76
4.26
6.69
6.34
7.01
6.63
6.57
7.10
6.82
6.56
3.10
5.44
6.70
6.23
6.17
5.20
0.41
0.69
0.65
0.64
0.58
0.43
0.69
0.47
0.73
0.69
0.69
0.68
0.70
0.63
0.54
0.66
0.75
0.79
0.84
0.91
0.67
0.78
0.75
0.73
0.56
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6.7 Appendix J - Machine Parameters Plots (Section 1 and 2)
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Figure 6.95 Section 1: a) design geological longitudinal profile ; b)Extracted weight (measured by the EPBM scales) per ring
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Figure 6.96 Section 1 a) Injected grout per ring in Section 1; b) Total thrust and cutting wheel force per ring
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Figure 6.97 Section 1: a) torque of the cutting wheel; b) penetration and advance rate
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Figure 6.99 Section 2: a) Injected grout per ring in Section 1; b) Total thrust and cutting wheel force per ring
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Figure 6.100 Section 1: a) torque of the cutting wheel; b) penetration and advance rate
CHAPTER 7 Conclusions and Recommendations
7.1 Conclusions
There is an intrinsic risk associated with tunnel construction because of the limited a
priori knowledge of the existing subsurface conditions. Although the majority of tunnel
construction projects have been completed safely there have been several incidents in
various tunneling projects that have resulted in delays, cost overruns, and in a few cases
more significant consequences such as injury, and loss of life. It is therefore important to
systematically assess and manage the risks associated with tunnel construction.
This study has first tried to improve on existing knowledge regarding the conditions
surrounding accidents. A database of accidents was assembled and studied to better
understand the importance of various parameters in the occurrence of accidents.
Two Bayesian based models were then combined to assess risks during tunnel
construction. The first model allows one to predict the geology ahead of a tunnel machine
based on observations of various machine parameters. The second model allows one to
decide on the best construction strategy for a given geology. When combined, the
resulting model allows one to predict geology, and choose the best construction strategy
ahead of a tunnel machine, thereby minimizing risk.
Accident Database
There are not enough and reliable data regarding the conditions under which accidents
can occur during tunnel construction. For this reason a database of accidents that
occurred during tunnel construction was created. The database contains 204 cases all
around the world with different construction methods and different types of accidents.
The accident cases were obtained from the technical literature, newspapers and
correspondence with experts in the tunneling domain. The data were stored in a database
that is the most comprehensive database to date. The database contains exhaustive (as
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* Consequences: Undesirable events always have consequences on the tunneling
process, but many times they can also have consequences on the surface as well
(people, traffic) and on other subsurface structures (other existing tunnels,
utilities). These consequences can be catastrophic, especially in the case of
daylight collapses in urban areas where consequences are typically heavy
financial loss, and possible loss of life. In the past decade there have been a
number of great consequences involving tunnels in urban areas, which in some
cases amount to about US$ 100M. The delays associated with accidents were on
average 6 months. In 7 cases the delays reported were over 12 months.
" Mitigation and Remedial Measures: The remedial methods used to overcome an
accident and the mitigation measures used to ensure safe completion of tunnel
excavation are very specific to each situation. However it was possible to identify
some methods that were commonly used, in many of these situations. For
collapses or daylight collapses, the mitigation and remedial measures ranged from
filling the tunnel with material (concrete, rock, sand bags and even water) for
immediate stabilization to prevent further propagation of the collapse; to bypass
tunnels (used also in combination with grouting from inside the bypass tunnel) or
to a change in construction method or even alignment changes in the most severe
cases. For rock falls the most common measure was to fill in the ensuing
cavity(ies) with concrete, and use rock bolts and shotcrete to advance the tunnel.
For water inflow the most common mitigation and remedial measure was to drain
(in advance and from the surface) and / or grout. In rockburst situations the use of
special bolts and destress blasting were the most common measures. When
excessive deformations occurred the most common mitigation and remedial
measures were to re-mine the deformed section, use yielding support elements,
modify the shape / dimensions of the cross section, and modify and reinforce the
lining, such as a reinforced invert or a deformable invert (in swelling cases).
The analysis of the database led to a better understanding of the main causes and
consequences of accidents, and allowed one to compile a list of main factors, and their
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interactions that affect tunnel construction. For each undesirable event, it was possible
identify different scenarios, in which these events are most likely to occur.
Influence diagrams, containing parameters (ground, construction, observations) identified
in these scenarios, were built with this information.
The knowledge gained from the analysis of the database, and the analysis of the data (a
good amount was available) from the Porto Metro in Portugal, were then used to develop
the risk assessment methodology that was presented in this work.
Risk Assessment Methodology
A decision support framework for determining the "optimal" (minimum risk)
construction method for a given tunnel alignment was developed. The support system
consists of two models: a geologic prediction model, and a construction strategy decision
model. Both models are based on the Bayesian Network technique, and when combined
allow one to determine the 'optimal' construction strategies during tunnel construction by
including information from the excavated tunnel sections.
Bayesian networks were considered to be the most suitable model structures for the
problem of accidents during tunnel construction, compared to other techniques due to:
1) Their ability of encoding dependencies among variables;
2) Facilitating the combination of domain knowledge and data, through well-studied
techniques from Bayesian statistics. Prior or domain knowledge is crucially
important if one performs a real-world analysis; in particular, when data are
inadequate or expensive to observe. The encoding of causal prior knowledge is
straightforward because Bayesian networks have causal semantics.
3) Their ability to learn causal relationships, which is important when one would like
to understand the problem domain.
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4) Providing an efficient approach to avoid the over-fitting of data. Models can be
"smoothed" in such a way that all available data can be used for training by using
the Bayesian approach.
In order to develop a geological prediction model, a study was performed on the data
available from the Porto Metro to determine the parameters that allow one to most easily
distinguish between different ground conditions. The Porto Metro case provided a good
opportunity to do this because of the considerable amount of data available on different
geological formations. The study allowed one to determine important parameters, which
were retained for modeling, and less important parameters, which were dropped.
The geological conditions in the Porto metro tunnel, which consisted of granite with
different degrees of weathering, were simplified into soil (GI), mixed (G2) and rock (G3).
One-parameter and two-parameter analyses were performed on the Porto Metro data. The
one-parameter analyses allowed one to determine the important parameters, and the two-
parameter analyses allowed one to determine which interrelationships between the
parameters are important. The results can be summarized as follows:
- Penetration rate (P) and cutting wheel force (CF) are important parameters when
distinguishing between ground condition, while torque of the cutting wheel (TO)
and Total Thrust (TT) are less important. Although torque (TO) by itself is not
important to distinguish between ground conditions, the relation between torque,
cutting wheel force and penetration is extremely important (see below)
- The ratio between torque of the cutting wheel (TO) and the cutting wheel force
(COT) is important to distinguish between ground conditions. This ratio is
important in all geologies but it becomes relatively more important in rock
conditions. This is due to the fact that torque becomes a more significant
parameter when driving through rock.
- The ratio of cutting wheel force to the total thrust (COTT) is important to
distinguish between ground conditions. The total thrust is the force that is applied
by the thrust cylinders (or jacks). Only a portion of this force will reach the
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cutting wheel. Portions of the cutting wheel force are lost to friction between the
ground around the shield, as well as to support pressure necessary to maintain the
face stable. In soil conditions, COTT is lower than in rock conditions since a
larger portion of the total thrust is lost by friction around the shield. This is
because soil formations are more deformable than rock and the normal force on
the shield will be greater and consequently so will the friction. The support
pressure necessary to maintain the face stable is also greater in soil-like
formations than in rock.
From the results discussed above, penetration rate (P), cutting wheel force (CF), torque of
cutting wheel (TO)', the ratio between torque and cutting wheel force (TOC) and the
relation between cutting wheel force and total thrust (COTT) were retained for the
modeling studies. The relationships between torque (TO) and penetration (P); cutting
wheel force (CF) and penetration (P); TOC and penetration (P) and COTT and
penetration (P) were also retained.
Various model configurations or model structures can be produced given the parameters
(and the relationships between them). In order to determine, which structure produces the
best model, a sensitivity analysis was performed on different model structures by
considering various combinations of the important parameters and various relationships
between these parameters. The aim of the model is to predict ground conditions ahead of
the tunneling machine given information from the machine performance parameters. The
model is first 'learned' from data (three different data sets were used) that are obtained by
observations during the construction process. The model is then used to predict
geological conditions ahead. The data from the tunnel C line of the Porto Metro were
used to asses the various model configurations.
The results of the sensitivity analysis are summarized below:
1 TO is retained in the models because, although it is not important to distinguish between classes by itself,
it is extremely important when combined with other machine parameters such as P and CF.
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- Different model structures performed differently in rock (G3) and soil (GI). This
is to be expected, since the parameters are of differing importance in soil, and in
rock.
- The models that performed the best in soil (G1), contain the variables CF, P and
TO or COTT; with the relationships between CF and P; between TO and P; and
between CF and TO being most important.
- The models that perform the best in rock (G3), contained the variables CF, P and
TOC; with the relationships between CF and P; TOC and P being most important.
- Mixed conditions (G2) were difficult to predict. This was expected, and has to do
with how mixed conditions were defined. Mixed conditions ranged from 10% soil
with 90% rock (i.e. almost all rock), to 10% rock and 90% soil (i.e. almost all
soil).
- The model that performed the best overall contained the parameters penetration
rate (P), cutting wheel force (CF), and torque of cutting wheel (TO); it considers
the inter-relation between torque and penetration and between cutting wheel force
and penetration. Recall again that the best overall model is neither the best model
identifying soil only, nor the best model identifying rock only. This has to do with
the fact that the importance of some parameters of the construction process, and
the relationships among them, depends on whether the tunnel is being driven
through rock or through soil. However the best overall model does quite well
when identifying both rock and soil.
The best overall model was applied as a geological prediction model to the Porto Metro.
The model was first applied from ring 336, station 0+631 (after the accidents) to ring
1611, station 2+418, i.e. in a section beyond the one where the accidents occurred. The
results of the geologic prediction model showed good agreement with the observed
geological conditions, particularly in identifying soil (G1) and rock (G3). In the case of
soil, 77.2% of the rings sections that consisted of soil were correctly identified, 20.4%
were misclassified as mixed and 2.4% as rock. In the case of rock, 82.4% of the ring
sections that consisted of rock were correctly identified, while 10.9% were misclassified
as mixed and 6.7% as soil.
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The best overall model was then used to predict the geological conditions for the first
320 m of the Line C of the Porto Metro, where the accidents occurred. Information on
geologic conditions was available where the last accident occurred, because a post
accident survey was made. The geological prediction model was also combined with the
Bayesian decision model to determine optimal construction strategies ahead of the
tunneling, in this section. The results of the prediction model showed that the model can
predict changes in geology and consequently change the construction strategy to
minimize risk. This was most visible in the zone of accidents 2 and 3, where the model
accurately predicts the change in geology and occurrence of a soil formation. This was
confirmed by the post accident survey boreholes. The results of the decision model
showed that in the area of accidents 2 and 3, the "optimal" construction strategy is to use
the EPBM with a fully pressurized face instead of the EPBM with the open (or semi-
closed) mode as was actually used during construction.
The overall contributions of this work can be summarized as:
(a) Creation of a comprehensive database of accidents during tunnel construction,
and a better understanding of the parameters, which are important in risk
assessment regarding tunnel stability. The database is available to decision
makers in the domain (owners, contractors, designers) and can serve as basis for
the building of risk assessment models for tunneling projects.
(b) Development of a risk assessment methodology based on a combined geological
prediction and decision model tool, to identify optimal construction strategies
during construction. This allows one to predict changes in geology and
consequently adapt the construction method to these changes, thereby minimizing
the risk.
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7.2 Recommendations for future work
Despite recent efforts and advances in the field of tunneling comprehensive risk
assessment still remains a challenge. This is due to the complexity of the problem, the
many factors that affect it, and the associated incomplete understanding of the
mechanisms involved.
This study has advanced the knowledge of conditions under which accidents occurred,
and presented a systematic methodology to asses risk during tunnel construction. There
are various areas that require future research, some of which are presented below:
Database
(a) Publication and enrichment of the database. The database can be made available
on the internet, for example through the international tunneling society (or other
similar societies). There are two main benefits of doing so. First, the data will be
available to designers, consultants and construction engineers worldwide. Second,
the possibility of adding new cases and expanding the database. This should
probably be done under the supervision of a moderator, to avoid false and
erroneous entries.
(b) Expansion of the database of accidents for other types of construction methods
such as the cut and cover.
Risk Assessment methodology
(c) Use of continuous random variables. A limitation of the decision framework
system presented in this study is the use of discretized continuous variables for
the machine parameters (penetration (P), cutting wheel force (CF), torque of the
cutting wheel (TO), which are actually continuous. This is a disadvantage related
to the use of Bayesian based systems that have been for the most part developed
and used with discrete, or discretized continuous variables. A suggestion for
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future work is to assume that the machine parameter variables follow continuous
distributions, and train the models assuming continuous distributions. More
specifically, these are Gaussian distributions since new techniques that allow one
to combine discrete variables and Gaussian variables have recently become
available for Bayesian Networks.
(d) Refining the geological prediction and decision models, specifically:
- Refine the definition of ground classes. Use of more detailed ground
classes based on geomechanical parameters of the ground such as
compressive strength, jointing spacing (for rock) and cohesion and friction
angle (soil)
- Consider other observed variables such as deformations inside the tunnel
and at the surface, in predicting geology and assessing risk.
(e) Utility functions. In this study, simple utility functions were used to decide
between construction strategies. This was done to illustrate the model in a clear
way. Different types of utility functions should be used when applying the model
to different projects. Utility functions that reflect the decision maker's attitude
towards risk should be used, particularly risk averse utility functions.
Furthermore, single variable utility functions were used. Multi-attribute utility
functions can be developed and used in the future. These utility functions consider
different attributes for engineering projects, other than cost, such as cost/profit
(cost overrun/cost underrun), time to completion (time delay/time underrun),
quality, safety, and environmental issues amongst others.
(f) Application of the risk assessment methodology to other tunnels with different
ground conditions and different construction methods. This study has applied the
risk assessment methodology to the Porto Metro since a large amount of data was
available. The risk assessment methodology can be applied to similar projects,
where data are available. It would also be interesting to compare the results of
several of these studies, in particular with regard to the structure of models that
perform best in predicting geology.
(g) The Porto Metro dataset is valuable, and the author would like to once again
extend the thanks to Porto Metro for allowing the use of this dataset. The dataset
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itself was essential to this study, but can also be useful in other studies. For
example, the dataset can be used to study and create models that predict
penetration rates based on observed, and predicted geologies. These models can
or can not be based on Bayesian methods.
(h) The Bayesian techniques used to build the geological prediction model in this
study can also be used to create a TBM performance prediction model. It would
be interesting to develop such a model, and compare its results with those
obtained by applying several existing and established TBM performance models
for rock TBMs.
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